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Preface
This volume contains 8 2 critical essays on
Purvamimamsa. These essays represent the lectures
delivered in Andhra University and Karnatak
University and other centres of studies. Some of
these essays are large (6-8 pages) while others are
small (2 -4 pages). This depends upon the topic
concerned.
There are very few works on Purvamimamsa in
English. Mimamsa Darsana published in the series of
Indian Philosophy of Benaras University gives some
topics
of
Purvamimamsa.
Mahamahopadhyaya
Ganganath Jha’s English translation of Sabarabhasya
and Slokavartika are useful only to study the texts.
These do not make a critical assessment with an
interdisciplinary approach.
In this volume a critical and disciplinary study of
all major issues of Purvamimamsa is made. It is
hoped that this volume will be useful to research
students and research scholars.
Mahamahopadhyaya
Rashtrapati Prashasti Puraskrita
Darsanakalanidhi
Prof. K.T. Pandurangi
Former Prof, of Sanskrit
Bangalore University
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1. The Perspective and the
Scope of Purvamimamsa
The world view of Purvamimamsa
Sacrifice is a Socio-religious institution in Vedic
culture. It represents the world view envisaged by
Purvamimamsa. According to Purvamimamsa,
(i) the world is neither created nor it will be
destroyed. It is ever present.
(ii) the language particularly, the Vedic language
has no beginning nor the end.
(iii) For the sacrificial activity also no beginning
can be traced in historical term.
In the very first hymn of Rg Veda, Agni is
described as Rtvik and Hota. Prayers are offered to
him by sages in the past and will be offered by the
sages in future.
Agnih purvebhih rsibhih Idyah nutanaih uta
In Purusa sukta. it is stated that,
yajnena yajriam ayajanta devah tani
dharmani prathamani asan.
The deities performed the sacrifices, these were
the earliest sacrifices. The Gita also informs us
saha yajnah prajah sfstva purovaca prajapathih

IB
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From this it is clear that sacrificial activity was
also ever present. These were not ever present in an
isolated way. These make an impact on one another.
In Vedas there is an important concept designated
as Rta. This is the source of the natural law of nonsentient entities and the moral law of the sentient
beings. The first one is designated as satya. The
second is designated as dharma'. These are not
exclusive to each other. These are the two sides of
the same coin. Dharma is primarily a sacrificial
activity in the context of Purvamimamsa. The
sacrificial activities, though are physical activities,
these are elevated as dharma on two grounds.
(i) These are enjoyed by vedic injunction
(ii) These lead to trans-empirical results.
The sacrificial activities are conveyed by vedic
language. The vedic language also describes the
nature and the presiding deities of different aspects
of nature. The sacrificial offerings are offered to the
deities. In fact, dravya, the sacrificial offering, and
devata, i.e. deities form the core part of the
sacrifice. The hymns reveal dravya and devata.
Thus the scope of the sacrificial activities includes
the vedic injuctions and the deities also. For this
reason sacrifice is considered as the support or the
foundation of the entire world.
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Taittariya Aranyaka states that Dharmo Visvasya
Jagatah Pratisfha (*PT?
SPPT: Jff^gT).
(Tai.A. 1 0 -6 3 -7 )
The sacrificial activity leads to the welfare of not
only the performers, not only the sentient beings,
but of the entire world. Satapatha Brahmana states
Sreyo rupam atyasrjat dharmam
(Sata.Bra. 1 4 -4 -2 -2 6)
Jaimini defines dhama as codana laksanah arthah
dharmah (^t^rra^T: apf: *pf:). Here the word arthah
states that the dharma, i.e., sacrificial activity leads
to the welfare. As stated above it leads to the
welfare of men and also the welfare of all others,
including the deities. This is made clear in Gita.
(i) Devan bhavayatanena te deva bhavayantu vah
Parasparam bhavayantah sreyah
paramavapsyatha (Gita - 3-1 1 )
TO'TT VTPPTnT:

WTWFPT I

(ii) Anena prasavisyadhvam esavostvistakamadhuk (Gita -3 -1 0 )
3TTT jrcrftw^j-

i

Gita further explains the role of sacrifice in the
form of yajna cakra.

4
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Annad bhavanti bhutani parjanyadanna sambhavah
yajnatbhavati parjanyo yajnah karmasamudbhavah
Hf:

II

(Gita 3 - 1 4 )

Since the sacrificial activity leads to the welfare
of all it has to be carried on for ever, generations
after generation.
Isavasya Upanisad advises
activities all along the life.

to

undertake

the

Kurvannevch karmani jijiviset satam samah

Gita declares that no one can remain without any
activity even for a moment.
Na hi kascit ksanamapi jatu tisthati akarmakrt
•T

I (Gita 3-5)

Sacrificial activities constitute the Srauta religion.
However Jaimini has accepted smrtis also as the
authorities for dharma. Dharmasutras, smrtis and
later nibhandha works constitute the source of
smarta dharmas. These prescribe varna and asrama
duties and the moral duties. These also have to be
observed generation after generation for ever. Thus
the performance of sacrificial activities and other
religious activities have to go on. Mimamsakas do

The P erspective and the Scope o f Purvamimamsa
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not accept the moksha liberation of the type of
vedanta and also do not accept knowledge as a
means of it. They do not accept the God who
causes srsti, sthiti and laya.
For Mimamsakas
Religious and ethical
well as the ends of
view is quite distinct
Itihasa purana.

the sacrificial and other
activities are the means as
human welfare. Their world
from that of Vedanta and

The Sources of Srauta Sacrifices
Srauta sacrifices are described in Taittarlya
Samhita of Krsna Yajurveda, Satapatha Brahmana
of Sukla yajurveda, Aitereya Aranyaka of Rg veda
and in Taittarlya Brahmana. There are two texts of
Taittarlya Sakha, viz, Sarasvata Pafha and Arseya
Pafha. In Arsyeya Pafha there is subject-wise
arrangement. In five sections viz, Prajapatya,
Saumya, Agneya, Vaisvadeva and Svayambhuva.
This helps us to comprehend Rsi, Devata, hymns
and rituals. In these texts of Samhita and Brahmana
the sacrifices are described. The main sacrifices, the
subordinate rituals, the anxiliries, and the hymns
are stated.
As the performance of the sacrifices was actively
going on, there was no need to describe the whole
procedure step by step at that time. This task was

6
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done by Srauta Sutras. There are ten Srauta Sutras
related to Yajurveda. Among these Baudhayana
Srauta Sutra is the oldest and gives the detailed
description all major sacrifices. Apastambha Srauta
Sutra is quite elaborate. Katyayana Srauta Sutra is
a little revolutionary. In many instances it departs
from other Srauta Sutras.
Only two Srauta Sutras namely. Asvalayana and
Samkhyayana are related to Rg Veda. As many as
eighteen Srauta Sutras are related to Sama veda. In
addition to these, there are fourteen Pitrrnedha
Sutras and eight Parisistas.
Apart from Srauta Sutras there are Sulba Sutras.
In these the construction of yajna mantapa, the
construction of sacrificial altars, Garhapatya etc.
sacred fire places are described. These are a kind
of geometrical works, and the foundation of Vedic
Mathematics and Vedic Vastu. The word Sulba
means a cord. By this the various fire places and
altars are measured.
The number and nature of Sacrifices
The sacrifices are analysed in three groups viz., (i)
Paka yajnas (ii) Havir yajnas and (iii) Soma yajfias.
Among these Paka yajnas are the Grhya rites.
Havir yajnas and Soma yajnas are Srauta rites.
Seven Havir yajnas are enumerated as under:

The P erspective and th e S cop e o f Purvamimamsa
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(i)
Agnyadheya (ii) Agnihotra (Hi) Darsapurna
masau
(iv) Agrayana
(v) Caturmasyani
(vi)
Daksayana yajna (vii) Kunda-payinam ayanam.
According to Baudhayana Sutra (B S’s 24 -4 )
seven Soma Yajnas as enumerated as under :
i)
Agnistoma, ii) Atyagnisfoma iii) Ukthya, iv)
Sodasi, v) Vajapeya, vi) Aptoryama, and vii) Atiratra.
In the above Soma sacrifices, the soma is
pressed and its juice is offered to the deities,
during only one day of the sacrifice. Hence these
Soma sacrifices are called ekahas i.e., having the
duration of one day.
The Soma sacrifices in which Soma is pressed
and its juice is offered for two to twelve days are
named Ahlnas.
The Soma sacrifices in which Soma is pressed
and its juice is offered for twelve days or more are
termed as satras.
However, twelve days Soma sacrifice with some
variations has the characteristics of both Ahina and
Satra.
A Soma sacrifice extending for one full year i.e.,
when the Soma juices offered on all the days of
the year is known as Ayana.

8
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Nitya, Naimittika and Kamya Sacrifices
The sacrifices are also classified as nitya
(obligatory) naimittika (occasional) and Kamya
(utilitarian).
For
example :
Agnihotra and
Darsapurnamasa are nitya (obligatory).
The Agnihotra is enjoined by the injunctive
sentence Yavaj Jivam agnihotram juhoti
Jisjft). One should perform Agnihotra all
along his life. Here the word Yavat, i.e., all along is
the ground to perform it all along the life. This
sacrifice is obligatory.
Karirya Vrstikamo yaieta
I) is
an instance of Kamya karma. If the house of a
sacrificer is burnt, a sacrifice to ward off the illeffects is prescribed.
This is naimittika. This classification applies to
Gfhya rites and Varnasrama dharmas also. For
example, for a householder Pancamahayajnas are
prescribed. These are (i) Brahma yajfia (ii)
Devayajna (iii) Pitryajna (iv) Bhuta yajna (v)
Atithiyajna. Studying Vedas is Brahmayajna. This is
intended to preserve the literary heritage. Devayajna
is performing sacrifice. This is intended to preserve
the tradition of sacrifice. Pitryajna is for securing
the progeny. It is intended to preserve the race.
Bhuta yajna is offering food to all other living

The P erspective and the Scope o f Purvamimamsa
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beings. This is intended to preserve all other living
beings. Atithiyajna is entertaining the guest. It is
called manusya yajna also offering food to fellow
living beings. These
are obligatory
for a
householder. This reveals the social consciousness
of our ancient people. This social consciousness is
not confined to human beings only but extends to
other living beings also.
The priest, sacred fires, utensils of the sacrifice
The srauta ritual procedure requires four types
of priests related to four vedas. (1) Adhvaryu
belongs to Yajurveda (2) Brahma belongs to
Atharva veda (3) Hota belongs to Rg veda (4)
Udgata belongs to Sama Veda. There are three
others who assist each of the above main priests.
Thus the total number of priests is sixteen. Ten
Camasa adhvaryus are also employed in the Soma
sacrifice.
The Brahmana Khsatriya and Vaisya class are
entitled to perform sacrifices. Rathakara is allowed
to perform a special ritual, so also Nishada
sthapati.
A sacrifice consists of four
oblation material, (ii) devata
renouncing the ownership
sacrificer and investing it with

items, (i) Dravya
(iii)
tyaga i.e.,
of Dravya by
the ownership of

i.e.,
the
the
the

10
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deity, (iv) Praksepa i.e., putting the Dravya in the
sacrificial fire.
It should be noted here that the tyaga stated
here is Dravyatyaya but not phala tyaga stated in
Gita.
The sacrificer should set up three fires at
Agnyadhana rite. The three fires are named as (1)
Garhapatya (2) Ahavaniya and (3) Daksina.
The pit for the Garhapatya fire is circular in
shape, situated to the west of the altar. The pit of
the Ahavaniya fire is square in shape, situated to
the east of Garhapatya. The pit of Daksinagni is
semicircular in shape. It is constructed to the south
of Garhapatya.
For the sacrifice as many as forty seven utensils
are required. Among these (1) sphya (2) kapalani
(3) AgnihotrahavanI (4) Surpa (5) Krisnajina (6)
Samya (7) Ulukhala (8) Musala (9) Drsat (10)
Upala (11) srk (12) sruva are important. AranI and
Yupa are major instruments.
For preparing AranI Yupa and other utensils the
wood of the following trees is used. Asvattha,
Udumbara, Khadira, Nyagrodha, Palasa, Pippala,
Varana, Vaikantaka and few other trees are utilized.
For a particular item, a particular wood is required.

The P erspective and the Scope o f Purvamimamsa

Purodasa (cooked rice), Ajya (ghee), Soma plant
are primarily used for offering. Dadhi (curds),
madhu (honey) etc others occasionally used.
The nature of Soma plant is described in Susruta
Samhita as under :
Soma plant is a mixture of bitterness and
sweetness in taste, royal blue in colour, cool. It has
fifteen leaves. These grow during bright half of the
month and drop out during dark half of the month.
On the full moonday, all the fifteen leaves will be
present. On new moon day of the month all leaves
drop out.

12
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2. Avestan Yasna and Vedic Yajna
Among the surviving old religions, Zoroastrian
religion is practised by Parsees in India. Avesta is
the sacred scripture of this religion. Avesta
literature is divided into five groups. The first
group is Yasna-Yajna. There are broad similarities
between Avestan Yasna and Vedic Yajna.
1. The Agni has a prominent place in both vedic
rituals and Avestan rituals.
2. The offerings of dron and homa of Avestan
ritual may be compared with the vedic Purodasa
and Soma respectively.
3. In vedic sacrifice, the Soma is offered in three
sessions
namely
pratah,
madhyandina
and
Sayamsavana. In Yasna ceremony also offerings are
made three times.
4. The Avestan rituals are accompanied by
mantras as in Vedic rituals. The names and
functions of some of priest resemble. Eg.: Zot=Hota.
5. Brahma is expected to supervise the entire
sacrifice and advise expiations like the §raosaverez
in Avesta. Agnidhra as the name itself suggests is
one who tends fire is similar to Avestan Atarevaxs’
who also tends fire.

Avestan Yasna and Vedic Yajna
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Agnyadheya
As a preliminary for performing subsequent
rituals, a sacrificer should setup three sacred fires
viz. Garhapatya, Ahavaniya and Daksina fires.
According to some schools Sabhya fire has also to
be setup. The Avasathya fire has to be setup at the
time of marriage. It is also called aupasana or
Vaivahika.
The vedic texts have prescribed certain rituals for
setting up these fires which the sacrificer has to
perform.
Before the performance of the rituals for setting
up the fires, the sacrificer has to get prepared the
aranis i.e., charning
logs from the Asvatha tree
grown in the womb of Sami tree. He should also
get prepared the instruments like Srk i.e. ladles,
sruva i.e. spoons, sphya i.e., wooden sword,
camasas i.e. square vessels, antardhanakata i.e.,
small curtain etc. all from the wood.
He should collect the sticks of following viz.
Asvatha, udumbara, Parna, Sami, Vikaiikata, the tree
struck by lightening, leaf of lotus etc. The sacrifier
should get the shade prepared with the bamboos, its
roof pointing to the cast. He should also prepare the
altar
and fix the places for Garhapatya
fire,
Ahavaniya and Daksina fire. To north of Garhapatya
fire he should keep a spotted goat.

14
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The sacrificer should shave his hair and beard. He
and his wife should trim their nails and take a bath.
The Adhvaryu should take a portion of the fire
from the Aupasana fire and place it on the place
fixed for Garhapatya, to prepare Brahmaudana rice.
He should cook that rice and offer a portion of it
on that fire. He should pour the clarified butter on
the remaining cooked rice and give it to the four
priests. He should then take three sticks of Asvatha
and besmear them with Brahmaudana - rice and
offer them in fire. The four priests should consume
the Brahmaudana rice. The cows should be given to
the priests. The priests should keep on offering
kindling sticks on that fire through out the night.
Next moring the aranis should be heated on
Brahmaudanika fire and the fire be extinguised. The
Adhvaryu should sprinkle water over the places
fixed for the fires and place materials
i.e.,
Sambharas over them. He should also place the
pieces of gold over the materials. He should churn
the fire from the aranis, and place that churned fire
in Garhapatya. He should place the enkindling
sticks of Asvatha wood on it and let it flame up.
He should lift up that burning stick and place it in
a pan. He should lift up the pan and make the
sacrificer recite the formulae called ‘Agni-tanu’
(Apss 5 .1 0 .7) in the ear of the horse kept aside.

Avcstan Yasna and Vedic Yajna
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He should carry the pan towards the east. The
horse, should also walk towards the east. He
should make the horse setup his right foot upon
the materials deposited in the Ahavaniya firepit and
*
should place the fire from the pan in the pit of
Ahavaniya. Brahma priest should rotate the chariotwheel from the Garhapatya to Ahavaniya pit. The
Agnidhra should place the fire, either churned out
or brought from the common-fire-place and deposit
in the Anvaharya fire pit. The Adhvaryu should
offer Agnihotra libations without employing any
formula.
Thus the fires are setup and the sacrificer has to
take care to keep all of them burning, or at least
the Garhapatya, continuously.
The dice play takes place near Sabhya fire. The
sacrificer wins in the dice game. The sacrificial fees
are distributed.
The Adhvaryu thereafter proceeds to perform the
Pavamanahavimsi. He offers cakes to Agni
Pavamana, Agni Pavaka and Agni, Suci baked in
eight potsherds. He also offers Purnahuti offering
on the Ahavaniya fire. This is a model for all
sacrifices with suitable changes here and there.

16
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3. The eligibility to perform
the sacrifice
The eligibility for performing the sacrifice is
briefly stated as Arthl Samartho Vidvan adhikriyate
(3Pft
i.e., a person who desires to
obtain the result of the sacrifice, who has the
necessary resources and the knowledge is eligible to
perform the sacrifice.
In respect of eligibility, the first question that
arises is, whether the persons who have defective
senses such as blind, deaf, dumb are eligible or not.
There are certain items in the sacrifice that have to
be performed utilising these senses. For instance
ajya aveksana i.e. seeing the ajya, mantroccarana
i.e. reciting the hymns, Visnukramana i.e. walking
cannot be performed by the blind, dumb, lame
persons. It cannot be argued that since such
persons cannot perform these items, the injunctions
above these items do not apply to these persons.
They can be treated as exempted from these acts
and they can get the result of the sacrifice without
performing these items. This position cannot be
accepted. These are Krtvartha items, that is to say
these are the part and parcel of the sacrifice. If
these are not performed, the performance of the
sacrifice itself becomes incomplete and does not
lead to the result. Hence such persons are not

The eligibility to perform th e sacrifice
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eligible to perform sacrifices. These persons do not
satisfy the criterion of Samarthya for the eligibility.
An interesting question is raised in the Bhasya
whether the birds and animals are eligible to
perform sacrifice. The birds and animals also are
interested in obtaining happiness. They also have
the feelings of happiness and sorrow. This is clear
from the fact that they move under the shade of
the tree when there is heat of the sun and move
under the sun when the weather is chill. Further
dogs observe fast on fourteenth day of the month.
The Syena birds observe fast on the eighth day of
the month. It cannot be considered as due to some
health problem, since such fast is observed
regularly. Therefore, it seems these also can be
considered to undertake the sacrifice.
However these acts of animals and birds are not
based on their knowledge of these as dharma. An
act can be decided as dharma or not, only by the
perusal of veda. Birds and animals have no access
to veda. Further these do not have any dravya of
their own to offer. It is true that certain areas in
the forest are earmaked for various birds and
animals. However the ownership of these is not
granted to them. Hence the birds and animals do
not satisfy two eligibility conditions viz. ‘Samartha’
and ‘Vidvan.’
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The eligibility for deities
The question whether the deities and sages are
eligible for undertaking sacrifice is also raised. The
statement ‘deva vai satram asata’ (^T t HWtTRTrT)
gives an impression that deities and sages are also
eligible for undertaking the sacrifice. Further there
is a sacrifice that has to be performed for a
thousand years. The deities only can perform such
long sacrifices. However the Bhasyakara rejects the
eligibility for the deities on the ground that the
sacrifices are performed addressing the deities. If
deities themselves undertake the sacrifice, then they
have to think of another set of deities to address.
This is ridiculous. In the case of sages also, they
have to envisage another set of sages. Moreover,
the deities have no forms. Hence they are not
eligible.
The question of eligibility for deities is discussed
in
Brahmasutras
under
devatadhikarana,
Sri
Sankaracarya is not particularly interested in
defending the eligibility for the deities for
Karmanusfhana. He argues in favour of the
eligibility for Brahmajnana and establishes it.
However certain observations made by him in this
context are helpful to support eligibility for
Karmanusfhana also. He says that the deities have
form i.e. Vigraha. They have the capacities to
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assume many forms. They can be conveyed by
veda without affecting the eternity of veda.
Sri Ramanuja also supports the eligibility for
Brahmajnana for deities on thesame line.
Sri
Madhvacarya goes a step ahead and establishes the
eligibility for both Karmanustana and Brahmajnana
for the deities. The arguments in favour of elibility
for Karmanusfhana are stated as under :
i) The statement ‘devah agnim adhatte’ states
agnyadhana for the deities.
ii) Indra, Varuna etc are the
offices of the
deities. There is some-one or the other all
along. Hence, the vedic words can convey
them without effecting the eternalrelation
between the word and meaning.
iii) The deities have the form and
can be
simultaneously be present in many places.
Moreover it is not necessary that they should
be physically present at the sacrifices.
In view of these, the deities have eligibility for
both Karmanusfhana and Brahmajnana.
Eligility of Women
After disposing of the question of eligibility of
deities and sages, the question of the eligibility of
women is taken up for discussion. Aitisayana an
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early Mimamsaka, argues that the expression
Svargakamah is in masculine gender. Therefore it
seems the intention is to convey that only male are
eligible to perform the sacrifice.
Another argument to deny the eligibility for
women is the lack of resources with them. The
sacrifice requires various kinds of grain, ghee etc.
The woman does not own these. In fact, she
herself is purchased at the time of her marriage by
offering to her father the cows, chariots etc.
The above arguments are not sufficient grounds
to deny eligibility to women. The masculine gender
in the expression svargakamah does not exclude
women. The desire for the result of the sacrifice is
the ground of eligibility. This is stated by the
expression svargakamah. The desire is common to
both male and female, hence, both are eligible. In
this context, we may note that the statement
Brahmano na hantavyah (sTfijFTt
i.e. a
brahmin should not be killed does not mean only
the male brahmin be not killed but even female
brahmin be not killed.
Offering some present to the parents of the bride
does not amount to the purchase of the bride. It is
only a custom.
At the time of the marriage the bridegroom
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makes a promise that he will not transgress her in
respect of dharma, artha and Kama. This clearly
indicates that they enter into a kind of partnership
in respect of persuing these ideals of life. One is
not the master of the other. The expression
Dampati is explained as patisca patni ca dampati.
The word ‘dama’ means sacrificial fire. Dampati
means the husband and wife associated with the
sacrificial fire. The word patni also means the wife
associated with the husband in the programme of
sacrifice. (Patyur no yajna samyoge
Hence women are as much eligible to undertake the
sacrifice as men.
The next question is whether the husband and
wife can undertake the sacrifice individually,
separately or it is a joint programme. The singular
in yajeta gives an impression that it has to be
undertaken separately. However there are certain
items like ajya aveksana and anvarambha, that have
to be done by both. This will not be possible if
each one of them undertakes the sacrifice
separately. Only one of them attending to these
items will result in incomplete performance of the
sacrifice. It cannot be argued that the items that are
to be performed by wife may be performed by the
husband in the sacrifice undertaken by him. These
items relate to the sacrifice and not to the person.
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Hence person-wise allocation will not satisfy the
requirement of the programme of the sacrifice. This
will result in the absence of Sarvangopasamhara i.e.,
implementing all the details of the sacrifice. Hence
both have to undertake the sacrifice together.The
singular number in the expression yajeta indicates
only the agency of undertaking this act present in
the two is one and joint i.e., Vyasajya Vritti. It does
not indicate that the agent is only one. It only
indicates that the agency is one.
There are certain other acts such as ‘yoktrena
patnim sannahyati’ (4W^UI
‘mekhalaya
yajamanam’
*RTTR) which confirm that both
of them participate in the programme together. It is
also stated that they attain prosperity together.
‘Sam patni sukrtena gacchatam (flMdl
All these confirm that the two together have to
undertake the sacrifice.
Sudras do not have eligibility for performing
sacrifice
The right of Sudras for performing the sacrifice
is strongly argued in the Jaimini sutras and Sahara
bhasya, though ultimately it is not granted.
(i) Mere interest in obtaining the result of the
sacrifice will not entitle one to undertake it. It is only
one of the criteria. The other criterion, particularly,
the knowledge of Veda is not found in Sudras.
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(ii)
Studying Veda without upanayana is a wrong
procedure. Such study and recitation of hymns at
the sacrifice without proper study will not help to
obtain the result of the sacrifice.
The institution of sacrifice is a programme of
achieving welfare not only for the individual but for
the whole society. It is even more. It is for the
welfare of the entire world consisting of all living
beings and the nature around. It is also a sacred
programme. Therefore, it has to be executed with
competent persons with necessary discipline. The
persons are meant for the programme. The
programmes are not meant for persons. In view of
this, if any individual or a group of persons are
denied to participate in the programme, the
intention is to accomplish the programme perfectly
and faultlessly but not to deny the opportunity to
participate to that person or group of persons. The
programme is more important than the persons.
The concepts of perfection of socio-religious
programmes and procedures go on changing,
suitable social changes also go on. We have to
understand their validity in the context in which
they are practised and preached. In due course, the
changes take place whether one likes it or not.
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The eligibility of Rathakara
Rathakara is a subcaste. A person born from the
mother of Karan! caste and the father of mahisya
caste is of Rathakara caste. A woman born from
Sudra caste mother and a Vaisya caste father is a
Karani. A person born from the mother of Vaisya
caste and the father of Ksatriya caste is mahisya.
With reference to a person belonging to
rathakara subcaste, it is stated that he should
perform Agni adhana during the rainy season. The
name rathakara could be applied to brahmana who
is engaged in preparing a chariot. However, it
would be a forced application when the word refers
to a particular caste by usage. Hence, agni adhana
as stated here has to be undertaken by a person of
rathakara caste.
Another exception is that of Nisadasthapati. Here
the word can be taken to mean as a master of
Nisadas or a person belonging to nisada clan. It is
taken in the latter sense. This is another instance
of a person not belonging to the first three varnas
being granted eligibility to a particular sacrifice.
The two instances serve more than sacrificial
purpose. These are evidences for the intercourse
among Ksatriyas, Vaisyas and other castes. Such
intercourses do not seem to have been in the case
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of a few individuals. In that case, a new sub-caste
would not have emerged. Such persons seem to
have adapted to different vocations and later
indentified with those vocations. The progency of
such intercourse must have acquired a social status
by adapting some or other vocation.
JtWfc
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4. The concepts of Apurva and Svarga
The sacrifices are enjoined by vedic injunctions.
Certain results to be realised by these are also
stated.
For
instance,
the
injunction
‘darsa
purnamasabhyam svarga kamo yajeta’
^T^cf) enjoins
the
performance
of
darsapurnamasa sacrifice to realise svarga. Now this
act of the sacrifice comes to an end as soon as all
the items of it are completed. Flowever, the result
svarga does not immediately emerge. The cause
should immediately precede the effect. When this
does not happen some intermediary to maintain the
continuity has to be envisaged. Hence, apurva is
envisaged
as an intermediary between the the
sacrifice and the result i.e. svarga.
This concept is envisaged by arthapatti pramana.
Whenever there is a conflict between the two facts
both of which are supported by appropriate
pramana,
a third fact hasto be envisaged to
resolve the conflict. Here, performing sacrifice is
enjoined by sruti. A result for it is also stated in
sruti. These statements imply the cause and effect
relation between the two. This cannot be worked
out unless the two are connected. This difficulty is
resolved by envisaging apurva by arthapatti. Since,
this arthapatti emerges out of sruti statements, it is
designated as srutarthapatti.
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This apurva arises when the main sacrifice is
successfully
completed.
It is
designated
as
paramapurva. The subsidiary acts generate their
own
apurvas.
These are
designated
as
avantarapurva. For instance, at darsaapurnamasa
sacrifice agneya etc three subbordinate acts are
performed on darsaa and paurnamasa each. From
these three utpattyapurvas arise. Since, these two
sets of three acts are performed on separate days a
samudaya apurva arises from each set of three acts.
Ultimately
these lead
to
paramapurva
or
phalapurva. This leads to the final result.
This apurva is a kind of trans-empirical power. It
remains with the performer of the sacrifice.
Ordinarily the power of an entity remains with that
entity only and ceases to exist when that entity
ceases. It produces the result for that entity only.
However this is the position in the case of
empirical power. Apurva is a trans-empirical power.
Hence, its way of functioning is quite different from
empirical power. The sacrificial act is empirical. Its
continuity until the result arises could not be
envisaged. However, as dharma it could generate a
trans-empirical power and could lead to the result.
In Indian philosophical and religious tradition the
concept of non-empirical power i.e. adrsta is
accepted by all in some or other form at some or
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other stage. It remains with the persons concerned.
However, it is not cognised by him like his
cognition of joy or sorrow.
The Concept of Svarga
There are three kinds of injunctive statements
viz. i) The injunctive statements that specifically
state svarga as the result to be realised by
performing the sacrifice ii) The injunctive statements
that mention something other than svarga such as
pasu, indriya i.e. the strength of senses, etc., as the
results, iii) The injunctive statements that do not
state either svarga as the result or any other
particular result.
In connection with these results two questions
arise i) what is the nature of svarga ii) whether
these are realised here only or in some other world
or some other birth.
The nature of svarga is discussed in svarga
kamadhikarana. Jaimini and Sahara do not seem to
be particular in identifying svarga
with another
world. They use the expression prlti i.e. delight, to
convey the meaning of the word svarga. This is its
primary meaning. But secondarily it is also used in
the sense of the means of delight. For instance, the
expressions ‘candanam svargah’ i.e. the sandal
wood paste is heaven. Kauseyani svargah the silka
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garment is heaven and so on. However, Sahara
cautions that these are not always delightful nor
these are delightful to all. Therefore, the word
svarga should be taken in the sense of the delight
that is not mixed with even an iyota of sorrow.
Since, such a delight is not available here, if people
envisage a world on the basis of a reference in
Purana and the statements of Siddhapurusas such a
place also has to be taken as a means of delight.
Even the kamya sacrifices are undertaken, because,
the results obtained from them provide the delight.
In visvajit adhikarana a more fundamental
question is raised. Where is the need to conceive
such a result such as svarga ? Why not say that
the sacrifices, at least such sacrifices for which no
result is stated have no result at all and need not
be performed. Once, this argument is conceded,
then, this argument could be extended to other
sacrifices also the result of which is not empirically
realised and do not lead to any observable result.
The only answer to this objection is that these are
enjoined by vedic injunctions. Since, the vedic
injunctions have enjoined these, we must envisage
appropriate result for these, wherever the result is
not mentioned. Otherwise people will not undertake
the performance of these sacrifices. The result
svarga whether stated or not has to be envisaged.
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From this it is clear that the concept of svarga is
introduced to induce the undertaking of sacrifice.
The concept of a sacrifice has a larger
dimension. It is not meant for the welfare of the
individual performer only. It is meant for the
welfare of the whole mankind, the whole living
being, the whole Nature. In view of this one will
derive immense delight by successfully performing
this programme. It is belived that it will manifest
the transempirical power apurva and lead to the
welfare of all.
The concept of svarga has psychological, ethical
and spiritual dimensions. It is a complex concept.
Such complex concepts when put into concrete
situations take a concrete form in the context of a
particular cultural tradition. In the context of Indian
cultural tradition it has aquired the form of another
world i.e. heaven. However, Jaimini and Sahara
have not given much importance to this concrete
form. This is clear from their remarks in
svargakamadhikarana.
The concept of rebirth, and prarabdhakarma also
have played their role in clarifying the situation of
the result not following immediately after the kamya
sacrifice. Prarabdhakarma is supposed to have
prevented the presence of the result immediately
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and rebirth has provided the scope for its
occurance in the next birth. The concept of apurva
has provided a link. Sacrificial act is quite distinct
from prarabdhakarma. It does not lead to any chain
of Karma.
It is interesting to note that Sahara remarks that
since the svarga in the sense of other world is not
observable it has to be envisaged by arthapatti.
Since, the delight unmixed with sorrow is stated to
be the result of the sacrifice, and since, such delight
cannot be realised in this world, the other world i.e.
svarga has to be envisaged. However, even then, it
will only be a means of svarga but not svarga in its
primary sense viz delight. It should be noted that
the two important concepts of Purvamimamsa viz.
apurva and svarga are conveyed by Arthapatti.
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5. Key-note Address at the Summer
Institute on Purvamimamsa
Firstly, it is most ancient among six systems. The
expressions
mimamsa,
mimamsante
occur
in
Taittariya samhita, Satapatha Brahmana, Upanisads
and such other early literature. Jaimini wrote his
Sutras in about 3 0 0 B.C. He mentions early
Mimansakas such as Atreya, Badari, Aitisayana and
Kamukayana. By the time of Jaimini, Mimamsa was
a well developed branch of learning.
Purvamimamsa has three important aspects :
i) Firstly, it is a Vakyasastra or science of inter
pretation. While Vyakarana deals with the structure
of the language such as etymology, syntax etc.
mimamsa
deals with the psychology of the
language. It concerns itself with the intentions and
implications of the language. While vyakarana deals
with the words and sentences in isolation, mimamsa
deals withthem in a functional context. That is why
it is known as TTTWRT This aspect of mimamsa
has been fully utilised in law, literature and
philosophy in ancient India.
ii) Secondly mimamsa deals with the rituals and
sacrifices. It is Karmamimamsa. It fixes the purpose,
procedure, eligibility and full programme of rituals
and sacrifices. Here again it is not merely a
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mechanical process but an ethical and religious
process. While kalpasutra viz. Srauta, Grhya and
Dharmasutras deals with the structure of rituals,
sacrifices and social and ethical duties, the
mlmamsa deals with the psychology and philosophy
of these rituals and code of conduct. Mlmamsa
holds the view that just as the laws of Nature are
self-governing, the laws of conduct are also selfgoverning. Your Karma is your God. Purvamimamsa
is unique in that it makes the call of duty an
inherent element in the nature of man and in the
nature of universe. While discussing the philosophy
of duty the instances are drawn from the rituals
and sacrifices that were in vogue in ancient India.
Therefore modern mind may think that it is a use
less exercise to study this aspect of Mlmansa. But,
we will be losing a wealth of fundamental thought
on
the philosophy
of duty by
neglecting
Purvamimamsa.
Scholars
know
how
deep
Purvamimamsa has gone into the philsophy of duty,
long before Kant thought of his categorical
imperative.
iii)
In
addition
to
being
vakyasastra,
Karmamlmamsa, the Purvamimamsa is a Darsana.
The problems of epistemology, and theory of
knowledge etc. are thoroughly discussed in
Purvamimamsa. Kumarija the greatest exponent
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Purvamimamsa had to fight a double battle; with
Buddhists on the one had and the Vedantins on the
other. By denying the Atman or self the Buddhists
wanted to sacrifice the sacrificer and by rejecting
Karma treating it as opposed to knowledge, the
Vedantins wanted to sacrifice the sacrifice itself.
Kumarija Bhatta had to save both Atman and
Karma, sacrificer, and sacrifice. He did by building a
strong system of Mlmamsa Darsana.
It is proposed to deal with the aspects of
Mlmamsa, viz. i) Mlmansa and language ii) Mlmansa
and ethics, and iii) Mlmansa and epistemology in
the course of this three weeks summer institute.
I am happy to inform our chief quests that 40
participant scholars from Kashmir to Kerala has
assembled here. We have Dr. Kausalya Valli from
Kashmir and Dr. Karunakaran from Kerala.
Participant scholars from Allahabad, Lucknow,
Jabalpur, Nagapur, Poona, Osmania, Tirupathi,
Karnatak and Mysore Universities are present here.
Participants from Darbhanga, Calcutta, Punjab and
Baroda Universities on their way. Originally we
proposed to have only twenty. UGC suggested to
raise it to fifty. Thinking that we may not get so
many scholars interested in this branch of learning,
we restricted it to forty now, to my surprise.
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I have not only full quota of scholars but very
senior and eminent scholars have come. Eminent
scholars like Dr. Guha, Dr. Kali Prasad Simha have
agreed to come (and they are on their way).
On the staff side, 1 am lucky to have a few
eminent traditional and modern scholars. Sri
Ramadhandra Shrauti of Gokarna who has
conducted several sacrifices and had recently
organised a Garuda Chayana sacrifice has agreed to
give us a full description of a Prakrti Yaga and
Broad outline of the seven major yagas. This is
something marking the field before we start the
play of cricket or hokey. Unless the layout of a
Prakrti Yaga is known, no discussion of Mimansa
can be followed. Then, Pandita Martanda Shastry of
Dharwad, an eminent Mimansa scholar, will give us
a
complete
gist
of
twenty-seven
hundred
Purvamlmansa sutras arranged into a thousand
topics. This is a programme that will be held all
through the course.
Eminent scholars like E.S. Varadachar of Mysore,
Ramanuja
Tatachar
of
Tirupati,
Sri
Bala
Subrahmanya Shastri of Madras have agreed to
handle different Mlmamsa problems.
Some Modern scholars viz., Dr. K. Kunjanni Raja,
Madras University, Dr. E.R.K. Sharma of Tirupati
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Venkateshwara University, Dr. S.D. Joshi of Poon
and Dr. Bhide will give us critical exposition of
these Purvamimansa topics, More than we propose
to concentrate on the discussions by the
participants. In the course of summer Institute like
Lord Krsna who revealed his vast Visvarupa
through his small mouth to Yasoda we are trying to
reveal this vast Mimamsa sastra Brahmanda through
the small medium of a three week course. However,
I am quite confident of success with the blessings
of his holiness Sri Swamiji of Pejawara Mutt a great
devotee of Lord Krsna at Udupi. Precisely for this
reason that I requested him to grace this occasion
and bless us.
In Sri Pejawara Swamiji we have a unique
personality. He is a golden combination of our
ancient values and modern approach. Something
becomes ancient only when it loses its relevance to
the
modern
times.
Sri
Pejawara
Swamiji
continuously and ably interprets our ancient values
in such a way that they are relevant to modern
times. The values are ancient but their application
can be modern to put it in Purvamimamsa
language, their Utaptti may be ancient, but their
Viniyoga can be modern.Sri Swamiji is
not
interested in teaching God to a man whois already
locked in the temple, but he teaches God to a man
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is in the factory, in the field, in the office and that
is to one who is surrounded by matter and thus
very much needs God. By God Swamiji means
Godly conduct. He is an embodiment of ancient
values and modern application, he is a treasure of
ancient wisdom and modern approach. I respectfully
welcome him.
I have already informed you that we got the
sanction from U.G.C. for this institute through the
good-offices . of Dr. Satchidananda Murthy, ViceChancellor of Venkateswara University, our Chief
Guest this eving. He was Professor of Philosophy
at Andhra University for a long time. I knew him
through two of my close friends i.e. late Prof.
Nikam of Mysore University and Prof. K.J. Shah of
Karnatak University. More than this I knew him
through his learned edition of Sad-darsana
samuccaya. We are fortunate to have such learned
scholar to inaugurate our summer Institute. 1 offer
a warm welcome to him.
Our beloved Vice-Chancellor Sri T.R. Jayaraman
is a true representative of a Karmayogin of
Bhagavadgita. The motto of the University where I
studied viz. Annamalai University was ‘with courage
and faith.’ 1 do not know whether Sri Jayaraman
was also a student of Annamalai University or not,
but his motto is with courage and faith? welcoming
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him I welcome these two virtues that are very
essential for us to preserve our Sastras and
Sanskrit literature. Like
Purvamimamsa being
challenged by Buddhism and Vedanta in historical
times, we Sanskritists are challenged by the
Scientists and Social Scientists today. We have to
take these challenges academically and re-assert the
ancient values that are fundamental.
Finally, it is my pleasure to welcome all the
participants representing nearly twenty University
scholars who have come to lecture and guide
discussions and you all.
Thanking you.
(Key-note address delivered by Prof. K.T. Pandurangi at the
Summer Institute organised by Dvaita Vedanta Studies and
Research Foundation, Bangalore)
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6. The epistemology of Purvamimamsa
1
The field of epistemology is very wide and
cPmplicated. It is full of controversial issues.
However, we will touch only such aspects of
epistemology on which Mimamsa has something
special to say. Mimamsa is specially interested in
sabdapramana. It discusses other pramanas only to
show that these are not of any help to comprehend
Dharma-- the main theme of Purvamimamsa. For
upholding sabdapramana, i.e. Vedas, mimamsa has
developed the concept of svatah-pramanya i.e.
intrinsic nature of the validity of cognition. When
cognition is produced by appropriate means it is
produced as valid only. No additional means are
required to make it valid-- jnanasamagrimatradeva
pramotpattih
JWldtfri:).
When
cognition is comprehended by appropriate means its
validity also is comprehended. Pramatvajfiaptirapi
jnanajnapaka samagritah eva jayate
fH
^ I 'H i D n : ^ 'JiNrl). Both in utpatti i.e. origination,
and jnapti i.e. comprehension of the validity of
cognition does not require any additional means
than the appropriate means to produce and
comprehend the cognition. This concept of svatah
pramanya is a unique contribution of Purvamimansa
to Indian epistemology. The concept of Arthapatti
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and Anupalabdhi as two more pramanas is also a
contribution
of
Purvamlmansa
to
Indian
epistemology. Arthapatti is utilised to prove the
concept of apurva
which is very vital to
Purvamlmansa. Anupalabdhi is utilised to prevent
the rejection of the entities that are beyond sense
perception on the ground that these are not
perceived. Only such objects that are capable of
being perceived but not perceived
in the
appropriate situations could be denied on the
ground that these are not perceived. The ethical
entities like dharma, adharma etc cannot be denied
on the ground that these are not comprehended by
senses. The anupalabdhipramana restricts the scope
of the denial of only such entities that are
comprehended by the senses. The epistemic
purpose and the logical tenebility of these two
pramanas will be discussed later.
The perspective and the areas of epistemology
A presentation on epistemology has to cover the
following areas : The nature of cognition, the forms
of cognition, the means of cognition and the result
of the cognition. (jnanasvarupa, jnanaprakara,
jnanasadhana, jnanaphala i.e. pravrtti).
In the context of Indian epistemology there is
another important item viz. bhrama i.e. error. In
Western epistemology the expression cognition
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stands for valid cognition only. But in Indian
epistemology the expression jnana which is taken as
equivalent to cognition covers both prama i.e. valid
cognition, and bhrama i.e. false cognition. In the
Prabhakara system only all cognitions are analysed
as prama and bhrama situations are explained away
as vyavahara only. In Buddhist epistemology the
savikalpaka cognition is considered as bhrama. In
Advaita vedanta the cognition at vyavaharika and
pratibhasika level i.e. empirical level, is considered
as bhrama. In view of this, the concept of bhrama
i.e. error, and different theories of bhrama have
become a part of Indian epistemology.
The epistemology, though a discipline by itself,
has intimate connection with metaphysics and
ontology on the one hand and it has to satisfy the
logical consistency on the other. Each school of
Indian philosophy formulates its epistemology
keeping its metaphysics and ontology in mind. It is
stated that ‘manadhina meya siddhih’ (*tMitTl*ii
i.e. the establishment of an entity depends
upon the pramanas. However, it also happens that
the pramanas are formulated to suit the doctrines
already envisaged i.e. meyadhina manasiddhih
Such adjustments between the
metaphysical
and
ontological
doctrines
and
epistemological formulations are not necessarily
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laboured attempts. These are made to maintain
consistency and build a logical base to the doctrines
conforming to the epistemic and logical norms to
the best possible extent. In view of this the
presentation of the epistemology of a school of
philosophy has to keep in mind i) The metaphysical
and ontological doctrines of that school (ii) The
epistemic norms and the adjustments made in the
epistemology of the school concerned (iii) The
extent to which logical norms are satisfied or
compromised.
Another important point is the reference made to
experience i.e., pratlti or anubhava, while explaining
the epistemological process. In Indian philosophical
tradition psychology is not developed as a separate
discipline. However, psychological factors are
frequently taken into account in explaining the
epistemological process, ethical doctrines, and
religious practices like meditation. While explaining
the epistemological process, sometime, experience
i.e. pratlti is referred to as final authority and surer
ground. It is stated that just as prayoga i.e.
common
usage,
is the final authority for
grammarians, the pratiti i.e. experience is the final
authority for the philosophers : ‘Prayoga saranah
vaiyakaranah’ (y<Jhi}K'Ju:
‘Pratiti saranah
darsanikah’
(iirflH^Kuu:
Therefore,
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reference to experience is also taken into account
in the presentation of epistemology.
There
are broadly
three approaches
to
metaphysics viz. (i) Idealism of Buddhists, (ii)
Realism
of Jaina,
Samkhya,
Nyaya-vaiseska,
Purvamimamsa, Dvaita and Visistadvaita Vedanta,
(iii) The Advaita approach cannot be classified
strictly either as Idealism or as Realism. In fact
grouping of Indian systems of philosophy in terms
of western philosophical classification itself is not
quite appropriate. However, to give a broad idea of
the approaches of these systems this grouping is
suggested. If these metaphysical approaches are
kept in mind, it becomes easy to comprehend the
basis of their epistemological formulations. With this
background the major epistemological concepts,
issues and procedures will be discussed with special
reference to Purvamlmansa.
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7. Apauruseyatva of Veda
and Svatastva of Pramanya
In the very second sutra of Jaimini it is stated
that codana i.e., Vedic Injunction conveys dharma.
Pratyaksa etc. other Pramanas are not able to
convey dharma. On this Sahara raises a small
objection by way of purvapaksa that the vedic
injunction is of the nature of words. There is no
guarantee that the words always provide valid
knowledge. For instance the statement : ‘There are
fruits on the bank of the river.’ It may be true or
may not be true. Raising this objection Sahara
points out that it may be so in the case of the
statement of ordinary people. If the speaker is
reliable and if he has the correct knowledge, his
statement would be true. Otherwise it is not true.
However, vedic statements are not made by any
person. These are apauruseya.
To sustain the apauruseyatva, the nature of
Vedic statements. Mlmamsa develops two important
concepts viz. Apauruseyatva of Veda and Pramanya
svatstva.
i)
The relation between the word and the meaning
is natural. It is not made by any human agency.
When a word arises its meaning also arises.
However the meaning is comprehended through
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elders conversation generations generation after
generation. Each generation inherits it from the
previous generation. It is not fixed by any particular
generation. No human involved in working out the
being is relation between the word and the meaning.
ii) Varnas, i.e. the syllables of a word are
eternal : these are manifested. A group of syllables
forms a word. When the syllables of this group are
manifested one after the other, these leave a
samskara -- the impression on the mind. The last
syllable in co-operation with the impressions of the
previous syllables, forms a word. Hence here also,
there is no intervention of human agency. The
sabda is eternal. It is manifested by the efforts of
the vocal organs.
iii) The sentence is also not formulated by
human Agency. In a sentence, the words are
employed to convey the meaning as connected with
an action. These are not arranged by any human
agency. Hence at this level also the vedic statement
is
impersonal. Since
Vedic
statements
are
impersonal, there is no question of these being not
true. Veda consists of such impersonal statements.
Therefore, it is apauruseya. The names such as
Kafaka and Kalapaka are given to vedic sakhas or
the names of the teachers of these sakhas. These
persons are not the author.
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The knowledge provided by Vedas is intrincically
valid. Infact all cognitions that are generated by the
appropriate means are intrincically valid. It is only,
some or the other drawback that makes this invalid.
To gererate the valid cognition, apart from its
bonafide means, no additional means are necessary.
Validity of a valid cognition, is generated by the
same means by which the cognition is generated.
This validity is also comprehended by the same
means by which the cognition is comprehended.
Thus the validity of a cognition is intrinsic both at
the level of generation and the level of
comprehension.
However invalidity of cognition is due to some
or other drawback such as the defective eye-sight,
inattentiveness of the mind, the distance etc. Hence
invalidity of the cognition is not intrinsic at the
level of generation.
As a result of the invalidity of the cognition, it
fails to lead to the required results. Then the
observer tries to verify it and traces the drawback.
Hence comprehention of the invalidity is also not
intrinsic.
The concepts of the Vedapauruseyatva and
pramanya svatastva are two distinct contributions of
Purvamimamsa to Indian epistemology.
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8. Purvamimamsa technique of
programme organisation
Purvamimamsa has evolved a systematic method
of programme organisation. Though it is developed
for the organisation of sacrificial programme, it can
be appllied to any other programme organisation.
The rules laid down here are a kind of meta-rules
designated in Sanskrit as paribhasa. Purvamimamsa
has also developed a method of debate on
philosophical issues and on programme organisation
models.
In Indian philosophy two distinct methods of
philosophical debates are developed.
i) Pancavayava - Five stepped argumentation
method developed by Nyaya school.
ii) Adhikarana - method developed by mlmamsa
and Vedanta.
1. The Pancavayava method arranges the
arguments in five steps viz. (i) pratijna - the
statement of the proposition (ii) hetu - the reason
(iii) Udaharana - example (iv) upanaya - the
application of the reason to the present case, (v)
nigamana - the conclusion.
The adhikarana method is also arranged in five
stages, viz. (i) visaya - the subject under discussion
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(ii) Samsaya - the doubt or the two sides of the
issue (iii) Purvapaksa - the prima-facie position of
the issue, (iv) siddhanta The final position (v)
prayojana - the purpose served by the siddhanta.
Purvamimamsa follows the adhikarana method of
presentation. Within purvapaksa and siddhanta
there will be aksepa - some tentative objections and
samadhana - a clearing of this tentative objections.
In Jaimini
sutra it is not clear
which sutrais
purvapaksa sutra and which sutra is siddhanta
sutra. These
are not arranged in purvapaksasiddhanta order. In Sahara bhasya the position is
made a little more clear. However even here it is
not very clear where the aksepa ends and where its
clarification begins. Kumarila’s Tantravartika is more
a Vada-grantha than a Vyakhyana grantha. It is a
large work. It is only Sastradipika that gives a clear
picture of purvapaksa and siddhanta. Even here the
wordings of every sutra are not explained. There is
no work that gives word-by-word meanings of all
the sutras of Jaimini. However, the themes of all
the adhikaranas are presented well, in works like
Sastradipika in detail and in Jaiminlya nyayamala
vistara briefly. Bhatta Saiigraha of Sri Raghavendra
tlrtha is neither as large as Sastradipika nor as brief
as
Nyayamala-vistara.
The
purvapaksa
and
siddhanta are presented in a compact way. A
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special feature of this work is the word-by-word
interpretation of Visaya-vakyas of each adhikarana
is given. The word by word interpretation of
purvapaksa sutra and siddhanta sutra is also given.
The
meaning
of
the
technical
terms
of
purvamimamsa is also given. Wherever Bhasya and
Vartika differ, the views of Bhasya and Vartika are
separately given under the title Bhasyakaravarnaka
and Vartikakara Varnaka.
Bhaffadlpika
of
Khandadeva
differs
from
Sastradlpika in many places. He interprets the
Vartika statements also differently. Bhatfarahasya of
Khandadeva is a scholarly exposition of Purva
mimamsa hermuenitics. All these works have richly
contributed to the development of the purva
mimamsa technique of programme organisation.
In connection with the organisation of a sacrifice,
three questions are raised. Kim bhavayet, what is to
be achieved, kena bhavayet - by what means it is
to be achieved and katham bhavayet - what are the
others aids i.e. auxiliaries to it? In respect of
darsapurnamasa these questions are answered as
Svarga is to be achieved by means of darsapurna
masa yaga with the performace of the auxilaries
prayaja etc. Infact for the organisation of any other
programme, these questions and the identifying the
answers to these questions is essential.
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For Vedic sacrifice the answers to these
questions are provided by three types of vedic
injunctions, viz.
1) Utpatti Vidhi - the injunction that enjoins the
sacrifice or its auxiliaries.
2) Viniyoga vidhi - the injuction that enjoins the
association with the main sacrifice of auxiliaries.
3) Adhikara Vidhi - the injunction that states the
result.
The organising of the sacrificial programme as
per these injunctions is designated as prayoga vidhi.
A large number of sacrifices and
auxiliaries are stated in Brahmana
are codified in Srauta-Sutras.
rationale behind the arrangement
stated in these works. This is
Jaimini in purvamimamsa sutras.

rituals and their
literature. These
However, the
of these is not
worked out by

So far as the main sacrifices are concerned these
could be identified without any difficulty by their
very names and the injuctive statements in respect
of them. However, it is difficult to distinguish
between main and sub-ordinate rituals. For this
purpose six criteria Sabdantara, abhyasa etc. are
laid down. Similarly to work out the relation
between the principal and auxiliaries also sruti, lihga
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etc six criteria are worked out. Whenever there is
conflict between two criteria the ground
for
prefering one of them is discussed in respect of
each of these criteria. Normally among these six
criteria the earlier has a preference over the later.
However, in a few places, exceptions are made on
valid grounds. In connection with the arrangement
of the sequence of various items of the sacrifice
also, six criteria are laid down. The items are also
identified in two ways viz. Kftvartha - the items
meant for achieving the sacrifice. Purusartha - the
items meant for the benefit of the person - i.e. the
sacrificer.
The sacrifices are grouped as Prakrti and Vikrti.
The sacrifices that are self-sufficient in all respects
are called prakrti and sacrifices that need the
borrowing of certain auxiliaries from the prakrti
sacrifices are designated as Vikrti.
In this respect two interesting procedural
concepts are developed viz. Uha and Badha.
Uha means substitution. In the hymn employed
at Prakrti the deity Agni is addressed. When this
hymn is adopted in Vikrti yaga, the deity addressed
has to be Surya. Therefore the name Agni is
substituted by Surya.
Badha is exclusion. For instance in the Prakrti
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yaga, cutting of Kusa grass is prescribed. But in
Vikfti yaga it is stated that the kusa grass that have
fallen by themselves have to be used. Therefore the
auxiliary cutting is excluded. Another example for
this is, in Kamyesti Kanda in Prakrti yaga caru is to
be prepared by rice. For this purpose, pounding of
paddy is prescribed. While in Vikrti yaga offering of
gold pieces are prescribed. Pounding the gold
pieces is not feasible. Therefore the auxiliary, i.e.,
pounding is excluded.
In the course of performing the sacrifice,
economy of the effort also is kept in mind. For this
purpose two interesting concepts, namely, Tantra
and prasanga are developed. The nature of tantra
is explained as Sakrt krtam bahunam upakari
|TrT ^TT swift). One item performed helping many.
For instance at dasapurnamasa there are two sets
of three pradhana yagas at darsa and purnamasa
respectively. For these, prayaja etc. a number of
auxiliaries are prescribed. These need not be
performed for each pradhana yaga separately.
The performance of these at the first pradhana
yaga serves the purpose of all. This is the
technique of tantra.
The process of auxiliaries performed for one
serving the other is prasanga like a lamp put to
light the building also serving to light the road.
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Another example of this process, the sweets
prepared for the son-in-law also served to the
guest.
From the above guidelines for the organising of
the sacrificial programme, it is clear that the very
process of organisation is worked out systematically.
These guidelines could be applied for all secular
programme organisation also.
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9. Contribution of Purvamimamsa to
Indian epistemology and semantics
In addition to pratyaksa, anumana, sabdapramana
and upamana, mimamsa has envisaged a fifth
pramana i.e., Arthapatti. This pramana is utilized to
establish the category of Sakti in general and
apurva in particular. This Apurva is envisaged by
Srutarthapattipramana. By the injunction darsapurna
masabhyam svarga kamo yajeta
the yaga is enjoined as Karana and Svarga is
enjoined as the result. However, as soon as the
yaga is completed the result svarga does not arise.
A cause is required to immediately precede the
effect. However, in the case of yaga and svarga,
this is not found. Whenever there is a conflict
between the two facts provided by pramanas, it has
to be resolved by envisaging a third fact. In the
present instance, yaga and svarga are stated by
sruti as the cause and effect. To justify this an
intermediate namely, Apurva is envisaged. Since
both performance of yaga and the result svarga are
stated by sruti envisaging apurva as an intermediary
is an instance of srutarthapatti. This process is
designated as Arthapatti. This pramana is accepted
both by Bhattas and Prabhakaras.
The Bhaftas envisage one more pramana viz.
Anupalabdhi - the absence of cognition. By this
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pramana the absence of the objects is cognised.
When an object cognisable by pratyaksa etc.
pramanas, is not cognised even when these
pramanas are appropriately applied, the absence of
that object is cognised by Anupalabdhi - the
absence of cognition. It is interesting to note that
the absence of the cognition is a means for the
cognition of the absence of the object. Here both
the cause and the effect are of negative nature.
This pramana is intended to prevent the denial of
dharma, adharma etc. ethical entities, that are not
cognisable by pratyaksa etc. Only such objects that
are cognisable by pratyaksa etc can be denied when
they are not cognised by pratyaksa etc pramanas.
Dharma adharma etc are beyond these pramanas.
Hence these cannot be denied on the ground that
these are not cognisable by pratyaksa etc.
Anupalabdhi pramana is not acceptable to
Prabhakaras, since they do not accept the very
category of Abhava.
Another intresting point made by the Bhaftas in
the context of epistemology is that the cognition is
an activity of the knower’s self and it is inferred by
the revealation of the object. Every object has a
capacity to be revealed. This capacity is activated
by the cognition. From this it can be inferred that
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the cognition of that object has taken place. The
capacity mentioned above is designated as Prakatya.
Prabhakaras consider the cognition as Svaprakasa
- self revealing. Every cognition consists of three
elements viz. the knower, the known and the
knowledge. This concept is designated as Triputl
karana. The concept of Prakatya and Triputlkarana
are formulated to meet the objections of the
Buddhists that there are no objects outside the
cognition. When we say that this is blue, there is no
blue object outside this cognition. We have no way
out to reach the object without the cognition. This
gives scope to deny the object. The presence of the
object depends upon the presence of the cognition.
However, according to Prakatya theory of the
Bhattas, it is the presence of the object that enables
us to infer the presence of its cognition. Hence the
presence of the object is not dependent on the
presence of the cognition. It is the other way round.
Hence there are the objects outside the cognition.
According to the theory of triputlkarana every
cognition has three elements viz. the knower, known
and the knowledge. Without the object, no cognition
can arise. Neither cognition depends on the object
nor the object depends on cognition. So there is no
scope for the denial of the outside objects.
Prabhakara’s

theory

of

Akhyati

is

another
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to

the

The
semantics,
considering
the
language,
autonomous at word and meaning level and
sentence level is an important contribution of
purvamimamsa. This is envisaged to sustain, the
concept of Apauruseyatva of veda. There are a few
other linguistic concepts that constitute the
contribution of Purvamimamsa. These are the
concept of (i) Laksana vrtti (ii) Akanks - as a
requirement for the semantic organisation of a
sentence, (iii) The admissibility of foreign words and
meaning in certain circumstances.
Besides these linguistic concepts a number of
other linguistically important points such as ‘under
what .circumstances the attribute of the subject be
taken into account, the gender of the number to be
taken into account etc. are discussed. The two
theories of sentence meaning viz. Abhihitanvayavada
and Anvitabhidhanavada are the most important
contributions of purvamimamsa to the linguistics. All
other systems of Indian philosophy have adopted
one of these two theories with some modifications.
The import of the injunctive suffix is discussed in
detail. The concepts of Bhavana and karya are
developed by the Bhattas and the Prabhakaras
respectively.

3A
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1 0 . Maxims of Purvamimamsa
In Purvamimamsa more than a hundred maxims
are developed crystallising the guidelines for the
interpretation. We notice only a few of them.
(i) Samanya-visesanyaya : As per this maxim a
general statement is restricted to a particular. The
injunction Agnisomiam pasum alabheta
mentions the animal in a general way.
This gives an impression any animal can be offered
at this sacrifice. However, in the hymn stated in
this connection chaga goat is mentioned. Therefore,
it is concluded that only chaga, a goat is to be
offered at the sacrifice.
(ii) Utsargapavada nyaya : The maxim of the
general statement and the exception to it. Eg.
mahimsyat sarvabhutani (JTT ftfFffiT
No
living being be killed is a statement generally
applicable to all living beings. For this statement an
exception is made by the statement Agni Somlyam
pasum alabheta (3fifNt4ht
An animal be offered at the Agni Somiya
sacrifice. Under this exception an animal is killed at
the sacrifice. The difference between Samanya
Visesa maxim and Utsargapavada maxim is that,
under the first a particular is observed, under the
second a particular is excluded.
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(iii) Sruti prabalyadhikarananyaya : As per this
maxim wherever there is a conflict between Smrti
and Sruti, the Sruti statement be prefered to Smrti
statement. Example : the Sruti states Audumbarlm
sprstva udgayet
*stiver). The hymn be
recited touching the audumbari pole. On the other
hand smrti states ‘audumbari sarva vestayitavya the entire audumbari pole should be convered by
the cloth. Here there is a conflict between the sruti
statement and the smrti statement. If the whole
pole is covered then it cannot be touched.
Therefore, smrti is to be set aside and sruti
statement should be followed.
To give a modern example, Sruti statement is
like the constitution and the' smrti statements are
like the laws made. Whenever there is contradiction
between the constitution and law, the law has to be
declared as utra vires. Moreover the statement that
the entire pole be covered smacks of the greed on
the part of the priests. This is a mala fide
intention. For this reason also, the smrti statement
has to be be set aside. In the modern example also
if the law smacks of any mala fide intention, then it
has to be declared ultra-vires.
iv) Bahulyanyaya : As per this maxim, in a group
of rituals, if many auxiliaries are prescribed, for
many rituals in that group and only one or two
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auxiliaries
are prescribed to the remaining the
auxiliaries prescribed to majority of them be applied
to others also. Example : In the Kamyesfi kanda the
offering of curds, honey, ghee, water to prajapati is
prescribed. Among these curds, only is prescribed on
amavasya
and
honey, curds ghee and waterare
prescribed
on paurnamasi. Here the question
is
raised whether the amavasya hymns are to be
recited or paurnamasi hymns are to be recited. It is
concluded that, as there are many items at
paurnamasi, paurnamasi hymns have to be recited.
v) Upakramadhikarananyaya : As per this
maxim when there is a conflict between what is
stated at the commencement and what is stated in
the end, the statement at the commencement may
be prefered, and the statement at the end has to
reconciled with
appropriate interpretation.
vi) Yogadrudhir baliyasi nyaya : As per this
maxim, the meaning of a word by usage, be
prefered to that of etymological meaning.'Example :
A special sacrifice is prescribed for a Rathakara.
Here the question whether the word Rathakara be
taken in the sense of a person of Rathakara caste,
which is its meaning by usage or the etymological
sense, one who prepares a chariot. It is concluded
that the person of Rathakara caste be taken as the
sense of this word by usage.
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1 1. Utilisation of Purvamimamsa nyayas
in Vedanta
In
the three
schools
of
Vedanta,
the
purvamlmamsanyayas are frequently used for the
purpose of interpreting Srutis and supporting the
respective doctrines. The Advaita claims the
Mithyatva of the world on the basis of certain Sruti
passages. The Visisfadvaita and the Dvaita oppose
this and affirm this on the basis of Pratyaksa. Here
there is a conflict between Sruti and Pratyaksa. The
Purvamimamsa maxims are utilized to resolve it and
to support their respective contention.
Similarly, there is a conflict between Saguna
Srutis and Nirguna Srutis. Advaita prefers Nirguna
Srutis and explains away the Saguna Srutis. On the
other hand, Visistadvaita and Dvaita prefer Saguna
Srutis and explain away Nirguna Srutis. In support
of their respective interpretations and doctrines,
Purvamimamsa maxims are utilized.
In
Dharmasastra
Purvamlmamsanyayas
are
utilized to explain the religious programmes. In
Manusmrti and Yagnavalkya Smrti, there are two
important sections viz. Vyavahara Kanda - i.e. Juris
prudence, Rajanltikanda - i.e. the constitutional
duties of a king.
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A sound judicial system is developed in
Vyavaharakanda section. Property rights, inheritance
of property, debts and clearance of debts, the
remuneration to be paid to laborers in different
fields, the code of conduct for persons of different
vocations are discussed in detail. In Kautilyas artha
sastra also these topics are discussed under the
section Dharmasthanlya.
Utilization of Mimamsa Nyaya in Vedanta
The expression Mimamsa is used in the sense of
Vedartha vichara, i.e. investigation into the import
of Veda. Purvamimamsa has undertaken such
investigation in the area of organizing sacrifices and
rituals while Vedanta has undertaken in the area of
discovering the nature of Brahman. Therefore, these
two schools of Indian philosophy are designated as
Karmamimarhsa and Brahma Mimamsa respectively.
In order to identify the details of the sacrificial
programme accurately, the language of the. Veda
had to be correctly analysed and interpreted. It was
a two-way effort : (i) The sacrificial programmes
were to be organized coherently and purposefully,
(ii) The Vedic language was to be interpreted to
provide such an organized sacrificial programme. A
kind of coordination between the language and
activity was to be achieved. A set of common
guidelines to
interpret the Vedic language,
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particularly, the language of the Brahmana portion
of Veda and to organize the sacrificial programme,
relating the subordinate items and main items,
prescribing the responsibilities and duties of the
sacrificer and priests, identifying the purpose served
by different items, the nature and the role of the
injunctions, and the final goal were to be
formulated.
This
is
carefully
done
in
Purvamimamsa. These guidelines are given in the
form of rulings in different adhikaranas of
Purvamimamsa sutras. These are designated as
Purvamimamsa nyayas.
Vedanta also has to investigate into the import
of the Vedic language in the area of Brahmavidya.
It is also a two-way effort : (i) The nature of
Brahman, the nature of Jlva, the nature of the
world, the process of creation, various kinds of
upasanas, the the final goal that are described in
the Veda, particularly, in the Upanisads have to be
correctly understood, (ii) The Vedic language has to
be
interpreted
to
provide
this
knowledge
consistently. Vedanta utilizes the Purvamimamsa
guidelines to interpret the Upanisadic texts.
An interesting development in Vedanta is that
different schools of Vedanta utilize the Purvamlmarhsanyayas to interpret the same passages of
the text and arrive at different conclusions.
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Sometimes, one school takes one nyaya and the
other school a different nyaya to interpret the same
text. The applicability or inapplicability of certain
nyayas is also discussed. The very nature of the
nyaya is differently explained. In a way, Vedanta
further elucidates the Mimarhsa nyayas. Therefore,
a study of the utilization of Purvaijiimarhsa nyaya
in Vedanta is quite rewarding. The utilization of
Purvamimamsa nyaya in Vedanta is made in
following ways :
(i) To support the interpretation of sruti text
offered by the respective schools;
(ii) To reject the interpretation of sruti text by
other schools;
(iii) To clarify the nature of the doctrines and
concept of the respective schools.
Keeping these guidelines in mind, the utilization
of Purvamimamsa nyaya in Advaita, Visisfadvaita
and Dvaita is briefly presented.
Vachaspati
Misra,
Vedanta
Desika
and
Vyasatirtha utilize the Purvamimamsa nyayas to
interpret sruti texts and brahmasutras in their
commentaries, viz., Bhamati, Srutiprakasika and
Tatparya Chandrika in support of their respective
schools. In some cases, they also utilize these to
justify the formulation of the purvapaksa and
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siddhanta of adhikaranas. To settle the preference
of Saguna sruti or Nirguna sruti a number of
Purvamimamsa nyayas are quoted.
In Dvaita-Advaita polemics on the concept of
mithyatva, the relative position of perception and
sruti in comprehending reality, the relative position
of abheda sruti and bheda sruti, the Mlmamsa
nyayas are profusely quoted in Nyayamrta and
Advaita siddhi. The commentaries on these two
quote the full texts of the respective adhikarana of
Purvamimamsa and work out their applicability or
otherwise in detail. A study of this is a kind of
inter-disciplinary study of Vedanta and Mlmamsa.
As it is neither possible nor advisable to undertake
an exhaustive study in the present context, a
selective study is presented in the following articles.

3B
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1 2 . Utilisation of Purvamimamsa nyaya
in Dvaita Vedanta
Utilisation of Purvamimamsa nyayas in Advaita
and Visisfadvaita is explained by Dr. Veezhinathan
and Prof. Devanathan respectively. These are
included in the Mlmarhsa volume of Project of
History of Science, Philosophy and Culture - a
project undertaken by Prof. D.P. Chattopadhyaya.
The Utilisation of Purvamimamsa nyayas in Dvaita
Vedanta is explained by Prof. K.T. Pandurangi and
included in the same volume which is reproduced
here.
1-1) In Dvaita Vedanta classics like Nyayamrta
and Tatparya chandrika Purvamimamsa nyayas are
utilised to develop two important doctrines.
i) Brahman is saguna. He is not nirguna. The
saguna srutis cannot be set aside by nirguna
srutis.
ii) The reality of the world is ascertained by
perception. The sruti cannot set aside the
reality of the world cognised by perception.
The following Purvamimamsa (PM.) maxims are
utilised to support these two doctrines.
i) Upakramaprabalyanyaya
nyaya).

(asanjatavirodha
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ii) Srutilihganyaya (slghragamitvanyaya)
iii) savakasa-niravakasa nyaya i.e. the maxim of
that which has no other scope prevailing upon
that which has other scope.
iv) Bahulya nyaya i.e. the maxim of that
supports many prevails over that
supports one or two only.

which
which

v) Upajlvyanyaya i.e. the The maximof that
which is the basis or source of something
prevailing over that which is dependent on it.
vi) Pasu-chaga nyaya (The maxim of a class
word being taken in the sense of an individual
of that class.)
vii) Upamsunyaya
viii) Yuktiyuktanyaya
It is not feasible to give
full details of these
nyayas developed in Purvamimamsa.
Therefore, the ruling given under each nyaya and
its application in the Vedanta will be presented.
1 -2 Upakrama prabalya nyaya i.e. The maxim
of ‘asanjatavirodha’
This nyaya is developed in upakramadhikarana
(Vedadharmatadhikarana) of PMs. It is also stated
in varunestyadhikarana.
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Rgveda, Yajurveda etc entire texts of Veda are
mentioned at the commencement i.e. at upakrama.
At the close i.e. at upasamhara, Rk, Yajus etc
individual hymns are stated to be recited loudly, and
slowly. Here, the question is raised whether the
entire text of the respective Veda is to be taken for
the purpose of such recitation or the individual
hymns are to be taken. It is ruled that it applies to
the entire text. The ground for this ruling is that
when one reads the first statement, he comprehends
it without any restriction or limitation. There is no
opposition to this statement at that stage. The later
statement restricting the scope to the individual
hymns has to be reconciled with the earlier
statement and the difference between the two has to
be resolved. The underlying principle of this ruling is
that there was no opposition when the earlier
statement was comprehended (asanjata virodha).
This
nyaya
is
also
illustrated
by
Varunestyadhikarana. In this adhikarana, prajapati
who gave horses to Varuna is stated to have
performed Varunesti. This statement occurs at the
commencement i.e. upakrama. However, later it is
stated that varunesti be performed by the receiver
of the horses. This has resulted in a conflict
between upakrama and upasamhara. Since these
two statements form a part of the same discourse,
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there has to be agreement (ekavakyata) between the
two. Hence, it is suggested that the word pratigrhita
i.e. receiver occuring in upasamhara passage be
taken as pratigrahayita i.e. he who makes someone
to receive, that is to say, the giver and be
reconciled with the upakrama statement. In this way
the upakrama is preferred to upasamhara.
This maxim is utilised by Dvaita to support the
preference of saguna srutis to nirguna srutis. Before
one proceeds to comprehend the implication of
nirguna srutis, he has to comprehend the saguna
srutis. The denial of attributes is not possible
unless these are known. Therefore, the attributes
are to be comprehended earlier. When these are
comprehended through the relevant srutis, there
was no presentation of the opposite position. It was
asanjata virodha position. Hence, by the so called
nirguna srutis later have to be reconciled with
saguna srutis. This can be managed by conceding
that nirguna srutis deny only heyagunas i.e.
prejudicial attributes. The srutis apahatapapma etc.
bring out this fact.
1 -3 §rutilingadhikarana nyaya i.e.
§ ig h ra g a m itv a

n y a y a (PMS III-3-14)

The sruti ‘Aindrya garhapatyam upatisfhate’
(Vsr^i ui^MrM
states that ‘with the hymn of
Indra, garhapatya be attended.’ Here, a question is
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raised whether Indra be attended by this hymn or
garhapatya. The accusative case suffix expressly
states that garhapatya be attended. However, since
the hymn mentions the name of Indra and thereby
indicates that Indra be attended the direct
expression is designated as sruti while indication is
designated as lihga. As soon as the import of the
accusative
suffix
is
comprehended
it
is
comprehended that garhapatya is the object to be
attended here. In the case of Indra, he has to be
inferred as the object to be attended on the ground
that he is mentioned in the hymn. This is a slow
process. Therefore, it is concluded that garhapatya
be attended by Aindri hymn. The instrumental case
suffix in the word Aindrya also expressly states that
the hymn is subsidiary to garhapatya. So far as
Indra is concerned he is revealed by the hymn,
when it is recited. Here, garhapatyopasthana is
expressly stated by accusative suffix is preferred to
that of Indropasthana indicated by lihga. The
underlying principle of this maxim is, that which
proceeds to provide the required comprehension
earlier be preferred to the other which is slow.
Dvaita utilises this maxim to support the fact that
saguna srutis be preferred to nirguna srutis, since
these are comprehended directly by srutis earlier.
Without the comprehension of the attributes to be
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denied, the nirguna srutis cannot play their role.
Therefore the comprehension of nirguna sruti is
slow like that of linga. Hence, saguna srutis prevail
over nirguna srutis. The latter have to be suitably
interpreted to reconcile them with the former.
1 -4 Samanyavisesanyaya i.e. the maxim of
general and particular
This Nyaya is evolved in vartmahomadhikarana
of PM. (X-8-8) In the context of
proceeding to purchase the Soma plant at the
jyotistoma sacrifice, the statement ‘pade juhoti’
enjoins that an offering be made in the foot step of
the calf to be given for purchasing Soma plant.
However, there is a general injunction that all
sacrificial
offerings
be
made
in ahavaniya.
Therefore,
the
conflict
between these
two
injunctions needs to be resolved. It is resolved by
giving a ruling that the injunction relating to the
particular prevails over that which is of a general
nature. This ruling is applied to many other
instances like ‘vartmani juhoti’ ‘patnisamyajan juhoti’
etc. The particular is preferred to general on two
ground.
i) The general injunction has to be ultimately
applied to particulars only. Therefore, when there is
a particular injunction in certain cases, the general
injunction has to be applied to other particulars
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only excluding such particular for which there is a
special injunction.
ii) The particular injunction has no other scope
i.e. it is niravakasa while the general has scope in
other cases for which there is no special provision.
This maxim is utilised in Dvaita Classics to
support the preference of saguna sruti over nirguna
srutis. The saguna srutis enjoin the particular
attributes
like
sarvajnatva.
Satyakamatva,
satyasamkalpatva etc. while nirguna srutis deny the
attributes in a general way. In view of these saguna
srutis, the total denial of all attributes by nirguna
sruti is not desirable. This general injunction has to
find its scope in denying the prakrta attributes
satva, rajas and tamas and also heyagunas. This
procedure of preference of particular is found in
the instances like ‘purodasam caturdha karoti.’
There is a general statement ‘purodasam caturdha
karoti’ but also there is a special statement
‘agneyam caturdha karoti.’ This is an instance of
the preference of particular.
1 -5 Savakasa-niravakasa nyaya i.e. The maxim
of the availability of scope and absence of scope
In the context of the recitation of hymns at
diksanlya ritual it is stated that ‘yavatya vaca
kamayita tavatya diksanlyayam anubruyat’ (MWrqi
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i.e. the hymns to
be recited at diksaniya may be recited as one likes
i.e. loudly or slowly. The diksanlya is a preliminary
ritual of jyotistoma as a sanskara for the sacrificer.

«TR T

rTTSTrCTT

3 i^ T ff)

r

In the context of jyotistoma there is another
statement that for the items before Agnisomiya, the
hymns be recited in a low voice i.e. yatkincit
pracinam agnisomiyat tena upamsu caranti (Afr^fetT
3T#T
Here is a conflict
between the two statements. This is resolved by
applying the maxim of savakasa and niravakasa.
The expression savakasa means that which has
some other scope. A sruti statement cannot be
totally rejected. Between the two conflicting srutis, if
one of them could be suitably interpreted to avoid
the conflict, then, that sruti is savakasa while the
other sruti which cannot be explained in any other
way, is niravakasa. The latter has to be preferred
and former be explained away. In the example
given above the recitation of hymns in low voice,
can be implemented in case of other preliminary
item than diksanlya. Therefore, it is savakasa while
the option given as loudly or slowly is intended
only for diksanlya. Therefore, it is niravakasa.
Dvaita utilises this maxim to prefer the saguna
srutis and explain the nirguna srutis differently. In
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other words the saguna srutis are considered as
niravakasa and nirguna srutis as savakasa.
On behalf of advaita it is argued that the
tatparyalingas viz. upakrama, upasamhara etc.
support the preference of nirguna srutis. However,
Dvaita claims that the upakrama etc support the
preference of saguna srutis. The application of these
criteria is worked out in detail in Dvaita classics.
1 -6
Bahubadhanyaya, i.e. The maxim of
preference of that which serves many purposes
than that which serves few
In the context of kamyesti seven rites are
prescribed. Two of these are vikrtis of amavasya
and five are vikrtis of paurnamasya. The ajyabhaga
has to be performed for all these together once
only.
For
amavasya
vrdhanvati
hymns are
prescribed. For paurnamasi vartrghnl hymns are
prescribed. Since all five rites are to be performed
together, one of the hymns has to be selected for
all. Under the circumstances it is ruled that the
hymns prescribed for paurnamasi be preferred and
recited for all seven rites. The underlying principle
of this maxim is that which serves the purpose of
many is to be preferred. It is not proper to set
aside many and favour the few.
Dvaita classics utilise this maxim to support the
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preference of saguna srutis which are in large
number. These mention a large number of attributes
while nirguna srutis are few. The saguna srutis
provide the knowledge of attributes necessary for
meditation, provide the knowledge of rituals, the
knowledge of creation of the world etc. In this way,
these provide a wide knowledge, while nirguna
srutis are negative. Hence, saguna srutis have to be
preferred to nirguna srutis.
2-1 It is interesting to note that Dvaita utilises
these very maxims to establish the superiority of
perception in respect of the comprehension of the
reality of world and to reject the concept of
mithyatva i.e. projection of the world over Brahman.
Since the nature of maxims is already explained
above their application in respect of perception is
briefly noticed here.
Upakramadhikarananyaya, The reality of the
world is comprehendedby the perception ‘san
ghatah’
i.e. the
jar exists.
Though
this
comprehension relates to the present time, there is
no evidence to prove the absence of its reality in
the past or future.The validity
of perceptual
cognition is intrinsic. In fact, the validity of all
cognitions
is
intrinsic.
The
inference
and
sabdapramana cannot set aside the cognition of the
reality of the world duly obtained by perception.
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When a perceptual cognition arises there was no
other cognition opposed to it. If any cognition arises
later by inference or scripture it cannot set aside the
valid perceptual cognition. Perceptual cognition is
superior to that of inference or scripture in the area
that primarily belongs to perception. It arises earlier.
Therefore, it is asanjata virodhi. In this way, the
upakramanyaya i.e. the maxim of asanjatavirodha is
utilised to establish the superiority of perception and
the reality of the world. Consquently, the mithyatva
of the world is rejected.
2-2) On behalf of advaita it is argued that
upakramanyaya is applicable only
when the
evidences on both sides are equal and a
reconciliation is required. In the case of perception
which is supposed to establish the reality of the
world and the aikyasruti that implies the mithyatva
of the world, the sruti is superior to perception.
The perception is prone to be erroneous.
Therefore, the two cannot be treated on equal
footing. Hence, asanjatavirodhanyaya cannot be
applied here.
Dvaita rejects this claim. No doubt can
entertained in the case of such perception that
duly scrutinised. The perception ‘san ghatah’
such a valid perception. The purport of the
called mithya Sruti is yet to be determined.

be
is
is
so
It
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cannot be taken for granted that the perception of
the reality of jar etc. is Brahma.
2 -3 §rutilingadhikarana nyaya i.e. the maxim
of Sighragamitva also supports the superiority of
perception and the reality of the world.
The perception provides the cognition directly
and immediately while the inference and sabda are
slow. Therefore, neither the inference of mithyatva
nor aikyasruti can set aside the cognition of the
reality of the world obtained by perception.
On behalf of advaita it is argued that though the
inference, and sruti are slow, when the purport of
sruti is duly determined, it can set aside the
cognition obtained by the perception. However,
Dvaita points out that advaita interpretation of sruti
is not valid.
2 - 4 The samanya visesa nyaya i.e. the maxim
of the preference of particular statement to that of
a general statement also supports the superiority of
perception and the reality of the world. The
perception comprehends particular objects, jar etc
as real while the aikyasruti denies them in a
general way.
On behalf of advaita it is argued that this maxim
is applicable to only such instances where in both
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general and particular are based on equally valid
evidences. However the perception and sruti cannot
be treated on equal footing. The perception is likely
to be erroneous while sruti is absolutely valid.
The untenability of this explanation is already
pointed out from Dvaita side.
2 -5 Savakasa-niravakasa nyaya i.e. the maxim
of availability of scope in other ways or the absence
of it, also supports the superiority of the perception
and the reality of the world.
The perception has no other scope than
conveying the objects as they are while sruti can be
differently interpreted and reconciled’ with the
cognition provided by the perception. Therefore,
perception is niravakasa while sruti is savakasa.
According to this maxim niravakasa has to be
preferred to savakasa. Hence, the perception that
conveys the reality of the world is superior to sruti
in this respect.
2 -6
Bahubadhanyaya i.e. the maxim of
preference of that which serves many purposes
than that which serves a few purposes.
This maxim also supports the superiority of
perception and the reality of world. The perception
which comprehends the reality of the world serves
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many purposes. The inference itself is based on it.
It enables the performance of rituals by conveying
the reality of the world, and enables to undertake
meditation etc. Therefore, advaita sruti should not
be interpreted as denying the reality of the world
but should be differently interpreted.
2-7 On behalf of advaita it is argued that in the
illustration given for this maxim the contingency of
setting aside many items is stated as the basis of
this maxim but the Dvaita claim of superiority of
perception is based on many references. Therefore,
this maxim cannot be utilised to support the
superiority of perception. Dristante bahu visaya
badhah
Dvaita points out that the basis of this
the contengency of setting aside many.
these are items or evidences is a matter
Nahi drstante sarva-samyam. An example
be exactly the same in all respects.

maxim is
Whether
of detail.
need not

This debate on the reality or otherwise of the
world, and saguna or nirguna nature of brahman is
carried on making finer and finer points by the
commentators of Nyayamrta and Advaita siddhi
generation after generation. Very subtle points of
epistemology, logic and linguistics are presented. It
is an intellectual treat. However, the above
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presentation of the
maxims by Dvaita
purpose of drawing
Purvamimamsa nyaya

utilisation of Purvamimamsa
and Advaita has a limited
attention to the utility of
for vedanta.

3 -1 Apacchedanyaya - The maxim of later
setting aside the earlier. This nyaya does not help
to set aside perception by sruti.
The discussion of apacchedanyaya is spread over
four adhikarana in PMS. It gives rise to quite
interesting points.
At jyotistoma sacrifice the priests adhvaryu,
prastota etc are required to proceed from
havirdhana place to bahispavamana place holding
the waist cloth of the next priest in a line. If the
waist cloth held is left, then, different expiations are
prescribed in the case of different priests for this
lapse. When one of them commits this lapse then,
the expiation prescribed in his case has to be
observed. If two of them simultaneously commit the
lapse, then, there is an option to observe one of
the expiations. However, when two of them committ
the lapse one after the other the question arises
whether the expiations prescribed for the former is
to be observed or the latter. It is ruled that the
former cannot prevent the latter, since, it is
prescribed by a direct sruti. When the expiation
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prescribed for the latter is comprehended, the
observation of the expiation for the former is set
aside. Upakramanyaya i.e. asanjatavirodha nyaya
applies to such instances where in the later
depends upon the earlier and their status as earlier
and later is fixed. Apacchedanyaya applies to such
instances where in the earlier and later position is
not fixed.
Advaita utilises this maxim to establish that the
perception of the reality of the world is set aside
by the mithyatva sruti. Since, perception takes place
earlier than the cognition provided by sruti. The
later sets aside the earlier.
The question involved here is not so simple. To
comprehend the full implications of this maxim, the
details that have given rise to this maxim have to
be fully studied. The expiations prescribed for the
lapse are as under :
i) If pratiharta commits the laspe - The entire
wealth set for the sacrifice be given as daksina.
ii) If Udgata commits the lape - The sacrifice
should be completed without giving daksina and it
should be performed again. Whatever was to be
given as daksina in the first performance, the same
should be given in the repeated performance.
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iii) If Udgata and Pratiharta commit the lapse
simultaneously - There is an option to choose one
of the expiations.
iv) If Udgata commits the lapse earlier and then
Pratiharta - The expiation prescribed for the latter
viz. the entire wealth be given.
v) If Pratiharta commits the lapse earlier and
then udgata - The expiation prescribed for
pratiharta viz. offering the entire wealth be
observed.
3-2 From these details it is clear that in the
fourth alternative the expiation prescribed for the
earlier is set aside by the later. This ruling of
earlier being set aside by the later is utilised in
advaita to claim that the reality of the world
cognised by perception which occurs earlier is set
aside by the mithyatva sruti that occurs later.
In this context it is to be noted that the
expiation prescribed for pratiharta is not totally set
aside. It has scope when pratiharta alone commits
the lapse, or the two simultaneously commit the
lapse or pratiharta commits the lapse later. Such a
scope is not available for perception. Therefore, the
perception is niravakasa while sruti is savakasa
since, it could be interpreted suitably.
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Further, apaccheda nyaya applies to such
instances only where one being earlier and the
other later is not fixed, if the earlier is not totally
invalidated and the conflict is not clear. The case of
perception is quite different from this. The position
of earlier and later is fixed between perception and
sruti, the earlier i.e. perception will become invalid
if it is set aside as there is no other scope, and the
conflict between the reality conveyed by perception
and so called mithyatva sruti is clear. Hence,
apacchedanyaya has no scope in this case. Sruti
cannot set aside the perception as per this Nyaya
merely on the ground that the perception is earlier.
On the same grounds it may also be stated that
nirguna srutis cannot set aside the saguna srutis.
3-3 On behalf of advaita it is argued that the
perception is also savakasa. Its scope can be
explained as conveying empirical reality. The sruti
WF) is superior to the perception since its
import is firmly determined by upakrama, etc. carton's
of interpretation. It is absolutely valid as it is not
contradicted by any other pramana. However, Dvaita
points out that the concept of empirical reality is yet
to be established. The very concept of Mithyatva
which is the basis of empirical reality i.e.
*TfTT) is yet to be established. Upakrama, upasamhara
do not support the advaita interpretation of sruti.
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Therefore the validity of sruti has to be maintained
by suitable interpretation. In view of this sruti cannot
set aside the perception by the application of
apacchedanyaya in respect of the reality of the
world.
Moreover, there is upajivya-upajlvaka position
between perception and sruti in respect of the
objects that belong to the area of perception. The
apacchedanyaya applies only to such cases wherein
the earlier and later position is not based on
upajivya-upajlvaka position.
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1 3. Instances of secondary
meaning of Sruti
4.1 Dvaita Vedanta takes the firm stand that the
reality of the world cognised by the perception as
‘san ghafah’ i.e. the jar exists, cannot be set aside
by sruti. Wherever there is a conflict between the
perception and sruti, the sruti has to be suitably re
interpreted. In support of this point a few PM.
instance are quoted. These are noticed here :
i)
In Arthavadadhikarana under the sutra
‘sastradrsta virodhat’ (PMS 1-2-2) the sruti ‘tasmad
dhumah eva agneh diva dadrse na arcih, tasmad
arcireva naktam dadrse na dhumah’ (<TFTT^ ^ 3^:
f^T 4 # *
rPFTTT 3Tf%t Sfrfi
l) is quoted
and it is argued that this sruti cannot be taken as
valid since it is opposed to the cognition of
perception.
This is replied under the sutras
‘gunavadah’ and ‘durabhuyastvat’ (PMs 1-2-10,12)
by pointing out that the above sruti should not be
taken literally. It should be taken in the secondary
sense. It is intended to glorify the two deities Agni
and Surya.
In this instance it is clearly stated that wherever,
there is a conflict between perception and sruti the
sruti be suitably interpreted and reconciled. The
perception is to be preferred.
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4 -2 In Mantradhikarana, under the sutra ‘artha
vipratisedhat’ (PMs 1-2-3 6). The sruti ‘aditih
dyauh, aditih antariksam sa mata sa pita’
*T JTRT H ftrTT) is quoted and it is argued
that one and the same cannot be present in two
distant places and cannot be both father and
mother. It is against the cognition of perception.
Therefore, this sruti is not valid. This is replied
under the sutra ‘gunadapratishedhah’ (PMs 1-2-3 9).
This is replied by stating that ‘the import of this
sruti should not be literally taken. The opposite
attributes are stated here to glorify the deity aditi.
This is another instance, wherein the perception is
not set aside by sruti but sruti itself is reconciled.
4 -3 In a group of five adhikaranas known as
tatsiddhipetika (PMs 1-4-23) it is stated that vedic
words may be taken in the secondary sense on the
following five grounds.
i) Tat-siddhi - performing the functions of one
by another e.g. yajamanah prastarah the sacrificer is
called prastara in the sense that he sometimes
performs the functions of prastara such as holding
the srg etc sacrificial instruments.
ii) Jati - possessing the same characteristic i.e.
both are born from the mouth of the God.
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iii) Sarupya - similar form. e.g. Adityo yupah i.e.
both have similar form such as brightness.

iv) Prasamsa - praise e.g. ‘apasava va anye goaSvebhyah’ (3TT^R 3P% *Tt 3T%»T:) the animals other
than cow and horse are not animals at all. Here, by
denying the usefulness of other animals, the
usefulness of cow and horses is praised.
v) Bhuma - presence in many, e.g. Srstlh
upadadhati. The word srsti occurs in this context.
Therefore, even those hymns that do not contain
the word srsti should be recited at upadhana i.e.
placing the bricks. Here, the word srsti is taken to
mean both the hymns that contain the word srsti
and those that do not have that word, since the
majority of hymns in that context contain the word
srsti. Thus bhuma is the ground here.
Linga samavayah
Lihga samavayah presence of the attributes e.g.
Recitation of a group of hymns containing the
attribute pranabhrt. The attribute pranabhrt is
expressly found in the first hymn only. The other
hymns in the group contain the word prana only.
However, these are also to be recited on the
ground that these are associated with the hymn
that has the attribute pranabhrt.
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In all these instances, literal meaning of the word
concerned is not adopted. A meaning based on
some or other attribute connected with the literal
meaning is adopted. From this it is clear that the
sruti is not always taken in the strictly literal sense
whenever there is some or other difficulty to take it
that way. Therefore sruti cannot set aside the
cognition of the reality of the world obtained by
perception.
4 -4 On behalf of advaita it is argued that the
conflict between perception and sruti presented in
the above instances quoted from PM. is in respect
of the empirical reality i.e. vyavaharika satta
comprehended by perception and the conflict with it
at that level. However, the advaita sruti rejects the
paramarthika reality to the world. The import of the
advaita srutis is duly established by upakrama,
upasamhara etc canons of interpretation while the
reality conveyed by the perception as ‘san ghafah’
is not duly scrutinised.
The acceptance of laksana in the case of tattyam asi not so much to avoid a conflict with the
perception but to sustain akhandarthatva. Therefore,
this cannot be cited as an example of reconciliation
of sruti to avoid the conflict with perception.
Further, resorting to laksana has not resulted in
giving up the primary meaning here. The primary
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meaning of samanadhikaranya is aikya i.e. reference
to a common entity. This is not given up here.
The Dvaita replies back to say that upakrama etc
do not support the akhandarthatva of sruti. The
concept of empirical reality is not yet established.
Therefore, these concepts cannot be utilised to
invoke sruti to set aside the reality of the world
cognised by the perception.
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1 4 . Use of Upakrama, Upasamhara etc.
criteria to interpret sruti
In Vedanta six guidelines are utilised to ditermine
the purport of a text. These are designated as
tatparyalihgas. It is interesting to note that both
Dvaita and advaita utilise thse guidelines to
interpret the same text and arrive at different
results. While applying these guidelines PM. maxims
are also applied. This is explained here by one
such interpretation.
Dvaita takes up the discourse in Atharvana
upanisad to demonstrate that the six guidelines
upakrama, upasamhara etc support the distinction
between Jiva and Isvara.
Upakrama
i.e.
the
statement
at
the
commencement of the discourse viz. ‘Dva suparna’
two birds Isvara and Jiva supports their distinction.
Upasamhara i.e. the
viz. ‘paramam samyam
jiva attains similarity
distinction of the two.
two distinct objects.

statement at the conclusion
upaiti’ (WT Hl*^*^frl) i.e. the
with Isvara’ supports the
Similarity is always between

Abhyasa i.e. frequent mention viz ‘tayoh anyah’
‘anyam isam’ ‘anasnan anyah’ etc frequently state
the distinction between the two by the expression
‘anyah’.

U se of Upakrama, Upasamhara etc. criteria to
interpret sruti
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Apurvata i.e. presentation by a unique evidence.
The distinction between Jiva and isvara is not
conveyed by perception etc ordinary evidences. It is
conveyed by veda only.
Phala i.e. statement of the benefit viz punyapape
vidhuya i.e. jiva gets rid of punya and papa.
Arthavada i.e.
attains the glory.

eulogy

viz

‘asya

mahimanam’

Upapatti i.e. reason viz the reason to distinguish
the two viz one enjoys the fruits of the deeds and
the other watches.
By presenting the above analysis of the
application of upakrama etc criteria
Dvaita
establishes the distingtion between Isvara and Jiva.
The
Advaita demonstrates
upakrama
differently in the same discourse

etc

In the Sruti ‘yat tat adresyam agrahyam’
awnjPf) etc abheda concept is initiated at
upakrama. In the iruti ‘purusa eva idam sarvam’
^ ^
abheda is mentioned in the middle
of the discourse. In the sruti ‘pare avyaye sarve
ekibhavanti’
abheda is affirmed
at upasamhara. This is the purport of the total
discourse, while ‘dva suparna’ etc quoted by Dvaita
is a part of the discourse that occurs in the middle.
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Therefore, that portion has to be treated as
avantara prakarana and it has to be interpreted in
tune with mahaprakarana. In view of this the sruti
‘paramam samyam upaiti’ (WT
has to be
taken as conveying abheda. The distinction between
jlva and isvara indicated by one enjoying the fruit
and the other only watch should not be taken as
final and real.
5-3) Dvaita disagrees with the above approach.
According to Dvaita in the first section the
supremacy of Aksara is described but not abheda.
In the second the fact of Aksara being the cause of
all is brought out. In the third section the
distinction between Isvara and Jiva is stated by ‘dva
suparna’ sruti to affirm the supremacy of Isvara.
Therefore,
there
is
no
question
of
any
mahaprakarana and avantara prakarana. The sruti
passages ‘purusa eva idam sarvam’ (3 ^ ^
‘pare avyaye sarve ekibhavanti’
do not convey abheda at all. This is explained
while discussing the import of such srutis.
The application of upakrama etc criteria is
worked out in antaryami brahmana and in many
other instances both by Dvaita and advaita.
jnm

WWW
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1 5. Use of Purvamimamsa nyaya
to clarify Dvaita interpretation and
Dvaita doctrine
1-1 Justification of the injunctive nature of
Jijnasa
In Jijnasadhikarana the question whether the
sruti texts i) srotavyo mantavyo nididhyasitavyah
ii) tad vijijnasasva
iii) atmani eva atmanam pasyet (3TTc*rf%
^ 3uchm Wfcf) etc could be taken as injunctions
that enjoin the enquiry into the nature of Brahman
or these srutis are not of the nature of injunction is
raised.’ A number of Purvamimamsa (PM.) maxims
are utilised to present purvapaksa. These are
appropriately explained in siddhanta to arrive at the
conclusion that these srutis are of the nature of
injunction.
i) Purvapaksin argues that though the suffix
‘tavya’ in
the
expressions
mantavya,
and
nididhyasitavya ordinarily conveys an injunction,
certain exceptions are made in PM. For instance, in
the context of enjoining upamsuyaga the expression
yasfavya occuring in the passage, ‘visnuh upamsu
yastavyah prajapatih upamsu yasfavyah’ ( f ^ j:
etc is not taken as an
injunction but the tavya suffix is taken in the sense
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of desirable i.e. arhartha. Similarly the expressions
mantavyah nididhyasitavyah have to be taken as
desirable but not in the sense of an injunction.
(PMs II-2 - 9)
ii) The expressions ‘pasyet’ ‘vijijnasasva’ also do
not convey the injunction of the enquiry into the
nature of Brahman.
The primary meaning of these expressions is
cognition and will. These two cannot be enjoined.
The secondary sense vicara i.e. enquiry, cannot be
assigned to these expressions. Taking an injunction
in the secondary sense is not justifiable. Such a
course is prohibitted by Sahara. The sruti passages
containing these expressions are intended to
describe Brahman. Therefore, the injunctive role of
these is prevented i.e. vidhisakti pratibandha
such prevention of injunctive role is
supported by quoting the maxim of traiyambikadhikarana (PMs. X-5-8) of PM.
In
Traiyambikadhikarana,
in
the
passage
‘yadabhigharayet
rudraya’
W )
the
expression abhigharayet is in injunctive suffix. But
still this statement is not taken as an injunction. It
is taken as arthavada. Its role as injunction is
prevented by the fact that it is intended to glorify
the injunction of abhigharana stated in the passage.

Use of Purvamimamsa nyaya to clarify
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Similarly, the sruti passages
containing the
expression ‘pasyet’ ‘vijijnasasva’ with injunctive
suffixes are intended to just describe Brahman.
Hence, these cannot be taken as enjoining the
enquiry into the nature of Brahman. (TC. 69,7 2)
1-2 Siddhantin points out that on a proper
examination,
the
PM.
maxims
quoted
by
purvapaksin do not come in the way of considering
the above passages as injunctions.
i) There is a difference between ‘upamsu
yasfavyah’ and ‘srotavyo mantavyo nididhyasitavyah.’ In the first case it is a part of a sentence
starting from the mention of jamita i.e. laziness and
ending with the warding off laziness. If the
statement visnuh upamsu yasfavyah ( f ^ j: WRJ
W^T:) etc. are taken as injunctions, it will result in
vakyabheda i.e. splitting one sentence into two.
Therefore, the tavya suffix in these statements is
taken in the sense of desirable i.e. arhartha. In the
case of ‘srotavyah, mantavyah’ etc there is no such
contingency. Hence, this can be taken as injunction.
It can be further connected with the sentences that
describe Brahman as in the case of the injunctions
of prayaja etc with the sentence that describes
Darsapurnamasa.
ii) The expressions ‘pasyet’ and vijijnasasva that
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refer to congnition and will can be taken in the
secondary or extended sense vicara i.e. enquiry. An
injunction can be taken in the secondary sense if
there is the difficulty in taking it in the primary
sense. In the instance of ‘somena yajeta’ the
expression somena is taken in the extended sense
Somavata by resorting to matvartha laksana.
(TC. p p .7 9 -8 0 )
In this discussion not only the inter-action
between Vedanta and Mimamsa is found but also
vedanta putting the mimamsa maxims in the right
perspective is found.

9 7

1 6. The word Jijnasa conveys the
meaning vichara by Rudhi
In the expression Brahmajijnasa the word jijnasa
conveys the desire for cognition as its primary
meaning. However, the desire cannot be enjoined.
Nobody can be forced to desire in a certain way by
an injunction. Therefore, the meaning vicara i.e.
enquiry, is assigned to this word. In this context a
question is raised whether this meaning is obtained
by laksana or by rudhi. Sri Vyasatirtha holds the
view that it is obtained by rudhi.
In the instances of laksana, the unsuitability of
the primary meaning is taken into account and
then, a secondary meaning is assigned. However, in
the case of rudhi the meaning is directly
comprehended. In the case of such words that have
a primary meaning based on etymological grounds
but by a long usage have developed a conventional
meaning the latter becomes its meaning by rudhi.
This prevails over the etymological meaning. For
instance, the word pravlna etymologically conveys
the meaning ‘an expert in playing vlna’ but by long
usage it has come to mean an expert in general.
The word kusala etymologically means skilled in
cutting the grass but by usage it has come to mean
a skilled person. The word mantapa originally
meant a place where the scum of the boiled rice i.e.

4B
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manda is served, has come to mean an arched
place in general. All these are the instances wherein
rudhi prevails over the etymological meaning. These
are not considered as instances of laksana. Similarly
the word jijnasa has come to mean vicara by rudhi.
There is no need of any laksana. In this connection
PM example of the usage of the word aparimita’ in
the sense of plenty is given. (PM V I-7-10)
The status of ‘Om’ in Brahmasutra
In Dvaita Vedanta tradition, ‘Om’ is added before
and after brahmasutras. This addition is made by
way of adhyahara i.e. introducing an additional
word. This Om is considered as avayava i.e. a
constituent part of the sutra. It continues in the
following sutras also. This is called uha here.
The term uha has a special meaning viz.
substitution, in PM. Certain guidelines are laid down
for introducing uha. In the present case of uha of
Om in Brahmasutra, it has to be examined whether
PM. guidelines are satisfied. This is discussed in
TC. (pp.8 2-9 2) quoting the relevant PM. guidelines
and the examples.
i)
In PM Uha means substitution. For effecting
Uha a sthani i.e. a word that is to be substituted is
necessary. For instance the word ‘agni’ is sthani in
prakrti yaga which is substituted by the word surya

The word Jijnasa con veys th e meaning
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in the vikrti yaga while riciting the hymn concerned
(PM I X - 3 - 1 ) . No such word is found in the Brahmasutra which is required to be substituted by Om.
ii) Even if the term Uha is taken in the sense of
adhyahara i.e. introducing an additional word, Om
cannot be introduced as additional word. To
introduce an additional word akaiiksa i.e. the need
or expectancy of such an addition is necessary. For
instance, in the instance of ‘sam yajnapatih’ (H
there is a need of adhyahara (PM.II-1)
Similarly, in the instance of ‘Ise tva Urje tva’
r^T
To? t^T) also there is a need of adhyahara (PM. II16) In both these instances there is a need of a
verb. In the present case there is no such need.
iii) The substituted word is not to be considered
as a constituent of the hymn. According to the
guidelines laid down in PM in respect of the status
of a substituted word it is clearly stated that uha,
pravara, namadheya are not a part of the hymn.
(PM II-1 -10) Therefore, Om cannot be considered
as avayava i.e. a constituent of the sutra.
iv) If the ‘Om’ has a meaning and it is a
constituent of the sutra, it has to get syntactically
connected with the word brahman. This is not
possible. The word brahman is not a separate unit
in the sutra. It is a part of the compound word
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brahmajijnasa. Therefore the word ‘Om’ cannot get
connected with it.
v)
If the word ‘Om’ is continued in other sutras
also by way of anusanga, then, its meaning has to
be taken into account in those sutras also and get
syntactically connected with the other words in the
sutra. However in PM it is clearly stated that the
words taken in a sentence by way of anusanga do
have meaning and get connected with the relevant
other word. This is found in the instances of
‘acchidrena
pavitrena’
‘tanuh
varsistha’
etc (II-1 and II-1-17). stating
these difficulties in respect of introducing the word
‘Om’ in the sutra by way of uha, chandrika offers
solutions for these difficulties.
i) The term Uha is not to be understood in the
sense of substitution. It has to be taken in the
sense of adhyahara i.e. introducing an additional
word. Therefore, there is no need of any ‘sthani’ a
base word for substitution.
ii) The akahksa i.e. the need, to add this word
by way of adhyahara is necessitated by the sruti
‘sravati anumkrtam brahma’
Is?T) etc
which states that ‘Om’ must be added before and
after a sutra.
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1 7. Om is both drstartha
and adrstartha
An important point to be noted in this
connection is that Om is both adrstartha and
drstartha. It helps to retain the sutra and its
meaning in the mind firmly. This is adrstartha. It
conveys meaning. This is drstartha. In PM. such a
position of both adrstarthatva and drstarthatva is
accepted in respect of mantra and praksepa, and
adrstarthatva in respect of tyaga. (PMs IV-2-7).
i) The employment of ‘Om’ at the end of sutra
and continuation of ‘Om’ in other sutras is for
adrstartha only. Such a position of an item being
drstartha in some respect and adrstartha in other
respect is found in PM in the instance of recitation
of hymns. The recitation of hymn in a sacrifice is
drstartha since the dravya or devata is reminded by
it. However the recitation of the hymn as japa i.e.
repeated recitation, is adrstartha (PMS. 1-2).
ii) Though the word Om appears to get
syntactically connected with jijnasa on closer
observation it will be found that it has to get
connected with the word brahman as it is not
possible to get connected with the word jijnasa. For
this purpose angavatara maxim of PM has to be
applied. This maxim is developed in connection with
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the measurement of Yupa. In vajapeya sacrifice a
measurement of seventeen fore-arms is mentioned.
The question whether this is a measurment of some
item connected with vajapeya sacrifice directly or
that of an item connected with a sub-ordinate item
i.e. pasu is raised. It is concluded that it is a
measurement of yupa that is connected with pasu,
instead of conceiving such a length to an item like
sodasi which is directly connected with the sacrifice.
This is an instance of angavataranyaya i.e. applying
a point to a sub-ordinate item which prima facie
appears to be connected with the main item (PM III1-8). This maxim is to be utilised to connect Om
with the word brahman. In PM there are few other
instances also wherein certain items get connected
with upasarjana i.e. sub-ordinate items than the
main. Prasastya conveyed by arthavada, Danda in
the instance dandi praisan anvaha etc. are such
instances.
Adhyayana is both drstartha and adrstartha
1) The injunction ‘svadhyayo adhyetavyah’ serves
two purposes, (i) It enjoins the study of veda in
order to comprehend its meaning which enables
him to perform the sacrifices. This is drstartha. (ii)
If it is not studied it leads to pratyavaya, since its
study is obligatory. This is adrstartha. This
injunction of the study of veda necessitates the
enquiry into the import of the entire veda.
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In support of the contention that adhyayana is
both drstartha and adrstartha a number of PM
instances are quoted in Nyayamrta (Nmr).
i) A purodasayaga is prescribed as a subbordinate
item of agnisomiya pasu. This is drstartha as it is a
sanskara for dravya and devata. However, in
respect of tyaga it is adrstartha (PMs IV-3-7)
ii) In connection with Agnihotra, two injunctions
are
found
‘dadhna
juhoti’
and
‘dadhna
indriyakamasya juhuyat.’ The dadhi mentioned in
the first injunction is krtvartha and that stated in
the second injunction is phalartha. This is another
instance of ubhayartha. This position is designated
as samyoga prthaktva. Here two purposes served
by one item are stated by two statements (PMs IV4-3).
iii) In the context of Darsapurnamasa two
injunctions are found viz. i) He who desires svarga
should perform darsapurnamasa (ii) One should
perform darsapurnamasa all along his life.
Here the former states the kamya status and the
latter states the obligatory status of darsapurna
masa. This is another instance of one act serving
two purposes (PMs. II-4-1)
# # #
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1 8. Justification of dual number
referring to one
In Guhadhikarana (BSB 1-2-3) of Brahmasutra
bhasya the sruti ‘Rtam pibantau sukrtasya loke’ (^tcT
f^RTt
etc is interpreted as refering to the
two forms of brahman viz. atma and antaratma and
it is concluded that brahman present at the heart
receives the fruits of the good deeds of the jiva.
The dual number does not refer to Jiva and Isvara
but refers to the two forms of brahman according
to Dvaita interpretation. In this context a question
is raised whether the dual number is justified if
brahman is taken as referred to here. This is
justified by quoting a number of Purvamlmansa
instances. In these instances the number viz.
singular, dual or plural is not strictly taken into
account on various grounds.
i) In Darsapurnamasa sacrifice it is prescribed
that the hymn ‘patnlm sannahya’ be recited. The
word patnlm is in singular. However, when there
are more than one wife, the question arises
whether the singular of the word patnim be
substituted by the dual or plural number as the
case may be. It is ruled that the singular number
need not to be substituted by dual or plural. The
recitation of the hymn is not confined to only such
performance where in only one wife participates.
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The reference to the wife is more important than
the number. Therefore, the number need not be
substituted.
This ruling is applied here to point out that the
dual in the word pibantau does not come in the
way of considering brahman as conveyed by this
sruti (PMs.IX-3-6) (TC 11-7 7).
ii) In connection with Agnisomlyapasu the hymn
to be recited viz. ‘aditih pasan pramumuktva’ (3Tf^fa:
has the word ‘pasan’ in plural. Since,
there is only one pasa in prakrtiyaga, the question
arises whether this hymn be recited in vikrti viz.
pasugana where in there are many pasas or it
should be recited in prakrti only ignoring the plural.
It is ruled here that it should be recited in prakrti
only. The ground for this ruling is that reciting the
hymn with reference pasa is more important than
the number of it. This ruling is also utilised to
point out that the sruti that contains the word
pibantau in dual may be taken to refer to Brahman.
PMs IX-3-5 (TC.II-77)
iii) In the statement Agnln adadhlta the plural is
taken into account even though it is an attribute of
uddesya i.e. the subject. In the statement udavasaya
prstasamna yajeran (33^TPT
the plural is
not taken into account even though it is an
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attribute of vidheya i.e. predicate. From this it is
clear that it is not the fact being an attribute of the
subject or predicate that is the ground for not
taking it into account or for taking it into account
but the fact of its being opposed to a known
attribute. This ruling is the basis for not taking into
account the singular in ‘grhaikatvadhikarana.’ In the
statement ‘dasa etan adhvyaryuh grnhati’
the plural number of grhas is already
known. Therefore, the singular of grham in ‘grham
sammarsti’ is not taken into account. In the present
case of ‘rtam pibantau’ the singular nature of
brahman is already stated in the previous statement
‘yasya brahma ca ksatram ca’ (*TFT
^
by
yasya. Therefore, the dual of pibantau need not be
taken into account.
iv)
In the
hymn
‘medhapataye
medham
medhapatibhyam medham’ (ihrerFf
ifarQ
the word medhapati refers to the pair of agnisoma
deities. Here as deity these two are one but they
have the two names as per their adhisfhana. Hence,
they are referred both by singular and duel.
Similarly brahman also can be referred in' duel
taking into account his two forms atma and and
antaratma and in singular taking into account his
very nature.
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The above references to Purvamimamsa instances
not only support an interpretational point of vedanta
but also bring out the meticulous approach of
Purvamimamsa for the interpretation of Vedic texts.
A fresh approach to the interpretation of PM.
instances as in the case of grham sammarsti is also
found.
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1 9. Justification of the word aditi
belonging to Visnu prakarana
i)
In attradhikarana of BSB. Purvapaksin argues
the word Aditi need not be taken in the sense of
Visnu though the context is that of Visnu. In
support of this the ruling given in pausna
pesanadhikarana is quoted. In the context of
darsapurnamasa,
by
the
statement
‘pusa
pravisfabhagah’ pesana i.e. grinding for the deity of
Pusa is stated. However, no deity of this name is
available
at
darsapurnamasa.
Therefore,
the
question arises whether the name Pusa be
interpreted as applicable to Agni or the item of
pesana be shifted to vikrtiyaga wherein the deity
pusa is available. It is ruled that the item of pesana
is to be shifted to vikrtiyaga. Vakya is a stronger
evidence than prakarana.
Purvapaksin quotes this ruling and argues that
the name Aditi be taken to mean Aditi but not
Brahman i.e. Visnu, on the ground that the context
is that of Visnu and he is ‘atta’ in the sense of
samharakarta i.e. destroyer. The name Aditi be
taken out of the context of Visnu and a context of
Aditi be envisaged as in the case of pusa (PMS III3-1 8 ). Siddhantin points out that an item is taken
out of context when it cannot be implemented in
that context. In the case of the name Aditi there is
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no such difficulty. On the contrary the import of
the expression aditi viz. sarvasamhara kartrtva i.e.
destroying all, applies to Visnu more appropriately
than Aditi. (TC 11-56,59)
!
ii)
In the context of darsapurnamasa the
statement ‘abhikraman juhoti’ is found. Here, a
question is raised whether this abhikramana is to be
undertaken by the performer of the entire
darsapurnamasa or prayaja only.
It is ruled that it is to be undertaken by the
performer of prayaja only. For this purpose prayaja
is considered as a sub-context. This ruling is
utilised by purvapaksin to claim that a sub-context
be envisaged for Aditi and separated from the
context of Visnu. But siddhantin points that the
statement in respect of abhikramana is between two
other statements related to prayaja. Such occurance
is technically known as sandamsa. Such a position
is not found in the case of aditi (PMs. Ill-1-10)
(TC II 5 6 -5 9 ).
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2 0 . Justification of the presence
of opposite attributes
In Aksaradhikarana (BSB 1-3-3) while discussing
the import of the sruti ‘asthulam ananu’ etc to
justify the presence of opposite attributes such as
anutva and mahatva, a number of PM. instances
are quoted. Some of them are noticed here.
i) In Darvihomadhikarana (PMs. VIII-4 - 2) the
status of darvlhoma is discussed. It is stated that it
cannot be a vikpti of either somayaga or narista
homa. It has to be treated as a separate homa. It
is also not a prakrti, since, no other homa is
derived from this. Therefore, both prakrtitva and
vikrtitva are absent in it. Similarly prakrta anutva
and prakrta mahatva are absent in Brahman.
ii) Darsapurnamasa is prakrti only. Pasugana etc
are vikpti only. But Agnisomiya is both prakrti and
vikrti. Just as these opposite attributes are present
in one, anutva and mahatva are present in
Brahman.
iii) Avaghata i.e. grinding the rice is drstartha
only. Proksana sprinking with the water is
adrstartha only. However svistakrt rite is both
drstartha and adrstartha.
iv) The adhikara for kamya rites and Nitya rites
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normally vest in different persons but in the case of
jatesti, it is vested in the same person.
v)
The vrihi is ‘krtvartha’ only,
purusartha only, but ‘dadhi’ is both.

godohan

The above instances of PM. are not quoted to
state the opposition of these pairs in their very
nature. These are quoted to point out that the
attributes that are normally not found together are
found together in certain cases. In each case there
is a ground for it. Similarly, anutva and mahatva
that are not found together in prakrda objects are
found together in brahman. Sruti some times states
the presence of opposite attributes in Brahman and
sometimes states the absence of these. When the
presence is stated, then, these should be taken as
aprakrta i.e. non-material attributes, but when the
absence is stated, it should be taken as the absence
of prakrta attributes. In this way the presence of
opposite attributes is justified. The above PM.
instances are quoted to show that the attributes
that are normally not present together are present
in some special cases. (TC, Vol.II 2 88)

is
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2 1. The maxims that support the
distinction of isvara and Jiva
In PM six criteria are laid down to distinguish
the rituals. These are utilised in Dvaita Vedanta to
support the distinction between Isvara and Jiva.
These criteria are stated as (i) sabdantara (ii)
samkhya (iii) abhyasa (iv) guna (v) prakaranantara
(vi) samjfia.
The application of these criteria is illustrated as
under :
i) Sabdantara i.e. the presence of different verbs
indicating distinct actions, e.g. Esah eva jivam
prabodhayati etasmat jivah uttisthati.
^ sffa
^n^Hi^'jfloi: sfrnjfa) ‘God awakens the jiva and
jiva becomes active from God.’
ii) Samkhya i.e. number e.g. Dva suparna i.e. two
birds i.e. Isvara and Jiva. Here, the number two
indicates the difference.
iii) Abhyasa i.e. repeated reference e.g. nityah
parah anityo jivah, (far*T: qftsftprt sffa:) i.e. Isvara is
non-eternal, jiva is eternal. Here the repetition of
the predicate brings out their difference.
iv) Gunantara i.e. distinct attributes, e.g. the
attributes atti i.e. enjoys anasnan i.e. does not enjoy
distinguish jiva and isvara.

The maxims that support th e distinction of
isvara and Jiva

v)
vaco
from
does
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Prakaranantara i.e. different contexts, e.g. yato
nivartante, (^Tt
i.e. all words return
him. This is the context of Isvara and this
not apply to jiva.

X

vi) Samjna i.e. different designations e.g. Isvara
and Jiva.
These criteria are utilised in PM to interpret the
text to identify the distinct rituals. Similarly Vedanta
also can utilise these to interpret the text to
identify the distinction between Isvara and Jiva. Nmr. Vol.III-482.
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2 2. Utilisation of the Mimamsa Maxims
in the Dharma Sastra Literature
Application
of
the
Mimamsa
rules
of
interpretation to the domain of Dharma Sastra has
almost become the common feature of the writers
on Dharma Sastra right from the eleventh century
A.D. to the modern times. It is due to this feature
that one is almost tempted to observe that the
study of Dharma Sastra can not be said to be
adequate or even complete without the proper
knowledge of the Science of Purvamimamsa which
is more known as the science of Vedic
interpretation to the pundits who are well-versed in
diverse disciplines of Sanskrit learning. It is further
remarked that the proper application of the
Mimamsa rules of interpretations helps one to
remove contradictions in the mutually contradictory
texts of Dharma Sastra and also to assign proper
scope to the texts. Over the above, the austerity of
the discussion is said to be softened by the
application of the Mimamsa rules of interpretation
(which make the inclusion of Mimamsa technical
terms, Mimamsa maxims and also the popular
maxims). In the following pages, an attempt is made
to show the utility of the Mimamsa maxims in the
domain of Dharma Sastra by the application of
about twenty Mimamsa maxims.
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1) Angagunavirodhaeca tadarthyat : This
maxim means that when there is a conflict between
the subordinate part of the quality of the principal,
the quality of the principal is to be maintained,
otherwise the thing that is subordinate may attain
to the position of the principal. The dlkseniyesti is
subordinate to the Soma yaga. Somayaga is to be
performed on the new moon day or the full-moon
day. And the dlkseniyesti is also to be performed
on the Parva day. (Parva day means the days of
four changes of the moon i.e. the 8th and 1 4th
day of each half month and the days of the fullmoon and new moon). Now a doubt arises as
regards the priority of the two. This is removed by
giving priority to the performance of the Somayaga
falling on the Parva day, setting aside the
performance of the ‘diksaniyesfi’ falling on the same
day. Apararka has employed this maxim in his
commentary on the Yajnavalkya-Smrti 1.154. While
discussing the topic of the vow of a Snataka, he is
asked to perform the Darsapurnamasa sacrifice.
This sacrifice is to be started either on the darsa
day or the full-moon day. Later on, Apararka
quotes the view point of the authors of the
Kalpasutras that a Snataka should observe fast
either on the 15th day of the fortnight or on the
first day of the fortnight. Now the doubt arises as
regards the priority of the time for the observance
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of fast and performance of the Darsapurnamasa
sacrifice. This doubt is removed by Apararka by
resorting to the above maxim. Here he points out
that just as in a conflict between the subsidiary and
the quality of the principal, the quality of the
principal is to be maintained. In the similar manner
when there is a conflict between the selection of
the
day
for
the
performance
of
the
Darsapurnamasa-yaga and the observance of the
fast, the priority is to be given to the performance
of the sacrifice over the observance of the fast
which is subsidiary to the sacrifice and which is to
be done subsequently.
2 ) Avesti Yaga Nyaya - The Avesti is a
composite sacrifice that occurs in the context of the
Rajasuya sacrifice that is to be performed only by
the Ksatriyas. Now the question arises whether the
Avesti sacrifice is a part of the Rajasuya sacrifice or
an independent sacrifice and whether it should be
performed by a Ksatriya person or any other
persons belonging to the first three Varnas. The
prima facie view is that it should be performed by
a person who is appointed to protect the people
and who administers all the affairs of the kingdom.
The etymological meaning of the word ‘Raja’ is to
be made applicable in the present case. Here the
view point of the siddhantin is that Avesti is an
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independent sacrifice and as such it could be
performed by any one of the three higher Varnas.
It would be interesting to see how this principle is
used by Danavabhatta in his digest work known as
S'
Smrtichandrika. While discussing the duties of a
king in the Court, the question arises as regards
the exact meaning of the word ‘Raja.’ Our author
Devannabhatta quoting the texts of Manu and
Brhaspati, thinks that the word Raja refers to any
one performing the duties of a king and as such
protecting the people etc. and not a Ksatriya,
following the principle laid down in the Avesti
nyaya. Just as any one belonging to the first three
Varnas perform the Avesti in the similar manner,
any one of the first Varnas, appointed by the
people, may carry out the duties of a king.
3) Bhuyasam Nyaya : This nyaya is relied upon
by
Sahara in
his comments on
Jaimini’s
Purvamimamsa Sutra XII.2.22. This nyaya simply
means that when there is a composite - sacrifice
comprising several rites, the various details of which
present conflicts, the procedure to be adopted is
such as to secure the performance of the details
common to the largest number. In the fifteen days
sacrifice, the first day consisted of one-day sacrifice,
and the three days’ sacrifice, and the three days’
sacrifice consists of Jyoti, gauh and ayuh and the
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remaining eleven days are the modifications of
arche type known as Dvadasah When there is a
conflict among the details of those eleven day
sacrifice and the one day-sacrifice, the question
arises as regards whose details are to be adopted.
The Subrahmanya verse at the Agnisfuti sacrifice is
Agneyi and that of the other days is Aindri. Here
the prima facie view is that we should follow the
details of one day’s sacrifice and hence the
Subrahmanya mantram should be Agneyi (that is
having Agni as the deity). Here the Siddhantin
points out that when there is a congregation, the
course to be adopted should be such as to secure
the details common to
the largest number. It
automatically follows that we have to accept the
details of the sacrifice
of 11 days and the
Subrahmanya verse at all other days should be
Aindri and not Agneyi. While discussing the two
modes of Sraddha - the Ekoddisfa and the Parvana
- Devannabhatta quotes the texts of Jatukarnya,
Sumantu and Yagnavalkya - to show that the
Parvana alone is to be accepted. Devannabhatta
further refutes the view
of Sumantu that the
Parvana mode alone is the best. He also refers to
the views of others who think that Ekoddisfa mode
is to be followed. Now the point arises as to whose
view is to be treated as acceptable. Devannabhatta
in this very context, relies upon the above
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Mimamsa maxim and decides the point on the
strength of the majority of the views in the present
case. In conclusion, one has to accept the Parvana
mode of the Sraddha because here the majority has
force of the law.
4) Gunalopa Nyaya - This maxim is used by
Sahara on Jaimini’s Purvamlmarhsa Sutra X.2.6 3.
In connection with the Adhana sacrifice
the
Pavamanesfis are laid down. In this, the offering of
cakes are made on eight pans by means of the
sacrificial Agnihotra ladle. In this Adhana sacrifice,
the sacrificial vessel is used. In the Pavamanesfi,
the offering of cakes by means of the Agnihotra
ladle becomes available by the rule of transfer. But
it must be remembered here that in the
Pavamanesfi, there is no scope for the Agnihotra
offerings. Now the question arises whether the said
cooking be done or not done as the Agnihotravanhi
is not available. Here the view point of the objector
is that there is no scope for cooking in the said
Pavamanesfi, as the vessel by which the offerings
are made is not available in the Pavamanesfi. The
reply of the Siddhantin is that the cooking must be
done. In this respect, the offering of the cooked
things is the principal thing and the vessel by which
the cooked offerings are made, is to be treated as
subsidiary. In this context, the principle that is to
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be made applicable is that even though the
subordinate element is dropped, yet the principal
thing is not thereby dropped. So, even though the
vessel by which the offerings are to be prepared is
absent, yet the offering of the cooked things can
take place. The principle of this nyaya is employed
by Devannabhafta in his Smrtichandrika. At the time
of performing the Sraddha ceremony, sesamums are
to be used. Devannabhafta further quotes the texts
strongly recommending the use of Jartilas for the
sraddha ceremony. He further holds that if,
however, the Jartilas are not available, then the
sesamums may be used. Here he applies the
principle of the above maxim. By the above
principles, on the omission of the subordinate thing,
the principal thing is not omitted. In the similar
manner on account of the unavailability of the
jartilas, the sraddha ceremony is not to be dropped.
But in the place of jartilas, the sesamums may be
used in the sraddha ceremony.
5) Graham Sammarsti Nyaya : This nyaya
occurs in Jaimini’s Purvamimamsa Sutra III
1 .1 3 .1 5 . In the Jyotisfoma sacrifice, a number of
cups (Grahas) filled with Soma are offered to the
deities and drunk at the three Savanas (pressings of
Soma). There is a srutivakya to the effect that he
cleanses the cup with the strainer made of white
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wool. The question here is whether one should
cleanse only one cup or as many cups as are
available in the sacrifice. The prima facie view is
that only one cup is to be cleansed. The
established conclusion is that all the sacrificial cups
are to be cleansed. Here the singular number is not
intended to be stressed. Medhatithi has employed
the principle of this nyaya in his ceremony on the
Manu smrti II. 165. Here the text of the Manu lays
down that the entire Veda, along with the esoteric
treatises should be learnt by the twice-born
persons, by means of various kinds of austerities
and observances prescribed by the rules. The
question here arises whether the expression Veda
in the above quoted texts is to be understood as
having a reference to one Veda or all the four
Vedas as per the principle laid down in this maxim.
Medhatithi appears to show his disagreement with
some commentators who hold that the expression
Veda refers to all the four Vedas. Medhatithi
categorically points out that the principle of the
above maxim can not be applied to the present
case and hence one should study only one Veda
and not the four Vedas. This may be treated as a
negative example where the principle of the above
maxim is not followed by the commentator
Medhatithi on the above mentioned place of the
Manu-Smrti.

5A
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6) H etunan nigadadhikarana nyaya
Here
Nigada means a sentence or a sacrificial formula
and the word hetumat means containing a word or
words indicative of the reason. This nyaya is
introduced in
Jaimini’s Purvamimamsa Sutras.
1.2.2 6 -3 0 . In preparing food from the grains, the
Supra is required for winnowing them to free them
from the husk etc., and the pen or the pot for
boiling the grains and a ladle for stirring the grain
when they are being boiled, arenecessary. The
Sruti passage provides that with the help of the
Surpa, the homa is made Karmbhapatras (pots full
of husked grains of yava slightly fried on the
Daksina fire, ground and mixed with curds). If,
however, me latter part of the passage contains a
reason for the first part, then it would follow that
the pot or ladle may equally be used instead of
Surpa. It may be remembered that the object of the
Vedic text is not to state the reason but to
recommend and praise Surpa as the means of
making the homa. So it follows that in the present
case, nothing but Surpa can be enjoined in the
making of the offering. The established conclusion
is that as the Veda is the final authority for any
sacrificial matter, it never assigns any reason for
any act but induces the people do the same by
simply praising the particular act. Hence this nyaya
does not assign any reason for the use of the
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£urpa for the sacrificial purpose but it simply
eulogizes the same and induces the people to do
the same. While discussing the topic of the milk to
be avoided by the persons for the Sraddha
ceremony. Devannabhatfa quotes the text of Harlta
which lays down that one should not drink the milk
of the cow whose calf is dead. By reason of her
being immersed in grief and also the reason of the
menses of the cow has recently delivered, the milk
of such cow is avoided. Here the question arises
whether the text of Harlta mentions the reason for
not drinking the milk of such a calfless cow or
whether this
is a glorification
(Arthavada).
Devannabhatfa gives his considered opinion that
this is not mere Arthavada condemning a particular
thing but it emphatically states the reason. Here
one can casually note that the principle of the
above maxim can not be applied in the present
case. In the case of Vedic test, it is not necessary
to assign any. reason for any act and hence the
prescription of the Surpa is mrely glorificatory and
not laying down the reasons. But in the present
text of Harita, the reasons are specifically
mentioned for not drinking the milk of a calfless
cow. Hence in the opinion of Devannabhatfa, the
principle of the maxim known as ‘Hetuman’
nigadadhikarana nyaya’ cannot be applied to the
case of the milk of a calfless cow. This also can be
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treated as a negative example where the principle
of the nyaya under discussion is not at all followed.
7) Kapinjala Nyaya : This nyaya is fully
explained
in
the
Jaiminiya-Nyaya-Malavistara
XI.1 .3 8 -4 5 . In the context of the Asvamedha
sacrifice, there is the text of the Vajasaneyi Samhita
XXIV. 20 which states that they shall immolate
Kapihjalas. Here the question arises as regards the
plural number which is left indefinite by the above
text. The prima facie view is that any number at
will from three onwards should be understood by
the plural in Kapinjalan in the text. The Siddhantin
concludes that as the purpose of the Sastra is
served only by the figure three, the Sastra enjoins
the immolation of three Kapinjalas. Nilakantha in
his commentary on the Yajnavalkya-Smr-ti III.2 5 4
makes the judicious use of this principle. Here the
text of Yajnavalkya enjoins that a drinker of wine
should eat ground grains of rice for many years at
night. Here the word samah i.e., years is in the
plural number. Nilakantha makes the proper
application of the principle of Kapinjala Nyaya and
points out that a wine drinker should undergo this
expiration for three years and eat the ground grains
of rice only for three years. This discussion is
introduced by Nilakantha in the Prayaschitta
Mayukha.
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8) Hotrcamasanyaya
This maxim is used by
Sahara on Jaimini’s Purvamlmarhsa sutra III.5.22.
Here the priests Hotr, Udgatr, the Yajamana and
the Sadasyas are actually asked to drink the cup of
Soma. The question arises whether the casting of
the Soma is to be done by these cup-owners or
not. The prima facie view is that the priests should
not resort to the eating or drinking of the cup of
Soma. The view point of the Siddhantin is that the
priests must drink the cup of Soma. He further
points out that by Samakhya, we have to
understand that the word Camasah indicates the
vessel by which the Soma is drunk. The expression
Hotra camasah will not serve any purpose, if the
priests do not drink the Soma in the cup. The act
of Hotr is to be followed by other priests. The
principle is utilised by Devannabhatta in his
Smrticandrika. While discussing the procedure about
the ordeal of fire, he quotes the text of Pitamaha
stating that about 9 circles should be formed for
worshipping the gods. Yajnavalkya-Smrti 11.106
states the measurement of 16 fingers for the circle
to be formed. Further, the presiding deities for
these circles are also pointed out. Now the question
arises whether the several deities mentioned as
presiding over the circles should be offered any
worship or not. Our author answers this question
by stating that following the principle of
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Hotrcamasanyaya the drinking of the Soma in the
cup is to be made by the priests, in the same
manner, in the case of worship to be offered to the
presiding deities of the circles, it will have to be
admitted that they must be offered worship by the
Yajamana himself.
9 ) Na Vidhau Parah Sabdartha nyaya
TO
Sahara has employed the principle of
this maxim on Jaimini’s Purvamimamsa Sutra
IV.4.19. Here it is laid down that Pindapitryajna is
to be performed on the next day of Amavasya
Yaga which is a darsayaga. Now the question is
whether the Pindapitryajna is subsidiary to the
Amavasya Yaga or it is a Pradhana Yaga. The
prima facie view is that the Pindapitryajna is a
subsidiary yaga of the Amavasya yaga, since it is
laid down in the context of the Amavasya yaga.
The Siddhantin, however, holds that there is no
authority to hold that it is an ahga of the
Amavasya yaga. Moreover,, in the Amavasya yaga,
there is a reference to the time factor and in the
darsayaga, there is only an indicatory reference to
the Pindapitryaga. The conclusion is that the
Pindapitryajna is a principal yaga meant for the
beneficial interest of men. Sahara’s comments
further show that the word Pindapitryajna cannot
be understood in the primary and secondary sense
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at one and the same time and in one and the same
sentence. Hence the primary sense alone is to be
accepted. Besides, the Pindapitryajna is the proper
name of the yaga. The principle of this maxim is
utilised by Devannabhafta in the Asauca Kanda of
the Smrticandrika. While discussing the topic of the
performance of the Ekoddists Sraddha
during the period of impurity on account of the
death of a person, our author Devannabhafta
quotes the text of Marlci laying down that it should
be performed by the persons of all the castes only
after the period of impurity is over. He further
supports this view by quoting the view point of
Visnu. Then he quotes the text of Saiikha enjoining
that even though a person meets with another
impurity during the first period of impurity, he is
supposed to be pure on the eleventh day after the
first impurity. For the performance of the Sraddha
only, he is pure and later on he again becomes
impure on account of the second impurity. In his
comments on the expression ‘Ekadasah, in the text
of Marichi, Devannabhafta points out that if by
implication it be understood as referring to the
period i.e. a day after the period of impurity, even
then it will not be correct. The expression
‘Ekadasah’ is not to be understood in two different
senses particularly when the primary sense is quite
possible. He simply gives his decisive opinion that
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Ekoddista Sraddha should be performed even by
the Ksatriyas on the eleventh day (after the
impurity of ten uays is over). Thus, it is evident
that the principle of the above maxim is correctly
applied by Devannabhatfa in interpreting the word
Ekadasah in the text of Marlci.
1 0 ) Nisadasthapati nyaya
The principle of
this nyaya occurs in Jaimini’s Purvamimamsa
VI. 1 .5 1 -5 2. Here the lord of Nisadas is asked to
perform the Raudresti. Nisada means a person born
of the union of a brahmin and a sudra wife. Now
the question arises whether the lord of the Nisada
caste is qualified to perform the Raudresti. Here
the view point of the objector is that the term
nisadasthapati refers to a person belonging to the
first three caste.s and who also happens to be the
chief of the nisadas. Such a type of nisadasthapati
is qualified to perform the Raudresti. Here the
objector dissolves the compound as sasthi tatpurusa
i.e. nisadanam sthapatih. As in the case of the
persons belonging to the first three communities the
knowledge of the Vedic lore is possible and such a
type of person alone is to be treated as qualified to
perform the Raudresti. The Siddhantin, however,
adopts the following position. He points out that as
the nisadasthapati is expressly permitted by the
Vedic injunction to perform the Raudresti, he can
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perform the same. Even though in the normal
course, the vedic knowledge is not possible in his
case, however, he can acquire the same. He further
dissolves the compound nisadasthapati as the
Karmadharaya compound
i.e. nisadasca asau
sthapatih and further shows that a person who
belongs to the community of the nisadas and who
also happens to be the chief of this community,
such a type of person is expressly permitted by the
Vedic injuction to perform the Raudresti. Nllakantha
has utilised the principle of this maxim in his
Vyavahara Mayukha. While discussing the topic of
the gift and acceptance of the thing in the case of
a Sudra person, Nllakantha shows that even though
a Sudra has, ordinarily no right for gift and
acceptance, yet he must be understood as being
given this right for this purpose by the Smrti text
such as Sudranam sudrajatisu, (3JSHT 3istMif^)
following the principle of the nisadasthapati nyaya.
1 1 ) Phalavat sannidhau aphalam tadangam iti
nyaya
3TW
^ ^TFT) Sahara in his
comments on Jaimini’s Purvamimarhsa Sutras
IV.4.7, 19 and 34 has fruitfully employed this
maxim. This maxim means that whatever is
mentioned in the proximity with an action that has
a separate reward or result, but has no independent
or special result of its own, is subsidiary (Ahga) to

M3
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what is declared to have a reward. The proper
example of this can be given as below. The person
desirous of heaven is asked to perform the
Darsapurnamasa yaga. In the context of this
principal sacrifice, the two sacrifices - prayajas and
Anuyajas - having no independent result are laid
down. The performance of the principal sacrifice
can not be said to be complete without the
performance of the Prayaja and Anuyaja. Here it is
concluded that
whatever is the result of the
Darsapurnamasa yaga, the same is declared to be
the result of the prayajas and Anuyajas. Moreover,
as these two sacrifices - prayaja and Anuyaja - are
laid down in the context of the Darsapurnamasa
yaga,
they
become
subsidiary
to
the
Darsapurnamasa
Yaga; otherwise one will be
compelled to imagine independent result even for
these rites. Nllakantha has made a judicious use of
this nyaya in the Acara Mayukha. While discussing
the topic of the Sandhyavandana, Nllakantha makes
as reference to the Arghya-dana, which occurs in
the proximity or contiguity of the Sandhyavandana.
No independent result is laid down for the Arghyadana, whereasthe Sandhyavandana
has an
independent result in the form of the destruction of
sin. This application of the above maxim to the
present
case
makes
it
quite
clear
that
Sandhyavandana is a principal karma and Arghya-
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dana is its subsidiary, because it is laid down in the
context of the Sandhyavandana.
1 2 ) Ratrisatra nyaya
Satra means a
sacrificial session lasting for 12 days or even more
days. Here the sacrifice is laid down for that man
who wishes to get some stability or fame in this
world. It is important to note that even though in
the ‘pratitisthanti ha vai ya eta ratrlrupayanti,’ the
expression pratitisthanti does not show any sign of
a Vidhi, yet the adhyahara of the Vidhi is to be
made here. The Ratrisatra nyaya is on par with the
Visvajit nyaya, because in both the sacrifices the
independent result is not stated thatis not laid
down in the context of any principal sacrifice to
show its subsidiary character. The Ratrisatra looks
like a mere praise of the performance of the
Ratrisatra, but really it is a Vidhi about the reward
of the Ratrisatra and states an exception to the rule
that heaven is the reward or a result for a rite
which has no independent result laid down for it.
Devannabhatta has made proper application of the
principle of this maxim in his work Smrticandrika.
While discussing the nature and time for the
performance of the Kamya Sraddha, he quotes the
text of Visnu Purana to
show that
the Kamya
Sraddha should be performed on a solstice, upon
equinox, on the vyatipatha day, the constellation of
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the birth day and the eclipse of the sun and the
moon. He also points out that the Samkranti period
is also capable of securing the desired result. The
question naturally arises as
regards the proper
result for the performance of the Kamya Sraddha.
Here Devannabhatta points out that the extreme
satisfaction of the manes isthe proper result
for
the performance of the Kamya Sraddha. Just as the
stability is the result for the performance of the
Ratrisatra,
following
the
principle
of
the
Ratrisatranyaya, in the similar manner, the extreme
satisfaction of the manes is also regarded as the
result for the Kamya Sraddha performed either on
the Samkranti day or the days mentioned by the
text of Visnu Purana.
1 3 ) Rtvig nyaya
Sahara has used this maxim
on Jaimini’s Purvamimamsa Sutra 111.7.3 2.3 3. Here
the important point is whether all the persons
mentioned in connection with the Jyotistoma
sacrifice are to be treated as priests or some of
them are to be treated as priests. Here the prima
facie view is that as all the persons take part in the
sacrifice, all the persons are to be considered as
priests. But the accepted conclusion is that all the
persons taking part in the sacrifice are not to be
treated as priests. Only 17 persons are to be
treated as priests. Here it should be noted that the
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etymological meaning of the word is not to be
applied but only the conventional meaning of the
word is to be applied. It is further clear that the
conventional meaning is more powerful than the
etymological meaning of the word. In connection
with these priests, the question arises as regards
the fees to be accepted by them. The prima facie
view is that all the priests should get equal fees.
But the accepted conclusion is that there should be
an inequal division of fees, as this division becomes
availble in the Vikpti yaga from the Prakrti yaga.
The sentence, in this respect of fees, from the
Prakrti yaga, are explict and solve this problem.
This principle is applied by Devannabhatta in his
Smrticandrika. While discussing the topic of the
gains that can not be divided at the time of
partition of the property, Devannabhatta quotes the
text of Katyayana and also the view point of
Brhaspati. The wealth earned by the Brahmin from
the pupil by way of tuition fees and also by acting
as a priest for the sacrificial session is not to be
divided at the time of partition of the property. In
this respect,
our author Devannabhatta makes the
application of this maxim under discussion. Just as
in the Rtvig nyaya, the priests get inequal share in
the fees as
per the statements available in the
prakrti yaga, so also in the present case, the wealth
obtained by the brahmin from the pupil and
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sacrifices, become his property and hence is not
subject to division.
1 4 ) Sarasvatau bhavatah nyaya
Sahara has
used his maxim on Jaimini’s Purvamimamsa Sutra
V. 1.14. Here there is a reference to the two
sarasvata offerings to be offered in the honour of
Sarasvati and Sarasvan. The question arises as
regards the anteriority and the posteriority of the
offerings of oblations in the case of these deities.
The prima facie view is that as there is no rule to
determine the definite order of sequence, there
should not be any restriction as such. Hence one
may do as one likes. The siddhantin, here points
out that the order is the subsidiary sacrifice, is to
be determined on the basis of the order laid down
in the principal sacrifice. In the Hautrakanda, the
Yajyanuvakya mantras give a preference to the
performance of the sacrifice by offering an oblation
in the honour of the female deity Sarasvati. This is
also supported by the mantra ‘prano dev! sarasvati
vajebhih vajinlvatl.’ (HFTt
Hence the accepted conclusion is that the offerings
in the honour of the deity i.e. Sarasvati are to be
offered first and then the offerings in the honour of
Sarasvan. Devannabhatta has correctly applied this
principle to decide the complicated case in the
Dharma-Sastra. While discussing the right of the
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mother to inherit the property of a sonless man,
the question arises whether the preferance should
be given to a mother or a father. According to
Vijnanesvara as the text of the Manu-Smrti IX.217
makes a room for the mother, a room must be
made for her in the compact series of heirs to
succeed
the property of a sonless person.
Vijnanesvara - further argues for giving a
preference to a mother in that she bears the child
in the womb and every person is having more
veneration for the mother. In the ekasesa Dvandva
compound, the preference is always given to a
female
member.
He
(the
author
of
the
Smrticandrika) disagrees with Vijnanesvara and
gives the Mimamsa ruling. He shows that just as in
the sarasvatau bhavatah nyaya, the proper order is
shown, in the similar manner, in the matter of
showing any preference to aim mother or a father,
there is no authoritative text available to us. In
short, Devannabhatfa does not think it proper to
apply the above principle of the maxim to the
present case under discussion. This may be treated
as a negative example where the principle is not
applied.
1 5 ) Sarvasakha nyaya - This nyaya occurs in
Jaimini’s Purvamimarhsa Sutra II.4.3 2. Here the
important question is when in any Vedic texts in
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respect of any sacrificial activity, the different
conflicting views become available, how to resolve
this confict. Here the view point of the objector is
that on account of the difference in name, form
branch etc., there should be a difference in the
sacrificial action. There is a difference in the branch
such as Kanva, Kathaka etc. It is further pointed
out that those who study Kariri vakyas, take their
meal on the ground, while the persons belonging to
other branches do not take food on the ground.
The persons belonging to one branch recite the
mantra ‘ise’ etc. From the branch of Palasa, it is
clear they perform actions such as chedadi.
Moreover, it is not possible for man, having a short
life, to study all the branches in order to perform
all the sacrificial activities. On account of the
grounds mentioned above, the view point of the
prima facie is that the different branches are mainly
responsible for the difference in sacrificial activities.
Here the view point of Siddhantin is that on
account of the absence of form, there should be
one and the same Karma. There is the same name.
Even in
other respects
besides, as regards the
mantra of taking food on the ground, it may be
said that
is a physical activity of the study. By
making the restriction of the different branches, one
can perform the sacrifices even if one is having a
very short life. Therefore the conclusion arrived at
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by the Siddhantin is that on account of the
difference in the name, form, mode of action, there
should not be a difference in the sacrificial
activities. Nllakanfha has utilised this principle in
the Samaya Mayukha. While discussing the topic of
the Upakarma, Nllakanfha quotes the opinion of
Madhava, the author of the Nirnayamrta, that with
reference to the Upakarma, the month alone is
prescribed. Even though there is a difference as
regards the time during which the said Upakarma is
to be performed, yet it can be concluded that with
reference to all the branches, there should be one
and the same sacrificial action, following the
principle laid down in the above maxim. When
there is a direct conflict in the Smi-tis, one should
stick to one’s own Sutra (Grhyasutra) or the branch,
because the sacrificial action is one and the same in
all the Sutras.
1 6 ) Yogasiddhi - Adhikarana nyaya - This
maxim
is
used
by
Sahara
on
Jaimini’s
Purvamimamsa Sutras IV.3.2 7-2 8. In the foregoing
Adhikarana, it is explained that all the desired
results have been enjoined as following from the
principal sacrifice. Now the question arises whether
all the results are brought by a single performance
of the sacrifice or by the repeated separate
performance. In this respect, the prima facie view is
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that all the results follow from a single
performance. The Siddhantin holds that there is the
regular succession. The result is brought about by
the succession of the principal and the subsidiary
sacrifice. There is an inherent impossibility in all
results sprining up simultaneously as there is
incongruity involved in it. Besides, for every result
that is desired, there must be a separate
performance. This principle is brought to his own
purpose by Devannabhatta in his Smrticandrika. He
quotes verse from the Yajnavalkya-Smrti 1.26 22 6 4 to show that the person desirous of particular
result, should perform a Sraddha on the
particular Tithi of the dark-fort-night. He finally
concludes that if any body performs Sraddha on
the Amavasya day, then all the desires entertained
by the person are fulfilled. Now the question arises
whether by performing a Sraddha on the Amavasya
day, a man is likely to get all the results that are
laid down for performing the Sraddha on the
different tithis of the dark-fort-night or not. Here
Devannabhatta makes the application of the
principle of the above maxim and suggests that for
every desired result, the Sraddha should be
performed on the different tithis, one has to
perform different Sraddhas on the different tithis.
17)

Visvajit

nyaya

- The principle of this
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Nyaya is employed by Sahara on Jaimini’s
Purvamlmarhsa Sutras III. 5.7 and IV.3.16. Here
the question arises as regards the result for the
sacrificial activity for which no specific result is
mentioned. Here the established conclusion is that
when no special result is laid down for any activity
connected with the sacrifice, heaven is to be
regarded as the result for the same. Moreover, it is
a general observation that no one is tempted to
undertake any activity, unless some special result is
promised for the activity that is to be undertaken.
Medhatithi has employed the principle of this nyaya
in his commentary on the Manu-Smrti 11.24. Here
Manu has asked the twice-born people to stay in
the particular countries; the Sudra may, however
stay in any place particularly when he is distressed
in the matter of his livelihood. Now the question
arises as to what kind of result, a twice-born
person is likely to get as a result of staying in the
countries mentioned by Manu in the preceding
stanzas. Actually, however, no independent result is
promised by Manu for the twice-born people
staying in particular countries. Here Medhatithi
makes the application of the principle of the above
maxim and points out that just as in the Visvajit
nyaya, heaven is regarded as a result for the
sacrificial activity for which no result is promised, in
the similar manner in the present case of staying of
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the twice-born persons in the particular countries,
purity is regarded as the result for the same. This
kind of purity is always imagined in respect of the
place and also the water that is available at such
place. In fine, Medhatithi has made the best use of
this maxim to arrive at some pointed conclusion.
1 8 ) Vrttidvaya-Virodha-Nyaya- The principle
of this maxim is used by Sahara on Jaimini’s
Purvamimamsa Sutra 1.4.8 and in the JaiminlyaNyaya-Mala-Vistara at III.2.1.2. This maxim simply
means that if a single word in Vidhivakyas is used
in the primary sense in certain cases and in the
secondary sense in some other cases, then the fault
of the Vrttidvaya virodha would incur. Hence the
Mlmamsakas maintain that at one and the same
place, one and the same word is to be understood
only in one sense - primary or secondary - but not
in two different ways. It seems that the writers on
Dharma-Sastra have violated this principle in
interpreting the text of the Smrti literature.
Apararka has incurred the fault of Vrttidvayavirodha particularly when he interprets the
Yajnavalkya-Smrti 11.12 3. Here this line would
mean that after the death of father, a mother
should also take equal share along with the other
inheritors in the property that has come down from
the ancestors. While commenting on this line,
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Apararka says that the word occurring in this
stanza, means not only a mother but also a step
mother. He also relied on the text of Vyasa for
interpreting the word mara in the sense of a step
mother. It may be noted here that this kind of
interpretation offered by the Commentator Apararka
is no doubt, supported by the Smrti authority, but it
suffers from the Mimamsa flaw of interpretation. In
passing, one may also note that Nllakantha, the
author of the Vyavahara Mayukha, finds fault with
Vijnanesvara particularly when he interprets the
word Bhrata in the text of the Yajnavalkya-Smrti
11.135-136 as indicating a full brother and also a
half-brother or a step-brother. Nllakantha simply
suggests that the mode of interpretation suggested
by Vijnanesvara, if accepted, would suffer from the
fault of the Vrttidvaya-virodha. A good student of
the Purvamlmarhsa and Dharma-Sastra is expected
to avoid this fault of interpretation.
1 9 ) Yupakarma Nyaya
This nyaya is
employed on Jaimini’s Purvamlmarhsa Sutras
XI.3.3.4. In the Jyotistoma sacrifice, there is a
reference, to the three animals and one pole.
Generally the poles are prepared from the trees of
palasa, khadira and rohitaka. Now the question
arises whether with reference to the three animals
to be offered as oblations, there should be one pole
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or separate pole for a separate animal. The prima
facie view is that in the Agnisomlya yaga, a pole is
directly laid down. In other cases, it becomes
available by the rule of transfer and with reference
to every animal, there should be a different pole.
The Siddhantin, however, holds that the idea of a
pole is introduced not only in the Agnisomiya yaga
but even before that. Following the principle of
Tantrata, there should be only one pole useful for
all these animals. It may be noted that all the
actions of cutting, paring etc., are to be carriedout
in respect of only one pole.The principle of this
maxim
is best utilised by Devannabhatta in his
Smrticandrika. While discussing the qualifications of
a Purohita, Devannabhatta quotes the text of Vyasa.
The purohita is a specific special officer appointed
for a court matter. Here the question arises
whether
there should be different purohitas
possessed of different attributes or only one
Purohita possessed of all the Gunas, attributes laid
down by the text of Vyasa. Here Devannabhatta
applies the above principle and decides that there
should
be only one Purohita possessed of all the
attributes enumerated in the text of Vyasa. He
possibly feels that just as all the acts of cutting,
paring etc., are carried out in respect of one pole,
in the similar manner, all the different attributes
should be possessed by one and the same Purohita.
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It may be noted here that the import of this nyaya
comes very near to the principle of the Aruna
nyaya explained below. Here one is tempted to
observe that instead of using the Yupakarma nyaya
involving several activities in respect of one pole,
DeVannabhatfa should have used Aruna nyaya
suggesting the combination of all the attributes
enumerated in a sentence or a stanza. This may be
regarded as a glaring example of the slight
carelessness on the part of the author of the
Smrticandrika.
2 0 ) Aruna nyaya - This maxim is used on
Jaimini’s PurvamlmarhsamSutra III.1.12. Here the
sentence under discussion is ‘He purchases Soma
with a hiefer one year old, having brown eyes and
red in colour. Here the question arises whether one
should purchase Soma with a different hiefer
possessing above qualities or only one hiefer
possessed of all the above attributes. Here the
established conclusion is that in the case of one
hiefer, all the attributes mentioned in the sentence
are to be lumped together and are not to be taken
separately. Hence this Nyaya lays down that one
who earns money by lawful (fair) means, one who
has unflinching devotion or faith in the highest
reality, one to whom the guests are dear, one who
performs Sraddha ceremony and one who speaks
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the
truth,
becomes
released
(i.e.
he gets
immortality). He further quotes passages from the
sruti and also the Chandogyopanisad to show that
one will not attain immortality by performing deeds
but by the knowledge of the highest reality. Thus,
there arises a conflict between the Smrti text laying
down for several acts and the sruti text pointing
out immortality for knowledge. In fact, there is a
conflict between
the Karma-marga and
Jnanamarga. Apararka removes this conflict by the use of
the principle of the Aruna nyaya and suggests that
when the highest object is one and the same, i.e.
immortality, but
the subordinate elements are
different, one should simply lump together all the
sub-ordinate elements - that is the
actions
mentioned in the text of the Yajnavalkya-Smrti and
also the knowledge of the highest reality advocated
in the sruti and the Chandogyopanisad. In fact, this
is a happy combination of Jnanamarga and the
Karma marga suggested by Apararka, the great
commentator
of
the
Yajnavalkya-Smrti
and
particularly a Dharma-sastra writer.
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2 3. Max-Well’s rules of interpretation
and the Purvamimamsa rules
of interpretation
1 1 . In all the above matters the Mlmamsa rules
of interpretations are frequently used. Many of
these rules closely resemble, Maxwell’s rules of
interpretation of law.
We quote a few examples below.
1. The golden rule is that the words of statute
must prima facie be given their ordinary meaning
(Maxwell).
Loke esu arthesu padani sati
sambhave tadarthanyeva. (Mlmamsa rule)

2. Exposition of one act in the language of
another in the same matter (Maxwell)
The criterion of Samakhya of Purvamimamsa.
3. Usagemay determine
language.

the

meaning of the

yogat rudhih ballyasl. (Purvamimamsa)
4. The title is no part of law (Maxwell)
Namadheya is not Karmavidhi (Puvarmmamsa)
5.

The

general statute

is

read

as

silently
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excluding the cases which are provided by special
(Maxwell).
Utsargapavadanyaya (Purvamimamsa)
6. Construction has to be made of all parts
together (Maxwell)
Vakyabhedo dosah
7. Personal acts and local customs (Maxwell)
Rathakaranyaya
and
Nisadasthapatinyaya,
Acharapramanya. (Purvamimamsa)
8. To arrive at the real meaning, it is always
necessary to get an exact idea of the object of the
act. (Maxwell)
Phala is the criterion to determine the purport.
(Purvamimamsa)
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2 4. The ontological nature of cognition
in Purvamimamsa
The ontological nature of cognition is differently
envisaged in different schools of Indian philosophy.
Firstly whether it is a constituent of the very
core nature of knowing self or it is an attribute of
the self has to be examined. If it is an attribute,
whether it is a quality or activiity needs to be
looked into. It is also considered as a substance by
some.
As
a
background
to
present
the
Purvamimamsa view in detail, these views are
briefly noticed here. The Nyayavaisesikas consider it
as a quality of knowing self. The samkhyas do not
classify the categories as dravya, guna etc. They
describe cognition is a result of Sattvasamudreka of
Buddhitattva.
In Visistadvaita cognition is given a special name
viz Dharmabhutajnana. It is considered both as
substance and quality. They do not see any
contradiction in it. They compare it with dlpaprabha
(the light of a lamp). The Jainas consider it as a
modification of knowing self. It is staged to be a
natural and special quality of knowing self.
In Advaita vedanta the cognition is considered at
two levels viz suddha chaitanya and vrttijnana, i.e.
pure consciousness and empirical cognition. The
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first is the foundation of the entire cognition
process. The second one is a conditioned epistemic
process. It is only at this state that the knower,
known, and the means of cognition bifurcation takes
place. Dvaita vedanta also proposes two types of
cognition, svarupajnana and vrttijnana. The first is
the very nature of knowing self. The second is the
cognition obtained through the sense perception,
inference etc external means.
Mimamsa concept of cognition
For Bhatta mlmamsakas
activity of the knowing self.

the

cognition

is an

Before we elaborate this point we have to take
into account the process laid down for establishing
the contact between the objects to be known and
the knowing self. There are two approaches viz. 1)
Modification of the knowing agent i.e. buddhi or
antahkarana by the contact of the object through
the external sense (ii) The contact of the knowing
self with the external object through the manas and
external sense without any modification. The first is
the samkhya model and the second is the
Nyayavaisesika model. Though these two processes
cannot be equated fully with the two causation
theories viz. Evolution theory and Creation theory,
the influence of these theories on them cannot be
ruled out. The process of contact laid down by the
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Bhafta mimansakas seems to be a mix up of these
two processes.
The Bhafta theory that the cognition is an
activity of the knowing self is established on the
following grounds.
The knowing self is an agent, the known is an
object. This agent-- object relationship is not
possible without some activity on the part of the
agent. Hence an activity has to be envisaged on the
part of the knowing self. The act of knowing itself is
this activity. This is a kind of modification i.e. vikriya
on the part of the knowing self. The contacts among
the knowing self, manas, sense and the object bring
about this modification in the knowing self. This
modification itself is cognition. It is with this
modification that the self becomes the knower.
‘Buddhau utpannayam utpadyate eva jnatrrupavikarah’ (T.T.13 2)
Trqwrt TFTCRf ^ fT^rf^TT:)
It is a state that is attained by the self. One and
same self could be recognised in both the states viz
before developing the cognition and after developing
the cognition. Therefore, this modification does not
affect the eternality of the self. ‘Na asau vikarah
nityatvam
vinasayati
pratyabhijna
pratyayena
avasthadvayepi anusandhanat.’ (T.T. P.13 2) (/TTCTt

fcrrc:

fcmrcfa jrrqftin

Vikriya jnanarupa asya nityatve na virotsyate. (S.V.
Pratyaksa st.5 3 ,5 6 )
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This modification designated as
cognition, is
subtle. It has to be inferred by its result viz.
revelation of the object. A ‘phalanumeya tasyasca
phalam syat artha drsfata’ (M.R.S P .280) (TOigifaT
<TFTT*T TO FtTT 3t%MT)

To fully grasp its nature and role the following
points have to be noted.
i) It is Karana i.e. means as well as phala i.e.
result. The fact of its very arising by the contact with
manas, senses and object makes it the means, and
its enabling the object to reveal makes it the result.
ii) It is distinct from other Karanas in two
respects.
iii) It is not already there to play the role of
Karana. It arises and plays the role of Karana.
iv) It does not require any intermediary activity
i.e. avantaravyapara to play its role while other
Karanas do require it.
v) In a way revelation of object itself may be
taken as both avantara vyapara intermediary action
and pradhanakriya, main action.
From these features it is clear that when
Mlmansakas say that the cognition is an activity,
they do not mean the usual type of activity. It is a
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modification of the self into a knowing self
investing him with the activity of knowing. Their
real interest is to maintain a clear distinction
between the subject and the object by pointing out
that these two are linked by the cognition.
This concept of cognition as activity is criticised
by Jayanta Bhatta on three grounds4 : i) The
cognition by itself is not an activity. It is a result of
sense contact etc activity (ii) An activity that is
present in a
perceivable object cannot be
imperceptible. Atman is perceptible according to the
Bhatfas. Therefore, the cognition which is claimed
to be its modification has got to be perceptible. If it
is accepted as perceptible, then, the Bhatta theory
that the cognition is inferred will collapse, (iii)
There cannot be any activity that is subtle and that
is not of the nature of motion. Hence, the activity
of the nature of cognition which is claimed to be
subtle and not of the nature of motion, cannot link
the atman, manas, senses and the object, (iv) The
cognition as an activity is claimed to be both
Karana and phala. However, one and the same
cannot be both Karana and phala. (N.M. P .1 6 -1 7
Kasi Sanskrit series No. 106, 1 9 3 6 )
All these objections are based on the assumption
that the Bhatfas hold the cognition is an activity of
usual type. However, Bhattas have conceived it as a
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vikriya i.e. modification of atman
that operates
through the manas and sense, and enables the
object to reveal itself. It is better to describe it as a
state of the self rather than an activity or quality. It
may be noted that in Vedanta cognition is described
as a state of antahkarana in the case of vrtti jnana.
Later Mlmansa writers have called it a guna.
Kumarila uses the expression dharma i.e. an
attribute. Some commentators have stated it to be a
Sakti of self. In any case it is not a guna or an
action of motion type in the Nyayavaisesika sense.
The comprehension of cognition
The next issue is the comprehension of cognition
itself. The cognition enables us to comprehend the
objects. But what are the means to comprehend the
cognition itself? In this respect three views are held
viz. (i) cognition is self-revealing i.e. svaprakasa (ii)
It is comprehended by Manas (iii) It is inferred on
the basis that the object is revealed. The Bhafta
mlmansakas go by the third view and the
Prabhakaras by the first view.
According to the Bhatfas all objects are invested
with a quality called prakatya i.e. a special capacity
to reveal itself. It is also called as jnatata or drstata
the capacity to be known or perceived. This is clear
from the experiences like ‘jar is revealed’ ‘jar is
known’ etc. This quality is found in all substances.
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It is also found in jati, guna etc that are connected
with the substance by tadatmya relation. It is this
quality that enables to infer the cognition of the
object. Knowledge itself cannot be equated with
prakatya since the cognition is in atman and
prakatya is in the object. It is only on the basis of
prakatya of an object that the cognition of that
object is inferred. (M.M. P. 25 6-2 60)
Thus according to the Bhattas knowledge is
neither self-revealing nor comprehended by manas.
It is inferred by the fact that the object is revealed.
This concept of prakatya is criticised by raising
the following objections : (i) Prakatya is stated to be
a quality. At the' same time it is also stated that it
is found irt ^the qualities like colour etc. A quality
cannot be a quality of another quality, (ii) Prakatya
should either be revealed by another factor or be
self revealing. If it is revealed by another factor,
then, the prakatya in that has to be revealed by yet
another factor and so on. This leads to infinite
regress. On the other hand if it is self revealing
why not consider cognition of the object itself as
self-revealing? (iii) Since the awareness of objects
could be explained by the cognition of the object,
there is no justification to accept an intermediary
entity like prakatya.
The first objection can be answered by pointing

6A
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out that a quality like number is found in other
qualities. Therefore, there is no bar for a quality to
be in another quality. The second objection also
may be cleared on the analogy of eye. Eye reveals
the other objects without itself being revealed by
anything else. As regards the third point, it is true
that the cognition enables the object to be revealed
but the question is as to how cognition itself is
comprehended. The Bhattas, answer is that it is
inferred by the fact of the revelation of the object.
(MM 2 6 2 -6 3 )
The Prabhakaras do not go by this theory. They
accept cognition as svaprakasa. According to
Prabhakaras in all cognitions, the knower, the
known and the cognition are presented. The
knower and the cognition are directly cognised in
all cognitions. Their cognition is of the nature of
perception. The status of the cognition of object as
perception, inference etc. depends upon the means
by which the cognition is produced. However, all
kinds of cognitions are self revaling in the ultimate
analysis. The cognition is termed as ‘samvit’ in the
Prabhakara system.
Majority of the schools of Indian philosophy
accept that cognition is Savisaya i.e. it is about an
object.
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2 5. Nirvikalpaka and Savikalpaka
In a perceptual cognition the object is cognised
in two stages viz. nirvikalpaka and savikalpaka. In
describing the nature of these two stages the
systems of Indian philosophy considerably differ.
We may briefly notice their views :
i) Buddhists hold the view that nirvikalpaka alone
is valid cognition. At nirvikalpaka stage, the
svalaksana i.e. the thing in itself which is momentary
is presented. The expression svalaksana means
different from all others. It is a state in which there
are no attributes. Savikalpaka is a mental projection.
At this stage the attributes are projected.
ii) The Grammarians say that there is no
nirvikalpaka stage. There can be no cognition of an
object without a reference by words. The words
always refer to the attributes. Therefore, there is no
such stage such as nirvikalpaka.
iii) The Advaita holds the view that the cognition
of sat i.e Brahman, is nirvikalpaka. The difference
between the Buddhist approach to nirvikalpaka and
that of Advaita is that the object of nirvikalpaka is
momentary according to Buddhists and it is
permanent according to Advaita. However, the
object of nirvikalpaka
cognition is attributeless
according to both.
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iv)
It is in Nyayavaisesika system that these two
stages are systematically worked out. At the
nirvikalpaka stage the entity, its attributes, and the
relation between the two are presented in the
cognition but these are not identified as qualified
and qualification. It is only at the savikalpaka stage
that these are presented as a complex of qualified
and qualifications. It is visisfavisayakajnana i.e.
cognition of a complex of an entity and its
attributes
duly
related.
A
visistapratyaya
presupposes visesana pratyaya This is the ground
to envisage nirvikalpaka as an earlier stage of
savikalpaka. At the stage of nirvikalpaka there is
only visayata of the entity and the attributes with
reference to the cognition while at the savikalpaka
stage there is prakarata of the attributes, visesyata
of the entity and sansargata of the relation with
reference to the cognition.
In the definition of perception given in
Gautamasutra the expressions ‘avyapadesya’ and
vyavasayatmaka occur. These are interpreted by
Vachaspati Misra. as referring to nirvikalpaka and
savikalpaka respectively. Avyapadesya means that
which is not referred by words. The nirvikalpaka
stage is not referred to by words. Vyavasayatmaka
means determinate. The savikalpaka stage is a
determinate stage.
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According to the Bhatta mimansakas, at the
nirvikalpaka stage the entity and its attributes
universal etc. are cognised without realising their
visesa and samanya nature. This cognition is like a
cognition of a child or a dumb person. Kumarila
describes it as alochanatmaka i.e. mere sensation.
Later at the savikalpaka stage, the fact that the
attribute i.e. universal, continues in other individual
entities of the same class and the entity itself is
specific, is realised. This process is called anuvrtti
i.e. continuing nature, vyavrtti i.e. specific nature. In
view of this realisation the entity is now cognised
with its general and special aspects and referred to
by the word.
asti hi alocana jnanam prathamam nirvikalpakam
balamukadivijnanasadrsam suddhavastujam
na viseso na samanyam tadanim anubhuyate
tayoh adharabhuta tu vyaktih eva avasisyate
(S.V.Pr. 1 1 2 - 1 1 3 )

ft ariwH^M
f^ T R ^ t

jwt

•
ii)

Parthasarthi explains the term samanya as anuvrtti
.ind visesa as vyavrtti and remarks that anuvrtti
vyavrtti na nirvikalpake prakasete tayoh adharabhutam anuvrttam vyavrttam yat jativyaktyadi aneka-
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karam vastu tattadakarasamyuktam
sarvam avaslyate. (sp^frRn^rft *T
cpflTNTOJcT apjfd WRfrT ^

sammugdham

3W M ^

drKI+'K

It is this cognition of suddhavastu that reminds
the
word
at
savikalpaka
stage.
‘tadabhave
nirnimittam' sabdasmaranam na syat’
f^rfWf^rrT

The Prabhakaras also explain the nature of
nirvikalpaka and savikalpaka in the same way.
Salikanatha explains the process of nirvikalpaka and
savikalpaka as follows:
On seeing an entity the cogniser gets the
cognition of that entity and its attributes universal,
quality etc. However, he does not realise which of
them is common with other entities of the same
class and which is special. When he reflects on
other entities of the same class he sorts out the
common and the special.
i) prathamam svarupamatra grhanam dravyajati
gunesu utpadyate’. (JPt*T
'irs^rl)
At the initial stage barely the object, as it is, is
perceived in lieu of the stuff it is made of, the class
it belongs to and the qualities it has inherent in it.
ii) samanyavisesau dve vastuni pratipadyamanam
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pratyaksam prathamam utpadyate kintu vastvantara
anusandhan sunyataya samanya visesataya na
pratiyate.
anugatam samanyam ucyate vyavrttisca visesah
(Pr.p 16 3)
t

fo g
5T snffor I 3Tg*m HWM

o i ||^ f r i « r f o f o )

The stage at which the entity and its attributes
are cognised without the realisation of their
continuing nature and special nature is nirvikalpaka
stage while the next stage at which this is realised
is savikalpaka stage. The entity, and its attributes
are cognised at both stages but at the first stage
their common and special nature is not realised
while at the second stage this is realised.
This distinguishes the Prabhakara concept of
nirvikalpaka from that of Buddhists and Advaita.
According to Buddhists svalaksana alone is cognised
but not its attributes. According Advaita ‘sat’ alone
is cognised. At savikalpaka stage, according to
Buddhists the attributes are projected while
according to Mimansa and Nyaya these are real.
In respect of Savikalpaka, Salikanatha clarifies
two points.
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i) It is stated that to have savikalpaka stage of
cognition reflecting on another entity is necessary.
Such a reflection is not caused by the contact of
sense with that entity. Therefore, the involvement
of such a procedure will come in the way of
treating Savikalpaka stage as perception. Salikanatha
states this difficulty and clarifies that the reflection
of another entity is only a sahakarin i.e. an aid, to
the savikalpaka cognition. Its chief means is the
contact between the sense and the object.
Therefore, its status as perception is not affected.
ii) It is stated that the content of both
nirvikalpaka and savikalpaka is same. The entity
and its attributes are cognised at both stages. This
appears to affect the very validity of savikalpaka,
since, there is no new element in savikalpaka.
Therefore, it is clarified that the identifying the
common and special nature of the entity and its
attributes is a new element at the savikalpaka stage.
Therefore, the validity of savikalpaka is not
affected.
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2 6. The definition of Pramana
In Indian epistemology cognition is bifurcated as
valid and invalid. The valid cognition is designated
as prama and invalid. , cognition as bhrama. In
Purvarmmansa text these are called pramana and
apramana. The expression pramana could be
interpreted as means of valid cognition and also as
valid
cognition
itself
following
appropriate
etymological explanation viz. (i) pramiyate anena i.e.
that by which cognition is obtained (ii) pramiyate
yat i.e. the cognition obtained. Its particular
meaning has to be identified by the context.
Jaimini sutra does not explicitly state any
definition of pramana. However, Sastradlpika
evolves a definition of pramana by utilising certain
expressions in the autpattika sutra of Jaimini. The
definition evolved reads as ‘Karana dosa badhaka
jnana
rahitam
agrhlta-grahijnanam
pramanam’
a^dU lf^M JWFTJT). The cognition
which is not produced by defective cause, which is
not contradicted and which cognises an object that
is already not cognised, is pramana i.e. valid
cognition. The first two clauses exclude invalid
cognition from the scope of this definition and the
third clause excludes anuvada i.e. restatement, from
the scope of this definition. The third clause
excludes smrti i.e., memory also. The first two

nit
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clauses are suggested by the word avyatireka in the
sutra and the third clause is suggested by
anupalabdha. The sutra is framed to explain the
nature of sabdapramana and establish that it is the
only pramana in respect of dharma. However, it
has to have the basic requirements of a pramana.
These requirements are stated in the sutra.
Sastradlpika utilised these clauses and has evolved
the above definition.
The definition given by Kumarila adds one more
clause viz drdham i.e. firm. This excludes doubt
from the scope of the definition of pramana.
Dharavahika jnana i.e. the cognitions of the same
object occuring in a series are considered as valid
both by the Bhattas and the Prabhakaras. However,
the justifications given by them is different.
According to the Bhattas the condition ‘not already
known’ is not violated in the case of dharavahika
jnana though the same object is cognised again and
again. For the time element grasped is different in
each cognition. But, the Prabhakaras do not
introduce time element. Instead they hold that each
succeeding cognition in the series, is produced by
the sense contact separately. Therefore, all the
cognitions in the series are equaly valid.
The Prabhakaras define pramana as ‘anubhutih
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pramanam’ i.e. primary experience is pramana. By
using
the
expression
anubhuti
i.e.
primary
experience, they exclude memory from the scope of
the definition of valid cognition. They declare that
‘yathartham sarvavijnanam’ i.e. all cognitions are
true. The instances of doubt and wrong cognition
are also explained in such a way that these
cognitions also convey the objects as they are.
They do not accept anyathakhyati i.e. a cognition
that cognises an object as another. The Prabhakaras
explanation for the instances of bhrama, will be
fully explained while discussing the akhyati theory
of the Prabhakaras.
Nyaya defines prama as yatharthanubhava i.e. the
primary experience that cognises an object as it is.
Nyaya and the Prabhakara concepts of valid
cognition imply correspondence theory of cognition.
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2 7. The theory of the
validity of Cognition
In the context of the concept of valid cognition
the question whether the validity of cognition is
intrinsic i.e. svatah or it is brought about by some
additional factors viz paratah is raised. The same
question is also raised in respect of apramanya
also. In this respect the following views are
generally discussed.
i) Samkhya- Both pramanya and apramanya are
intrinsic i.e. svatah.
ii) Nyaya- Both are paratah i.e. extrinsic.
iii) Bauddha- a) pramanya is paratah i.e. extrinsic,
b) apramanya is svatah i.e. intrinsic.
Mlmansaka - Pramanya is svatah and apramanya
is paratah.
The nature of this problem can be understood by
examining the views of Nyaya and Mlmansa.
Mimansakas have a vested interest in considering
Pramanya
as
intrinsic.
The
concepts
of
apauruseyatva of Veda and pramanya svatastva
have
intimate
connection.
Veda
is
the
unquestionable authority for dharma. If it is
considered as
pauruseya
its
unquestionable
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authority status cannot be maintained. Therefore,
they have to establish its intrinsic validity. With a
view to achieve it they took the larger question of
the validity of cognition itself and formulated their
theory of the intrinsic validity of cognition. On the
other hand the Nyaya accepted the pauruseyatva of
Vedas. They hold Isvara as the author of Vedas.
Therefore, it was not necessary for them to accept
the theory of the intrinsic validity of cognition.
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2 8. The Nyaya theory of the
validity of cognition
Let us first examine the Nyaya view. According
to it, cognition is a quality of atman i.e. self. The
atman is its samavayikarana. The contact between
the sense and the object is nimittakarana i.e.
efficient cause. This contact between the sense and
the object is found both in the case of prama and
bhrama. However, in the case of prama the contact
is between the sense and the object as qualified by
its characteristic. It is a cognition of the object as
characterised by its own characteristic. This
characteristic is visesana of the object and it is
called prakara in the cognition of the object. When
the characteristic of the object viz visesana plays
the role of prakara in the cognition of the object it
is a valid cognition.
‘Tadvati tatprakarakah
anubhavah
3 ^ ^ ; JWTI) is valid
cognition. But if the object is cognised as
characterised by a characteristic i.e. prakara which is
not actually found in the object cognised, then, it is
not valid cognition. There is a gap between the
characteristic actually found in the object and the
characteristic that is reflected in the cognition. It is
‘tadabhavavati tatprakarakah anubhavah’ (d<'^N<=ifrl
3HJVR: OTH). The crucial point here is that
in the first case the sense not only has the contact
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with the object as object but as associated with its
own characteristic while in the latter case the sense
has contact with the object without extending to the
association with its own characteristic. Consquently,
some other characteristic is reflected in the
cognition.
Though both these cognitions have arisen by the
contact between the sense and the object, there are
additional factors that have made them valid or
invalid. These additional factors are called guna and
dosa respectively. In the first case the very fact of
cognising the object as characterised by its own
characteristic is an additional factor, since mere
contact with the object is found in the case of
aprama also. In the case of the second, certain
draw backs like distance,
dim light etc. are
additional factors. The additional factor in the first
case is called Guna i.e. merit, as it is more efficient
application of sense with the object, and in the
second case, it is called dosa as it hinders the
proper application of the
sense and leads to
distortion of the cognition.
doso apramayah janakah pramayastu guno bhavet
pittaduratvadirupo doso nanavidho matah
pratyakse tu visesya visesanavata samam
sannikarso gunah
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In view of the role of these additional factors the
Nyaya considers the validity or invalidity as
extrinsic i.e. paratah. This is the extrinsic nature of
the validity or invalidity at the stage of its very
generation i.e. utpattau paratastvam (Tcsdl
The cognition of the validity is also not intrinsic.
If it were intrinsic no doubt would have arisen in
certain instances. Therefore, the validity of a
cognition has to be ascertained on the basis of
successful result i.e. saphala pravrtti. For instance,
when one observes water in a lake he proceeds to
fetch it. He drinks the water and his thirst is
quenched. This confirms the validity of his
cognition of water. On the other hand when one
observes mirage and takes it as water and proceeds
to fetch it he will not get water. This enables him
to realise that his cognition of water was not valid.
From this it is clear that both validity and invalidity
are not intrinsic to cognition. These are ascertained
by inference on the basis of the success or failure
of the result.
This approach has certain unsurmountable
difficulty. The inference by the successful result is
also a cognition. Therefore, its validity also needs
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to be verified. If it is further checked by another
inference, then, that also has to be checked again.
This leads to infinite regress, i.e. anavastha. The
Nyaya has no logical answer for it. Udayana simply
states that validity need not be known to undertake
activity in all cases. Mere doubt does not prevent
activity.
‘pramanyasya avasyajneyatva anabhyupagamat
tadagrahepi artha sandehadapi upapatteh’CN.K. P.81)

(JRTFTPT

rT ^ sft 3rTrr%T3ft jjo[Tqwif:l)

This is defeating the very purpose of the whole
debate. Nyaya tries to show anavastha in the case
of svatah pramanya also. We will notice this later.
However, this cannot be an excuse for their failure
to find out a satisfactory solution.
In this context we have to note two important
points.
i)
Nyaya defines padartha as prameya i.e., an
entity which is an object of cognition. Therefore,
they have no other way to identify the existence of
an object other than its cognition. If they had
accepted the validity of cognition as intrinsic, there
would have been no difficulty in establishing the
existence of the object. Since, they have opted for
paratah pramanya they have landed into the
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difficulty of verifying the validity of one cognition
by another and that of the second by the third one
and so on. In any case they cannot reach the
object without the medium of cognition. This gives
scope to deny the very outside object. This is a
greater problem than infinite regress. By saying that
the cognition of validity is not necessary in all
cases and doubt does not prevent activity they have
virtually accepted svatah pramanya.
ii)
The examples given in case of verificatory
cognitions are the cognitions of such objects which
are ontologically related with the object of the
verified cognition. For instance,
‘idam prthivitva prakarakam jnanam, prama,
gandhavati prthivitva prakarakatvat.’ (f?
siM; m \,
I) The cognition of
the object characterised by prthivitva is a valid
cognition as this object has odour. Here, the odour
is a distinct characteristic of prthivi. This ensures
that the object concerned is prthivi. Hence, it can
be made out that the prthivitva which is prakara is
actually found in the object cognised. Here, the
objects of the verified cognition and the verificatory
cognition are ontologically related. Thus the
verification is not merely at the cognition level, but
it is at ontological level also. Probably Nyaya feels
that in such cases no further verification by another
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cognition is necessary. The Nyaya definition of
prama involving a reference to the characteristic of
object at object level and the cognition level and
linking the object with its characteristic at these
levels is intended to ensure the existence of the
object outside the cognition and its true reflection
in the cognition.
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2 9. Mimamsa theory of the
validity of cognition
Mimansakas consider the validity of cognition as
intrinsic i.e. svatah, both at the level of its
generation and cognition. At the generation level
the causes that generate the cognition also generate
its validity. No additional factors are necessary as
contended by the Nyaya. At the cognition level also
the causes of the comprehension of the cognition
also enable to comprehend its validity. However, in
the case of apramanya i.e. invalidity, some or other
defect of the cause leads to the invalidity of the
cognition. The comprehension of the invalidity also
is produced by the contradiction of this invalid
cognition
by another cognition or by tracing the
defect of the causes. Thus, the invalidity is paratah
i.e. extrinsic, both at its generation level and its
comprehension level.
The cognition of validity which is intrinsic, is
explained in different ways by the three schools of
Mimansa- (i) According to the Prabhakaras, the
cognition is self-revealing, therefore, its validity also
is self revealed, (ii) According to the Bhattas the
cognition
is inferred by jnatata. Consquently its
validity is also inferred by the same, (iii) According
to Murari Mishra it is comprehended by manasa
pratyaksa.
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The procedure of the cognition of validity of a
valid cognition is as under :
i) Vyavasaya of the object as characterised by its
own characteristic.
ii) The cognition of this first cognition by one of
the above three ways.
iii) The cognition of the validity of the cognition
concerned along with it.
The procedure of the cognition of invalidity of
an invalid cognition is as under :
i) Vyavasaya of the object as characterised by a
characteristic which is not its own characteristic:
This is due to some or the other defect of the
causes. At this stage the absence of this
superimposed characteristic in the object cognised
and the presence of the object’s genuine
characteristic are not realised.
ii) The cognition of this first cognition as it is.
iii) Undertaking a verification on a point of doubt
or defect psychologically or epistemologically.
iv) Realisation of the error by contradiction of this
cognition by another cognition or by identifying
the defect.
v) Comprehension of the invalidity.
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In this
process,
since the invalidity is
comprehended by means of some other cause viz.
realisation of the defect or the contradiction, the
invalidity is not intrinsic to the cognition. It is
paratah i.e. extrinsic.
In this context two difficulties have to be noted
and solved.
i) Why not consider apramanya also as svatah
since anuvyavasaya conveys the vyavasaya level
cognition as it is?
This may be answered by pointing out that the
grounds of invalidity
viz absence
of the
characteristic superimposed on the object cognised
and the presence of its own characteristic in the
object are not reflected in this cognition either at
vyavasaya level or at anuvyavasaya level. Therefore,
the invalidity is not self evident here.
ii) If the invalidity is not svatah and if the
ascertainment of the invalidity should await the
verification, what is its status until it is verified
and identified as invalid ?
This difficulty may be solved by pointing out that
the validity of a cognition and its self revealaing
nature is general i.e. utsarga. Hence, the observer
takes it as prama though it is bhrama. In other
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words he makes pramatvaropa on it. However, its
real status is that it is aprama, even though it is
not yet realised as such. This will be discovered
after verification. It is the sublating cognition ‘na
idam rajatam’ that exposes the grounds of its
invalidity viz the absence of rajatatva and the
presence
of
suktitva.
That
is
why
the
comprehension of invalidity is considered as
paratah i.e. extrinsic.
The of repeated objection against the intrinsic
nature of validity that if the validity is svatah, the
doubt would not have arisen in certain instances,
particularly, when the observer has not frequently
observed the object is answered by pointing out
that the doubt arises only when some defects in the
cause are suspected. On verification if the defects
are identified, then, the cognition is not taken as
valid. If it is found that there are no defects, then,
the doubt is eliminated. There is no need to
confirm the validity. It is self-evident. The absence
of defects is not the cause of validity. Its presence
only distorts the cognition. In the case of
apramanya the dosas are its cause. The verification
confirms the invalidity of the cognition. This
distinguishes it from the valid cognition.
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3 0. The Khyati theories In
Indian Philosophy
In Indian epistemology the theories of perceptual
error have played an important role. There are five
dimensions of these theories, (i) optical (ii)
psychological (iii) epistemological (iv) logical and (v)
Metaphysical.
The process of error starts at optical level. The
psychological level adds to it. It takes epistemological
shape. These three aspects have to be taken into
account while analysing the nature of error. The
analysis has to satisfy the logical requirements.
Different schools of Indian Philosophy have different
metaphysical view. They have worked out their
theory of perceptual error within the framework of
their metaphysical systems. Consquently every
school has its own theory of error. These theories
are known as khyati theories. These could be
broadly grouped into two (i) Idealist and (ii) Realist.
Atmakhyati and Asatkhyati theories of Vijnanavadin
and Madhyamika come under the first group. Within
the second group of Realists, there are two groups
viz Anyatha khyati and Yathartha khyati. The
Anyathakhyati of Nyaya-vaisesikas, Viparitakhyati of
Bhattas and Abhinava anyatha khyati of Dvaita
Vedanta come under Anyatha khyati group. The
Akhyati theory of the Prabhakaras, Yatharthakhyati
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of Ramanuja and Satkhyati of Samkhyas come under
Yatharthakhyati group.
The Anirvachanlya khyati of Advaita is a class by
itself. It is based on the Sad-asad-vilaksana concept
of advaita metaphysics and epistemology. The
theories of Atmakhyati and Asatkhyati were utilised
by Buddhists to explain their metaphysical view.
Advaita utilised Anirvachaniyakhyati to support its
Sad-asad vilaksana view.
Almost all schools of Indian Philosophy discuss
the khyati theories in the major works and defend
their respective theories. Mandana Mishra has
written a separate treatise viz vibhrama viveka and
has discussed five khyati theories.
He particularly criticises the Akhyati theory of
the Prabhakaras and supports Viparitakhyati theory
of the Bhattas.
Sri Jayatirtha discusses five prominant khyati
theories in Nyayasudha and establishes Abhinava
anyathakhyati theory of Dvaita Vedanta. Recently,
Vepattur Subrahmanya Shastry has written a special
treatise on this topic viz khyati Pariksa. Presenting
Vyakarana view is a special point of this work. He
reviews Dvaita and Visistadvaita views.
His criticism of Visistadvaita view is answered by
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Sri Ramanuja tatacharya in his work Yatharthakhyati bhusana. Some modern works on this topic
have also appreared in English. Among these ‘The
theory of error in Indian Philosophy’ by Dr.
Bijayananda Kar ‘Perceptual error - the Indian
theories’ by Dr. Srinivasa Rao, The critique of the
theories of Viparyaya by Nani Lai Sen deserve
special mention. These modern works are not
affiliated to any particular school.
In spite of a large number of works on this
subject and continued debate among philosophers,
this problem still remains a vexed problem. Prof.
Kuppuswamy Shastry has given a good analysis of
the five theories of error in his introduction to
Vibhrama viveka. He has made an intersting
remark- ‘All the theories of Khyati involve a
negative element.’ In Asatkhyati the negative
element is obvious. In Atmakhyati the external
object is absent. In Anyathakhyati the negative
element is found in respect of sansarga or in
presenting one object as another which is not
present. He says even in Akhyati of Prabhakara the
viveka agraha is a negative element. It is difficult to
agree with this remark since the viveka agraha is
not a content of the two cognitions. He also
remarks that in the anirvachaniyakhyati no negative
element is involved. It is difficult to agree with this
remark also since the Pratibhasika sattaka rajata is
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supperimposed on vyavaharika sattaka sukti and for
the sake of Pravrtti it is taken as Vyavaharika. It is
something like a tadatmyaropa of Nyayavaisesikas
and does involve negative element. Something that
is absent is presented in a cognition as present.
Therefore, a plain definition of khyati can be given
as astah sattvena pratitih. This is Dvaita view
underlies all the theories. This asat is sadhisfhana.
Without adhisthana and sadrsya no error is
possible. This distinguishes this theory from
Buddhists’ theory of asat khyati
which is
niradhisthana. This theory is designated as abhinava
anyathakhyati in Dvaita Vedanta.
Prof. Kuppuswamy Shastriji’s analysis is very
brief. This problem needs full investigation. It also
needs a comparative study with modern scientific
view and western philosopher’s view. Error is a
distorted cognition. To ditermine the nature of
error one has to investigate as to at what level the
distortion has taken place.
i) Is it a distortion at ontological level.
ii) Is it a distortion at psychological level.
iii) Is it a distortion at epistemological level.
iv) Do these levels separately cause distortion or
more than one level is involved in the
distortion of the cognition.
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These are the questions that have to be deeply
examined.
a) Broadly speaking the Nyayavaisesikas go by
the distortion at ontological level, that is to say one
entity is taken as another. However, Sanskara or
Jhanalaksana pratyasatti (fFE^FTT iirqitiftt) is of
psychological nature. These assist the distortion.
b) The Prabhakaras go by the destortion at
epistemological level, that is the difference between
the two cognitions is not realised.
c) Vijnanavadins go by the distortion purely at
psychological level. These approaches have to be
sorted out to determine the nature of error.
Anyathakhyati theory of Nyaya school
Among the Khyati theories the anyathakhyati of
Nyaya has a central position. It is discussed by all
the schools while presenting their respective
theories. According to this theory, in the stock
example of shell-silver error the shell is cognised as
silver. The shell is present before the observer. His
eye is in contact with it. However, he does not
cognise its special characteristic suktitva but cognises
it in a general way as a shining object. He also
cognises the features that are similar to shell and
silver. As he had cognised the silver earlier
elsewhere, his mind brings in the silver by way of
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jnana laksana pratyasatti, that is to say, his previous
cognition of silver itself serves as a contact to bring
in the silver into the fold of his cognition. Both shell
and silver are true objects. But the characteristic
.silverness is not found in the shell. However, this
characteristic is presented as characterising Idam i.e.
sukti,
in the cognition
while the
genuine
characteristic of sukti i.e. suktitva is not presented.
Consquently, he cognises shell as silver. This is
anyathakhyati i.e. cognising an entity as another.
These are not two cognitions as in the
Prabhakara’s theory. But the two objects are
provided in the cognition by two different relations.
The Idami.e. shell is
provided by the laukika
sannikarsa i.e. normal contact of the eye with the
shell as idam and the other i.e. rajata or rajatatva
by alaukika
sannikarsa i.e. extraodinary
contact
known as jnanalaksana pratyasatti. These two viz
Idam and rajatatva that are really not associated
with each other are presented as associated with
each other. This makes the cognition erroneous.
The important point to be noted here is that the
two objects of the cognition are really existent
outside the cognition and are cognised by the
cognition. These have visayata with reference to
this cognition. But they miss visesyata and
visesanata relation between the two. Rajatatva is
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presented in the
visesana of the
vaisistya between
there is presented

cognition but really it is not a
object referred by ‘Idam.’ The
the two which is not actually
in the cognition.

The viparita khyati of the Bhattas is also
explained in the same way with one important
difference viz rajata is provided in the cognition by
memory instead of jnanalaksana pratyasatti. Further,
the Nyaya theory transfers the characteristic of one
to the other. Rajatatva which is a characteristic of
rajata is transfered to Idam in the cognition.
In the viparita khyati of Bhattas it is a case of
wrong identity between Idam i.e. sukti and rajata. It
is conceiving tadatmya i.e. identity between the two
which really does not exist. The Prabhakaras differ
from both these and have formulated a new theory
known as akhyati theory.
Akhyati theory of the Prabhakaras
The Akhyati theory of Prabhakara’s is a distinct
contribution to the theories of error in Indian
epistemology. Almost all schools of Indian
Philosophy quote the Prabhakara’s theory and
criticise it. The main features of Akhyati theory are
well known. However, the points raised against it
have to be carefully examined to appreciate the
Prabhakara’s view point. Therefore, the main
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features of this theory are briefly stated here and
the objections are examined in detail.
The Prabhakaras take the firm stand that all
cognitions are true, yatartham sarvavijnanam ( w 4
The content of the cognition and the
object referred to always agree. That which is
presented in the cognition is called bhasamana and
the object referred to by it is called Vedya. These
two always agree.
The Prabhakaras point out that even if in one
instance this rule is broken, then, there can be no
confidence in any cognition conveying its objects
validly.
The well-known example of error viz. sukti
rajata, is analysed in such a way that this does not
violate the rule of agreement.
According to the Prabhakaras the statement
‘Idam rajatam’ represents two cognitions viz.
perception and memory. One who perceives the
sukti present before him, perceives it as ‘Idam’ i.e.,
‘this’ in a general way without the comprehension
of its special features that distinguish it from ‘rajata’
i.e. silver. Due to the similarity of sukti and rajata
he remembers rajata. The perception of sukti and
the memory of rajata occur in such quick sequence
that he does not realise the difference between the
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two cognitions or the objects conveyed by- these
two cognitions.
The contents of these two cognitions agree with
the facts conveyed by them. ‘Idam’ refers to Sukti
that is present before and ‘rajatam’ refers to ‘rajata’
that is remembered. Therefore, there is no
disagreement between the contents of these two
cognitions and the objects referred to by these.
Though these two cognitions are true and
distinct, an erroneous statement is made as ‘Idam
rajatam’ due to the non-realisation of the difference
between the two cognitions and their objects. For
the non-realisation of the difference the following
factors are responsible.
i) The absence of the comprehension of the
distinct features of sukti and its comprehension
merely as ‘Idam’ in a general way.
ii) Remembering rajata on account of the similarity
between sukti and rajata.
iii) Absence of reference to the past time in the
memory of rajata. This is called tattapramosa
iv) Occurence of the perception of sukti and the
memory of rajata in quick succession.
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Objections against the Akhyati theory and the
Answers
i) The so called memory of rajata cannot be
treated as memory as it lacks the main feature of
memory viz reference to the past time.
Answer : Rajata cognition is caused by the
revival of the impressions of the previous cognition
of it. Being produced by the impressions is the
main feature of the memory. Reference to the past
time is incidental. The impressions are roused by
the similarity between sukti and rajata.
ii)
Idam and
rajatam
are
stated
with
samanadhikaranya. Therefore, the two refer to one
and the same. ‘Idam’ refers to something that is
present before. Therefore, rajatam should also refer
to the same. Hence, it cannot be remembered as
rajata.
Ans : The idea of Samanadhikaranya is based on
the assumption that ‘Idam’and ‘rajatam’ constitute a
single cognition. Since, these are two distinct
cognitions the question of Samanadhikaranya does
not arise.
iii) It has to be taken as one cognition and
samanadhikaranya has to be worked out since the
comprehension
of
Samanadhikaranya
and
Visistapratyaya are essential for Pravrtti.

7A
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Ans : This objection can be answered by pointing
out another factor in the circumstance of the
occurrence of the two cognitions. Not only the
difference between these two cognitions and their
objects is not realised but the difference between
the cognition of the rajata in the normal
circumstances and these two cognitions is also not
realised. These two cognitions are taken on par
with the cognition of rajata in the normal
circumstance. It is this samanarupata that motivates
the
pravrtti. The difference between the normal
cognition of rajata and these two cognitions is not
realised for two reasons : i) One of these cognitions
is perceptual ii) The same object i.e. rajata is
presented in the other cognition i.e. memory.
iv)
If the cognitions ‘Idam’ and ‘rajata’ are true
there will be no scope for badha i.e. repudiation.
Ans : This objection also does not stand. By the
realisation of the difference between the objects of
the two cognitions viz sukti and rajata the observer
gets the correct cognition of sukti. This enables him
to discover that the statement i.e. vyavahara ‘Idam
rajatam’ was not bonafide. It is more a discovery of
sukti than the rejection of any earlier cognition. It
is a case of vyavahara bhadha but not that of
jnanabadha.
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The above four objections are stated and
answered by Salikanatha as stated above. Later
critics have raised some more objections. We will
notice some of them.
v)
According to the Prabhakaras the difference is
an integral attribute of the entity concerned. That is
to say it is Dharmisvarupa. When an entity is
cognised its attribute is also cognised. In the
present case when the cognition ‘Idam’ is obtained
the cognition of its difference from all other
cognitions is also obtained. Same is the case with
‘rajatam’. Therefore, Prabhakaras cannot talk of the
non-realisation of the difference between the two
cognitions ‘Idam’ and ‘rajatam.’
Ans : Though the difference is an integral
attribute of the entity and cognised along with its
cognition, it is cognised in a general way as this
entity is distinct from all other entities in the first
instance. To comprehend the difference from a
specific other entity the presentation of that object
as a pratiyogin is necessary. In the present case the
cognitions ‘idam’ ‘rajatam’ are not presented as
pratiyogin for each other since these have occurred
in quick succession. Hence, their difference is not
realised.
vi) The non-realisation of difference is of the
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nature
of abhava. The Prabhakaras do not accept
abhava. Therefore, they cannot make it as a ground
to explain the error.
Ans
: Though the Prabhakaras
do not accept
abhava as a separate category, they have their own
explanation for the abhava situations. When the
ground and the jar are cognised together it is
sansrsta-visayabuddhi. When the jar is removed it is
ekavisaya buddhi or tanmatra buddhi. The latter is
the position in so called abhava situations. There is
no need to envisage a separate category as abhava.
In the present case, each of the
id am ’ and ‘rajatam’ are of the nature
buddhi separately. However, in view
succession, this is not realised. This
vivekagraha or bhedagraha.

cognition viz
of eka visaya
of their quick
is exactly the
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3 1. Sastrapramana I.e.,
Scriptural testimony
The definition of Sastra pramana
1) Sabdapramana is designated as sastrapramana
by Sahara. Salikanatha also calls it in the same way.
Kumarila prefers the name sabdapramana. The
Prabhakaras
include
non-vedic speech
under
inference. Therefore, Sastra i.e. Vedic speech only
constitutes sabdapramana for them.
Kumarila explains that Sabara has designated
§abda-pramana as Sastrapramana, since, he is
primarily interested in presenting this pramana as a
means for the comprehension of Dharma which is
conveyed by sastra i.e., vedic injunction. In fact in
the very second sutra ‘codanalaksanah arthah
dharmah’
*nf:) it is stated that
scriptural injunction is the means to comprehend
Dharma.
Sabara explains the nature of sastrapramana as
'Sastram sabda vijnanat asannikrsfe arthe vijnanam’
(3TRf
l). The expression
Gabda refers to vedic injunction, artha refers to
dharma and assannikrsfa means not known by any
other pramana. The whole statement conveys that
the cognition of vedic injunction is the means for
the cognition of Dharma. Parthasarathi quotes this
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statement of Sahara and expands the scope of
sabda to non-vedic speech also. He also adds that
the
cognition of sabdaleads to the cognition of
artha through abhidhana i.e., the power to convey
the meaning. In this respect there are two views
among the Bhattamlmansakas. Parthasarathi holds
the view that the word has the power to convey
the
meaning. Therefore, it has to be taken as
conveyed i.e., abhihita. Chidananda holds the view
that the word reminds artha.
Salikanatha also quotes Sahara’s statement about
sastrapramana and explains the meaning of artha as
karya. He expands the scope of the meaning to
visaya, niyojya etc., also as he takes the whole
statement as one unit and formulates the import on
the basis of Anvitabhidhana theory of sentence
meaning.
Classification of §abda
Parthasarathi classifies sabda as (i) vedic (ii) nonvedic. The vedic speech always leads to valid
cognition while the non-vedic leads to valid
cognition when the speaker is not unreliable person.
Unreliability of the speaker is the ground for
invalidity. In the case of vedic speech as there is
no speaker there is no question of any unreliability.
i) Sabda is further devided into two (i) siddha
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i.e., statement of fact (ii) vidhayaka injunctive. The
injunctive is of two types (i) upadesa i.e., this
should be done eg. by performing darsapurnamasa
one obtains svarga (ii) atidesa i.e., this should be
done as that e.g. perform saurya sacrifice on the
line of Agneya. To implement upadesa a number of
guidelines are laid down for the following purposes:
(i) to distinguish different rituals (ii) to relate the
main and the subbordinate (iii) to monitor the
sequence. Most of these are linguistic in nature and
will be discussed in the article on semantics of
Purvamimamsa.
In Mlmamsa tradition sabda is also grouped as
vidhi i.e., injunctive statement, Mantra i.e., Hymns
recited at the sacrifice, Namadheya i.e., namesof
the sacrifices, Nisedha i.e., prohibition and artha
vada i.e., eulogy. Among these vidhi i.e., injuctive
statements occupy the central position in enjoining
a sacrifice while others co-operate with it. A
detailed classification of injunction is made in
Mlmamsa texts. These will be noticed separately.
The arthavadas quoted in the context of different
sacrifices are also significant. These also will be
noted separately.
The expression asannikrsfa
is interpreted to
convey two important points also (i) it excludes
from the scope of sabda pramana, anuvada i.e.,
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statement of what is already known by another
pramana (ii) it excludes such statements that are
contradicted by another pramana.
§abdapramana cannot be included under
Anumana
Before we proceed to present the other details of
sabda pramana, the basic question whether it is an
independent means of cognition or it could be
included under inference has to be examined.
Kumarila strongly argues that sabda pramana
cannot be included under Anumana. Before he
presents his arguments, he examines the arguments
advanced by Samkhya to distinguish sabda pramana
from Anumana. He points out that these arguments
do not help to refute the arguments advanced by
those who include sabda pramana under Anumana.
He lists the arguments of abheda-vadins as under :
(i) Anvaya and Vyatireka criteria that are utilised
for anumana are utilised for sabda pramana also as
‘whenever sabda is present the artha is also
presents’ whenever sabda is not present artha is
also not present as in the case of fire and smoke.
(ii) By the cognition of one the cognition of the
other is obtained both in anumana and sabda. By
the cognition of sabda the cognition of artha is
obtained as in the case of the cognition of fire by
the cognition of smoke.
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(iii) The comprehension of the relation between
the two is the basis of the cognition of one from
the other both in anumana and sabda. The
cognition of invariable association between sabda
and artha is the basis for the cognition of artha by
the cognition of sabda as in the case of the
comprehension of the invariable relation between
smoke and fire.
(iv) Both anumana and sabda lead to the
cognition of an object that is not perceived. Sabda
leads to the cognition of artha that is not
necessarily perceived at the present time as in the
case of the cognition of smoke leading to the
cognition of fire which is presently not perceived.
(v) The cognition produced by both
confined to the present time only.

is

not

On these grounds it is claimed that the sabda
pramana is not different from anumana.
Quoting these arguments Kumarila states that
superficial similarities do not prove the identity of
sabda pramana and anumana. Anumana has three
distinct features viz., (i) paksasatva i.e., presence in
the paksa (ii) sapaksanvaya i.e., presence in sapaksa
(iii) vipaksa vyatireka i.e., absence in vipaksa. These
cannot be worked out in the case of sabda leading
to artha’.

7B
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He states that the Samkhyas have failed to pin
point this important point, and have advanced the
arguments distinguish sabda pramana and anumana
that cannot stand scrutiny. Some of their arguments
and their draw backs are as follows.
i) In the case of sabda pramana there are many
factors such as words, sentence, intention of the
speaker etc., that contribute to produce the verbal
cognition while in the case of anumana there is a
difinite ground viz., hetu that leads to inferencial
cognition :
This is not a sound argument to distinguish
sabda and anumana. Even in the case of inference
there are many factors.
ii) The relation between the sabda and artha is
fixed by the men while in anumana the relation
between Hetu and Sadhya is not fixed by men.
This is also not a proper argument. In the case
of vedic words, the relation is eternal and natural.
It is not fixed by any one. More-over even in the
case of anumana, the grounds of relation differ in
different cases. For instance, in the case of smoke
and fire the relation is spatial while in the instance
of rise of moon and spate in the sea it is temporal.
(iii) The cognition of hetu produces the cognition
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of sadhya when there is the comprehension of the
invariable relation between them while sabda in the
instances like apurva, svarga etc., produces the
cognition of these without the comprehension of
the relation between these words and their
meaning.
This is also not a valid argument. Even in the
case of apurva etc., these are established by
arthapatti and the relation between the words
apurva etc., and their meaning is comprehended. A
word cannot produce the cognition of its meaning
unless
the
relation
between
the
two
is
comprehended.
Kumarila has rejected all these arguments as
stated above and given his own arguments viz., the
lack of three main features of anumana in sabda is
the real ground to reject the inclusion of sabda
pramana under anumana.
4)
With a view to reject the theory that sabda
leads to the inference of artha, Kumarila raises the
question whether it is pada i.e., word or vakya i.e.,
sentence, that leads to the inference of artha. He
examines the claim that pada leads to the inference
of artha and rejects it.
i) The word which is claimed to be hetu conveys
akrti i.e., universal while sadhya in an inference is a
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qualified object. This clearly shows that the object
conveyed by the word is quite different in nature
from the object conveyed by anumana.
ii) The word which is claimed to be hetu has to
have the characteristic of paksadharmatva. In the
case of the inference of fire by smoke parvata is
available as paksa and smoke can be its dharma. In
the case of sabda no such dharmin is available.
Artha itself cannot be treated as dharmin. For it
cannot be both paksa and sadhya. Sapaksanvaya
also cannot be worked out in the sabda.
iii) There is no anvaya i.e. co-presence, between
word and meaning. For, in the case of ignorant
persons, the word is heard but the meaning is not
comprehended. There is no vyatireka i.e. co
absence also. For the words Yudhisfhira etc., are
used even when there is no Yudhisfhira.
v) It cannot be argued that the cognition of the
word does lead to the cognition of meaning for
those who know the relation between the word
meaning. In this case, it is the comprehension of
the natural relation between the word and meaning
that has led to the cognition of meaning. This
means there is no need of any inference. Anvaya
and vyatireka help only to comprehend the natural
relation. Their role need not be stretched to draw
the inference.
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vi)
A word is employed in four contexts viz., (i)
to convey an object that is known and now
perceived (ii) not known and perceived (iii) not
perceived but known (iv) not perceived and also not
known. In the first case it is merely anuvada i.e.,
conveying what is already known. Therefore it is
not pramana. In the second case, either it does not
convey the object or the object is introduced for
the first time. In either case the object is known by
pratyaksa. In the third case the word reminds the
object seen in the past therefore it is smrti, and in
the last case the word does not produce any
cognition. In all these cases the word does not lead
to the inference of artha. Therefore the word by
itself cannot constitute sabda pramana.
The view of a section of early Mimamsakas
who consider only veda as sabda pramana and
exclude pauruseya statements from its scope
In the course of the discussion whether sabda
pramana is a separate pramana or it could be
included under anumana, Kumarila refers to a
section of Mimamsakas who distinguish sabda
pramana from anumana on the ground that it
conveys dharma which is not conveyed by
pratyaksa, anumana etc., other pramanas. However,
this applies to vedic sabda only. They do not mind
to include pauruseya sabda under anumana. They
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state that the statements made by men enable the
listener to infer the knowledge of the speaker about
the objects mentioned in his statement and the
statement
is taken to convey the same. Kumarila
rejects this view. He points out that unless the
statement
conveys its meaning the
speaker’s
knowledge of the objects mentioned in his
statement cannot be made out. There is no other
means other than the statement to
enable the
hearer to asertain the knowledge of the speaker.
Therefore, the statement has to be taken to convey
the objects as sabda pramana only. Kumarila warns
that if pauruseya statements are included under
anumana,
there is a danger of vedic statements
becoming apramana. The validity of pauruseya
statement can be ascertained on the grounds of
aptavakyatva and avisamvada. But in the case of
Veda both these criteria are not available.
This view of a section of Mlmansakas criticised
here is very similar to Prabhakara’s view. The
Prabhakaras include pauruseya statements under
anumana. They consider vedic statements only as
sabda pramana. Some Mimamsa theories later
developed by Prabhakaras were held by some early
Mlmansakas. The view criticised here seems to be
the view of such early Mimansakas.
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Prabhakara view
The Prabhakaras do not consider pauruseya
statements as sabda pramana. These only help to
infer the knowledge of the speaker about the
objects mentioned in the statement. Salikanatha
explains the process of the inference as under :
When a pauruseya statement is heard the facts
referred to by the words in the statement are
brought to the mind of the listener. Then, he sorts
out as to how these could be meaningfully
organised. Taking into account the position of the
words in the statement he arrives at an organised
sense. This process is called vimarsa. From this he
infers the speaker’s knowledge of these facts and
comprehends them. This crystallised position is
finally taken as communicated by the statement.
The statement plays the double role of serving as a
means to infer the speaker’s knowledge and to
communicate it to listener. In the first role it is a
hetu to infer the speaker’s knowledge and in the
second role it is verbal communication of anuvada
type. Vimarsa stage is only a sahakarin or
itikartavyata.
This process normally leads to the correct
inference of the speaker’s knowledge and the
correct position of the facts. However, there are
certain statements
that are
defective
and
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consequently do not lead to correct inference of the
speaker’s knowledge and correct position of the
facts mentioned in the statement. The statements
that do not agree with the facts are made for the
following reasons:
i) The speaker’s knowledge itself is erroneous.
ii) He has no intention to speak truly
iii) He is out of mind
iv) He formulates the statement defectively,
consequently something different than what he
intends to convey is presented in the
statement.
In all these cases the statement becomes a
defective hetu leading to a defective inference. This
results in the dis agreement between the statement
and the facts.
The grounds of difference between Rumania
and Prabhakara
To comprehend the ground for the difference
between Kumarila and Salikanatha it is necessary to
look into the context in which this question is
discussed by these two.
At the commencement of sabda pramana section
Kumarila raises the question whether the scope of
sabda pramana is to be confined to Sastra i.e.,
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vedic speech, particularly, vedic injunction only or
the laukika speech also constitutes sabda pramana.
The designation sastra given in the Bhasya pinches
him. He takes for granted that Bhasyakara
considers both vedic and non-vedic as sabda
pramana but his immediate interest is in sastra that
conveys dharma. He states that this is the reason
for Bhasyakara, designating sabda pramana as
sastrapramana. Then he takes up the question
whether sabda pramana could be included under
anumana or not. Arguments for and against this
question quoted by him relate to laukika sabda
only. He quotes the view of a section of the
Mlmansakas who try to exclude the vedic speech
from the scope of anumana on the ground that its
subject matter viz., dharma is quite distinct from the
subject matter of inference. He insists that the claim
to include sabda pramana under anumana be
countered on a common ground for both vedic and
non-vedic speech. This has resulted in Kumarila
not examining the cases of vedic-speech and nonvedic speech separately and consider the possibility
of including non-vedic speech alone under
anumana.
&alikanatha discusses this question in the larger
context viz., whether the verbal statements are
capable of producing valid cognition at all. The
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statements that
are linguistically faultless do
communicate the facts mentioned in them. But
there is no guarantee that these facts are really
present. Therefore, the verbal statements are not
capable of producing valid cognition. Salikanatha
answers this objection by pointing out that the
verbal statements do not communicate anything
independently. These enable the listener to infer
the speaker’s knowledge of the facts mentioned in
the statement.
If the speaker correctly presents facts known to
him in his statement, it helps the listener to infer the
speaker’s knowledge of facts correctly. Otherwise the
statement fails to help the listener to correctly infer
the speaker’s knowledge. The circumstances under
which the statement does not lead to valid cognition
are already stated above. If pauruseya sabda is
treated separately in this way, the apauruseya sabda
will be free from such objection. Since persons are
not involved in vedic speech.
Kumarila feels that the inclusion of non-vedic
speech under anumana will make room for the
claim to include vedic speech also under anumana,
because, both are of verbal form and there is no
reason to distinguish their status as pramana. Both
have to be treated as same kind of pramana.
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But Salikanatha seems to be right when he says
that the vedic speech is impersonal and there is no
question of the inference of the speaker’s
knowledge. This distinguishes the two and provides
room for considering one as sabda pramana and
the other as anumana.
The issues under Sastra pramana
In the course of the exposition of sabda pramana
mlmansakas discuss a number of related details
such as the nature of word, the nature of meaning
the relation between the word and meaning, the
process of the formation of sentence and the
sentence meaning. All these are worked out in such
a way that the apauruseyatva and svatah pramanya
of vedas are sustained. Vedas are not composed by
any person. The validity of the cognition provided
by vedas is intrinsic. These two concepts are the
corner stone of the entire Mlmamsa thought.
We will first take up the question of the nature
of the word. In Indian tradition there are two views
in respect of the nature of word viz., (i) A word is
a combination of syllables that yields a unit of
meaning (ii) Apart from the syllables there is a
separate entity designated as sphota. This is
manifested as a word. In the first view also there
are two approaches viz. (i) syllables of a word are
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produced and therefore the word is perishable. It is
non-eternal (ii) syllables are eternal. These are
manifested. Mimamsakas hold the view that the
syllables are eternal and manifested. Mimamsakas
consider the relation between the word and
meaning as natural and permanent. If the words are
considered as perishable, then, the relation between
the word and meaning also will have to be
considered as perishable. This will affect their
central concept viz., the eternity of veda.
The doctrine of eternity of sabda
The doctrine of the eternity of sabda is discussed
in Jaimini sutra (1-1-6 to 2 3) in detail and
commented by Sahara. Some important points are
noticed here. The arguments advanced by those
who hold that the syllable are not eternal are given
below with the answer for the same.
i) The syllables are produced with the effort and
disappear soon after these are produced. This
indicates that these are not eternal.
Ans.: By the effort the syllables are manifested
but not produced. It is the manifested state that
disappears but not the syllable itself.
ii) The statement ‘utter the sabda,’ ‘do not utter
the sabda,’ indicate that the sabdas are produced.
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Ans.: These statements convey ‘employ the
sabda’ and ‘do not employ the sabda.’ These do
not convey ‘produce’ and ‘do not produce.’
iii) The sabda is simultaneously heard in many
places. One eternal sabda cannot be heard in many
places.
Ans. : Just as one sun is seen, as present in
many places, one sabda can be heard in many
places.
iv) In the conjuncted expression like ‘dadhyatra’
the vowel ‘i’ is modifed as ‘y’ this will not be
possible if the sabda is eternal.
Ans.: Substitution of one syllable by another is
not a vikara i.e., modification. Such substitution
does not hurt the eternity.
vi) When many persons utter a sabda its volume
is increased. This cannot happen if sabda is eternal.
Ans.: Increase of the volume is not that of sabda,
but it is that of nada. Continuous manifestation of
a sabda by many gives an impression of volume.
Answering the objections against the eternity of
Sabda, Jaimini gives his arguments in support of
eternity of sabda as under :
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i) The uttarance of sabda is intended to convey
the meaning. If sabda perishes as soon as it is
uttered, it will not be able to convey the meaning.
ii) When the word cow is uttered the whole class
of cow is conveyed. This means that the word cow
conveys the class characteristic gotva.
This is comprehended if one and the same word
is used with reference to many cows. This means
that the word has to be constant. If the word cow
is separate in the case of each cow, then, it will
convey only that cow. It cannot convey the class
characteristic gotva. Therefore, sabda has to be
considered as eternal.
ii) When the word gau is uttered eight times, it is
not stated as eight ‘gau’ words are uttered. It is
only stated that the word ‘gau’ is uttered eight
times.
iii) When something is considered as perishable,
the reason for its perishment has to be identified.
No such reason is found in the case of sabda.
iv) It cannot be said that sabda is produced by
the conjunction and disjunction of the air and it
perishes when the same ceases. Air is not the
cause of the sabda. If air were the cause then,
quality of touch would have been present in sabda.
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Finally Jaimini and Sahara point out that the
sruti- ‘vaca virupa nityaya’ (^RT
supports
the eternity of sabda.
The process of the manifestation of sabda
The process of the manifestation of the syllables
of a word is explained by Salikanatha as under.
The air within the body is moved by the effort of
the inner self. It starts from the navel, moves
through chest etc eight places reaches srotrendriya
and
provides
necessary
sanskara
for
the
manifestation of sabda. The very contact between
the air and srotrendriya is the ground for the
manifestation of sabda. It is not produced by the
effort but the sabda that is already there is
manifested. It is clear from the recognition as it is
same ‘gakara.’
Sometimes variation is found in the audibility of
the syllables and the word, this is due to the
variation in the efforts to manifest it. Sabda as such
is constant and permanent.
Srotrendriya is conceived to be akasa. The akasa
is one and everywhere but still when a word is
manifested to a person byhiseffort of moving the
air from navel etcr, it is not heard by all others,
since, each one has a separate ear cavity. The air
moved by the effort of a person can reach his ear
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and the ears of the near-by persons. These persons
will have sanskara for their ear for the
manifestation of the word to them. People in
distant places will not have such sanskara.
When different persons speak, the sabda is not
different. These are different manifestations of the
sabda that is constant and permanent.
Sabda is heard in the ear cavity only. It is
manifested there only. However, sometimes it is
mistaken as emanating from the mouth. Mouth is
also one of the manifesters along with other vocal
organs. The sabda is not manifested in the mouth.
It is manifested in the ear cavity only. With these
explanations to meet the various objections
Salikanatha maintains that the sabda is eternal.
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3 2. The explanation of the nature of
word, meaning, sentence
A group of syllables that convey a unit of
meaning constitute a word.
When a word consisting of a group of syllables is
pronounced it is found that the syllables disappear
one after the other. However the cognition of each
syllable leaves an impression. The last syllable
supported by these impressions conveys a unit of
meaning. This impression is not the same as the
impression that causes memory. It is a different
kind of impression. If it were the same it would
have led to the memory of isolated syllables only.
With the support of this impression the last syllable
conveys a unit of meaning in association with the
earlier syllables. A group of syllables is called a
word on this basis. Those who hold the view that
the syllables are produced also explain the process
of the formulation of the word in the same way.
The two differ only on the issue whether syllables
are manifested or produced.
As stated earlier, after discussing the nature of
word, the nature of meaning, the relation between
the word and meaning, the process of the
formation of the sentence, the procedure of
learning
language, the
centre
of semantic
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organisation in a sentence, the problem of Karya
vyutpatti or siddha vyutpatti, and the import of
vidhi i.e., injunction, constitute important items to
be considered under sabdapramana. These items
are covered under a separate article. Therefore, the
mlmamsa position on these issues is briefly
mentioned here.
i) The meaning of a word is akrti or jati i.e.,
universal, present in the object concerned.
ii) Pratyayya Pratyayaka bhava (Jfc^F^r
is
the relation between the word and meaning.
This relation is natural and permanent.
iii) A group of words that satisfy the requirements
of akanksa, yogyata and sannidhi constitute a
sentence.
iv) The language is learnt through the conversation
of the elders by observing the activity that
follows.
v) Bhavana is the centre of semantic organisation
in a sentence according to the Bhattas.
Karya is the centre of semantic organisation
according to Prabhakaras.
vi) In respect of the process of communication by
a sentence, the theory of abhihitanvaya is

The explanation of th e nature of
word, m eaning, sen ten ce

adopted by the Bhattas and the theory
anvitabhidhana by Prabhakara.
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vii) Mimamsakas accept Karye vyutpatti theory.
These points are stated in respect of a sentence
as a grammatical unit. However, Mimamsakas
concept of the basis of verbal communication goes
beyond the unit of a grammatical sentence. The
akanksa among different words in a sentence is
satisfied by the syntactical arrangement of the
sentence. However to implement bhavana or karya
conveyed by the injunction there are three akanksas
viz.
phala-akanksa,
karana-akahksa
and
itikartavyata akanksa. These are stated as ‘kirn
bhavayet’ ‘kena bhavayet’ and katham bhavayet.
The statement that covers the items that satisfy
these three akanksas constitutes a unit of
communication in the sacrificial context according to
Bhattas and the akanksas of visaya and niyojya
have to be satisfied according to the Prabhakaras.
Such an organised statement is termed as
prayogavidhi in Mimamsa. To fully implement the
prayoga of a sacrifice, the organisation of the
principal and subordinate items, following proper
procedure, sanctifying the performer and the items
to be used have to be carried out. These are stated
in different contexts of prescribing sacrifices in
Brahmana literature. These statements have to be
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interpreted. This is a unique kind of verbal
communication. For this purpose the language and
the sacrificial activity are closely syncretised. All
these
form the subject of sabdapramana
in
Purvamimansa. With a view to do full justice to this
vakyasastra aspect of purvamimansa, a separate
article is
planned
on
the
semantics
of
purvamimansa. The doctrine of Vedapauruseyatva is
also discussed separately.
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3 3. Upamana-comparison
Definition of Upamana
Sabarabhasya explains the nature of upamana as
‘the perception of similarity in an object produces
the cognition of similarity in its correlate that is not
in contact with the sense of the observer’ e.g.
perception of similarity in the forest cow i.e.
(gavaya) produces the cognition of similarity in the
village cow seen earlier and now remembered.
The process of this cognition is explained as
under : a person goes to the forest and happens to
see a forest cow i.e. (gavaya) which is similar to the
village cow. He remembers the village cow and
cognises the fact that the village cow is similar to
forest cow. In this process the perception of
similarity of village cow in the forest cow is the
means and the cognition of similarity of forest cow
in the village cow is the result. It is a case of the
perception of similarity in one correlate i.e,
pratiyogin, producing the cognition of similarity in
the other correlate i.e. pratiyogyantara
The cognition of similarity in the forest cow is of
the nature of perception, since, the forest cow is
actually perceived. However, the cognition of the
similarty in the village cow canfiot be considered as
perception since the cow is presently not in contact
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with the observer’s eye. The cow is remembered.
But its similarity with the forest cow cannot also be
considered as remembered, since, it was not
experienced earlier. The observer of the cow was
not aware of its similarity with forest cow as he
had not yet seen the latter. Therefore, the cognition
of this similarity is not a case of memory. It cannot
also be considered as inferred.
Those who try to include it under inference
formulate the syllogism as T he village cow has
similarity with the forest cow, because, the latter
has similarity with it.’ This is a maxim or a general
rule but not vyapti relation between the two
similarities or similar objects. Similarity is dual. The
similarities found in the two correlates are not
found in one together. Therefore, one cannot be
the hetu to infer the other.
Since,
this cognition
of similarity cannot be
classed as perception, memory or inference, a new
pramana is conceived. As this new pramana is
based on similarity it is designated as upamana.
The nyaya view
The Nyaya explains the nature and purpose of
upamanadifferently. A
forest dweller informs a
villager that the forest cow is similar to village cow
and it is called gavaya. The villager when visits the
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forest happens to see the forest cow that is similar
to village cow and understands that this forest cow
is called gavaya. The knowledge of the import of
the statement of forest dweller is the means and
the comprehension that the forest cow is called
gavaya is the result.
The older Naiyayikas consider the knowledge of
the statement is the means as stated above and
new Naiyayikas consider the perception of similarity
in the forest cow is the means. In either case
similarity is the basis for the comprehension of the
relation between the name gavaya and the forest
cow. Therefore, this cognition is called upamana. In
the Nyaya tradition themeans is called upamana
and the result is called upamiti.
On careful analysis of the the above procedure it
will be found that it does not make any room for
a new pramana. The statement that a forest animal
is similar to village cow gives only the meaning of
the word gavaya indicating its special nature. The
listener has to await the actual observation of such
an animal to comprehend the meaning of this word.
When he actually perceives the animal he
comprehends the meaning of the word gavaya.
On seeing gavaya he remembers the statement
and comprehends that the object perceived by him
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is conveyed by the word gavaya. Thus the relation
between the word gavaya and the object gavaya is
comprehended from the statement i.e. sabdapramana aided by the perception of object. Hence,
there is no need of envisaging any new pramana
for this purpose.
It is already stated above that the Mimamsa
concept of upamana cannot be included under
anumana or pratyaksa.
Manameyodaya raises an objection that if on the
basis of similarity a new pramana is envisaged why
not think of a new pramana on the basis of
dissimilarity. He answers that dis-similarity is
negative and it can be cognised by anupalabdhi
pramana.
A later Naiyayika expands the scope of upamana
and says that the relation between the word and
the meaning can be comprehended on the basis of
dis-similarity also.
For Mlmamsaka, the upamanapramana serves a
practical purpose in organising the sacrifice in two
respects : (i) the details of the Agneya sacrifice are
borrowed to saurya sacrifice on the ground that
these have common deity and are similar in this
respect, (ii) when vrlhi grains are not available for
preparing purodasa nlvara grains may be used for
this purpose since these are similar in nature.

U pam ana-com parison
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The Prabhakaras also explain the nature and role
of upamana in the same way. However, they
consider similarity as separate category while the
Bhattas consider it as an assemblage of common
attributes in the two correlates.
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3 4. Arthapatti - Presumption
The definition of Arthapatti
The concept of arthapatti is a special contribution
of Purvamlmansa. It is primarily formulated to
establish the concept of apurva which is very vital
to Purvamlmansa. §akti is also established by
arthapatti.
Sahara bhasya explains the nature Of arthapatti
as ‘Arthapattirapi drstah sruto va arthah anyatha na
upapadyate iti artha kalpana.’ (3PikifrRft
^T:

Postulating another fact when a fact that is seen
or heard is found incompatible in the absence of
such a postulation is Arthapatti. For instance, on
finding that Devadatta who is known to be alive is
not found in his residence, it has to be postulated
that he is outside. This is arthapatti.
Before we proceed to discuss the full implication
of this observation of bhasya we have to note three
important points :
(i) The expressions drstah sruto va in the bhasya
gives an impression that Sahara has two types of
arthapatti in mind. Kumarila takes it in this way
only. However, Prabhakara include the examples of
§ruta also under drsta only, (ii) Sahara has given
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one example only which is drsta type, (iii) The
example given by Sahara is not pratyaksa drsta
type, but abhavapramana-pramita according to
Kumarila. Prabhakara does not accept abhava
pramana.
Six types of Arthapatti
Kumarila expands the scope of the import of the
expression drsta
as pramana pramita, and gives
interesting examples in respect of each pramana
leading to arthapatti. He brings the arthapatti by
Sabdapramana under srutarthapatti and all others
under drstarthapatti. He quotes go-balivardanyaya
to explain this arrangement.
i) Burning power in the fire is to be postulated
by the perception of the burning of fire. This is
arthapatti by pratyaksa.
ii) The power to move on the part of the Sun
has to be postulated by the inference that whoever
moves from one point of space to another has the
moving power. This is arthapatti by anumana.
iii) On hearing the statement ‘Devadatta who is
quite strong but does not eat during the day’ the
statement that he eats during the night has to be
postulated. This is arthapatti by Sabdapramana.
iv) The power to reveal its similarity with forest
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cow has to be postulated on the part of village
cow, since, on seeing the forest cow such a
similarity is cognised. This is arthapatti by
upamana.
v) The power to convey the meaning on the part
of the words has to be postulated by arthapatti and
to sustain this the natural relation between the
word and the meaning has to be postulated. This is
arthapatti by arthapatti.
vi) On seeing the absence of Devadatta at his
residence, his presence outside the residence has to
be postulated. This is arthapatti by abhava
pramana.
It may be noted that the establishment of power
i.e. sakti is the outcome of arthapatti in majority of
these
instances.
Only
in
the
cases
of
sabdapramanapramita arthapatti and abhavapramana
pramita, arthapatti, sakti is not brought in.
The arthapatti pramana has two important
aspects
viz.
identifying
incompatibility
i.e.,
anupapatti,
between
two
known
facts
and
postulating a third fact i.e. upapadaka kalpana to
resolve the incompatibility. In the stock example the
facts of Devadatta being alive but not finding him in
his residence are incompatible. This incompatibility
is resolved by postulating his presence outside.
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When two facts are not compatible with each other
either one of them is to be rejected as not true or
a third possibility has to be worked out. In the
instances of arthapatti, since, both are supported by
appropriate pramanas, none of them
can be
rejected as not true. In the stock example the fact
of Devadatta being alive
is vouchsafed by his
horoscope and his absence in the residence is
cognised by abhavapramana. Therefore, instead of
rejecting one of these two facts, a third possibility
viz. his presence outside
is postulated and the
incompatibility is resolved. It is a case of
pramanadvaya virodhaparihara
The Prabhakara’s explanation of Arthapatti
Prabhakaras explain the basis of arthapatti
differently. Salikanatha offers two explanations :
i) An observed fact leads to the postulation of an
unobserved fact to avoid incompatibility with a
known fact.
ii) Postulation of something without which a
known fact becomes doubtful.
The common point of both these explanations is
that a known fact would be incompatible or doubtful.
To resolve this incompatibility or doubt the
process of postulating the required fact is initiated
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by the observed fact in the first explanation, and by
otherwise known fact in the second explanation. In
both the cases it is the otherwise known fact that
becomes incompatible or doubtful. The postualted
fact resolves this incompatibility or doubt.
In the stock example, as per the first explanation
when one observes the absence of Devadatta at his
residence, he finds that it is incompatible with the
very existence of Devadatta unless his existence
outside is postulated. The fact of Devadatta being
alive is known from his horoscope etc. and his
absence at his residence is observed. The existence
and non-existence of one and the same person is
incompatible unless existence of Devadatta in a
different place is envisaged.
By postulating
Devadatta’s presence outside this incompatibility is
resolved.
As per second explanation, when one observes
the absence of Devadatta at his residence, he will
have doubt about the very existence of Devadatta.
This doubt will be resolved by postulating his
presence outside. Such doubt will not arise if it is
already known that he is dead. Hence, the removal
of the doubt by postulating his presence outside is
quite in order.
Parthasarathi

is

not

happy

with

the

second
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alternative as the ground of arthapatti proposed by
Salikanatha. He argues that when the very living of
Devadatta is in doubt, there is no scope to envisage
his presence outside. He states that a doubt is
removed either by the removal of its cause or by
affirming one of the alternatives of the doubt. In
the present case, the cause of the doubt is the
absence of Devadatta in his residence. This is not
removed by envisaging his presence outside. His
absence in the residence continues. The two
alternatives of the doubt are whether Devadatta is
alive or not. His presence outside is not one of the
alternatives of the doubt. Therefore, its affirmation
is not the affirmation of one of the alternatives of
the doubt. Hence, no purpose is served by
envisaging the presence outside on the basis of the
doubt.
However, this criticism of Parthasarathi is not
convincing. We may examine his arguments one by
one. (i) The doubt about the very living of
Devadatta does not prevent the effort to find out a
solution to remove the doubt. It is only a firm
knowledge of one side that prevents the effort to
remove the doubt. But when his presence outside is
envisaged it ceases to be the cause of the doubt.
The absence at a particular place alone is not
the cause of the doubt but the possibility of
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absence
in other places also suggested by the
absence at a particular place where he was normally
present
isthe cause. By envisaging the presence
outside theabsence in the usual place ceases to be
the cause of the doubt. The continuation of the
absence
in the particular place is no longer the
ground of the doubt.
(iii) It is true that the form of the doubt is
whether Devadatta is alive or not. The first
alternative i.e. being alive implies a place of his
existence. When his presence outside is envisaged
his existence in that place is also envisaged. This
means that one of the alternatives of the doubt viz
he is alive is affirmed by the affirmation of his
presence outside.
In view of the above, Parthasarathi’s criticism of
Salikanatha’s view seems to be laboured and not
convincing.
Arthapatti cannot be included under Anumana
The Nyaya does not accept arthapatti as a
separate pramana. It is included under anumana.
The stock example is put in the form of a syllogism
as under :
Devadatta is outside his residence, because, he is
alive but not found in his residence.
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However, on closer examination it will be found
that this syllogism does not serve any purpose. The
hetu given here has two clauses viz Devadatta is
alive and he is not found at his residence. The first
one clearly implies that Devadatta must be in some
place since he is alive. This place is naturally other
than his residence. Therefore, the conclusion to be
drawn by the inference, is already known as the
hetu stage only. The two clauses of the hetu will
remain incompatible if the presence of Devadatta
outside the residence is not envisaged. Both clauses
are supported by pramana. The clause, ‘Devadatta
is alive’ is supported by sadharana pramana i.e.
his horoscope etc. and the second clause that he is
not found at his residence is supported by a
specific pramana. However, these are conflicting
with each other. Unless this conflict is resolved by
envisaging the presence outside, these conflicting
clauses cannot be taken as one unit of hetu.
Therefore, at the very stage of the formation of
hetu the proposed conclusion of the so called
inference is already drawn. In fact the formation of
the hetu itself is achieved by arthapatti.
Salikanatha who makes the doubtfulness of the
very existence of Devadatta as one of the grounds
for arthapatti, states that the clause Devadatta is
alive cannot be a constituent of the hetu, as it is

HB
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doubtful. A doubtful
constituent of hetu.

element

cannot

be

the

Both Kumarila and Prabhakara point out some
important
differences
between
anumana
and
arthapatti.
i) Anumana
needs the knowledge of vyapti
while arthapatti does not depend upon it.
ii) In anumana the hetu is definite while
arthapatti one of the grounds is doubtful.

in

iii) In the case of anumana the hetu is not
confronted with any incompatibility or doubt in
leading to sadhya
while in arthapatti
the
incompatibility or the doubt is the basis.
In view of this, arthapatti cannot be included
under anumana.
Srutarthapatti
While explaining the nature of arthapatti Sahara
bhasya has used two expressions drstah and srutah.
Kumarila has explained drstah as referring to
drstarthapatti and Srutah to Srutarthapatti. He has
further explained that the arthapatti arising out of
Sabdapramana comes under Srutarthapatti
and
arising out of the other five pramanas
comes
under drstarthapatti. There is no dispute between
the Bhattas and the Prabhakaras on the point that
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Sabdapramana gives rise to arthapatti. They only
differ in the manner in which the conclusion of
arthapatti is provided by it. In the stock example
‘pino devadatto diva na bhuiikte.’ (Tfti*5)Tt ^<=KtT)
^ I) Devadatta is stout but does not eat during the
day’; the conclusion arrived at by arthapatti is that
he eats during the night. Now, the question is
whether this conclusion is arrived at by providing a
statement ‘he eats during the night’ or by providing
the fact that ‘he eats during the night’ without
necessarily arrived at by a verbal statement. The
Bhattas hold that the conclusion of arthapatti
is
necessarily provided by a verbal statement in such
cases. They base their stand on two grounds :
i) ‘Pino Devadatto diva na bhuiikte’
is a
statement made by someone. It is Sabdapramana.
Any addition or supplementing to be made to a
Sabdapramana has to be in the form of a Sabda
only. A fact conveyed by a statement, has to be
supplemented only by another word or statement. A
fact conveyed by any other pramana cannot be a
part of the verbal communication. Therefore, the
conclusion of arthapatti in the present case has to
be arrived at by verbal statement only.
ii) The knowledge conveyed by the conclusion of
arthapatti
is savikalpaka type. A savikalpaka
cognition is always accompanied by words.
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Prabhakaras do not agree with this contention.
They argue as follows :
1) By arthapatti
something is envisaged to
resolve the incompatibility between two known
things. Therefore, something that is envisaged
should be capable of resolving the said conflict. The
conflict between the facts of Devadatta being stout
and not eating during the day is not resolved by
the mere statement that he eats during the night.
The fact of his eating during the night has to be
provided by the conclusion of arthapatti. Just as in
other instances of drstarthapatti words have no
role, in Sabdapramana purvaka arthapatti also the
fact of its conclusion can be provided directly.
ii) The words play a role in savikalpaka
cognitions by way of reminding the fact only. Smrti
is not a pramana. Therefore, even if the words- ‘he
eats during the night’ are brought to the mind,
these cannot be considered as pramana.
From the above discussion two points are cleari) Srutarthapatti in the sense that it arises from
Sabdapramana is acceptable to both the Bhattas and
the Prabhakaras.
ii) However, the form of this arthapatti is not of
the nature of a verbal statement according to the
Prabhakaras and it is of the form of a verbal
statement is the view of the Bhattas.
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This difference has a wider implication in the
context of the abhihitanvaya and anvitabhidhana
theories of sentence meaning, the association of
angas with angin, and the concepts of bhavana and
niyoga.
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3 5. Anupalabdhi - Non-cognition
The definition of Anupalabdhi
Bhafta mlmamsakas accept a sixth pramana viz.
Anupalabdhi
for the cognition of negation i.e.
absence. This is called Abhava pramana in
Sabarabhasya. Its nature is explained as ‘Abhavopi
pramanabhavah nasti iti arthasya asannikrsfasya.’
(aPTRtsft JWFTPTR: HHTIH
l). The noncognition by the five pramanas is the means of
cognition of negation that is represented as ‘is not.’
The cognition that there is no jar on the ground
is the cognition of the negation of jar. The entity
represented by ‘no’ is negation. The ground is its
location. However, it is different from the ground.
The jar is the counter entity of this negation. The
counter entity- jar which is capable of being
cognised is not cognised on the ground. This very
non-cognition of jar is the means of the cognition
of its absence. Here both the means and the result
are of negative type. The non-cognition of a
positive entity is the means for the cognition of its
negation. In this connection two points have to be
noted : (i) The relevant means of cognition viz.,
pratyaksa, anumana etc should be be properly
employed before arriving at the conclusion that the
object concerned is not cognised, (ii) The object
concerned should be capable of being cognised by
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the relevant means pratyaksa etc. When these two
requirements are fulfilled but still the object
concerned is not cognised, this very non-cognition
is the means for the cognition of the absence of
that object.
The negation i.e. absence of an object, cannot be
cognised by pratyaksa,
since, there can be no
contact of sense with a negative entity. It cannot be
comprehended by inference, since, there is no hetu
or vyapti to infer it. Hence, a new pramana viz
anupalabdhi i.e. non-cognition is envisaged.
The Nyaya

view

However, The Nyaya argues that negation can
be cognised by pratyaksa. Though there is no usual
contact between the sense and the negation, there
is the contact between the locus of the negation
and the sense. The eye is in contact with the
ground. The absence of jar is an attribute of the
ground. It has the relation of visesanata. This is
sufficient to establish the contact between the two.
But this argument is not sound. To be an attribute
some positive relation is necessary. Negation is
negative in its nature and therefore, it cannot have
any positive relation. Hence, it cannot be
considered as an attribute in the strict sense of the
term. Though the Nyaya holds that the negation is
pratyaksa, they also consider the non-cognition of
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the pratiyogin i.e. counter entity the jar, as an aid
i.e. Sahakarin. The non-cognition of jar is an aid to
the perception of its absence according to Nyaya.
They do not want to give it the status of separate
pramana. However, no sahakarin is of any help if
the karana i.e. the chief means viz. the contact
between the sense and the negation, cannot be
worked out. Therefore, it is better to consider
anupalabdhi itself as the means of the cognition of
negation. Yogyata i.e. the capacity of the counter
entity to be cognised, is sahakarin i.e. aid to
anupalabdhi to cognise the absence. This yogyata
includes all the requirements that are necessary to
cognise the counter entity i.e. jar, such as properly
employing the eye, the required amount of light,
concentration of mind etc. The counter entity itself
and the contact of sense with it, of course, will be
absent. This yogyata enables the non-cognition to
lead to the cognition of the negation. We may
contrast the Nyaya position and the Bhatta
mlmamsa position as under.
a) Nyaya position- Pratyaksa is the means and
anupalabdhi i.e. non cognition of the counter entity
is an aid to cognise its negation.
b) The Bhatta position- Anupalabdhi i.e. non
cognition of the counter entity i.e. jar, is the means
and yogyata i.e. the capacity of the counter entity
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to be cognised if it were present is an aid to
cognise its negation.
The requirements for the cognition of negation
are same both in the Nyaya and the Bhatta
mlmamsa. The dispute is only about the status of
anupalabdhi whether it is an independent means for
the cognition of negation or merely an aid. As
stated earlier an aid requires a karana. The contact
between the sense and the negation which is
supposed to be karana cannot be worked out.
Therefore, Mlmamsa position seems to be more
reasonable than that of Nyaya.
Udayana insists that the cognition of negation be
treated as pratyaksa on two grounds : (i) This
cognition is direct (ii) The senses negotiate for it.
Both these arguments are based on the mis
understanding of the circumstances. The direct
cognition is that of a locus of the negation i.e. the
ground but not that of the negation. The sense
negotiates only with the locus but not with the
negation.
Further, the cognition of negation is savikalpaka
as it requires a reference to its counter entity.
However, it has no nirvikalpaka stage. Hence, it
cannot be treated as pratyaksa as per Nyaya
definition of pratyaksa.
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Anupalambha i.e. non-cognition, is of two types :
non-cognition by pratyaksa and non-cognition by
smarana. The usual example of non-cognition of jar
on the ground is by pratyaksa and the non
cognition that chaitra was not present in the
morning at this place is by smarana. The fact that
chaitra was not present in the morning cannot be
ascertained by his non-perception in the evening. It
can be ascertained only by the absence of memory.
If he were present in the morning the memory of
his presence would have occured now. Since, there
is the absence of the memory of his presence in
the morning, his absence in the morning is now
comprehended. This second type is introduced in
sastradlpika to meet certain objection by later
writers of Nyaya.
Negation is usually classified in four groups viz.
(i) pragabhava i.e. the absence before the
origination of a product (ii) pradhvamsabhava i.e.
absence after the destruction of a product (iii)
anyonyabhava i.e. reciprocal negation e.g. cow is
not horse (iv) atyantabhava i.e. the absence of the
very entity. Kumarila argues that if these negations
are not accepted, then, there would be the
contingency of the cognition of (i) the curd in the
milk (ii) milk in the curd (iii) cloth as jar and horns
in the hare.
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The
Prabhakara’s
situations

explanation

of

Abhava

The Prabhakaras do not accept the category of
abhava. Consquently they do not accept the
abhavapramana
also.
To
understand
the
Prabhakara’s stand that the abhava is not a
separate category, their concepts of sansrsfavisaya
buddhi and ekavisayabuddhi i.e. have to be
understood. When two positive entities are cognised
together it is sansrtavisaya buddhi, while cognising
only one of them is ekavisayabuddhi. The latter
serves the purpose of abhava. The object which is
present in sansrtavisayabuddhi is not present in
ekavisayabuddhi. For instance, when one cognises a
jar on the ground it is sansrtavisaya- buddhi, since,
two objects viz. ground and jar are cognised. When
the jar is removed he cognises ground only. This is
ekavisayabuddhi. The absence of jar is not a
separate fact. The jar that is removed is designated
as drsya pratiyogin. It is pratitiyogya i.e. observable
if it were there. Such observable pratiyogins
characterise
the
absence
conveyed
by
ekavisayabuddhi that serves the purpose of
conveying the absence of the pratiyogin. There is
no separate fact as abhava. Hence, there is no
need of a separate pramana to cognise it. In the
instance, wherein the jar is destroyed, there is
ekavisayabuddhi, since, jar has ceased to be
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present. However, if the broken pieces are taken
into account there is sansrfavisayabuddhi of the
ground and pieces. Therefore, there is no such
thing as pradhvansabhava.
Salikanatha criticises anupalabdhi pramana by
raising the question whether it conveys its prameya
i.e. the negation, by its presence only or being
comprehended. In the case of perception it is wellknown that the mere presence of eye is sufficient
to lead to the perception. The knowledge of the
eye is not necessary. In the case of the inference,
mere presence of lihga is not sufficient. It has to be
comprehended to produce the inference. In the
present case of anupalabdhi its comprehension is
necessary. This is clear from the recollection of
anupalabdhi in a place where it was observed
earlier. Mere presence ofanupalabdhi will
not
produce such a recollection. Now, anupalabdhi itself
is of the nature of negation. Therefore, it requires
another anupalabdhi for its comprehension. This
leads to infinite regress.
The Bhattas overcome this difficulty by pointing
out that anupalabdhi leads to the cognition of
negation by its mere presence. It need not be
known. Just as sanskaras produce the memory
without being known, the non-cognition of jar
produces the cognition of the absence of jar
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without itself being known. Sastradlpika further
explains that there are two requirements for the
cognition of absence viz. yogyata and anupalabdhi.
The first requirement has to be known while the
mere presence of the second is sufficient. Since, the
knowledge of anupalabdhi aspect is not necessary
there is no room for
infinite regress. The
knowledge of yogyata and the prsence of
anupalabdhi i.e. non-cognition are sufficient to
produce the cognition of the negation.
The purpose of the acceptance of anupalabdhi
pramana by Bhatta Mimamsakas seems to be not so
much to find out a pramana for the cognition of
negation but to prevent the negation of the entities
like dharma etc that are not cognised by the five
pramanas on the groundthat these
are not
cognised. Only such of the entities that could be
cognised by these five pramanas could be denied if
these are not cognised by the appropriate
pramanas. Dharma, adharma etc are beyond these
pramanas. Therefore, these cannot be denied on
the ground that these are not cognised by these
pramanas.
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3 6. Metaphysics and Ontology of
Purvamimamsa
The necessity of metaphysical enquiry for
Purvamimansa
Every school of Philosophy develops its own
theory of metaphysics and ontology. However, it is
not clear whether Purvamimansa developed its own
concepts of metaphysics and ontology in its early
stages. Its main theme is dharma. Its concept of
dharma is the performance of sacrifices. These are
described in Brahmana literature. This description
has to be correctly comprehended and the sacrifices
have to be performed accurately. This requires the
correct interpretation
of Brahmana
literature.
Therefore, Mimansa concentrated more on the
science of interpretation than metaphysics. It
developed as a vakyasastra. However, this sacrificial
programme envisages certain results that have to be
realised beyond one’s lifetime and beyond this world.
This necessitates the concept of an enduring self. It
also necessitates an enduring world. The sacrifices
that are of perishable nature have also to be given a
religious and mystical stature so as to lead to the
enduring results. All this required the construction of
a theory of metaphysics and ontology. Moreover,
Buddhists questioned the very concepts of a
permanent self and a permanent world. If this
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challange is not countered the entire culture based
on sacrificial programme would collapse. This made
the Mlmamsa to enter into the area of metaphysics
and ontology. Their strategy in this field is two fold
i)
To
refute the
Buddhist
theory
of
Ksanabhaiigavada and
connected ontological,
epistemological and linguistic theories (ii) To develop
their own theory of metaphysics and ontology. The
works of Kumarila and Salikanatha devote more to
the first task than to the second. Among the Indian
philosophers Kumarila’s
contribution
to
the
refutation of Buddhism is the highest both in
quantity and quality. In the second task of
constructing their own metaphysics and ontology
Mimamsakas have not much originality. They mostly
borrow
from
Nyayavaisesikas
with
some
modifications here and there. Their presentation of
their own concepts is lost in the midst of frequent
refutation of Buddhist position at each step. Even
later writers like Parthasarathi concentrates more on
the criticism of Buddhist’s position on each item
than explain fully his own position. He is equally
vehement in criticising the Prabhakara position on
each item. Therefore, it is very difficult to gather a
clear picture of .the Bhattas position on many
metaphysical and ontological concepts. However, a
later writer Narayana gives a brief account of
mlmamsa categories in the prameya section of
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Manameyodaya. In the case of the Prabhakaras it
seems Salikanatha had a section on Prameyaparayana in Prakarana Pancika. However, that is
lost. In the commentary viz. Nyayasuddhi some
details of the prameyas are given. The presentation
of Mimamsa theory of metaphysics and ontology is
based on these two sources. Another source is the
criticism of Mimamsa views in the standard works of
other systems. Major writers of Nyaya like
Jayantabhatta,
Udayana
and
Gangesa
review
Mimamsa views, particularly, the Prabhakara views.
This helps us to counter-check the Mimamsa views.
The area of metaphysics
The area of metaphysics is an enquiry into the
nature of Being or Existence. In Indian tradition it is
called padarthavichara or tattvavichara. These terms
represent the whole reality. This reality is classified
into certain categories. While structural definitions
may be given to the categories in terms of their
properties and functions, it is difficult to give the
same to the whole reality. It can be only introduced
as the object of cognition or conveyed by language.
Keeping these two features in mind Nyayavaisesikas
have defined padartha as ‘prameyatvam padarthasamanyalaksanam’
and ‘abhidheyatvam padarthasamanyalaksanam’
The very term padartha conveys the
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latter definition. These definitions are accepted by all
realist schools and purvamimansa is a realist school.
This reality consists of matter and mind according to
realists.
Two approaches of Indian philosophy
In respect of matter there are two approaches :
(i) Prakrti theory (ii) Paramanu theory. The
Samkhyas accept Prakrti i.e. primordial matter, as
the
source
of all material
objects
and
Nyayavaisesikas consider the paramanus as the
source of the four material elements, viz earth,
water, light, air. These and also manas are called
murta-dravyas. The Mlmansakas go by paramanu
theory. However, the Bhaffas concept of paramanu
is slightly different from Nyayavaisesikas. The
Bhaffas consider tryanuka or Trasarenu level as the
final level while Nyayavaisesikas go to two more
steps viz dvyanuka and paramanu. It is only at
tryanuka level that it has six sides and can be
observed. The other two steps seem to be
theoratical abstractions. Therefore Purvamlmansakas
do not accept them. The Nyayavaisesikas workout a
process of creation and destruction of material
aspect of reality. Samkhyas also work out the
evolution of Prakrti. However, Mlmansakas do not
accept these two processes. The world is ever
present. There is no creation or destruction.
Mlmansakas argue that there is no creator. Isvara
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cannot be accepted as creator either on the
authority of Veda or by inference. According to
Nyayavaisesikas Vedas are composed by Isvara.
Until Isvara is established Vedas cannot be
considered as composed by him and until the
authority of vedas is established. Isvara cannot be
accepted as the composer. Thus, it leads to
reciprocal dependency.
He cannot also be established by inference. The
stock syllogism proposed in this connection is as
follows. All products have an agent to produce
them, the earth, the trees and plants etc on the
earth are products. Therefore, these also have an
agent. This agent is Isvara. This line of argument is
not acceptable to Mlmansakas. An agent is required
to have a body. According to Nyayavaisesikas
Isvara has no body. Therefore, he cannot be the
agent.
Then, the question arises as to how these
products come into being. A material cause and an
efficient cause are required for a product to arise.
In the absence of an efficient cause how can a
product arise. The Mlmansakas solve this problem
by holding that three types of causes viz Samavayi,
asamavayi and nimitta are not necessary to bring
about a product. In certain cases nimittakarana i.e
efficient cause is not necessary. In this case a
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further question arises as to ‘how the various
avayavas of an avayavin are brought together in the
absence of an agent. This is answered by pointing
out that the adrsta of the persons who have to
enjoy these objects brings these avayavas together.
Nyayavaisesikas and Samkhya also have to
answer the question as to ‘how the processes of
creation or evolution is initiated. Paramanus and
Prakfti are non-sentient. These cannot take
initiative on their own. For this purpose they also
bring in adrsta i.e. dharma and adharma of the
persons who are destined to enjoy the benefit of
the created world. This amounts to bringing in an
extraneous element to solve a difficulty to explain
causation.
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3 7. The categories
The Bhatta Mlmansakas accept five categories
viz. substance, quality, action, universal and
negation i.e. dravya, guna, karma, samanya and
abhava.
Two
more
categories
accepted
by
Nyayavaisesikas viz Samavaya i.e. inherence, visesa
i.e. particularity are dropped. In the place of
samavaya, tadatmya relation is accepted. However,
the Prabhakaras accept Samavaya.
The Prabhakaras accept eight categories. In
addition to the first four accepted by the Bhattasthey accept four more viz. £akti, Sadrsya, Samavaya
and Sankhya.
Dravya i.e. substance
Dravya i.e. substance, is the locus of qualities,
action etc attributes. The Nyayavaisesikas define
substance as that which is the locus of qualities.
They also define substance as samavayikarana i.e.
inherent cause. Both these definitions are not
acceptable to Bhattas. They argue that Samkhya i.e.
number is a quality and it is found in other
qualities. Therefore, the definition ‘gunasrayatva’ is
not an exclusive characteristic of substance. Further,
Samavaya is not acceptable. Hence, the definition
samavayikaranatva is also not acceptable. The
Bhatfas define substance as ‘parimana gunasraya’
i.e. that which has dimension as the quality.
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The Bhattas do not agree with the contention of
Nyayavaisesikas that the substance will remain
without any quality during the first moment when it
is produced. They hold the view that the substance
and its qualities are produced simultaneously. This
does not come in the way of Karyakarana bhava of
substance and quality in view of tadatmya relation
between
the
two.
The
entities
that
are
simultaneously present can be karya and karana.
In respect of the nature of substance different
views are held in Indian Philosophy. Manameya
rahasya slokavartika summarises these views in an
interesting way. In some cases the name of the
school that holds a certain view is mentioned while
in other cases we have to trace the sources. Since
this summary widens the scope of the perspective
of the concept of substance in Indian philosophy. It
is briefly stated below :
i) There is a view that there is no entity such as
Dravya i.e. substance, apart from the attributes.
ii) Brahman, Sabda, Kala and Sat are considered
as dravya by different schools.
iii) Jainas consider the constant aspect of an entity
as dravya and changing aspect as paryaya.
iv) Samkhyas. consider
dravya.

the

entire

prakrti

as
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v) Some hold the view that dravya is constant
and others say that it undergoes modification.
vi) Some hold the view ‘that which has sakti i.e.
potency’ is dravya.
vii)
There is also a view that dravya undergoes
avasthas i.e. different states. These avasthas are
contingent but still not separable from dravya. In
respect of the relation between dravya and its
avasthas some say it is bheda-abheda i.e. identity
and difference. It is also stated that dravya is
permanent and avasthas are temporary.
These views reveal that considerable thought was
bestowed on the nature of substance in Indian
philosophy. Different metaphysical and ontological
views were formulated on the basis of the concept
of substance by the respective schools.
The concept of substance of the Bhattas and the
Prabhakaras is the same as Nyayavaisesika.
However, in the case of atman which is considered
as a substance the Bhattas accept parinama or
avasthantara while cognition arises.
The Bhattas also accept the nine substances
worked out by Nyayavaisesikas viz earth, water, light,
air, ether, space, time, atman and manas. They add
two more substances viz tamas i.e. darkness, and
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sabda i.e. varna i.e. syllables. The Prabhakaras do
not accept tamas as a separate category. They
consider sabda as a quality of akasa.
The first four substances are defined in the same
way as Nyayavaisesikas define. However, air is
considered as perceptible. Nyayavaisesikas take the
position that it is not perceptible as it has no colour.
But the Bhattas argue that through touch it can be
perceived. Moreover the Bhattas consider ether, time
and space that have no colour as perceptible.
Colours are not the ground for perception.
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3 8. Time and Space
The Bhattas do not agree with the contention
that
ether,
time,
and
space
are
inferred.
Nyayavaisesikas say that Sabda is a quality. It must
belong to some substance. This substance is ether.
This is not acceptable to the Bhattas. They do not
consider sabda as a quality. It is a substance.
Therefore, the question of inferring a locus for
sabda does not arise. Even if it is considered as a
quality it may be taken as a quality of the space.
Time and space are also not to be inferred.
These are perceived. The cognitions ‘this is earlier,
that is later, these two are simultaneous etc are
stated to be the the grounds for the inference of
the time. However, the expressions earlier, later etc
are not distinct from the time. These refer to time
itself but not to the ground to infer time. Unless
one cognises the time he cannot talk of earlier and
later. These very expressions reveal that the time is
perceived. The time is perceived by all senses. All
experiences have necessarily a reference to time.
Similarly Dik i.e. space, also is perceived
according to the Bhattas. The statements This is
here, that is after it, and the other is before it’
clearly indicate that the space is also cognised
along with the object. If the perception of the space
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could be denied, then, the perception of the very
objects in those places may also be denied. On
these grounds the Bhattas consider the ether, time
and space as perceptible. The Prabhakaras on the
other hand say that these are to be inferred.
In respect of these three, different views are held
in Indian Philosophy.
i) Buddhists do not consider time as a separate
element. It is not different from motion.
Counting of time with reference to the
movement of the sun, the moon, stars etc is
only a mental process. There is no
corresponding separate entity.
ii) Samkhyas consider the space and time as the
aspects of Prakrti.
iii) Patanjalas do not accept an all pervasive time.
They say it is a series of moments.. Jainas
also consider it as series of moments.
iv) There are three levels of Time viz i) mahakala
ii) khandakala iii) ubhayakala.
i) Ether is merely avakasa i.e. a vacum. It is
avaranabhava i.e. absence of covering.
ii) Time, space and ether are not distinct from
fevara.
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iii) Two levels of akasa viz avyakrta i.e.
undemarcated and vyakrta i.e. demarcated are
also accepted. The latter is bhutakasa that is
counted among elements.
iv) The Jainas also accept two levels of akasa viz
lokakasa and alokakasa.
The nature of these are discussed in detail by
respective schools. The nature of atman and manas
will be explained in separate sections, since, these
involve epistemological and psychological aspects
also.
The concept of Tamas i.e. darkness
The concept of Tamas i.e. darkness as a
substance is a peculiar view of the Bhattas. They
argue that tamas i.e. darkness, has two attributes
viz a quality i.e. blue colour, and motion which are
required for an entity to be a substance. As it
cannot be brought under any other substance it has
to be considered as a separate substance.
Nyayavaisesikas do not agree with this view.
They consider it as the absence of light. It has no
dark colour. In the absence of light the eye is not
able to see the objects around. This creates an
impression that some thing blue black is seen.
Strictly speaking there is no positive entity. There is
an absence. Therefore, there is no question of our
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seeing blue black colour as belonging to some
entity. Same is the case with motion. As the light
moves its absence is observed. The movement is
that of light but not that of darkness. Moreover,
darkness has no touch. All coloured objects have
touch also. Hence, it cannot be a substance.
The last point is countered by the Bhattas by
pointing out that air has no colour, it has only
touch. It is considered as a substance, similarly, the
darkness that has colour but no touch may also be
considered as a substance. It is not necessary that
a substance must have both colour and touch. The
presence of one of them is sufficient.
The Prabhakaras do not consider darkness as a
separate substance. They donot also consider it as
the absence of light, since, they do not accept the
category of abhava i.e. absence. Therefore, they
explain the nature of darkness as under : when the
light is withdrawn the observer is reminded of blueblack colour. He does not realise the difference
between his cognition and the memory of the blue
black colour. He takes it as a content of his
cognition. Darkness as such is not a separate entity.
There are
darkness.

a few other views

in respect of
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i) Sridhara in Nyayakandali states that in a place
where there is no light the blue-black colour is
superimposed. This is called darkness.
ii) The jainas hold the view that the paramanus
have all capacities. These spread as light and
darkness like spreading of the clouds.
iii) Mandana Mishra states in Vidhiviveka that
darkness is the shadow of the earth.
These views reveal that they did not reject easily
it as the absence of light.
8 ) The concept of sabda i.e. Varna
The Bhattas consider sabda i.e. varna also as a
substance on two grounds viz. i) It is not located in
anything else (ii) It is directly cognised by the sense
i.e. ear. Sabda is all pervasive. For instance, one
and same syllable ‘ga’ is found everywhere. It is not
correct to say that there are different ‘ga’ syllables
pronounced by different persons at different times,
since, it is recognised as the same ‘ga’ syllable even
when pronounced by different persons at different
times. It is not produced by the vocal organs. It is
only manifested by these. Though the sabda is all
pervasive it is heard only in such places where it is
manifested. The variation in the manifestation of
sabda as strong, soft etc is due to the variation of
the process of manifestation.
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A group of varnas i.e. syllables that convey a
meaning is a word. A group of words that conveys
a unitary meaning is a sentence. Mimansakas do
not accept the concept of sphofa for this purpose.
The Prabhakaras consider sabda as a quality of
akasa.
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3 9. The qualities
The Bhattas define quality as that which is not
upadanakarana i.e. the material cause, and which is
distinct from motion. The first clause is intended to
distinguish it from substance. They list colour, taste
etc twenty four qualities.
Twenty one of these are common with
Nyayavaisesika list. Three qualities viz Sabda,
dharma and adharma are dropped and three viz
sakti, prakafya and dhvani are added. The nature
of twenty one qualities common with Nyayavaisesikas are described more or less in the same
way. However, there are few differences.
i) Chitrarupa i.e. varigated colour is not accepted
as a separate colour. Darkness is stated to
have blue black colour.
ii) Prthaktva i.e. distinctness is present not only
at paramanu level but at the karyadravya level
also. The Prabhakaras accept it only at
paramanu level.
iii) Samyoga i.e. conjunction between two all
pervasive substances like akasa and kala is
accepted. This is stated to be permanent
conjuction.
iv) Among the qualities of atman, joy, sorrow,
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desire, hatred and initiative are cognised by
manas. Buddhi i.e. cognition, is inferred
through prakatya i.e. revelation of objects. It is
not considered as self-revealing by the Bhattas
while the Prabhakaras consider it as self
revealing. Nyayavaisesikas consider cognition
as comprehended by manas.
v) Sanskara is of two types (i) Laukika (ii)
Vaidika. The former is explained in the same
way as in Nyayavaisesika. The latter is of the
nature of treatment of sacrificial items such as
grinding the paddy for preparing purodasa,
sprinkling it with water, cutting the yupa etc.
This latter Sanskaras considered as sakti by
some as they invest the items concerned with
a religious status.
The concept of prakatya is a special concept of
the Bhatta mimansakas. It is a quality invested on
objects when the objects are cognised. It reveals the
object. Though it is a quality of substances it also
reveals the qualities, universal etc present in the
object. It reveals the past and future objects, and
abhava also. The experiences such as ‘jar is
revealed’ is the ground to accept prakatya. The
cognition itself cannot be taken as a ground for such
experience as it is only in the atman but not in the
object. Prakatya is also called as drstata and jnatata.
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In the instances wherein the objects are perceived it
is called dfstata, in the instances wherein the objects
are revealed by inference etc. it is called jnatata.
Prakatya is a common name. This concept will be
discussed in detail later. It is considered as separate
category by some mimamsakas. The Prabhakaras do
not accept this concept.
Sakti i.e. potency
Sakti is conceived as a quality present in
substances, qualities and action. Bhatfas do not
accept the contention that a quality is present in
substance only. They point out that Samkhya i.e.
number, which is a quality, is present in qualities
also. Sakti is of two types (i) Laukika (ii) Vaidika.
The former is established by arthapatti. For
instance, the fire normally burns, but the same fire
when mantra or ausadhi is employed does not
burn. This means that there is some additional
factor that is the ground for burning. This factor is
not actually seen. Therefore, it has to be envisaged
by arthapatti. The sakti of sacrifice that leads to
svarga is of the second type. This is to be known
through Vedic injunction. Sakti is also classified as
(i) Sahaja and (ii) adheya. The potency of the fire
is sahaja i.e. natural while the potency found in the
sacrificial context is adheya i.e. brought about by
the implementation of vedic injunction. Sakti is
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found in substance, quality and action. The Sakti
present in the fire is an example of the potency in
substance. The killing leading to the sin is an
example of potency in action and when an object of
certain quality is prescribed for the sacrifice to
produce the result the potency is that of a quality.
Thus potency is to be found in substance, quality
and action. The Prabhakaras consider Sakti as a
separate category. They establish it by inference.
Nyayavaisesikas do not accept Sakti. 9
Karma i.e. Action
It is of the nature of movement. It causes
conjunction and disjunction, it operates in the case
of non-all pervasive entities only and it is
perceptible.
The Prabhakaras consider it as inferred. What is
observed by the eye is only conjunction and
separation. The action itself is not perceived. It is
inferred from the conjunction and separation that
are perceived. This view of the Prabhakaras is not
acceptable to the Bhattas.
Samanya
The nature of Samanya i.e. universal is discussed
in a separate section, since, it is an important
concept and it is utilised to reject the Buddhist view
of ksanikatva.

9B
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Sadrsya i.c. similarity
SadfSya i.e. similarily is considered as a separate
category by the Prabhakaras. It is comprehended by
upamana pramana. The nature and the process of
upamanapramana is explained in the same way
both by the Bhattas and the Prabhakaras. Both of
them
differ from Nyayavaisesika explanation.
However, in respect of the ontological status of
sadrsya the two differ.
The Prabhakaras consider it as
category on the following grounds.

a

separate

(i) Sadrsya cannot be considered as a substance,
since it is found in qualities and actions also.
(ii) It cannot be considered as a quality or action
for the same reason.
(iii) It cannot be included under samanya as it has
no continuity.
(iv) It cannot be included under samavaya, as it is
not a relation.
Therefore, it has to be treated as a separate
category.
The Bhattas do not consider it as a separate
category. They say that the commonness of the
qualities, parts and the universal of the village cow
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and the forest cow is the ground for similarity.
They give the following reasons against considering
it as a separate category.
(i) We talk of more similar and less similar. This
cannot be explained if sadrsya is a separate
category.
(ii) It cannot be stated that these statements are
based on the quantity of similarity, since,
substance only has quantity but not other
categories.
These
objections
will
not arise
if the
commonness of quality, parts etc is made the
ground for sadrsya.
The qualities etc will be less in some objects and
more in others. This will explain the above
statements.
The Prabhakaras argue that if sadrsya is reduced
to the objects with common features then it will
have to be stated as ‘tat’ i.e. this, but not as
‘tadvat’ i.e. it is like this. The latter statement
clearly shows that sadrsya is different from
substance, quality etc and is present in them.
Purvamlmamsa utilises the concept of sadrsya in
the context of sacrifices. For instance, §aurya and
agneya have same deity and dravya. Therefore,
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these lead to the same result. A section of
Navyanaiyayikas also accepts Sadrsya as a separate
category.
Samkhya i.e. number
The Prabhakaras consider Samkhya i.e. number
also as a separate category as it is found in all
objects. It cannot be considered as a substance,
since, it is found in qualities, action etc also. It
cannot be considered as a quality, since, it is found
in many. It cannot be taken as action, since, it is
observed to be quite different from that. It cannot
also be taken- as a universal as it is not eternal.
Hence, it has to be considered as a separate
category.
The Bhattas and Nyayavaisesikas consider it as a
quality. They point out that since the number is
found in numbers also. It will lead to infinite regress
if number is considered as a separate category.
4

Samavaya i.e. inherence
The Prabhakaras accept samavaya as a separate
category like Nyayavaisesikas. However, there is an
important difference. They do not consider it as
eternal in all cases. If the two relata are eternal
then it is eternal. For instance, the Samavaya
between akasa and its mahat parimana is eternal. If
one of the relata or both the relata are not eternal,
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then, Samavaya also is not eternal. For instance
when a member of a class perishes, the Samavaya
between that individual and the class i.e. universal
ceases to exist. For instance, when a particular cow
perishes the samavaya between that cow and the
universal i.e. cowness ceases. This explains the
position that the universal is eternal and it does
not perish when a member of the class perishes. It
was linked by Samavaya with that member and
when samavaya ceases to exist the universal is
delinked from it. It is not destroyed.
Nyaya-vaisesikas
consider
samavaya
as
perceptible while the Prabhakaras consider it as
inferred. The Bhatfas do not accept Samavaya.
They replace it by tadatmya. They refute
Samavaya by the stock argument that it will lead to
infinite regress. Samavaya is expected to relate the
two relata. However, Samavaya itself needs a
relation to be connected with the relata. That
relation needs another relation. Thus it leads to
infinite regress. However, it may be pointed out
that since Samavaya is conceived to relate the two
relata, it relates them without needing any further
relation. It is conceived as a separate category to
serve a specific purpose. It is its very nature to
relate the substance-quality, substance-action etc.
Tadatmya works on the basis that the substance
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and quality have bheda-abheda relation while
samavaya works on the basis of difference between
substance and quality etc. Therefore, the difference
of opinion in respect of samavaya is not merely a
difference in respect of working out a relation but
the very metaphysical view based on bheda and
bheda-abheda.
The category visesa accepted by Nyayavaisesikas
is rejected by both the Bhattas and the
Prabhakaras. Its purpose is served by the quality
called prthaktva.
The category of abhava i.e. absence
The Bhattas accept the category of abhava. The
cognition ‘asti’ i.e. is, conveys bhava i.e. a positive
entity, and the cognition ‘nasti’ i.e. absent, conveys
abava i.e. the absence of an entity. This absence
itself is considered as a separate category. The
absence is of four types viz. pragabhava i.e.
previous absence i.e. the absence before the object
is produced, e.g. the absence of the curd in the
milk before it is produced from the milk, (ii)
pradhvansabhava i.e. absence after the destruction,
e.g. the absence of milk when it is made curd, (iii)
atyantabhava i.e. the absence all along e.g. the
absence of colour in the air. (iv) anyonyabhava i.e.
reciprocal absence, e.g. the jar is not the cloth. This
fourth type is also called tadatmyabhava. According
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to Bhattas absence is cognised by anupalabdhi
pramana i.e. absence of cognition. It is the absence
of the cognition of jar even when appropriate
means are employed to cognise it that leads to the
cognition of its absence. Such an object should be
capable of being cognised by these means, if it were
present.
The Prabhakaras do not accept the abhava
category. They state that the cognitions are of two
types (i) samsrsta visaya buddhi i.e. cognition of
two objects together (ii) tadekavisaya buddhi i.e.
cognition of one only. The statement ‘there is a jar
on the ground, represents the first type. When the
jar is removed the statement is made as ‘there is
ground’ in addition to the ground there is no such
thing such as ‘absence of jar’ as an entity. Keeping
the jar present elswhere in mind, we talk of
absence of jar. Strictly speaking there is no such
entity as the absence of jar that is present on the
ground. The Prabhakaras position is fully discussed
under abhava pramana in the epistemology section.
The category abhava is not mentioned in the
statement of categories
in vaisesika sutras.
However, it is implied in other places.
The Samkhyas also do not accept abhava. They
state that it is Kaivalya form of parinama of
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bhutala, that is to say the state of bhutala alone
being present without jar. This explanation is very
close to the explanation of the Prabhakaras.
Anyonyabhava is the difference between two
objects. In respect of the nature of difference, the
Bhattas and the Prabhakaras differ. In this
connection a discussion is raised while describing
the role of the quality prthaktva i.e. distinctness.
The Bhaftas state that prthaktva is a quality that is
the ground of difference. It is found in all
substances. The Prabhakaras say that prthaktva is a
quality of permanent substances only. It is not
necessary for produced substances. The difference
of these is perceptible, since, the difference is an
integral part of the very essential nature of the
object. Hence, no separate quality such as prthaktva
is required to present the difference.
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4 0. Concept of svarupabheda
The concept of svarupabheda is challenged by
Bhattas on the following grounds.
(i) If the jar and its difference from other objects
are one, then, these two words jar and difference
should become synonums. The statement would
have been as ‘jar is difference’. This is against our
experience.
(ii) The statements such as ‘difference of jar’ and
‘jar is different from cloth’ indicate that the
difference is related with jar and is an adjective of
jar. These statements clearly show that the jar and
the difference are different.
(iii) If the difference is not different from jar,
then, one should be able to comprehend the
difference of jar from the cloth etc automatically on
seeing the jar alone.
The Prabhakaras
follows :

answer

these

objections

as

(i) The difference is an integral part of the very
essential nature of an object. When an object is
comprehended its distinction from other objects is
also comprehended. However, to understand its
distinction from a particular object and make a
statement about it a reference to that object is
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necessary. This is technically called as pratiyogi
sapeksatva i.e. requiring a reference to its correlate.
(ii) The expressions jar and difference will not be
synonymous even though the difference is an
integral part of the jar. The jar aspect does not
require any reference to pratiyogin i.e. counter
correlate while the difference aspect does require it.
This may be explained by an example. Devadatta is
an individual and he is also a son of Yajnadatta.
To know him as a son of Yajnadatta a reference to
Yajnadatta is necessary. But to know him as an
individual no such reference is necessary. However,
Devadatta the individual and Devadatta the son of
Yajnadatta are one and the same. Similarly, to
know the jar as jar no reference to other objects is
necessary, but to know it as different from cloth a
reference to cloth is necessary. This does not mean
that the jar and the difference of it from others are
different.
(iii) The statements such as ‘the difference of jar’
and ‘the jar is different from cloth’ are made
keeping in mind a reference to the counter
correlate and do not affect the basic identity
between the jar and the difference.
It may be added that when an object is
comprehended it has to be understood as distinct
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from all others. To comprehend A as A it is
necessary to understand it as not B not C etc in a
general way and only when the difference from a
particular other entity is to be comprehended a
reference to that entity has to be made. In either
case the difference is an integral part of the object
differentiated.
Both the Bhattas and the Prabhakaras refer to
Advaita Vedanta view viz the difference is mithya
and reject it.
Sk
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4 1. The concepts of Atman i.e. self,
Manas i.e. mind, body and senses
To understand the world view of a philosophical
system it is necessary to identify their concepts of
the subjective side and the objective side. Whether
the two sides are considered as radically distinct or
one covers the other? What is the nature and the
components of these two sides? How these two
make an impact on each other are the questions
that have to be examined.
In Indian philosophical tradition the concept of
atman is the core concept of subjective side and
the concept of the matter represented by the
concept of prakrti or Paramanu is the core concept
of objective side. The time, space, universals,
relations etc other concepts are developed to
explain the functions and the purpose of the above
two fundamental concepts of the metaphysics of
Indian Philosophy.
The

c o n c e p t

o f

A tm a n

The expression atman is as old as vedic hymns.
It is difficult to fix its import in its vedic usage
independent of its later development in the
Upanisads and the philosophical schools. The
concept of atman is the central concept in the
Upanisads. The entire Upanisadic philosophy is an
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exposition of this concept. Its nature, its functions
and its purpose are discussed, debated, and
described in Upanisads. The Vedanta Schools have
further developed this concept. The core nature of
this concept is kept intact by all the schools of
Vedanta. It is kept as a central concept. However,
in relating it with the matter different metaphysical
views are formulated. Consquently, its nature and
the mode of its comprehension is differently
described. The theistic schools have added a
theistic dimension also.
Atman is the centre of subjective side. The main
features of subjective side are (i) to know (ii) to
desire (iii) to take initiative for activity (iv) to
undergo the experiences of joy and sorrow, that is
to say, jnana, iccha, krti and sukha-dukhanubhava.
An agent to perform these roles has to be
accepted by all philosophers. This agent is termed
as atman i.e. self, in Indian Philosophy. The
question whether it is of physical in nature,
psychological or spiritual is raised.
Charvaka view
The Charvakas consider it as physical. They
argue that there is no self apart from the body.
The body itself develops consciousness from its
physical sources and plays the role of knower,
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enjoyer etc that are stated to be the functions of
the self. The consciousness arises along with the
body and perishes when body perishes. Charvakas
do not believe in an enduring separate self distinct
from the body. Consquently they do not believe in
rebirth, the karma, svarga etc that are closely
connected with the concept of a permanent self.
The main arguments against the Charvaka theory
are (i) Since, the non-sentieni elements that
develop into a body do not have consciousness,
their product i.e. the body also cannot have
consciousness, (ii) The vital air, the cognition, joy,
sorrow etc cannot be the attributes of the body,
since, after death even though the body continues
these are not found, (iii) The attributes of the body
that are perceived by the person concerned are also
perceived by others. However, cognition, joy,
sorrow etc are perceived by the person concerned
but not by others. Hence, these are the attributes
of some entity other than the body. This entity is
atman.
Samkhya view
The Samkhyas do not use the term atman. The
Purusa conceived by Samkhyas does not perform
the functions normally assigned to atman as in
other systems. Buddhi i.e. antahkarana performs
these functions. According to Samkhya the
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apparatus of both subjective side and objective side
arise from prakrti i.e. primal matter only. At the
stage of ahankara-tatva the apparatus of subjective
side and the objective side get bifurcated. Buddhi
together with eleven senses
constitutes
the
apparatus of subjective side while tanmatras and
bhutas i.e. elements, constitute the objective side.
Though buddhi performs the functions of subject it
needs the presence and the impact of purusa.
Purusa is sentient while buddhi is non-sentient.
Therefore, the two cannot have any physical
contact. The mere presence of purusa makes an
impact on buddhi. This buddhi plays the role of the
agent, enjoyer etc. Purusa wrongly appropriates
these as his own. Therefore, buddhi alone cannot
be designated as knowing self nor purusa alone can
be designated so. It is the complex of Purusa and
buddhi that form the subjective side according to
Samkhya. In this complex, purusa is permanent and
enduring. The association
with
antahkarana
continues until purusa realises the distinction
between himself and prakrti.
Since the Samkhya does not ascribe the role of
cognising, experiencing joy and sorrow directly to
purusa their arguments to establish a permanent
purusa and to consider him as distinct from prakrti
i.e. matter, are quite different from that of other
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systems. Their main arguments are (i) Prakrti is
constituted of three gunas. An entity that is
constituted of gunas must be for some one else.
This someone else is purusa. (ii) Since, Prakrti is
constituted of three gunas, there must be something
else also which is quite different from it. (iii) An
entity that is constituted needs someone to
supervise it (iv) Joy and sorrow etc are meant for
some one who is the enjoyer (v) Wise men are
found to undertake efforts to get released.
The driving point of these arguments seems to
be the concept of the duality of the universe. The
universe is not constituted of mere matter nor mere
sentient being. These two are opposite to each
other but co-operate with each other. Therefore
both have to be accepted. Sometimes it is suggested
that Samkhya metaphysics can be intelligibly
explained without purusa. The Samkhyas probably
added the purusa under the pressure of upanisadic
thought. However, this suggestion does not seem to
be valid. If Samkhya had managed the subjective
side and the objective side within the framework of
the evolutes of prakrti, then, there would have been
no difference between the Charvaka approach and
the Samkhya approach. The Charvaka envisaged
consciousness at gross physical level and Samkhya
envisaged it at subtle physical level i.e. ahamkara
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level. Samkhya’s intention in accepting saparate
sentient being seems to be due to their belief in
duality. Their argument trigunadiviparyaya clearly
suggests that they believed in the duality of matter
and mind. A sentient and a non-sentient cannot be
physically connected. They can only make impact
on each other without involving any physical
relation. However, the presence of a sentient being
is necessary to explain the cognative process of the
subjective side. Consciousness functions only
through a physical structure. The physical structure
needs the presence of conciousness to account for
the cognitive process. Psychological processes need
physical apparatus to function and physical
apparatus needs psychological process to play the
cognitive role. Therefore, the presence of a sentient
being i.e. Purusa is necessary to enable buddhi to
perform the cognitive functions.
Nyayavaisesika view
Nyayavaisesika concept of atman is quite
different from Samkhya. They accept a permanent
self. They argue that senses and manas cannot
produce the cognition. These are the instruments.
The instruments cannot produce anything on their
own unless these are handled by an agent.
Therefore, an agent has to be envisaged. Such an
agent is atman i.e. self. According to Nyaya-
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vaisesikas atman is perceived. This is clear from the
experiences such as ‘1 am happy, 1 know etc.’
However, they prove it by inference also. So far as
the atman of others is concerned it has to be
inferred by their activities.
The atman is permanent and it is all-pervasive.
Cognition is not its essential nature but only its
quality. The atman is sentient in the sense that it
has cognition as its quality. What distinguishes the
non-sentients
from
atman
is
that
it
is
samavayikarana of cognition and the locus of
cognition. Manas cannot be considered as a sentient
entity and the agent of cognition, since, it is atomic
in size and it is invisible. If cognition is considered
as its attribute that will also be invisible. The senses
also cannot be assigned the role of atman. Even
after one or more of senses are mutilated cognition
through other senses arises and the memory of
earlier cognitions continues. Therefore, an agent to
perform the cognitive activities is required and
atman i.e. self, has to be conceived as the agent.
Nyayavaisesikas accept Isvara and workout two
categories of atman viz. jlvatma and paramatma.
The latter has no body and senses. He cognises all
objects at all time. The jivatmans are many. These
are all pervasive. However, these function through
their respective bodies. They reject the Advaita
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Vedantin’s idea of one atman. Apart from the
cognition, joy etc. the atman is the locus of dharma
and adharma. These continue in the next birth also.
This gives a moral personality to atman.
5) Purvamimamsa view
The Purvamimamsa concept of atman is broadly
similar to that of Nyayavaisesikas. Their arguments
to distinguish it from the body, manas and senses
are also same. However, there is an important
difference between the Bhatta concept of atman
and the Nyayavaisesika concept of atman. While the
cognition is an attribute of atman according to
Nyayavaisesikas it is a modification or a state of
atman according to Bhattas.
The very purpose for which atman is accepted
and the context in which the need of this concept
is discussed is quite interesting and peculiar to
Purvamimamsa.
While discussing the validity of Veda an objection
is raised that certain inconsistent statements are
found in Veda, therefore, Veda cannot be taken as
an authority. For instance, in the passage ‘sa esah
yajnayudhl yajamanah anjasa svargam lokam yati’
(*T w qfTjfa W H :
it is stated that the
sacrificer goes to heaven holding the sacrificial
instruments. This gives an impression that he bodily
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moves to heaven which is impossible. Such
statements make room for the objection that the
Vedas are not valid.
This objection is answered by pointing out that
there is atman i.e. self, distinct from the body and
it is this atman that is referred to in the above
passage as going to heaven. It is not the body of
the sacrificer that goes to heaven but it is his self
i.e. atman.
There is a detailed discussion on the question of
the existence of a separate self distinct from the
body in this context.The following arguments are
stated to establish a distinct atman.
1) The breathing etc activities do not belong to
body. These are not found after the death even
though the body is found. Therefore these are the
attributes of some other entity that is distinct from
the body. This is atman.
2) The joy, sorrow etc are cognised by oneself
but not by others.
The bodily attributes are
perceived by others, but these are not perceived by
others. Hence, these belong to atman.
3) By the desire also atman can be inferred. A
person desires something that is already known to
him. Therefore, the knower and desirer should be
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one and the same. This means that there is a
permanent atman. This argument is intended to
refute the view that the vijnana that is momentary
can serve the purpose of the cogniser. The cogniser
has to be enduring.
4) By memory and recognition also a permanent
atman can be inferred. These arise only in the case
of the objects that are already known and to the
same agent who knew. This proves an enduring
agent.
5) The experience as aham i.e.’ establishes
atman. The atman is capable of knowing itself i.e.
svasamvedya.
6) The initiative to continue the work that was
done half way in an earlier day on the next day
also indicates an enduring self.
It is interesting to note that Sahara quotes a
number of Upanisadic passages to explain the
nature of atman. We will notice a few :
i) The atman is imperishable
a) Sa va ayam atma aslryo nahi siryate (H
spsWrlTT 3T #qf Jf

l)

“The atman is, to be sure, imperishable, since
decidedly he does not perish.”
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b) avinasl va are ayam atma anucchitti dharma.

(arf^rrftr m # aprwtn

i)

“Lo, the atman is imperishable, possess, as he
does, the quality of imperishability.”
ii) The atman knows itself. It is not perceived by
others :
a)

Kim

jyotirayam

purusah?

atmajyotih.

(f%

“What does serve as the light for the atman?
That is the light of himself.”
b) atra ayam purusah svayam jyotih bhavati (3T^PT

“Here this purusa serves by himself as his light.”
c) agrhyo na hi grhyate

^ fi?

“Since he is not grasped, he is incapable of being
grasped.”
iii) Atman is distinct from body, vital air, senses
etc.

a) sa esah na iti na iti atma. (H ^

^ ^ 3TTrRT)

“This atman is not this, not this.”
From these quotations it is clear that Sahara was
quite familiar with upanisadic texts and took them
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as authority for understanding the nature of atman.
The arguments given by him before quoting
Upanisad passages are meant to refute the
Charvakas and Buddhists. The question of atman is
discussed in apurvadhikarana also. Apurva is a link
between the sacrifice and its result. It is produced
by the sacrifice but remains on atman until the
result is produced. To explain this point atman is
referred to in apurvadhikarana.
Kumarila discusses the nature and the functions
of atman under Atmavada in slokavartika and in
apurvadhikarana in Tantravartika.
He describes atman as eternal, all pervasive,
takes different bodies in different births, agent and
enjoyer. (S.V. 7 3)
When it is said that he is an agent, it is not
meant that he himself actually performs the actions.
Whatever activities are performed by his body and
senses he initiates them. The body and senses
cannot perform any activity on their own. The self
has to initiate them. Therefore, he is agent. The
body and senses are aquired by him by his past
deeds. Therefore, their activities are his activities.
Nyayavaisesikas arguments are mostly aimed at
refuting Charvakas, while Sahara’s arguments are
aimed at refuting vijnana-atmavada also. We may
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particularly note the points (i) Memory and
recognition need an enduring atman (ii) A person
desires something which he already knows, this
needs an enduring atman (iii) An initiative taken on
one day is continued on the next day. This also
needs an enduring atman. Vijnana which is
momentary cannot carry out these functions and
therefore, it cannot play the role of atman.
The Prabhakara’s concept of atman is briefly
explained by Salikanatha as (i) It is distinct from
the body, manas and senses (ii) It is permanent and
all pervasive (iii) The atmans are many (iv) It is
cognised as the agent along with the object of the
cognition.
The Prabhakaras differ from Bhattas in two
important respects viz (i) They do not admit any
change or modification of atman when cognition
arises, (ii) The atman is not cognised as an object
of cognition ‘aham’ i.e. ‘I’. The atman always
reflects as agent in the cognition but never as an
object. One and the same cannot be both the
subject and the object. All cognitions consist of a
knower, an object and the knowledge. The cognition
of these three together is called Samvit in the
Prabhakara tradition. This samvit is self revealing
while atman and the object are not self revealing.
They argue that if atman is considered as self-
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revealing, then, one will have to have the cognition
of atman even during deep sleep. This does not
happen. The Prabhakaras reject the Bhafta theory
of the inference of cognition.
Salikanatha rejects the views of Charvakas and
Buddhists in detail. For this purpose all orthodox
schools put forward more or less the same
arguments.
Buddhist’s contention is that there is no cogniser
apart from the cognition. Cognition itself plays the
role of both the cogniser and the cognition. The
cognitions are momentary. There is an endless
series of momentary cognitions. The previous
cognition gives rise to the next cognition and so
on. Each cognition leaves an impression on the
next cognition. This accounts for the continuity of
personality and also accounts for the memory,
recognition, desire etc on the basis of previous
experience, effort to complete the act that was not
completed and so on.
The orthodox systems argue that cognition,
desire, etc are the attributes. Therefore, there must
be some substance of which these are attributes.
Momentary cognitions cannot provide memory,
recognition etc stated above, since, these occur at a
later moment, when the earlier moments have

10A
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already ceased to exist. Momentary cognitions do
not have the capacity to link the two or more
momentary cognitions. The series of the momentary
cognitions cannot be considered either the same as
the momentary cognitions or different. If it is
considered as different it amounts to the acceptance
of an enduring entity, if it is the same as the
momentary cognitions, then, the objections already
raised stand.
Further, if cognition itself is considered as
cogniser, then ‘A’ cognition does something as
cogniser and ‘B’ cognition gets its results. It also
becomes difficult to work out individual personal
identity of persons and also the difference among
different experiences. Therefore, an enduring atman
has to be accepted to account for the above
experiences.
The above arguments and counter arguments are
based on different metaphysical views and they
work out the subjective side and the objective side
on the basis of their respective metaphysical views.
The epistemological and psychological processes are
worked out within the framework of the respective
metaphysics. Therefore, these cross-roads can never
meet. They talk about the same theme in two
different metaphysical terminology. Each one is
logical and consistant within the framework of his
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metaphysical view. However, they have to differ to
agree on a common point of view.
Manas
Manas is considered as the tenth substance by
the Bhaffas. It is an instrument to provide joy,
sorrow etc to atman. Nyayavaisesikas consider it as
atomic in size, while the Bhaftas consider it allpervasive. As it is pervasive it need not move to be
in contact with atman or senses. It functions within
the body as in the case of atman. It is considered
as pervasive on two grounds (i) It has no touch (ii)
It is not produced by any other. The first ground
indicates that it has no limit and the second ground
indicates that it is eternal. It is pervasive like space
and time but functions within the body only. It
provides cognition about the external objects in co
operation with external senses. That is why the
pain in the foot is cognised as pain in that place
only, though the manas is everywhere in the body
and has contact with atman everywhere.
The Bhatfas do accept conjunction between two
pervasive objects. For instance, there is contact
between dik i.e. space, and akasa. The expression
‘the akasa in the east and akasa in the west’
indicate such contact. This conjunction is eternal
while conjunction between two limited objects is
caused by motion in one of them.
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Manas cannot be equated with other pervasive
objects since, Manas is an instrument for the
cognition of these.
§arira and Indriyas i.e. body and senses
The Body and senses are not considered as
separate categories. These are the products of the
Prthivi etc elements. Nyayavaisesikas work out four
types of body arising from earth, water, light and
air. The first one is the body of the living beings
on the earth while the bodies made of water, light
and
air
are
in
respective
other
worlds.
Manameyodaya
a
primer
of
Purvamimamsa
mentions the body of the living beings on the earth
only. The question of the body in the other world
is linked with the question whether deities have
body are not. This question is discussed by
Kumarila in Tantravartika in detail.
Manameyodaya mentions four types of earthly
bodies viz. (i) produced from womb (ii) produced
from egg (iii) produced from sweat (iv) produced
from seed of trees and plants. The last one is not
accepted by the Prabhakaras. Bhattas accept it on
two grounds (i) when the water, fertiliser etc are
properly provided the trees plants etc grow, when
the same is not properly provided these decay (ii)
By cutting and burning etc these are mutilated.
Therefore, these have life. Consequently through
the seeds these procreate.
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Both the Nyayavaisesikas and Purvamimamsa
have not developed the concept of subtle body as
in Samkhya and Vedanta.
Indriyas i.e. senses
Five external senses eye, ear etc are accepted by
Mlmansakas. These are the instruments for the
cognition of external objects. We have the
cognitions of colour, taste, odour, touch and sound.
These require instruments to cognise. Eye, ear etc
are envisaged as such instruments. An instrument
that assists the cognition of certain object must be
suitable to assist the cognition of that object. It is
found that the light assists the cognition of colour.
Therefore, the eye that assists to cognise the colour
is envisaged to be of the nature of tejas i.e. light.
It is located at the pupil of the eye. Water assists
the cognition of taste. Therefore, the sense of taste
is envisaged to be that of water. It is located at the
tip of the tongue. Sandal paste which is an earthly
object assists the cognition of odour. Therefore, the
sense of odour is envisaged to be that of earth. It
is located at the nose. The breeze from a fan
assists the cognition of touch. Therefore, the sense
of touch is envisaged to be that of air. It is located
all over the body. These four senses are derived
from the four elements viz light, water, earth and
air on the basis of their function. However, in the
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case of sabda, akasa itself is considered as a sense
to cognise the sabda, akasa within the ear cavity is
considered as srotrendriya. It is not derived from
akasa but it is akasa itself demarcated by ear cavity.
Since, the other four senses are derived from
elements, the sense for sabda also is assigned to an
element. They could have assigned it to air but this
would have resulted in assigning two sense organs
to one element. Manameyodaya assigns the sense
for sabda to akasa. However, earlier tradition
assigns it to dik i.e. space. It may be noted that
sabda is not considered as a quality of akasa by
the Bhattas. Therefore, this has resulted in
assigning the sense for sabda which is a dravya to
another dravya.
Manas is also considered as Indriya. It is an
internal sense organ. It assists the cognition of joy,
sorrow etc the qualities of atman directly. It assists
the cognition of external objects through the
external sense organs.
These senses do not have manifest colour.
Therefore, these are not perceptible. These have to
be ascertained by arthapatti.
These senses produce the cognitions of the
objects concerned by actual contact with them. This
point needs to be explained in the case of eye as
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there are some difficulties in establishing direct
contact of the eye with objects.
(i) How can the eye with its limited rays contact
such large objects as mountain.
(ii) If the eye rays can directly reach a distant
object, the distance should not be felt and the gap
between the eye and the distant object should not
be cognised.
(iii) The eye rays have to move and contact the
objects. The movement has its own timing.
Therefore, objects that are nearer and away cannot
be simulteneously cognised. However, we do
cognise them simulteneously. This has to be
explained.
These difficulties are solved by explaining the
procedure of contact between the eye and the
object. The eye rays proceed from the eye and get
mixed with the external light. Though the external
light is vast the eye moderates it and utilises only
that much which is required to perceive the object
concerned.
For the purpose of contact between the senses
and
the
objects
and
their
attributes
etc.
Nyayavaisesikas have elaborately worked out six
types of relations. However, both the Bhattas and
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the Prabhakaras have managed by three types only
viz (i) Samyoga, Samyukta tadatmya, tadatmya and
Samyukta tadatmya are three steps accoridng to the
Bhattas (ii) Samyoga, Samyukta-Samavaya Samyukta
Samaveta Samavaya according to the Prabhakaras.
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4 2. Universals i.e. Jati, parts and whole
i.e. avayava and avayavin, and relations
I.e. sambandha
Mlmansakas are realists and pluralists. They
demarcate the subjective side and the objective side
and explain the nature of the entities belonging to
these two sides. On the subjective side the atman is
conceived as a centre of cognitive activities. To
achieve the psychological unity and stability of
cognitive activities the concept of a permanent
atman i.e. self is developed. This ensures the unity
and continuity not only during one life time but
even during the next birth. Manas, senses and body
are provided as aids to atman.
On the objective side many substances, qualities
and activities are worked out. These are many but
related to each other, co-operate with each other,
and fulfil the needs of the subjective side. To relate
these and to ensure their co-operation to serve
their purpose,
certain
other
categories
are
formulated. Universal is one such important
category. It brings together a class of entities to
serve the epistemological and ontological purposes.
The concept of parts and whole though not a
separate category brings internal unity of an object.
The relation as such is not considered as a
category. However, a particular relation viz
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Samavaya i.e. inherence, is considered as a separate
category by Nyayavaisesikas and the Prabhakaras.
There are many other relations of ontological,
epistemological and linguistic nature. These serve
the purpose of bringing unity and co-ordination
among different entities. While formulating the
concepts of these relations, the realists take care
that these also have objective reality. These are not
mere ideas or mental creations. Pluralists accept
many categories and many entities under each
category, they achieve the unity and co-ordination
by means of universals, parts and whole position
and the relations. Let us first study the nature and
functions of universals.
Universais
Universals are called jati, and samanya in
Sanskrit. This expression is contrasted with the
expression vyakti i.e. particular. Jati is conveyed by
a common name and vyakti is conveyed by a
proper name. For instance, the word ‘Cow’ conveys
the whole class of cows while the words white cow
or black cow convey particular cow. The first
conveys jati and the second vyakti. Strictly speaking
the first conveys cowness i.e. gotva and the second
a particular cow i.e. go vyakti. The first is universal
and the second is individual.
This cowness is found in all cows. It is perceived
along with the cow. It enables to know the meaning
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of the word cow with reference to all cows. It
enables even to infer certain features of the cows in
all cows including the unseen cows. To comprehend
the full implications of all these features of a
universal, we have to examine the objections raised
against the very concept of universal. The following
are the main objections :
objections against the concept of the Universal
1) (a) Is the universal
particulars or different ?

identical

with

the

(b) i) If it is identical, it has no existence of its
own. This amounts to its negation.
ii)
If it is different, being different in case of each
particular, it cannot be a common characteristic.
2) Is the universal all pervasive or present only
in particulars.
i) If it is all pervasive, then, it will have to be
found in all places beyond its particulars also.
ii) If it is present only in particulars, then, it will
have to be explained as to how and when it is
introduced in a newly born cow. It cannot move
from already existing particulars to new particulars
as it has no capacity to move. It cannot also be
said that it partly moves from one into another as
it has no parts.
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3)
When a particular
universal perishes or not

perishes

whether

the

1) If it does not perish, then, it will have to be
found in that place even after the perishment of
the particular.
ii)
It cannot be said that it perishes. In that case
it must not be found in other particulars also.
Further, it is supposed to be permanent.
The answers given to these objections by the
Bhattas makes the Bhatta concept of universal clear.
(1) The Bhattas answer the first objection viz
whether the universal is different from the
particular or identical, by saying that it is both
different and identical. When particulars are taken
into account as particulars it is different and when
these are taken into account as belonging to a
class, the universal is identical with them. The
difference and identity between the same does not
result in any contradiction, if the points of view are
different.
2) The answer to the second objection viz
whether the universal is all-pervasive or present in
particulars only, is that it is both all-pervasive and
present in particulars.
Though it is all pervasive it is observed only
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through the particulars. Just as atman that is all
pervasive undergoes experiences only in the body,
the universal manifests only through the particulars.
3)
The third objection viz whether when a
particular perishes, the universal perishes or not, is
answered by saying that its manifestation through
the particular only ceases, since, the medium of its
manifestation has ceased.
These answeres not only remove the objections
but also give an idea of the Bhatta’s concept of
universal. According to the Bhattas the universal is
in all particulars, it has tadatmya relation with the
respective particulars, it is permanent in the sense,
when one or more particulars perish it does not
cease to exist and it is perceived.
The expression
akrti also conveys
universal
according to the Bhattas. The earlier Nyaya works
used to distinguish between akrti and jati. But later
writers dropped the term akrti and use jati only.
When many particulars are comprehended as one
group or class the concept of Samanya arises. All
objects are comprehended in two ways (i) as
Individuals and as distinct from other individuals (ii)
A group with a continuing common characteristic.
Both the aspects are true. There is no common
characteristic without particulars and there are no
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particulars without a common characteristic unless
they are single entities.
The relation between the universal and particular
is a natural relation. It is tadatmya relation i.e. the
relation of identity and difference. Universal has no
parts and it is pervasive. Therefore, it is not limited
to one particular or each particular. These observa
tions make the nature of universal more clear.
Kumarila rejects the view that avayava sansthana
i.e. arrangements of constituent parts in a certain
way is universal. Such an arrangement is different in
different particulars and therefore, it cannot be
considered as universal. He also rejects the view that
the similarity is universal. Avayava sansthana and
sadrsya help to cognise the universal. These are
only upalaksana i.e. indicators. These are not
universals.
Prabhakaras concept of Universal
The Prabakaras consider the universal as distinct
from the particulars. It is found in them but it is
not identical with them. The relation betweert the
universal and particular is samavaya i.e. inherence,
but not tadatmya. When the first member of a class
is observed the universal is cognised. But its
continuing nature is realised only when the second
or more particulars of the class are cognised.
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Continuity is an attribute of the universal. An object
may be cognised without its attribute when that
attribute needs a sahakarin to be cognised.
Purvakara paramarsa i.e. recaputulation of earlier
form is a sahakarin to cognise the continuity. This
is available only at the cognition of second member
onwards.
Some of the objections that were raised while
discussing the Bhatfas concept of universal are also
raised by §alikanatha and answered differently
based on Samavaya relation between universal and
particular instead of tadatmya relation. The Bhatfa’s
answers were based on tadatmya relation. We may
note the following objections :
1) Whether the universal is eternal or produced?
If it is eternal the questions where it was before the
production of the particular and how it came to the
particular have to be explained. It cannot remain in
akasa, since, the particulars only are its locus. Nor
it can move into the newly produced particular,
since, it has no capacity to move.
2) i) Whether the universal is identical with
particulars or distinct. It cannot be considered as
identical, because, in that case it has to arise and
perish along with the particular. This will destroy its
very nature of being one and eternal.
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If it is different it should have been possible to
cognise the universal without cognising the
particular. If the two were to be cognised together,
then, the relation of adhara adheyabhava should
have been comprehended. However, on seeing a
cow no body will say he is comprehending cowness
in cow.
3)
Further, If the universal is located in
particulars, the question again arises whether it is
located in all particulars in a spreading manner i.e.
vyasajyavrtti or it is located in each particular
separately? It cannot be stated that it is located in
a spreading manner as it cannot occupy the past
and future particulars. It cannot also be stated that
it is located in each particular separately. In this
case when it is present in one particular it cannot
be in another, unless many universals of the same
type are envisaged to occupy each particular
separately.
Salikanatha answers these objections as follows:
1) Universal is eternal and all pervasive. It is
connected with the particular by Samavaya relation.
Samavaya is not eternal. Out of the very
samavayikarana from which the particular arises the
samavaya of universal with it also arises. When the
particular perishes the samavaya of universal with it
is withdrawn. It is not the case of universal moving
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in and moving out of particular but a case of the
samavaya relation taking place between the universal
and the particular. The movement of the two parties
to relate is required in the case of Samyoga i.e.
conjunction but not in the case of samavaya.
2) Universal is distinct from particular. However,
it is always cognised along with the particular.
Univeral is an attribute. An attribute cannot be
cognised without the cognition of the entity of which
it is an attribute. Both the universal and the
particular are cognised simulteneously. The cognition
of the universal is included in the cognition of
particular. Hence, the contingency of cognition of
cowness as present in a cow involving the notion
‘here it is’ i.e. ‘Iha pratyaya’ does not arise.
3) The universal is all pervasive. The questions
whether it is in all particulars in a spreading
manner or in each particular in its entirety are not
relevant. It is present where and when it is
connected with samavaya and it is cognised where
and when it is present.
These answers make the Prabhakaras concept of
universal clear. An important difference between the
Bhattas and the Prabhakaras is that the Bhattas
consider it as both different and non-different and
connect with particulars by tadatmya relation and
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the Prabhakaras consider it as distinct and connect
it with particulars by samavaya relation. However,
both consider that it has objective reality. It is not
merely conceptual or nominal.
The Universal also plays the role of a relation
for comprehending the vyapti relation and the
relation between the word and the meaning. The
former role is explicitly stated by Nyayavaisesika by
accepting samanyalaksana pratyasatti.
Avayava and avayavin i.c. constituent parts and
the whole
The concept of the constituent parts and the
whole is as much important to the realists as
universal and particular. In fact, if a whole as
distinct from the parts is not established, then,
there will be no need of any universal. Therefore,
Nyayavaisesikas and Mimamsakas discuss this
problem. This problem has arisen, because, the
Buddhists deny the existence of a whole apart from
a series of momentary svalaksanas that are in a
continuous flux. The arguments against an enduring
whole i.e. avayavin, are summarised by Salikanatha
in Prakarana Pancika and replied. We may notice
some important arguments :
(1) The Paramanus are stated as the basic units
of a concrete substance and these are stated to
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lead to the formation of gross objects by the
process of formation of dvyanuka, tryanuka etc.
However, each paramanu by itself cannot give
rise to a gross object. More than one paramanu
have to join by the relation of conjunction and lead
to the formation of a gross object. This is not
possible for two reasons :
(i) Paramanus have no sides to join.
(ii) The conjunction by which two or more
paramanus are expected to be connected, if inheres
in each paramanu separately, then, these cannot
lead to the formation of one whole. The
conjunction cannot be stated as inhering in more
than one. Since, each one is a unit by itself and the
very idea of another or more is not valid.
Therefore,
no
conjunction
is
possible.
Consequently the formation of dvyanuka, tryanuka
etc leading to a gross whole is not possible.
Further, even if the formation of a whole i.e.
avayavin, is granted, the problem as to how this
whole which is constituted of many constituents is
located in them has to be solved. It cannot be
stated either as located in each constituent
separately or in all constituents in a spreading
manner i.e. vyasajyavrtti.
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a) If it is stated as located in each constituent
separately, the following difficulties will arise.
i) If the whole is located in each constituent
separately, then, it would have been observed
separately in each constituent resulting in the
observation of as many wholes as there are
constituents.
ii) When motion takes place in one constituent
the whole also should be observed as moving.
When a colour is given to one constituent, the
whole should be observed with that colour.
At the same time since the other constituents
have no motion nor the colour the whole would
have been observed as motionless and colourless.
This means that one and the same will have
motion and the absence of motion, colour and the
absence of colour. This is an absurd position.
b) If it is stated that the whole is located in its
constituents in a spreading manner, the following
difficulties will arise.
i) To spread over all its constituent parts, the
whole will have to have another set of parts apart
from its constituent parts, so that each part can
occupy a constituent part. No such parts in addition
to the constituent parts could be envisaged.
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c)
The problem whether the whole is different
from the constituent parts or identical with them is
also has to be faced.
i) If the whole and the parts are different from
each other, then, one should be observed without
the other at least some time. The objects that are
different are not always comprehended together.
The whole is never comprehended without
comprehending the parts. Therefore, the two cannot
be considered as different.
ii) If the two are considered as identical, it
amounts to eliminating one. Naturally, since, the
parts are observed, the idea of the whole has to be
eliminated.
Stating the difficulties to accept a separate whole
apart from parts as stated above, the Buddhist
presents his view to account for the common
notion of a whole i.e. the gross object.
The paramanus i.e. svalaksanas are in continuous
flux. These are observed in continuity. This projects
a mental image of a gross object. This may be
compared to the idea of a forest on seeing a large
group of trees.
§alikanatha answers the Buddhists objection as
follows :
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i) The constituent parts do lead to the formation
of the whole joined by the relation of conjuction.
The constituent parts are samavayikarana and the
conjunction is asamavayikarana. Assisted by the
asamavayikarana samavayikaranas do produce the
effect i.e. avayavin i.e. the whole.
ii) The conjuction, though one, is located in
many. It is the very nature of the conjunction to be
in more than one. Though each paramanu is single
and a unit by itself it can be the locus of
conjunction along with another paramanu and lead
to the formation of dvyanuka etc.
iii) As regards the location of the avayavin, the
position is that it is spread over all avayavas. It
need not have another set of avayavas to ocupy its
avayavas. The very avayavas that produce the
avayavin with the aid of conjunction also serve the
purpose
of
locus.
The
avayavas
are
samavayikarana. These produce the avayavin and
also serve as the locus of avayavin.
iv) A question is raised whether the avayavin is
cognised only when all avayavas are cognised or
even when one avayava is cognised? This is
answered by stating that it is cognised when
sufficient number of avayavas are cognised. Neither
the cognition of only one avayava is sufficient nor
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the cognition of all avayavas is necesary. What
constitutes sufficient number for this purpose has to
be ascertained by experience. Though the avayavas
and avayavin are different these are comprehended
together, since, these have the relation of cause
and effect.
The Bhatta view in respect of parts and whole is
briefly stated by Parthasarathi Misra while discussing
the concept of jati. The Bhattas accept
bhedaabheda i.e. difference and identify between avayava
and avayavin. The relation is tadatmya. It is not
samavaya as contended by the Vaisesikas and the
Prabhakaras. The whole is a certain set up of parts.
It is not a separate substance. As avayavas these are
distinct and many, and as avayavin these are one.
The qualities of these two are not different. The
qualities of avayavas will be the qualities of avayavin
when avayavin is formed. The avayavin remains over
avayavas in a spreading manner.
Both the Bhattas and the Prabhakaras are equally
interested in establishing the avayavin i.e. the
whole. However, one envisages bheda-abheda
between parts and whole and the other bheda
therefore, they present their case differently.
The Relation
In Indian Philosophy relation as such is not
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considered as a separate category. However, one of
the relations viz. samavaya is considered as a
separate category by the Nyayavaisesikas and the
Prabhakaras. Another relation viz samyoga i.e.
conjuction is considered as a quality by them. The
Samkhyas
and
Bhatta
mlmamsakas
consider
tadatmya as a relation in place of samavaya. This
relation is considered as vastusvarupa. There are
many other relations that are described and utilised
to explain the ontological, epistemological, and
linguistic functions. All these relations are broadly
grouped into two groups viz (i) vrtti niyamaka i.e.
relations that lead to the physical contact of the
two relata (ii) vrttyaniyamaka i.e. relations that do
not lead to the physical contact. The three relations
stated above viz samyoga, samavaya and tadatmya
are vrttiniyamaka relations.
Buddhists
do
not
accept
Samyoga
i.e.
conjunction, since, each ksana i.e. svalaksana, is a
unit by itself and is not related with any other
ksana. Nyayavaisesikas define it as that which joins
the two that were not joined earlier, aprapti purvika
praptih samyogah (^yifH'iR'tii JTTffr:
I). This is
brought about in two ways: (i) By the motion in
one or both the relata (ii) By the conjunction with
the avayava with avayavin. The latter is called
samyogaja-samyoga i.e. a conjunction leading to
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another
conjunction.
For
instance,
by
the
conjunction between the hand and the book the
conjunction between the body and the book arises.
This is due to the Nyayavaiseska idea of difference
between avayava and avayavin. The conjunction is
always between two substances. However, there is
no conjunction between two vibhus i.e. all pervasive
substances. For instance, there is no samyoga
between atman and akasa. Another special feature
of samyoga is that it is avyapya vrtti i.e. it does not
occupy the whole of the substance in which it is
found. For instance, the contact between the
monkey and the tree is only at the top of the tree
but not at the bottom. This means that the tree has
both the conjunction with the monkey and its
absence.
The Bhatta Mimansakas hold the view that there
is samyoga between two vibhus also. It is nityasamyoga i.e. permanent conjunction. Therefore, the
definition given by Nyayavaisesikas holds good only
in the case of anitya samyoga. Some hold the view
that the restriction that samyoga is only between
substances is not necessary. Some hold that the
samyogas found in pratiyogin and anuyogin are
distnict. (M.R.S. p.254)
The relation of samyoga serves many purposes
viz i) By the conjuction of paramanus, dvyanuka,
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tryanuka etc are formed and the whole avayavi
dravya is formed, by the conjunction of water and
seeds etc the sprout develops. In this way samyoga
plays a big role in the process of creation, (ii) By the
conjuntion between senses and objects the cognition
is produced. This is epistemological role of conjuction. iii) The theological concept of purity is also
sustained by the absence of conjunction with impure
objects and the conjunction with pure objects.
Samavaya relation is an ontological relation. This
relation is found between the entities that are
distinguisable but not separable. For instance, the
universal and particular are distinguishable but not
separable. The substance
and
qualities
are
distinguishable but not separable until one of them
is destroyed. Same is the case with an object and
the motion, the constituent parts and the whole.
Such pairs are designated as ayuta siddha.
In Indian philosophy two theories of causation
viz. parinama vada and arambhavada are prevalent.
The samkhyas go by parinamavada and vaisesikas
go by arambhavada. The former have conceived the
tadatmya as the relation between the cause and
effect while the latter have conceived samavaya as
the relation. The term used for the cause by the
former is upadana karana while latter uses the term
samavayikarana.
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As per the parinama theory of causation, the
cause and the effect are not different. Therefore,
tadatmya is concieved as their relation. The same
holds good between the universal and particular,
substance and qualities. This tadatmya relation
involves both difference and identity i.e. bhedaabheda from different points of view. As per the
arambha theory, the cause and effect are different.
Hence, a different relation has to be conceived to
relate them. Samavaya i.e. inherence, is conceived
as such a relation. The effect is inherent in the
cause. Therefore, the cause is designated as
Samavayikarana. Similarly substance and qualities
etc that are ayuta siddhas are also distinct from
each other. Hence, these also require a relation.
Therefore, the scope of Samavaya is extended to
these also. This samavaya is considered as
permanent. It is eternal. Nyayavaisesikas give
utmost importance to brevity. Therefore, instead of
conceiving a samavaya separately in each case and
as generated on each occasion, they have conceived
only one samavaya and that too as eternal.
Those who oppose the concept of samavaya
raise the question whether samavaya is related with
the two relata or not? If it is not related, then, it
cannot serve its purpose of relating the two relata
viz karana-karya, avayava-avayavin etc. If it is
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related, then, what is the relation by which it is
related. If that is another samavaya, then, that
requires one more samavaya to relate it. This leads
to infinite regress.
This criticism is not justified. The very purpose
for which Samavaya is conceived is to relate
avayava-avayavin etc ayuta siddha pairs. Therefore,
it does not require another relation to relate it with
its relata. Its capacity to relate the two relata may
be stated as dharmigrahaka-mana-siddha i.e. it is
established by the very pramana by which samavaya
is established. That is why it is conceived as a
separate category. In the case of Samyoga, as it is
a quality it requires a relation to relate it with its
relata. It is related by Samavaya.
The Prabhakaras conceive Samavaya as anitya
and many. In other respects they agree with
Nyayavaisesikas.
The relation Samavaya serves the ontological
purpose of producing the effect from the cause and
also holding the two together. It also brings the
unity between the substance and qualities, universal
and particular etc.
It also serves the epistemological purpose of
serving as a contact between the senses and the
qualities through the object to which these qualities
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belong. In the case of Samyoga it has to be
developed between the senses and the qualities
through the object to which these qualities belong.
However, in the case of Samavaya it is a part of
the very structure of the object. It is an ontological
relation that is utilised for epistemological purpose.
Those who do not accept samavaya, manage these
functions by tadatmya relation. The Bhafta school
of Mlmamsa
goes by tadatmya while the
Prabhakaras go by Samavaya.
Visisfadvaita vedanta has conceived the relation
of aprthaksiddhi as a substitute for Samavaya. The
expression
prthaksiddhi
refers
to
separate
functioning in respect of utpatti i.e. origination,
sthiti i.e. existence and jnapti i.e. cognition. An
entity which does not function separately from
another entity in these three respects
has
aprthaksiddhi relation with that entity. This relation
is basically conceived to explain the relation
between the Sarlrin i.e. brahman and Sarlra i.e. the
jiva and jagat. It is utilised in other areas also. It
is an ontological relation. It is utilised to serve the
purpose served by samavaya and tadatmya.
Besides these ontological relations which come
under vrttiniyamaka, a number of other relations
also are worked out in Indian philosophy. Some of
these are in the area of cognition, some are
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linguistic and some are correlative. These relations
are minutely worked out in Nyayavaisesika system.
The others broadly follow the Nyayavaisesika model
with certain changes to suit their respective
metaphysical views. The gap between the idealist
view and the realist view is maintained all along.
Visayata is a relation in the area of cognition. It
has three dimensions i) visesyata ii) visesanata/
prakarata iii) samsargata.
Pratiyogita and anuyogita relations indicate the
correlative nature of
the relata. These can be
worked out in any area where the relata are
correlatives. For instance the two relata of sadrsya
i.e. similarity, the bheda i.e. difference and so on.
Karyakarana bhava i.e. karanata and karyata,
Adhara-adheyabhava- adharata-adheyata, and so
on. These are more of the nature of the description
of the status and the role of the relata than the
actual relation. To attain this status or play the role
these will have tohave an
ontological or
epistemological relation at their basis.
Nirupya-nirupakata also indicates the
Avacchedakata specifies the characteristic.

role.

The nature of Karanata and karyata depends
upon the the theory of the causation of the
respective schools viz. satkaryavada, asatkaryavada,
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sad-asat karyavada, pratitya
adhyasa vada and so on.

samutpada
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vada,

Though relation is not given the status of a
separate category in Indian Philosophy, different
types of relations are worked out in detail in the
areas of ontology, epistemology and linguistics to
bring a unity and co-operation among different
categories and the objects under these categories. It
is interesting to note that the two schools of
Purvamimamsa adopt two different relations viz
tadatmya and samavaya in the area of ontology.
Tadatmya is more suitable for parinama theory of
causation
and
Samavaya
for
arambhavada.
Mlmansakas are not interested in any particular
causation theory as they hold the view that there is
no creation or destruction of the world.
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4 3. Semantics of Purvamimamsa
1-1 There is a general impression that grammar
aided with etymology and laxicon is concerned with
the language. However, it is concerned only with the
structure of the language. It primarily deals with
morphology and syntax. It deals with semantics in a
limitted way. The area of semantics is deeply probed
by philosophy, psychology, anthropology and other
human sciences that deal with the mind. It is the
behaviour of the mind that is reflected in the
behaviour of language. Mlmamsa philosophy that
gives utmost importance to Sabdapramana is vitally
concerned with language. It studies all aspects
concerning the import of language. Its studies belong
to a period of our intellectual history when
psychology, sociology etc human science were not
bifurcated from philosophy. Therefore its handling of
the problems of language involves the approach of
these disciplines also unconsciously. Mimamsa
reveals remarkable insight on these aspects.
1-2 In respect of the study of language
Mlmamsa raises some interesting questions i) Whether the language of the day to day
discourse be taken as standard for the
purpose of study or the scholastic language.
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ii) What is the status of the vocabulary that is
assimilated from the tribal languages into the
sophisticated language.
iii) What is the status of corrupt forms vis-avis the standard forms.
Mimamsa has a very practical and liberal views
on these questions.
i) The language of the day to day discourse
be taken as standard for the study of the
nature and behavior of language but not the
scholastic language.
ii) The vocabulary assimilated from tribal and
other sub-culture languages be taken in the
same sense in which these were used by
them.
iii) The corrupt forms do not form the genuine
part of the language.
1-3 The study of language has to cover the
following issues.
i) What is the nature of the word?
ii) what is the nature of the relation between
the word and meaning?
iii) What constitutes a sentence ?
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iv) How to determine the purport of a passage
or discourse ? What
is the import of
scriptural injuction?
v) The types of injunctions
vi) Import of negative statements.
These are main issues, there are good many
related issues. Mimamsa has distinct views on all
these issues. These are throughly discussed.
Nyaya and Vyakarana also discuss these issues.
The modern semantics also is
considerably
developed. There is full scope for interdisciplinary
approach in this area.
PurvamTmamsa
considers
language
as
autonomous at three levels viz. i) The relation
between the word and the meaning ii) sentence
meaning iii) The purport
of a passage
or
discourse.
The relation between word and meaning is
natural. It is not fixed by any human agency or
God. When a meaningful expression is expressed
its meaning is also expressed. It is comprehended
through elder’s conversation from generation to
generation. No generation fixes it.
The process of learning the language.
The language is learnt by children by observing
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the elder’s conversation. When an eldest person
asks an elder person “Chaitra bring the cow” the
elder person Chaitra brings it. The boy standing
nearby listens to the statement, observes the
action of bringing the cow, and comprehends that
this statement conveys this activity. He is yet to
learn as to which word conveyed which item of
the activity. The same boy listens to another
statement. “Chaitra bring the horse’ and observes
the activity of bringing the horse. From this
statement he comprehends that
the animal
brought is horse, and the animal stated in the
earlier statement is cow. Then on another
occasion he listens to the statement ‘take away
the cow’ and he comprehends that the verb ‘take’
away conveys the action of taking away, he also
comprehends that the verb ‘bring’ in the earlier
statement conveyed the action of bringing.
In this way the boy goes on comprehending
the sentence-meanings and word meanings one
after the other and makes progress in learning
the language.
This process of learning the language has been
going on generation after generation. The earliest
or first generation cannot be identified. Probably
it is as old as the very evolution of the human
race and the evolution of speaking habit on the
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part of man. No individual or no particular
generation fixed the meaning of a given word or
a given sentence. Each individual and each
generation inherited it from previous generation.
The articulation of the words, conveying of
meaning by words and the use of the same in
sentences must have developed over several
generations. It is difficult to fix any stage of this
development as the starting stage. Therefore the
trio of word, meaning, and their relation is stated
to be nitya in purvamimamsa. The expression
nitya has two implications viz., i) anadi i.e., the
begginning of these cannot be traced ii) sahaja
i.e., emerging together. To indicate this nityatva
Jaimini
uses an
interesting expression viz.,
autpattika. This expression conveys that the word
and its meaning arise together. It is not brought
about or fixed by any outside agency.
It is not fixed by any human agency later by
way of fixing a sanketa or in any other manner.
It is natural.
The process of the evolution of language can be
ascertained by a study of the aquiring of language
skill by children. The child has a natural capacity to
speak. However, it starts with inarticulated sounds
and gesticalation. It slowly starts articulating the
sounds into clearer and clearer words and syllables
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on the model of the pronounciation of the parents
and other inmates at home. It learns the language
through the elder’s conversation as described above.
We can envisage similar process for the very
evolution of the language. In the early stages,
probably, each individual had his own language. With
the interaction with the members of the family he
must have evolved a common language at family
level. In due course when social
interaction
developed the language must have developed at
social level. The social level development also must
have regional variations and social variations. At all
these levels the language is primarily developed
through
the
conversation,
generation
after
generation. This validates the Mimamsa theory of
learning language through elder’s conversation and
the theory of the trio of word meaning and their
relation being natural. The words convey their
meaning in a natural way. However, one has to get
aqueinted with this through elder’s conversation.
Vacaka-sakti i.e., denotative power of the words is
natural but sakti graha i.e., comprehension of this
denotative power of the words is provided by elders
conversations. The sweetness of a sweet object is
natural but the comprehension of it is provided by
the tongue.
The theory of learning the language by elder’s
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conversation is very vital to Purvamimamsa. It
lays the foundation for the Mimamsa doctrine of
the apauruseyatva of Veda. It also supports the
anvitabhidhana theory of Prabhakaras, since, the
language is learnt initially through the sentences
and then only word meanings are comprehended
by avapa and udvapa i.e., dropping a word and
substituting another word. It makes the language
autonomous both at word level and the sentence
level. It gives more importance to day to day
conversational
language
than
the
scholastic
language. In fact it puts vedic language on par
with day to day language so far as the
comprehension of the language is concerned.
The very opening remark of Sahara bhasya viz.,
‘loke
yesu
arthesu
prasiddhani
padani
sati
sambhave tadarthani eva sutresu iti avagantavyam’

irm wrtf^r

%

3wi*noq*^ l) i.e., the words employed in the sutra be
taken in the same sense in which these are used in
day to day language. This remark not only applies
to sutras but applies to the words employed in the
veda also. The sutra are meant to interpret veda.
Therefore, this remark applies to the words of veda
also. Sahara makes it more clear in another place
by his remark ‘sabdanam arthajnane laukikah
prayogah abhyupayah’
rtl&'ht JTtffrT:
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3T*5TPT:) i.e. The meaning of the words is
comprehended from the day to day usage. Under
the
Sutra
‘prayoga
codanabhivat
arthaikyam
avibhagat’
Jaimini
himself makes it clear that the vedic words are
same as the laukika words and they have the same
sense. Otherwise . the comprehension of the very
vedic injunction becomes difficult. The elder’s
conversation helps to comprehend the meaning of
the laukika words, If the vedic words are same as
these, then their meaning is easily comprehended.
This enables to impliment the injunction. There is
no other way to comprehend the meaning of Vedic
Words. In this way the theory that the elders
conversation is the means for comprehending the
language forms the foundation to comprehend the
meaning of veda and the implimentation of vedic
injunctions. Keeping this in mind Jaimini affirms
this position again under the sutra ‘sabdartha
schapi lokavat.’
The formation and the nature of the word
The vedic injunctions are in the form of
sentences. The sentence consists of words. The
word meanings appropriately associated form the
sentence
meaning.
Therefore,
Purvamimamsa
discusses the nature of the word and the word
meaning. The nature of the word is explained as
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‘a group of syllables arranged in a certain order
and yeilding a meaning. Here, two questions
arise. According to Mlmamsakas the syllables are
eternal and all pervasive, how can these be
arranged in an order. This is answered by
pointing out that these eternal syllables are
manifested in the ear cavity. The order is the
order of the manifestation. The next question is,
since, the presence of the manifested syllables is
momentary how can a group of these be formed
and the unit of syllables designated as word be
cognised. This question is answered by pointing
out that each syllable manifested leaves a
samskara i.e., impression in the mind of the
listener and the last syllable together with the
impressions of the earlier syllables gives the
cognition of the word.
To avoid these difficulties vyakarana envisaged
the concept of sphota. Mimamsa does not accept
the concept of sphota. According to Nyaya the
syllables are not eternal. These are produced by
the efforts of the vocal organs. These are not
manifested. In other respects their explanation of
the nature of words is same as Mimamsa.
The nature of word meaning
The nature of the meaning of the word is
differently explained by Mimamsa, Vyakarana and
Nyaya.
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Nyaya holds the view that vyakti i.e. the object
referred to by the word is its meaning while the
Mlmamsa holds the view that akrti or jati i.e. the
universal i.e. the common characteristic the object
shares with the other objects of the same group
is the meaning of the word.
For instance, the word ‘cow conveys the object
cow according to Nyaya while its characteristic
‘cowness’ is conveyed by the word ‘cow’
according to Mimamsa.
Jaimini raises this question viz., whether akrti
is the meaning of the word or Vyakti in
akrtyadhikarana. Ordinarily the word akrti is
understood in the sense of avayava samsthana
i.e., a particular arrangement of the parts of an
object but it is used here in the sense of
universal i.e., common characteristic. Sahara makes
it clear by explaining as ‘dravyaguna karmanam
samanyamatram akrtih’
WTOMirPT 3TT|rf^:)
i.e.,
the
common
characteristic
found
in
substances, qualities and actions.
Purvapaksin argues that vyakti has to be taken
as the meaning of the word. He puts forward
and following arguments.
i)
Vedic injunction enjoin offering a pasu,
sprinkling water on rice etc., acts. These cannot
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be performed on the akpti i.e., the universal
pasutva. Vphitva etc. These can, be acted upon
only on the vyakti i.e., the object. Therefore,
vyakti has to be taken as the meaning.
ii) There are certain injunctions such as, ‘six
cows be given’ ‘twelve cows be given’ ‘twenty
four cows be given.’ These numbers cannot be of
akrti, nor so many akrtis of cows can be given.
Akrti is one in all.
iii) It is stated that if a pasu duly taken for
the sacrifice escapes another has to be taken.
Now, if akrti is the meaning, there is no another
akrti to replace.
These arguments are based on the assumption
that when akrti is taken as the meaning vyakti is
not at all conveyed in any other way. However,
akrti and vyakti are invariably associated. When
two items are invariably associated with each
other, the cognition of one provides the cognition
of the other.
It is our experience that when a word is heard
the vyakti is also comprehended. Now, the
question that is to be settled is, whether the
vyakti is comprehended from the word or through
the akrti conveyed by the word. This can be
settled by anvaya and vyatireka i.e. positive and
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negetive verifications. A person who cognises akrti
even without words, cognises vyakti also. On the
other hand a person who hears the word but is
unable to recall the akrti conveyed by it will not
be able cognise vyakti. This clearly reveals that
the word does not convey vyakti but
itisakrti
conveyed by the word that helps to cognise the
vyakti as per the maxim ‘when an item related
with another is cognised it provides the cognition
of the other. It cannot be urged that let us take
vyakti-visista-akrti as the meaning. This will
prevent using the same word with reference to
another vyakti, since, that is not conveyed by this
word. The driving point of this discussion is that
akrti is the meaning of the word and vyakti is
conveyed because of its association with akrti but
not as the meaning of the word. Since vyakti is
also
conveyed
the
objections
raised
by
purvapaksin do not apply. Taking akrti as the
meaning of the word does not come in the way
of implimenting the vedic injunctions such as
‘pasum alabheta’ ‘vrihln proksati’ etc. Since, vyakti
is also conveyed as associated with these.
The Nyaya
conveys vyakti
the vyakti has
the power of

holds the view that the word
qualified by jati. They argue that
to be conveyed by the word by
denotation only. It should not be
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considered as conveyed by iaksana or aksepa.
The Iaksana has to be resorted only when there
is some ground for it. When vyakti can be
included in the scope of the meaning of the
word in a natural way, there is no reason to
exclude it. The only objection for the inclusion of
vyakti in the scope of the meaning of the word
is that the word which conveys a particular vyakti
cannot be used with reference to other vyaktis. A
separate word has to be thought of for each
vyakti. There are innumerable other vyaktis of the
same class. Hence, innumerable words have to be
envisaged. These
objections
are
technically
designated as vyabhicara and anantya. These
objections are answered by Nyaya by pointing out
that a word is capable of conveying all the
members of the class on the basis that these
belong to that class. That is why the meaning is
stated as that of vyakti qualified by jati.
It should be noted here that according to Nyaya
jati and vyakti are distinct while according to
Mimamsa, these have tadatmya relation. Therefore,
Nyaya has to envisage the denotation of both vyakti
and jati while for Mimamsa it is sufficient if one of
them is denotated. The other is also cognised
because of tadatmya between the two.
Vyakarana considers both vyakti and jati as the
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meaning. Sahara quotes the view of Vyakarana
mahabhasya in this
respect. It is stated in
Mahabhasya that akrti may be taken conveyed as
an adjective and vyakti as substantive. Jati is not
conveyed without vyakti and vyakti is not
conveyed without jati, therefore both have to be
taken as conveyed by the word. One of them
may be taken as main and the
other as
subbordinate depending upon the context of the
use. Quoting this view Sahara remarks, there is
no need to include the vyakti also in the scope
of the meaning of a word since it is cognised as
invariably associated with jati but not as a
meaning of the word.
Here, Mimamsakas have to face a problem. If
vyakti is not conveyed as meaning, then,
syntactical connection between the pratipadika and
pratyaya, becomes difficult. This is overcome by
accepting nirudhalaksana.
From the above
points emerge.

discussion

the

following

i) Mimamsa, Vyakarana and Nyaya are agreed
that jati i.e. universal, is conveyed by the word
as its meaning.
ii) Vyakarana and Nyaya hold that the vyakti also
should be included in the scope of the meaning
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while Mimamsa thinks that it need not be included in
the scope of meaning as it is otherwise compre
hended. They go by the maxim ananyalabhyah
sabdarthah i.e. the points comprehended by other
pramana are not to be included in the scope of the
meaning of the word.
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4 4. Modern theories of meaning
In respect of the meaning of a word, there are
some modern theories viz. i) Referencial theory
(ii) Idiational theory (iii) Behavioral theory.
i) When we use the words like ‘book’ ‘courage’
‘run’ Mr.X we are referring to an object, a
quality, an action, and
thename of a person.
The respective words stand for the respective
items.
This is known as
referential theory.
Nobody knows who has fixed this relations. It is
handed over from generation to generation.
All speech groups have not fixed the same
word (sound unit) for the same item. However,
withing a speech group, this relation is faithfully
followed.
This referentially has some
difficulty. By the
word book, which book is conveyed whether a
particular book or a class of books. If a particular
book is conveyed we needanother word for
another book, a third word for a third book and
so on. On the other hand if a class of book is
conveyed by the word book, then, the statement
‘bring the book’ cannot be implimented. Since the
class cannot be brought. These difficulties are the
same as raised against the vyakti sakti theory and
jati sakti theory discussed in Indian traditions.
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To avoid this difficulty, the modern scholars
have introduced the Ideational theory. According
to this theory, the word book conveys the idea
of the book, through this idea one can grasp the
particular book as well as a class of books. This
Ideational theory also has its own difficulty. Can
we intelibly separate the idea and the word so as
to treat one as the meaningof the other? If the
idea is a mental image of a particular book or
a class of books, the difficulties pointed out in
the referential theory will arise here again.
The Mimamsa theory of meaning is closer to
referential theory of meaning. However, to solve
the difficulties raised against it, the Ideational
theory is not resorted. This is because, the
concept
of ‘idea’ is not found in
Indian
Philosophy.
Mimamsa holds the view that the word book
conveys the class of books but in actual practice
it boils
down to particular book. The
class
characteristic is invariably associated with the
particular objects of the class, hence, conveying
the class results in conveying the particular object
also. Hence, there is no difficulty in implimenting
the statement ‘bring the book.’
It is interesting find that the theories recently
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formulated by modern scholars were formulated
and discussed in Indian tradition long back.
The behavioral theory of meaning is a recent
formulation after the advent of psychology.
According to this theory the stimuli or the
respons the word invokes is the meaning of the
word. This theory seems to have been adopted
by Mlmamsa in respect of the meaning of the
injunctive suffix. The injunctive suffix stimulates
the person addressed by it to underake the
activity. The import of an injunctive suffix is
stated to be prerana i.e. prompting to undertake
activity and generating initiative. Probably such a
concept underlies the behavioral theory.
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4 5. The relation between
the word and meaning
While explaining the process of learning the
language, it was stated that the relation beween
the word and meaning is nitya. It is not brought
about by any human or devine agency. Sahara
elabourates this point and brings out the
apauruseyatva nature of this relation.
The relation between the word and meaning is
stated to be pratyayaka and pratyayya i.e. that which
makes it known and that which is made known. If
such a relation is natural, then, one should be able
to cognise the meaning at the very first use of the
word. This does not happen. Even in the course of
elder’s conversation the boy is able to comprehend
the meaning only when the words are emplayed in
different sentences.
This difficulty is answered by pointing out that
we have never said that the meaning is to be
comprehend in the very first use. This aspect has
to be settled on the basis of experience.
Observing the use of the words as many times
as required to comprehended the meaning is
necessary on the basis of experience. It is an aid
to comprehend the meaning. The eye is not able
to see the objects without the light. This does
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mean that the eye has no natural capacity to
the object. Just as the light is an aid to the
to play its role the elder’s conversation is an
to comprehended the word meaning.

Answering the above objection Sahara gives the
arguments in support of the apauruseyatva of the
relation between the word and meaning.
i)
The relation between the word and the
meaning is not caused
by any human agency. In
case it was caused by any one person the people
would have remembered him.
It cannot be argued that the people are not
interested in remembering the person who fixed
the relation between the word and meaning. The
meaning of a word remains in circulation only
when there is a rapport between the person who
fixes the relation and who uses the words. For
instance, a
person will not comprehend
the
meaning of the word vrddhi as ‘ad aic’ without
being in rapport with Paninl. In the absence of
such rapport in the case of vedic words it is
better to say no one fixed the relation instead of
saying ‘some one fixed it but people did not care
to remember him. Moreover, even if we grant the
possibility of forgetting we cannot think of a
person fixing the relation without pramana. Not
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remembering is a negetive evidence. This does
not prove the existence of a person who fixed
the relation. To prove the existence a positive
evidence is necessary.
ii) The arthapatti in the form T he words are not
found conveying meaning without fixing the relation
between the word and meaning. If they could convey
the meaning without fixing the relation, then, they
would have conveyed on the first hearing only.
Hence, we must presume a person who has fixed
the relation, is not of any help. Arthapatti helps only
when there is no other way out. It is already stated'
that the elder’s conversation generation after
generation reveals the natural relation between the
word and meaning.
iii) At no time the words remained without the
relation with their meaning. Therefore, the
question of some one fixing the relation at some
time does not arise.
iv) The person who is supposed to fix the
relation must fix it by using some word. The
meaning of that word should have been fixed by
some other person. That person again must have
fixed it by using another word the meaning of
which must have been fixed by still another
person. This results in infinite regress. Therefore,
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it is better to consider that the begginning of this
relation cannot be traced. It is anadi. It is
comprehended through the elder’s conversation.
Vyakarana considers the relation between the
word and meaning as tadatmya i.e. identity. This
identity is not absolute identity type, the two are
distinguisable but not separable. Further this
identity is not physical identity but it is an
identity of these two when these are objects of
cognition.
It
is
technically
stated
bauddha
tadadmya. It is also held by vyakarana that the
words have anadi yogyata or anadi sakti i.e. an
inherent capacity to convey the meaning. The
vyakarana view is very close to mimamsa view.
Nyaya takes altogether different view. According
to Nyaya the relation between the word and
meaning is established by men by some kind of
convention. We find that such convention is laid
down in case of new words conveying new
objects. There is no reason to think that a
different procedure is followed in the case of the
words that mankind has inherited from the past.
However, the problem remains as to who are
these persons. Can we trace the first generation
of persons who established this convention. Even
if these are traced, did these persons fixed the
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convention by using the words or by other
means. If by other means, then, that stage cannot
be stated to be the stage of the use of language.
Further, the other means can be considered as an
aid to reveal the inherent capacity of the words
to convey the meaning that is natural to them
like the elder’s conversation at a later stage.
Thus the concept of natural relation between the
word and meaning cannot be avoided.
The aids for comprehending the meaning
It is explained above that the relation between the
word and meaning is natural and the meaning of the
words is comprehended through the elder’s
conversation. It is also stated that akfti is the
meaning and vyakti is also conveyed as it is
invariably associated with akrti. Now, the elder’s
conversation provides the meaning of the words of
day to day use only. Therefore to enrich the
vocabulary of one’s speech and writing, other
sources are also required. These sources are listed
as vyakarana kosa, upamana, aptavakya, vakyasesa
and the commentary. These are accepted as the
sources by all including Mlmamsa. However,
Mlmamsa adds its own sources. Before Mlmamsa
proceeds to explain the sources a very useful
general observation is made by Mlmamsa viz ‘yasya
agame yadupajayate sa tasya arthah iti gamyate’ i.e.
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The meaning that occurs when a word is heard is its
meaning, that is to say, it is its primary meaning.
This primary meaning is conveyed by the primary
denotative power designated as abhidha or vacaka
sakti. The primary meaning is designated as
mukhyartha in Sanskrit. Ordinarily all words convey
the primary meaning.
The usage of abhiyuktas or sastrajnas i.e.
learned persons is an important source of
comprehending the primary meaning.
The learned men are well aquented with veda
and the continued tradition of the performance of
sacrifice. Their memory is quite strong. Therefore,
whenever a word is used in more than one
sense, the usage of the learned is more
authoritative than the usage of the ordinary
people. For instance, the words yava, varaha and
vaitasa are used by the learned persons in the
sense of dirgasuka, sukara, and vanjula cane. The
ordinary persons use these words in the sense of
priyangu, krsna sakuni and jambu cane. The
articles conveyed by these words are to be used
at the sacrifices, therefore, the meaning of these
words should be taken as per the usage of the
learned. Sahara quotes the relevant vedic passages
to substantiate the meaning adopted by the
learned.
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This guideline is formulated keeping the
mimamsa requirement for the performance. The
other meanings are also permitted as secondary
meanings. Mimamsa has high regard for the
usage of the people. However, this special
guideline is laid down in the context of the
requirement of the
sacrifice. It is
a choice
between vidvad-rudhi and rudhi. This concept of
vidvad rudhi is fully developed in Dvaita Vedanta.
Tribal people and foriegners are the source to
comprehend the meaning of the words adopted
from their usage. For instance, the words pika,
nema, tamarasa etc words are used by the tribal
people. They know the meanings of these words
better. Hence, these words should be taken in the
same sense. The meaning of these should not be
twisted by laboured etymological explanation.
Nigama, Nirukta, Vyakarana etc technical works
are another source to comprehend the meaning
of the words. Without this it is difficult to
comprehend the meaning of these words. For
instance the words jarbharl, turbharl etc are the
names of asvini deities. These words appear to
be un intelligible. However, by appropriate
etymological explanation these yeild meaning
jarbhari means yawning, turbhari means aggressive.
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4 6. Primary and secondary meanings
Two kinds of denotative powers are envisaged for
conveying the meaning by the word. These are
designated as i) abhidha i.e., direct communication,
ii) Laksana i.e., figurative or extended communica
tion. The meaning conveyed by abhidha is
mukhyartha i.e., primary meaning and the meaning
conveyed by laksana is secondary meaning. The
primary meaning is of two types, i) Rudha i.e., the
meaning developed by usage, ii) yaugika i.e., the
meaning developed by etymological explanation. For
instance, the meaning of the word Kamala as lotus is
rudha meaning and the meaning of the word pankaja
as lotus is yaugika. The latter meaning is obtained
by the etymological explanation panke jatah i.e. born
in the mud. Both these are primary meaning. Large
number of words have rudha meaning only. A few
have yoga meaning only. However, some words that
have a rudha meaning could also be given a
different meaning by etymological explanation. For
instance, the word Rathakara has the rudha meaning
as a person of Rathakara caste. This meaning is by
usage. But this word can be explained by etymology
as conveying the builder of chariot who may or may
not be a person of rathakara caste. In such cases
rudha meaning has to be preferred to yaugika
meaning.
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Laksana i.e., the denotative power to convey
the secondary meaning is utilised only when the
primory meaning is not suitable. Laksana is
resorted on three grounds i) unsuitability of
primary
meaning
i.e.,
mukhyarthabadha,
ii)
Tatparyanupapatti i.e., inability to arrive at the
total purport iii) to serve some or other purpose
that is not served by mere primary meaning.
In the stock example of gangayam ghosah i.e.,
there is a fisherman’s village on the river ganga,
the primary meaning of the word ganga i.e., river,
does not suit. There cannot be any village on the
river. The secondary meaning i.e., the bank of
the river i.e., gangatlra is developed. This laksana
is based on the ground of mukhyartha badha.
According to Bhaftas the word meanings lead
to sentence meaning by laksana. This is based on
the ground of tatparyanupapatti. The words are
employed in a sentence to get associated with the
injunctive suffix that enjoins action. This purpose
cannot be achieved unless the word meanings
develop into a sentence meaning. Therefore, these
develop sentence meaning by laksana.
An important point to be noted in connection
with laksana is that the laksyartha i.e., the
secondary meaning must be related with the
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primary meaning. Any other unrelated
cannot be adopted as laksyartha.
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Anarthakya parihara i.e., avoiding a word or
words in the sentence becoming anarthaka i.e.,
unsuitable to convey the required meaning is the
main purpose of resorting to laksana. The
contengency of anarthakya arises because of
arthabadha i.e., contradictory
nature of the
primary meaning of one or more words in the
sentence. Such anarthakya is found mostly in
arthavada
passages.
Mimamsakas
have
a
responsibility to establish the validity of arthavada
passages as that of injunctive statement. For this
purpose Mimamsakas have developed this unique
concept of laksana. It is mimamsa contribution to
Indian hermeunitics.
Mimamsa employs the expressions gaunl and
gaunartha for laksana and laksyartha more often.
Kumarila explains that when sadrsya is the relation
between the primary meaning and the secondary
meaning it is designated as gaunl and when these
are related with other relations it is designated a
laksana. Though mimamsa has developed the
concept of laksana, it cautions that it should not be
adopted when primary meaning is possible.
The relative position of primary and secondary
meanings is discussed by Jaimini and Sahara
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under the sutra arthabhidhana samyogat
Nkhiiq). In the statement agnih manavakah i.e.,
the boy is fire. The primary meaning of the word
agni is fire and the agnisadrsah i.e., the boy is
similar to fire is the secondary meaning. The
primary meaning is directly conveyed by the word
agni while the same word is applied to the boy
on the basis of the similarity between the fire
and boy. The primary meaning is designated as
mukhyartha and the secondary
meaning is
designated as gauna or laksyartha. Here, the
question arises, since, both these meanings arise
from the word agni why not treat them on equal
basis. This question is answered by pointing out
that the second meaning depends upon the first
meaning. Unless and until the first meaning of
the word agni viz., fire, is comprehended the
second meaning viz., the boy similar to fire, does
not arise. While the first meaning can be compre
hended
without comprehending
the
second
meaning, the second meaning cannot be compre
hended without the comprehension of the first
meaning. Hence, the two cannot be treated on
equal basis.
The primary meaning is superier to
secondary meaning.
In the hymn of ‘barhih devasadanam dadami’
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o^ff: 44^44 ^Tfif) the word barhi conveys barhi
kind of grass as primary meaning and similar
other grass as secondary meaning. In view of this
the hymn has to be recited with reference to
barhi kind of grass only. It is that kind of grass
that is prescribed in connection with the sacrifice.
Therefore that only has to be used and the
hymn has to be recited with reference to barhi
only. If the secondary meaning is taken the hymn
will
cease to
be an
auxiliary
of barhi,
consequently it will cease to contribute to the
performance of yaga and apurva.
This ruling viz., the word barhi be taken in its
primary sense, is designated as barhinyaya. This
is an instance of primary meaning being superior
to secondary meaning.
There are instances in , which the word
concerned seems to have two primary meanings.
Both cannot be taken as primary meanings in the
same context, nor one of them can be taken as
secondary meaning. In such contexts the meaning
that is most suitable to the context should be
taken as its meaning and other meaning should
not be taken into account. For instance the word
parva used in the context of darsapurna masa
has the meaning ‘time’ and also the meaning ‘a
group’. Between these two the meaning ‘a group’
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suits the context. Therefore the
not to be taken into account.

other meaning

is

ii) In the statement ‘sauryam carum nirvapet’
the word caru occurs. It has the meaning ‘cooked
rice’ and also the ‘the pot in
which the rice is
cooked Between these two meanings the meaning
cooked rise has to be taken. It is cooked rice
that is connected with the sacrifice as an offering.
It cannot be argued that the meaning pot may be
taken as primary meaning and the meaning
‘cooked rice’ as a secondary meaning since, the
rice is cooked in the pot. When the primary
meaning serves the purpose it is not justified to
take a secondary meaning as another meaning. A
word conveys only one meaning.
There are instances in which two are words
are phonetically same but they have different
meanings. For instance, the word mata means
mother and it also means ‘ameasurer’. In the
sentence ‘mata daivatam’ it means ‘mother’ but in
‘mata samah ksiprah (JTRTT HJT: % n) i.e„ he
measures evenly and quickly the word mata
means a rtieasurer.
It is actually a case of two different words that
are phonetically similar but actually different as
these are derived from different roots. Hence, the
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ascertain

its meaning.
There isan interesting
example in which a
word of a general meaning is taken in the sense
of a special meaning. At jyotistoma it is stated
agnisomiyam pasum alabheta’
^ 3TT?!^T)
a pasu be offered atagnisomiya. Here, the
question arises whether a particular pasu, say
chaga i.e., goat, be offered or any pasu. There is
a mantravarna in this context viz. ‘chagasya
vapayah medaso anubrihi’ (W M ^TFTTt
this helps us to decide that chaga be offered.
However purvapaksin argues that the word pasu
occurs in the very injunctive statement while the
word chaga be offered in mantravarna. A word
occuring in mantravarna cannot regulate the
meaning of a word that occurs in the injunctive
statement, purvapaksin suggests that to reconcile
the mantravarna reference to a particular animal
i.e., chaga, and injunctive statement reference to
pasu in general the word chaga can be taken in
its etymological sense as chinna gamana i.e., an
animal that moves quickly. This suggestion of
purvapaksin cannot be accepted. When a meaning
is available for the whole word it is not correct
to go to its etymological parts and build a
meaning. The etymological meaning i.e., avayava-
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sakti cannot set aside the samudaya sakti. The
avayavasakti is designated as yoga and samudaya
sakti is designated as rudhi. The rudhi is superior
to yoga. In the case of rudhi the meaning is
directly and readily available while in the case of
yoga one has to arrive at the meaning of the
whole word after ascertaining the meaning of the
parts.
Further, if the word pasu is taken in the sense
of chaga the mantravarna in which the word
chaga occurs becomes an auxiliary to the act. On
the other hand if it is taken in the general sense
of pasu the mantravarna will go without any
referent and will not be an auxiliary to the act.
In this example, the primary meaning is fixed
utilising samanya visesa nyaya i.e., the maxium of
a general word being taken in the special sense.
i) The well known example of rudhi prevailing
over yoga is the word ‘rathakara’. The statement
‘varsasu rathakarah adadhita’
3tl<>Xld)
prescribes agni adhana to rathakara. Here, the
question is raised whether the word rathakara be
taken in the etymological sense viz., a person
who builds the chariot or in the sense of a
person of rathakara caste.
Taking the word rathakara in the etymological
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sense as a builder of a chariot to rule out a
person of rathakara caste from undertaking agni
adhana and restricting it to first three varnas only
is not possible. Since, the first three varnas are
prohibited fromundertaking the
vocation of
building
chariots
etc.
The
silpopajivana
is
prohibited to them. More-over the varsa season
i.e., rainy season, is prescribed as a time for
rathakara to perform agni adhana while for
brahmana etc., first three varnas. Vasanta etc.,
other times are prescribed. Therefore, the word
rathakara should be taken in the sense of a
person of a rathakara caste. This sense is rudha
sense while taking it in the sense of a builder of
a chariot is yoga sense. Here, rudha sense has
to prevail over the rudha sense.
8-6 ii) There are a few interesting examples
which were originally yoga words but in due
course became rudha words. For instance, the
word kusala originally meant a person skilled in
cutting the grass but later developed the meaning
‘a skilled person in general’ similarly, the word
pravina originally meant a person skilled in
playing on vina and later developed the meaning
‘a skilled person’ in general. These are the
instances of the words that were originally yoga
type but later developed into rudha words. In
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these cases the original yoga sense is completely
ignored.
The Secondary meaning i.e. Laksana based
on tatsiddhi, jati sarupya etc.
We have seen above that the Mlmamsakas
attach utmost importance to primary meaning and
have laid down the necessary guidelines to
ascertain the primary meaning. However, there are
certain instances in which primary meaning cannot
be taken. For instance, there are vedic statements
such as
‘yajamanab
prastarah’
‘ysjeimjmah
ekakapalah’. These cannot be taken in their
primary sense. Prastara means a handful of grass
placed by the side of yajamana. This itself cannot
be taken as yajamana. Same is the case with
kapala. Therefore, the word yajamana should be
taken as yajamana karyakarin. In the absence of
yajamana, prastara is addressed as if it is
yajamana. Ordinarily a person himself discharges
all his activities. However, when some one
discharges his activities the latter is called by the
name or the designation of the former. For
instance when a village headman discharges the
duties of a king he is called the king. He is
called the king only in the secondary sense. The
process of obtaining the secondary sense is called
laksana and the secondary sense is called
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Laksyartha. The ground for laksana in the above
two instance is, one performing the activities of
another. This ground is designated as tatsiddhi.
Here, it should be noted that the primary
meaning is the basis for the secondary meaning.
It is a case of an extension of meaning. No
secondary meaning can be developed without the
basis of the primary meaning. However mere
primary meaning does not suit here. It becomes
anarthaka i.e., irrelevant.
There is a vedic statement ‘agnih vai brahmanah’
(3Tfjtf sll$tui:) In this statement the word agni cannot
be taken in its primary sense. Hence, it has to be
taken in the sense agnisamanajatlyajanama i.e., born
in the same manner as agni. Both agni and
brahmana are stated to have been born from the
month of Prajapati. Therefore, brahmana is called
agni here in the secondary sense. The common
source for birth is the ground here. This ground is
called jati.
There is a vedic statement ‘adityo yupah’. Here
the word ‘aditya’ cannot be taken in the primary
sense. Therefore, it has to be taken in the
secondary sense viz. brilliant. Yupa is praised
here as brilliant. Sarupya i.e., the two being alike,
is the ground here.
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There is a vedic statement ‘apasavo va anye
gavasvebyah’ i.e., the animanls other then cow and
horse are not animals. Here the word ‘apasavah’
cannot be taken in the primary sense that the other
animals are not animals. Therefore, the word
apamisavah conveys the secondary meaning that
these are inferior animals while cow and horse are
superior. Prasamsa i.e., praise is the ground to
develop the secondary meaning here.
In the statement ‘srsflh upadadhati’ placing of
istakas by reciting srsfi hymns is prescribed. Here,
the question is raised. Whether only those hymns
that have a reference to srsh be recited or other
hymns also stated in the context
be
recited.It is
ruled that the word srsfih is used simply because
the hymns that have reference to spsti are in
large number. However, all hymns stated in the
context are
connected
with
the
sacrifice.
Therefore, the word srsfi be taken to convey both
the hymns that make a reference to srsti and
other hymns stated in the context. The ground
for the secondary sense here is bhuma the
mention of majority.
Linga Samavaya i.e.,
the presence of a
prominant indication is another ground. The wellknowrt example for this is ‘chatrino yanti’ the
umbrella holders are moving. Here, the word
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conveys both the persons who hold aumbrella
and others. Holding umbrella is prominently
observed. Therefore, that is only mentioned. But
both umbrella holders and all others moving on
the road are conveyed as secondary meaning.
This example is given by Sahara himself under
the sutra linga samavayah. However it can be
brought under bhuma i.e., mejority also, if
majority of persons were holding the umbrella
and few were moving without it.
In the above examples, laksana in yajamanah
prastarah’ is intended to avoid namadheyatva or
gunavidhitva of the word yajamana, in ‘agnih
brahmanah’ it is intended to avoid gunavidhitva
of agni, in ‘adityo yupah’ it is intended to avoid
namadheyatva or gunavidhitva in the word aditya,
in ‘apasavo va anye’ it is intended to avoid
gunavidhitva
of
the
word
apasavah,
in
srstirupadadhati
it
is
intended
to
avoid
gunavidhitva of the word srsfi.
From this it is clear that the purpose of
Laksana is not merely to avoid the unsuitability
of mukhyartha of these words but to avoid
namadheyatva and gunavidhitva of these words.
These are all treated as arthavadas by resorting
to laksana. The arthavadas are also pramana. By
treating these as arthavadas the contingency of
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these statements being apramana is avoided.
Since, the laksyartha is based on mukhyartha, the
status of natural relation between the word and
meaning is not affected. Ordinarily mlmamsa does
not like to resort to laksana, however, if it is
required to protect the authenticity of vedic
language, laksana is permitted. In majority of
cases the arthavadas do need laksana. In fact
arthavada conveys prasastya by laksana.
Laksana of place, time, attributes and acts.
We will notice a few more instances of laksana
which relate to
the laksana of place, time,
attributes, act, cause and effect.
Place - Agnau tisfhati i.e., ‘stands on the fire.’
Here the word fire conveys the secondary
meaning viz the place near the fire. In the stock
example ‘gangayam ghosah’ i.e., fisherman’s village
on the ganga, the word ganga conveys the
secondary meaning viz the place near the ganga
i.e., bank of ganga. This stock example is quoted
by Sahara (7-1 -4 ) It has also another reading
gangayam gavah.
In the same sutra
sabara
remarks that akrli conveys vyakti also as these
are always together.
Time - In
the statement Saiikhavelayam
agantavyam i.e., come at the time when conch
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blows, the particular time is conveyed. One has
to go by that time whether conch blows or not.
The blow of conch is only an indication. ‘Goraja
muhurta the time when the dust is raised by the
returning cows’ is another example of kala
laksana. Even in modern times we say when ten
bells are given, though the bells are no longer in
use. The time indicated by the word bell is the
secondary meaning of the word bell.
The attributes - ‘Agnih manavakah’ ‘simhah
devadattah’ are the examples of attributes of fire
and lion being conveyed by the words concerned.
The statements ‘stenam manah’ i.e., the mind is
a theif ‘anrta vadinl vak’ i.e., the tongue is a lier,
also are the examples of laksana of attributes.
Act : acts are also sometimes conveyed as
secondary meanings. For instance, the words
darsa and paurnamasi have the respective time as
their primary meaning. However, these convey the
sacrifical acts performed on these days as their
secondary meaning. In the instance of kala
laksana an event indicates the time while in
karmalaksana the time indicates the act.
The word for cause secondarily
effect and vice-versa.
There

is an

interesting

conveys the

example wherein

the
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contengency of laksana arises both in purvapaksa
and Siddhanta. However siddhantin ingeniously
avoids laksana and affirms siddhanta.
In the context of Vajapeya it is stated that
‘saptadasa
aratnih
vajapeyasya yupo
bhavati’
the yupa of vajapeya
will be seventeen fore-arms length. However,
vajapeya is a somayaga and there is no yupa in
it. Therefore, purvapaksin argues that the word
yupa should be taken in the secondary sense as
a
long
sacrificial
vessel
and
applied- to
sodasipatra. However, siddhantin points out that
there is pasuyaga which is subbordinate to
vajapeya. This pasuyaga has yupa. Therefore the
length prescribed for yupa may be taken in its
primary sense as an auxiliary of this yaga and
laksana be avoided. Purvapaksin further argues
that though you have avoided laksana for the
word yupa. You have taken the word vajapeya in
the sense of pasuyaga. This is the laksana of the
word Vajapeya as pasuyaga. But siddhantin
contends that we have not taken the word
vajapeya in the sense of pasuyaga. We have only
pointed out that yupa of pasuyaga can be talked
of as that of Vajapeya as the former is
subbordinate to the latter. Sahara gives an
interesting example to bring home this point.
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When we say he is the grand son of Devadatta,
the grandson is related to the grand father in the
primary sense of the word sambandha. Similarity
the yupa that in pasuyaga can be stated as
belonging to vajapeya. This will satisfy the
expression vajapeyasya. There is no need of any
laksana.
The above example indicates that the concept
of laksana is widely utilised to determine the
nature of sacrificial acts. Some of the instances
given above occur in purvapaksa. However, the
nature of laksana of these words is not denied
in
siddhanta
but
‘whether
these
support
purvapaksa or not is discussed. So far as the
instances given in siddhanta are concerned, the
support of these is utilised.
In connection with laksana the following points
have to be noted.
i) The primary meaning is superior to the
secondary meaning. Therefore as far as
possible primary meaning only should be
taken. Jaimini and Sahara stress this points
repeatedly.
ii) The un suitability of primary meaning is the
main ground to resort to laksana.
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iii) The primary meaning isthe basis
secondary meaning. The latter
related to the former.

for
the
should be

iv) Adopting the secondary meaningshould serve
some purpose.
v) Avoiding anarthakya is the
resorting to laksana.

main

purpose of
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4 7. The sentence
Jaimini discusses the nature of sentence in the
context of fixing a unit of yajurveda. The unit of
Rk can be easily identifide since it is in metrical
form. A unit of Saman also can be easily
identified as a musical note added to a Rk.
However, a unit of yajus cannot be easily
identified as it is in a series of isolated words.
It is difficult to easily locate the word with which
a yajus begins and the word with which it ends.
Therefore, a concret basis has to be fixed to
work out a unit of yajus. The expression yajus
is explained as yajyate it yajus that which assists
the yaga is yajus. Such assistance is provided by
the yajus by describing the deity, dravya or some
other item connected with the yaga. Therefore, a
group of words that serve this purpose is a
yajus. ‘Yavata padusamuhena ijyate tavan pada
samuhah ekam yajuh.’ (^n^TT
^
This unit of yajus is designated as
vakya as it speaks of the assistance provided to
yaga. ‘Yavata kriyayah upakarah prakasyate tavad
vaktavyatvad vakyam iti ucyate’ ( mmai f^TFIT:
This is stated in
the sutra ‘arthaikatvat ekam vakyam’ (3T^?^TtT ^
A group of words that serve a common
purpose constitute a sentence.
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Now, the question arises as to how to
ascertain whether a particular word in the group
of words serves the purpose or not ? To meet
this question a condition is laid down in the very
sutra. viz. sakanksam cet vibhaye syat
PTHi) i.e., if that word 'is taken out the rest
will not be able to serve the purpose. They will
be in need of the left out word. The expression
akanksa means ‘in need of’ ‘in expectation of.’
Hence, that word has to be taken as part and
parcel of the sentence.
The above definition of vakya is illustrated by
the passage ■‘devasya tva savituh etc. This
passage makes a reference to nirvapa. Its purpose
is nirvapaprakasana. All words in this passage
serve the common purpose of nirvapaprakasana.
Therefore these constitute one yajus i.e., one
vakya. Here, nirvapami is the central word. All
other words get connected with it and describe
nirvapa. The procedure of other words getting
connected with the central word that conveys
action is explained in the sutra ‘tadbhutanam
kriyartham samamnayah’ (<T3jTHT
tf+iituq:).
The two conditions laid down here viz., i)
arthaikatva i.e., serving a common purpose ii)
sakanksatva i.e., being in need of each other are
very essential to treat a group of words as a
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vakya. This
illustrations.

is

explained

by

the

following

i) In the passage ‘bhago vam vibhajatu, aryama
vam vibhjatu
sphtT «rr
etc. the
purpose served by these statements viz., vibhaga
prakasana
is
common.
Hence, these
fulfill
ekarthatva condition. However, each of these
statements is not in need of the other. Each has
no akaiiksa with the other. Therefore these
statements cannot be considered as one vakya.
ii) In the passage ‘syonam te sadanam krnomi
yo’smin slda’ (FTt*T ^
TTsffk'i
there is
akaiiksa between sadana i.e., place to keep, slda
i.e., be seated. However the purpose of the first
part is sadana prakasana i.e., describing the seat,
and the purpose of the second part is to
describe the sitting. Hence, the condition of
ekarthatva is not fulfilled. Hence, these two
statements do not form one vakya.
In the expression ‘ekartha’ the word artha does
not mean the sense or meaning. It means
purpose, This is clear from the objection raised
and the answer given in the bhasya in respect of
the implication of the meaning of ekartha. The
word ‘ekartha’ cannot be understood in the sense
of a single or a common meaning. Since each
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word has its own meaning and the many words
in the group have many meanings. The group of
words has no separate meaning. The association
of these meanings also cannot be considered as
one unit as a. vakya, since, the associations are
also different in the case of each word and
many. This objection is raised and it is answered
by painting out that the expression ekartha is not
used here in the sense of a single meaning but
it is used in the sense of a single purpose or
common purpose, ‘ekaprayojanatvad upapannam

However, to achieve this serving of a common
purpose by a group of words, one of the words
in the group has to play the central role and the
other words have to get connected with it. This
central word is technicaly called mukhya visesya
i.e., the chief substantive word for which the
other words are adjectives. This fact of a central
word associated with the other words conveying
the meaning of the whole group of words is
ekarthatva. In this explanation the word artha in
the expression ekartha means the sense ■or
meaning. Keeping this fact in mind the bhasya
remarks
‘ekartha
pada
samuhah
vakyam’
can be understood in the sense
that a group of words that convey the sense of
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a central word associated with the sense of other
words is a vakya i.e., sentence. This explanation
is also supported by the bhasya remark ‘ekartham
anekapadam vakyam’
under III3 -1 4 .2 4
This explanation of arthaikyatva is expressly
given in Bhaftakaustubha by khandadeva. The
core part of his explanation is, mukhya visesya
pratipadaka sabdaikatva
jfrfTi^R
i.e. In a sentence, there should be only one
mukhyavisesya i.e., central substantive word. This
word associated with other words conveying the
sense is arthaikya.
This explanation holds good so
ordinary sentences are concerned.

far as

the

However, in the case of some vedic sentences
it creates problems.
i) For Mimamsakas mukhya-visesya is bhavana.
At darsapurnamasa, agneya etc., are stated by
different statements and have different bhavana.
However, these serve the common purpose of
accomplishing darsapurna masa and have to be
treated as ekartha.
ii) Vrihi and yava are stated by different
statements. These serve the same purpose.
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However, these two statements cannot be taken
as one vakya.
To avoid the above difficulties khandadeva
expands the scope of the explanation of ekartha
and puts the basis of ekarthatva negatively. He
puts
the revised explanation as bhinnapratiti
visayaneka mukhya visesya rahityam (frnRjnftft
i.e., there should not be
more than one central substantive word i.e.,
mukhyavisesya, each being an object of a separate
cognition.
i) In the case of agneya etc., at darsapurna
masa though there are more than ‘one central
substantive, these are the objects of a single
cognition. Hence, ekarthatva is not voilated.
ii) In the case of vphi and yava though the
cognition of these is separate as these are stated
by two statements the mukhya visesya viz., yaga
is one. Therefore ekarthatva condition is not
voilated. But still these two statements are not to
be considered as one vakya. Since, these two
statements are not sakamksa with each other.
Khandadeva
has
accommodated
both
the
explanations of the expression arthaikya viz., i)
serving a single or common purpose ii) conveying
unitary sense, in a very injenious way. The first
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explanation holds good for vedic vakya and the
second explanation for both Vedic and laukika
vakya. In the context of determining a unit of
yajus as vakya it is not always a single
grammatical sentence while a laukika sentence is
a single grammatical sentence. The scope of a
vakya in Mimamsa is much wider than a
grammatical sentence. Consequently its nature also
is quite distinct from that of a grammatical
sentence. (Bh.K. p. 120)
A k a n k sa ,

sa n n id h i

a n d

y o g y a ta

The clause ‘sakanksam cet vibhage syat’ (tii'Wft
f^TFt FTITJ) states an important requirement of
a vakya. Different words employed in a sentence
must be in need of each other. These must have
reciprocical need for each other. For instance, in
the sentence ‘bring the cow’ the verb ‘bring’ is in
need of the object ‘cow’ and the object cow is
in need of the action bring. This kind of mutual
need or expectancy is technically called akanksa.
The absence of one of these makes the sentence
incomplete. The nature of akanksa is explained as
pratiyogini jijnasa i.e., seeking the counter part. It
is also explained as pratipattuh jijnasa i.e.,
seeking of the counter part by the person who
has to comprehend the sentence meaning. Seeking
something is primarily an attribute of a person.
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Therefore
akanksa has to arise in the seeker’s
mind only. However, since he seeks the padarthas
and the
padarthas are conveyedby the words,
the words and the meanings are also stated to
be sakahksa. This akanksa at the word level may
be explained as a capacity of the words to
convey the meaning that is needed by its counter
part, ‘j ijnasitartha pratipadana yogyata’

Akanksa is also
explained as abhidhana
aparyavasana i.e., incompleteness statement. When
a required word is not included in the statement,
then, the
word already stated is in need of it.
For instance, if the word dvaram is stated without
the word close or open, there is abhidhana
aparyavasana i.e., incompleteness of the statement.
By providing the word pidhehi i.e., close, it is
complete and the akanksa is satisfied.
It is also of the nature of abhidheya
aparyavasana i.e., incompletness of the items to
be conveyed. To satisfy this type of akanksa
appropriate items have to be brought in by the
relevant words and statements. For instance, the
statement ‘visvajita yajeta’ conveys karya i.e., the
task to be accomplised. The karya cannot be
accomplished unless there is a niyojya i.e., a
person who under takes it . Such persons only
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undertake it who have a desire for its result.
Thus, there is the akanksa for the a result, a
person who desires it and who undertakes this
act of visvajid yaga. All these items have to be
brought in to satisfy the akanksa arising out of
the incomplete statement ‘visvajita yajeta’. It is
incomplete in respect of the items required to
impliment the statement.
Another example of abhidheya aparyavasana is,
‘sauryam
carum
nirvapet brahmavarcasakamah’
(tfW ^
Here, the result and
niyojya and adhikarin, i.e., the person who desires
it are stated. But the karana and karanopakaraka
padarthas
are not stated. Hence,
there is abhidheya aparyavasana to that extent.
These have to be brought in to make the
statement ‘sauryam carum nirvapet’ complet. This
is the explanation of akanksa according to
Prabhakars.
The akanksa operates in an orderly way.
conveying karya is the central purpose of a
sentence. This karya i.e., the task to be
accomplished needs an object i.e., visaya. This is
yaga, and therefore, the akanksa arises for yaga.
Then, there arises akanksa about niyojya i.e.,
performer, then, about the auxiliaries. In this way
all the requirements to accomplish karya are
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elicited
by akaiiksa.
This procedure of the
operating of akaiiksa is laid down by prabhakaras
keeping
the anvitabhidhana theory of sentence
meaning.
Sannidhi or asatti i.e., proximity, yogyata i.e.,
compatibility, are two more criteria that assist a
group of words to develop into a sentence. Even
when two words in a group of words have
akaiiksa
for each other but are not pronounced
with reasonable proximity, then their association is
not comprehended by the listener. In such cases
the group of words cease to be a sentence for
him. Hence, proximity of the words that have
akaiiksa is laid down as one of the requirement
for theformation of
the sentence and the
comprehension of the meaning of the sentence.
This requirement is not directly laid down in
Jaimini sutra. However, in the context of his
discussion of anusaiiga i.e., sifting a part of the
sentence to other related sentence, the concept of
sannidhi i.e., proximity is discussed.
The question of anusaiiga i.e., sifting a part of
the sentence to another related sentence is raised
in connection with the passage ‘ya te agne
ayasaya tanuh varsisfha’ (*n% 3# 3FTT3TO
^f^T)
‘ya te agne rajasaya’ (3#
‘Ya te agne
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harasaya (Mt 3T^ ^I'W )
to
be recited at
jyotistoma. Here, the question is raised whether
the part of the sentence
‘tanuh varsistha’
occurring in the first sentence be sifted to other
two related sentences ‘ya te a9ne rajasaya’ (W?t
M W ) and ‘ya te agne parasaya’ (w t 3$
q M i). It is ruled that as there is akaiiksa of this
part of the first sentence with the other two
sentences this part of the first sentence be sifted
and recited while reciting the other two sentences,
such sifting of a part of the sentence is called
anusanga.
Here the question arises whether a part of the
sentence could be sifted to another sentence
when that is intervened by another sentence
merely on the ground that
it has akaiiksa with
the former, should it not be immediately after the
first sentence. In the present instance ‘ya te agne
harasaya’ does not occur immediately after ‘ya te
agne ayasaya tanuh varsistha’ etc. it is intervened
by ‘ya teagne rajasaya’.
Raising this question
Sahara answers that the intervention by a related
expression will not hurt the proximity. The
ground for the necessity ofproximity is to have
the sanskara of previous expression alive to
connect it with the following expression. This will
not be hurt if the two expressions are intervened
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by a related expression. Sambandhi pada vyavaye
hi sambandhadeva purva sanskara na apaiti.
^ SRjif $ i w s t m ^
From
this reply of the sabara it is clear that the
proximity
between
two sakahksa
words
or
passages is necessary for the formuation of the
sentence, and the comprehension of the sentence
meaning.
In explaining the nature of sannidhi i.e.,
proximity, the Bhattas and prabhakaras differ.
According to Bhattas there are two requirements
of sannidhi viz.
i) The words that convey the meanings should
be pronounced with proximity.
ii) The objects concerned should be presented
by words only but not by any other means. For
instance, if the words ‘cow’ and ‘bring’ are
pronounced with a long gap of time, the
requirement of proximity is voilated. Similarly a
horse standing nearby has no proximity with the
action of bringing conveyed by the word ‘bring’
as it is not presented by the word.
Prabhakaras
differently.

explain

When a word

the

is heard

nature

and

its

of

sannidhi

meaning

is
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comprehended the meaning of a related word that
has akanksa and yogyata with it is presented to
the mind. Such presentation is sannidhi i.e.,
proximity. It is not necessary that the word itself
should be presented.
The sannidhi also takes place in an orderly
way.
The third requirement of a vakya viz., yogyata
is also not specifically mentioned by Jaimini or
Sahara.
However,
it
is implied
by
their
observations in many places. In the sutra IV-311 Jaimini remarks The words the meanings of
which are not compatible do not get connected
even if they have proximity ‘asamarthanam
anantaryepi
asambandhah.’ (3RWThn
aTFTR^r:) Under the sutra III-1-12 Sahara remarks
‘na hi vacana satenapi anarabhyo arthah sakyo
vidhatum’ napi bruyad
udakena dagdhavyam
agnina kleditavyam. (*T
3FTRvft 3T*f: 3i«wl
ftq ij ^
atfjRT
N o statement
can be made with the words of incompatible
meanings. Nobody will say burn with water and
clean with the fire. From these observations it is
clear that yogyata, i.e., compatibility is taken for
granted as a requirement for the formulation of
the sentence and the comprehension of the
sentence meaning.
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Prabhakaras define yogyata as sambandharhata
i.e., suitability to get connected with the relevant
other word. In the statement agnina sincati i.e.,
sprinkles with fire. Sprinkling is not suitable to be
connected with the fire. Such a course is
pramana viruddha i.e., opposed to our experience.
Keeping this in mind it is also explained as
arthabadha i.e., non-contradiction of the sense
proposed to be conveyed. It is also negetively
explained as the absence of the unsuitability.
This requirement of yogyata in the sense of
suitability to be connected creates a problem for
Prabhakaras. According to prabhakaras all word
meanings in an injunctive sentence have to get
connected with karya i.e., apurva, conveyed by
the injunctive suffix. This apurva is not cognised
by any other pramana other than the vedic
injunction. To know the suitability of this apurva
to be connected with the meanings of all other
words in the injunctive sentence its knowledge is
necessary. However, it cannot be known before
the connection. This difficulty is solved by
Prabhakaras by pointing out that on the basis of
experience of the suitability of all word meanings
in a sentence being connected with the action in
the ordinary sentences, the connection of all word
meanings with karya or apurva can be envisaged
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in a general way and the comprehension of
connection with a particular apurva will take
shape when the relevant word meanings are
actually connected.
In the application of akanksa,sannidhi
and
yogyata criteria and syntactically connecting words
in a sentence, propriety also has to be taken into
account. For instance, in the sentence ‘ayam eti
putrah rajnah puruso apaniyatam’ (3FT ^ g^T: TTf:
3Ttt#TcTRT) i.e., the son of the king is arriving,
push aside the person. Here, though the word
king has proximity and akanksa with both the
words ‘son’ and ‘person’ it gets connected with
the word son but not the person tobe pushed
aside. Once the word king gets connected with
the word son, its akanksa is satisfied and need
not be connected with the word person.
Meaning of Sentence
In respect of sentence meaning there are four
prominent views held by Vyakarana, Nyaya,
Bhaftamlmamsa and Prabhakara mimamsa.
1) Vyakarana considers sphofa as the import
of a sentence. The expression sphota is explained
as ‘sphufati asmat arthah iti sphotah
siFTTW
3T?f: ^ FEfc).
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2) According to Nyaya the words convey the
sentence meaning through their meanings. The
words are the means to convey the sentence
meaning, and the word meanings are a kind of
vyapara i.e., the process. The words are assisted by
i) akahksa i.e., expectancy on the part of each
word in the sentence to seek the syntactical
connection with the relevant other word.
ii) Sinnidhi i.e., the proximity with the word
with which it is to be connected.
iii) Yogyata i.e., compatibility or suitability to be
connected.
3) According to Prabhakaras the words convey
their meanings as connected with the meaning of
the relevant other word.
The concept of sphota is a unique concept and
the process of its conveying sentence meaning is
quite different. Therefore we will consider it
separately. So far as the other three views are
concorned there is a common point viz., word
meanings constitute the sentence meaning. It looks
simple. However, it raises the following questions.
i)
Whether each word separately gives rise to
the sentence meaning.
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ii) Whether the group of the words in the
sentence gives rise to the sentence meaning.
iii) Whether the word meanings give rise to the
sentence meaning.
For instance, whether the meaning of the
sentence ‘agnihotram juhuyat svargakamah’
arises from each word separately,
or by the group of three words or by the
meanings of these three words.
The first alternative is against our experience. The
second alternative, is also not possible. Since, the
group is not a separate unit. The three words
convey their respective meanings only. There is
nothing more to convey the notion of a group. The
third alternative viz., the word meanings convey the
sentence meaning is also not possible. Since there is
no relation between the word meanings and the
sentence meaning. If the word meanings convey the
sentence meaning without any relation between the
two, then, any word meanings should be able to
convey any sentence meaning, since, no particular
sentence meaning is related with any particular word
meanings.
The driving point of these arguments is that
since, the word meanings do not help to arrive
at the sentence meaning a separate denotative
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power has to be envisaged for the sentence itself
to yeild the sentence meaning. This means a
sanketa i.e., convention has to be fixed for the
sentence to convey its meaning. This has to be
done
by
a
human
agency.
This
means
apauruseyatva of Veda will break down at the
sentence level. As a result in spite of the
permanent nature of sabda and artha and their
natural relation, the permanent nature of the
sentence and the sentence meaning has to be
given up. This means that vedic injunctions are
not absolutely authoritative. This is stated by
Jaimini by way of purvapaksa in the sutra.
Utpattau va avacanah syuh arthasya tannimittatvat
('IcntTI
Tiroii^ i.e., in spite of the
permanent nature of sabda, artha and their relation
(utpattau va) the vedic injunctions will not be
authoritative i.e., avacanah. Since the sentence
meaning arises from the sentence only which has to
be fixed by a human agency.
Stating the purvapaksa position as stated above
Jaimini declares.
‘Words are employed in a sentence to convey
their meanings associated with the action conveyed
by the verb. The word meanings constitute the
sentence meaning. ‘tadbuta nam kriyathratvena
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(cF^THT

The words do not convey the sentence
meaning individually separately. Nor there is a
group of words as a separate entity. It is the
association of the meanings of the words or the
associated meanings of the words that is sentence
meaning.
‘vakyarthah
padarthanam
sansargah,
padarthanam anvitavastha va’ («n«rtl4:
mo’mT
hi

3rf^wr=PPTT ^t).

In this explanation of the nature of the
sentence meaning the only point that needs to be
explained is, by what the association is conveyed.
The task of the words is over as soon as their
meanings are conveyed. This is answered by
Bhatta Mlmamsaka that it is conveyed by laksana
i.e., the secondary denotative power of words to
extend the meaning. By this processes the very
meanings of the words convey their association
with other words which constitutes the sentence
meaning.
Padani
svam
artham
abhidhaya
nivrtta
vyaparani, atha idanim padarthah avagatah santah
vakyartham avagamayanti.
fa^rT-

The method of Laksana here is quite distinct
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from the Iaksana in the stock example of
gangayam ghosah i.e., there is a fishermen’s
village on the bank of the river ganga. The
primary
meaning
of
the
word
ganga
is
gangapravah i.e., the flowing water of the river
ganga. The secondary meaning is the bank of the
river ganga. In this stock example the primary
meaning i.e., the flowing water, is incongruent
with the presence of a fisherman’ village on it.
Therefore, the secondary meaning viz., ‘the bank’
is resorted. The primary meaning is set aside.
The Bhatta mlmamsakas explain the basis of
Iaksana here differently. The words are not
employed in a sentence, merely to know the word
meanings. The word meanings are already known.
Therefore, the purpose of employing them is to
enable us to know that is yet to be known. This is
the association of word meanings, or associated
words meanings. This requires the extension of
wordmeanings to their association to the relevant
other word meanings in the sentence. This has to be
done by way of Iaksana. This ground for Iaksana is
designated as tatparya anupapatti.
Mukhya Visesya - the centre of semantic
organisation
The question of the centre of semantic
organisation in a sentence is debated by Nyaya
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Vyakarana and Mlmamsa. Whether the verb is more
important in a
sentence or the noun is an old
dispute. When a person says ‘the clock fell on the
ground’ is it the clock that is the centre of semantic
organisation or is it the act of falling that is the
centre of semantic organisation. Normally we think
that it depends upon the centext. On hearing a loud
noise, if one is asked as to what tell down, then the
clock will be the centre of semantic organisation. On
the other hand if one is asked to what happened to
the clock, then, the centre of semantic organisation
will be the action of falling. But this is a subjective
arrangement. However, Nyaya, Vyakarana and
Mlmamsa think of fixing a uniform centre of
semantic organisation for all sentences. Nyaya holds
that the Agent is the centre of semantic organisation.
Vyakarana holds that action i.e., dhatvartha is the
centre of semantic organisation.
Mlmamsa holds that the akhyatartha i.e.,
bhavana i.e., motivating to undertake activity is
the
centre of semantic
organisation. These
theories are designated as:
i) Prathamantamukhyavisesyaka
ii) Dhatvarthamukhyavisesyaka
iii) Bhavanamukhyavisesyaka

theory.
theory.

theory.

The Nyaya insisting on agent and vyakarana
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insisting on action have no special significance.
But Mimamsa insisting on bhavana i.e., motivating
to undertake the activity, to be the centre of
semantic organisation has a significance for their
whole programme of organising the sacrifice,
ethics, and epistemology.
According to Mlmamsakas, the central word
meaning with which the other word meanings, are
to be associated is akhyatartha i.e., meaning of
the verbal termination. This is indicated by the
phrase kriyarthena samamnayah in the sutra. In
this respect there are three different views.
i) Bhatta and prabhakara mimamsa hold that
akhyatartha i.e., the meaning of the verbal
termination is the central meaning i.e., mukhya
visesya in the sentence. This central meaning is
bhavana according to Bhattas and karya or niyoga
according to Prabhakaras.
ii) Vaiyakaranas hold the view that dhatvartha
the meaning of the dhatu i.e., verbal root is the
central meaning. The other word meanings
appropriately associated with it constitute the
sentence meaning.
iii) The Nyaya holds the view that in those
sentences where in there is a word in nominative
case suffix the meaning of that word is the
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central meaning. In a few cases dhatvartha i.e.,
verbal root meaning is the central meaning. In
some cases akhyatartha i.e., the meaning of the
verbal termination is the central meaning. In other
cases nipatartha is the central meaning. Nyaya
takes a pragmatic view and does not insist that
only one of these is the central meaning. It
depends upon the importance given to some or
the other item in the actual use of the language.
Mimamsa takes its stand on the statement in
Nirukta
of
yaska
viz., ‘bhava
pradhanam
akhyatam’
(^TT^JPTRJTTWH*!) i.e.,
the
bhavana
conveyed by the verbal termination is the central
meaning. The words with the case suffixes
accusative, instrumental etc., are in need of a
verb to convey their meaning as connected with
the action. This indicates that the verb provides
the central meaning. The verb consists of the
verbal root and the verbal termination. Between
these, the verbal termination is more important.
The meaning of verbal termination is bhavana i.e.,
prerana i.e., impelling to undertake activity. This
is the central meaning i.e., mukhya visesya. The
verbal termination conveys the time, number and
the agency i.e., kartftva also. However, these get
connected with bhavana only. The meaning of the
words get connected with bhavana.

13A
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The other words also consist of stem i.e.,
pratipadika, and nominal suffixes. Between these
two also suffix is more important than the stem.
The meaning of the stem is associated with the
meaning of the suffix. This unit gets connected
with bhavana.
This works out in case of the words that are
in accusative, instrumental etc.,
karaka words.
However, in the case of the words that are in
nominative
case
suffix,
the question arises
whether
there is any need of
a verb. The
statements like ‘chaitrah panditah’ ‘aham panditah’
that are discriptive, there seems to be no need
of any
verb. However, on the authority of
katyayana’s
statement
‘astih
bhavanti parah
aprayujya manopi asti’
TO JRtsft
The verb ‘is’ or similar required verb has
to be envisaged in all such cases.
In the case of the words in the nominative case
suffix a special point to be noted is that the meaning
of the nominative suffix is kartftva. Though the
kartrtva is conveyed by the verbal termination, it is
conveyed by it in a general way. The nominative
case suffix in the words chaitra particularly conveys
it. The stem conveys the person chaitra and the
nominative case suffix conveys him as agent. This
agency of chaitra connected with chaitra by the
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relation of adheyata gets connected with bhavana
conveyed by the verb.
Mlmamsa considers kartrtva as akhandadharma
but not anukulakrtyasrayatva. When one or more
explanations of a characteristic do not suit all the
instances, it is designated as akhandadharma.
Instead
of
considering
different
kinds
of
characteristics as kartrtva to suit each context it
should be considered as one characteristic taking
into account its basic function. Kartrtva is
considered as such an akhanda dharma since the
nature of the agency differs in different instances.
This also helps to consider the kartrtva of
yajamana and his wife as joint i.e., vyasajyavrtti.
Prabhakaras also consider akhyatartha i.e., the
meaning of the verbal termination as the central
meaning. However, this meaning is not bhavana.
It is karya or niyoga. It is also designated as
apurva in the sense that it is not conveyed by
any other pramana than vedic injunction. All
other words convey connected meaning only.
Mere association is not the sentence meaning but
the associated or connected meaning is the
sentence meaning. The connection or association
is not obtained by Iaksana but it is an essential
part of the word meaning. Words convey their
meaning as connected with the meaning of the
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relevant other word. The scope of the meaning
of a word includes its connection with the
relevant other meaning also. Prabhakaras interpret
the Jaimini sutra ‘tadbhutanarp’ etc., and Sahara’s
remark on it accordingly.
In this context we may briefly note the views
of Vyakarana and Nyaya.
Vyakarana interprets the Nirukta statement
‘bhavapradhanam
akhyatam’
(>TR$PTH
conveys that the verbal root meaning is the
central
meaning.
The
expression
bhava
is
interpreted as dhatvartha i.e., verbal root meaning.
The
statement
in
Mahabhasya
viz.,
‘kriyapradhanam akhyatam’
the
root meaning kriya i.e., action, is more important.
A sentence consists of nouns and verb. The
nouns are subordinate, the verb is principal.
Within the verb the root is principal and its the
termination is subbordinate. The statement the
suffix i.e., pratyaya, that is more important than
the stem i.e., prakfti, applies only to nouns. So
far as the verbs are concerned the root meaning
is more important than the meaning of the verbal
suffix. Therefore it is the root meaning viz.,
action, that is the central meaning but not
bhavana
i.e.,
the
meaning
of
the
verbal
termination as contended by Mlmamsakas.
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Under the Nyaya sutra ‘te vibhaktyantah (II-25 7) Nyayavartika
kara
remarks
that
kriyapradhanam akhyatam. This indicates that the old
Naiyayikas agreed with Vyakarana in considering
the root meaning as the central meaning in the
sentence.
If one goes by the later Nyaya theory viz., the
meaning of the word in the nominative case
suffix is the central meaning in a sentence, there
will be difficulty in the following instances.
i) The statements ‘pacati bhavati’ in the sense
‘the action of cooking takes place’ given in
Mahabhasya has no noun but still it is considered
as a sentence.
ii) The statement ‘pasya mrgo
will have to be treated as
mrgo dhavati, ii) tvam pasya
‘dhavananu
kula
krti’
‘darsanasrayah tvam’
as the central word.

dhavati’ (’T^T
two sentences i)
‘the mrga has
ffo)
and
if noun is taken

In case the verb is taken as the central word
the meaning of the above sentence may be
paraphrased as ‘mrgakartrka dhavana karmaka
darsana’
i.e., the act of seeing
the running of deer.
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In this explanation the running of the deer is
conveyed by the statement mrgo dhavati and the
seeing of the running is conveyed as an object of
the act of seeing. These two form the contents
of one sentence.
The Nyaya holds the view that the meaning of
noun in the nominative case suffix is the central
meaning in the sentence. Naiyayikas quote a
number of sentences where in there is no verb.
We may notice a few from a fine poem.
i) Sasi divasa dhusara (3TCft
moon dull during the day.

i.e., the

ii) Sarah vigatavarijam
lake without lotuses.

i.e., the

f^TrRTft^)

iii) Prabhuh dhana parayanah (JPJ: M*1'h n ui:) i.e.,
an employer interested only in profit.
iv) Satata durgatah Sajjanah (tinned:
a virtuous person always in difficulty.

i.e.,

v) Nrpanganagatah khalah (^W nTJTcT: W :) i.e., a
cunning person close to the king.
None of these sentences has a verb. In these
sentences the meaning of a noun in nominative
case suffix is the central meaning.
The statement of katyayana that in such
sentences the verb ‘asti’ should be understood
even if it is not expressly stated is not binding.
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sentences ‘nllam idam na raktam’
^
etc., without the verb ‘asti’.
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The sentence devadattah pakta i.e., devadatta is
a cook is accepted as a valid sentence without
the verb.
The statement sup-tinanta
cayo vakyam
fts-'-tfl
js interpreted as subanta caya
and tihanta caya by manjusa in order to consider
the sentences without verb as valid.
In view of this the meaning of the noun in the
nominative case suffix has to be accepted as the
central meaning.
This does not affect ekavakyata of pasya mrgo
dhavati.
The sentence ‘mrgo dhavati’ is avantara vakya i.e.,
a sentence within a sentence. Dhavana visisfa mrga
is conveyed by this sentence. This can be the object
of the act of seeing i.e., pasya. The sentence
meaning can be the object of another action. There
are a number of instances of this type.
i) Janami slta janaka prasuta
JR^Tf) i.e., 1 know that sita is the daughter
of Janaka.
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ii) Deva akarnaya sangrame asaditah sarah
3i*uR<i: M:) 0 , king listen! the
arrows are kept ready at the war.
iii) Srutva ca etanmahatmyam tatha ca utpattayah
subhah (gr^T ^
^
?pTT:).
Hearing this glory and the sacred incarnations.
In these instances the sentence meaning
used as an object of another verb.

is

The explanation of kartrtva as krtimatva is also
sustainable. In the case of yajamana and his wife
also it can be explained as yagakriyakrtyasraye as
applicable to both.
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4 8. The Abhihitanvayavada and
Anvitabhidhanavada theories of
sentence meaning.
When a person hears the sentence ‘the clock
fell on the ground’does he go on grasping the
meaning of the words ‘clock’ ‘fell’ ‘down’ ‘on’
‘ground’
separately
and
then
semantically
organises them into one unit of thought or is the
thought ‘the clock fell on the ground is grasped.
In the latter case also the words contribute to
the formulation of the whole thought which is
sentence meaning. However, the meaning of the
individual words is not separately communicated
in
isolation. The first
view is known
as
abhihitanvaya theory held by Bhatta school of
purvamlmamsa. The second view known as
anvitabhidhana theory is held by Prabhakara
school of purvamlmamsa.
According to abhihitanvayavada i.e., words
convey their meanings and these meanings duly
associated
constitute
the
sentence
meaning.
According to Anvitabhidhanavada, the words do
not merely convey the
objects referred to
by
them but their association with the relevant other
objects conveyed by the other words in the
sentence.
These
connected
word
meanings
constitute the sentence meanings.

13B
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The expression ‘abhihita’ refers to the word
meaning expressed. The word ‘anvita’ refers to
the connected word meaning. Anvaya i.e., the
association of word meaning is necessary for
constituting the sentence meaning in both the
theories. However, they • differ on the point
whether the association is included in the scope
of the meaning of the word itself or it is
developed by the word meaning by way of
laksana i.e., extended meaning. The abhihitanvaya
theory is adopted by Bhatta mimamsa, Nyaya and
Advaita Vedanta and the anvitanabhidhana theory
is adopted by Prabhakara mimamsa. Visistadvaita
vedanta and Dvaita Vedanta. The arguments
advanced for and against these views give deeper
insight into the Indian theory of language.
Generally it is said that the abhihatanvaya
theory considers the word as a unit of verbal
communication
and
anvitabhidhana
theory
considers the sentence as the unit of verbal
communication. However, on closer examination
we find that both consider the sentence as a unit
of verbal communication. They differ only in
respect of the formulation of the sentence
meaning. It is also generally said the Jaimini
sutra ‘tadbhutanam kriyarthena’ etc, particularly
Sahara's explanation of it supports abhihitanvaya

The Abhihitanvayavada and Anvitabhidhanavada
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theory. However, on closer examination it will be
found
that
these
can
as
well
support
anvitabhidhana. Therefore the matter has to be
settled by closely checking the sutras and the
bhasya remarks in relevant all other places. We
will elaborate these points after summarising the
arguments for and against these two theories.
Anvitabhidhanavadins
raise
the
objections against abhihitanvaya vada.

following

i) The contention of the abhihitanvayavadin that
the words convey their meanings and these
meanings convey the sentence meaning i.e.
connected word meanings, involves the envisaging
of a three tiered denotative power viz.
i) a denotative power for the words to convey
the word meanings ii) a denotative power for the
word meanings to convey the sentence meaning
iii) Another power to the words to invest the
word meanings with the power to convey the
sentence meaning. But if we go by anvitabhidhana
theory a single denotative power to denote the
connected word meanings which is the sentence
meaning is sufficient.
ii) At the time of learning the language by the
youngsters the
import of the sentence is
comprehended for the sentence as a whole by
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observing the activity following the statement.
Individual word meanings are comprehended only
later. For instance, an eldest person asks the
elder person to bring the cow. The elder person
brings it. The boy who observes this comprehends
the import of the whole sentence as the act of
bringing the cow. He does not understand the
meaning of the words ‘cow’ and ‘bring’ separately.
Later when he listens to another sentence ‘bring
the horse’ he sorts out that the word asva
conveys the horse, and the word anaya conveys
the act of .bringing. In this way he goes on
comprehending
the
import of the sentence
consisting of unfamiliar words and sorts out the
meanings of the individual words as and when
these occur in different sentences. This clearly
shows that connected word meanings are the
basis of sentence meaning but not mere word
meanings. Therefore, primary denotative power
conveys the connected word meaning. That is to
say the anvaya i.e. syntactical connection, has to
be included in the scope of the word meaning.
The word meanings refer to the objects
concerned. The association of these objects
cannot constitute a sentence and a comprehension
of this cannot be considered as sentence meaning.
In this connection the example given by Bhatta to

T he Abhihitanvayavada and Anvitabhidhanavada
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establish that the word meanings can constitute
the sentence meaning is analysed and the idea is
rejected.
A person sees some object that is white. He
hears hesa i.e. neighing sound. He also hears the
sound of the foot-steps. Then he states ‘sveto
asvo dhavati’ (%ft 3?^
a white horse is
coming running. Here, he has comprehended the
padarthas i.e. the objects only,connected them
appropriately
and comprehended the sentence
meaning viz a white horse is running. By this
example the Bhaftas try to prove that the
padarthas develop the association and lead to the
sentence meaning. However, on closer examination
we find that this is a cognition not produced by
words at all but obtained by other means. There
are two ways of understanding it.
i) The hesa i.e. neighing, and the sound of
foot steps are found in some white object. Since,
these are the special features of a horse, this
white object is a horse that is running. This
knowledge is obtained by the inference.
ii) The white object, the hesa, and the sound
of foot step are cognised without any common
locus. But there must be some common locus.
That is a running horse. This is arthapatti.
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Therefore, this cognition is either inferential or
arthapatti. It is not a verbal cognition at all.
Hence, it cannot be an instance of word
meanings constituting the sentence meaning.
If the word meanings are the means of
sentence meaning the sentence meaning will cease
to be a verbal communication. The cognition that
arises
from
the
words
only
is
verbal
communication. The word meanings refer to
objects. Therefore, a cognition that may arise by
envisaging a relation among them is not verbal
cognition. (T.B. p. 110)
The Bhattas claim that the words employed in
a sentence remind the respective objects referred
to by them. These objects presented in the
memory aided by akaiiksa, yogyata and sannidhi
enable to comprehend the sentence meaning.
This claim is rejected by pointing out that the
objects presented in the memory by words will
not
necessarily
lead to
coherent
sentence
meaning. For instance a person who remembers
the palace of a city without remembering the
particular city will not be able to associate these
with another city. Remembering merely the objects
conveyed by words will not help to comprehend
the sentence meaning unless their association is
also conveyed by the words.
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A number of objections are raised against
anvitabhidhana theory also. We quote below some
of these with the answers given in Prakarana
Pancika, Tarkatandava and other texts that
support anvitabhidhana theory.
i) Objection- According to anvitabhidhana theory
in the
sentence ‘bring the cow’ the word cow
conveys the cow connected with the action bring,
and the word bring conveys the action ‘bring’
connected with the object cow. This amounts to
conveying the same thing by these two words.
Therefore these words may have to be treated as
synonyms. This is absurd.
Answer- Though the contents are same there
is a difference in the manner in which these are
stated. The first states the object connected with
the action and the second states the action
connected with the object. These cannot be
treated as synonyms. A person is a father from
his son’s point of view and a son from his
father’s
point of view. Therefore both the words
son and father are used with reference to him.
However, these words father and son cannot be
considered as synonyms.
ii) Objection- A word is used in a number of
sentences. It has to have different connections
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with different words in all these sentences. This
means it will have to have a number of
denotative powers to convey these connections.
This leads
to anantya i.e. infinite denotative
powers for each word.
Answer- The words employed in a sentence
convey the connection of their meaning with the
aid of akanksa, yogyata and sannidhi. The
connection is conveyed with the relevant other
word which satisfies these criteria. Therefore,
there is no need of different denotative power to
convey the connection with different other words
in different sentences. Just as one and the same
eye gives the cognition of different object as and
when these are presented to the eye, one and
the same denotative power of a word conveys
the connection of its meaning with the meaning
of the relevant other words as and when these
are employed in a sentence with it.
iii)
Objection- A word is expected to convey its
meaning as connected with the meaning of the
other word. This means that the meaning of the
other word has to be known earlier. The other
word also has to convey its meaning as
connected with the meaning of this word. This
means that the meaning of that word has to be
known earlier. Thus these are dependent upon
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each other. Hence, both will not be able to play
their role. This drawback is techically known as
annyonyasraya.
Answer- The words employed in a sentence
remind the object referred to by them in the
forst instance. Then only these proceed to convey
the connection of their meaning with the meaning
of the other relevant word. The object referred to
by the other word is also already reminded.
Hence,
there
is
no
question
of
any
interdependence. (Pr.P. 4 0 ,6 7)
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4
9. Interpretation of the sutra
tadbhutanam kriyarthena Samamnayah
arthasya tannimittatvat
It
is
interesting
to
note
that
both
abhihitanvayavadins and anvitabhidhanavadins claim
that their viewpoint is stated in Jaimini sutra and
Sahara bhasya. We state below their interpretation.
Abhihitanvaya vadin’s interpretation of the sutra :
Tadbhutanam kriyarthena samamnayah arthasya
tannimitatvat.

(cTvftiwi

^nrrprpr:

ttW^rnr)

The words employed in a sentence convey
their meanings to accomplish the action. The
word meanings constitute the sentence meaning.
Remarks of the Sahara bhasya
i) na anapeksya padarthan
vakyam arthantara prasiddham
'TPbiP^T 3RTRT

parthagarthyena

Apart from word meanings there is no distinct
sentence meaning.
ii) Padani hi svam svam artham abhidhaya
nivrttavyaparani, atha idanlm padarthah avagatah
santah vakyartham gamayanti.
f | RT 3T?fjif5rqPT
3PT
w f:
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The words convey their respective meanings.
Their purpose is over. Then, word meanings duly
comprehended convey the sentence meaning.
The word kriya is
explainedas sadhya
sadhanetikartavyata visista bhavana
(W
RlRlUl vtrrtt) i.e. the bhavana qualified by
sadhya i.e. bhavya i.e. the result, sadhana i.e.
karana i.e. the means, iti kartavyata i.e. the
auxiliaries.
Anvitabhidhana vadin’s interpretation of the sutra
Tadbhutanam
tesu
padarthesu
anvitesu
vartamananam kriyarthena samamnayah, arthasya
tannimittatvat. (d-tfiMI
TRTFFT: apfar dRifJlTirqR) The words employed in a
sentence convey the
connected meaning to
accomplish the action. The connected word
meanings constitute thesentence meaning.
Brhati and Panchika interpretation of the sutra
Tadbhutanam
tesu
vartamananam kriyarthen
padarthasya
anvitasya
nimittatvat.

padarthesu
samamnayah
tannimittatvat

anvitesu
arthasya
anvaya

i)
The word kriya primarily means karya or
niyoga. It also means ordinary activity in laukika
sentences.
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ii)
The word anvaya means vakyartha (Brhati
p.39 1 -3 9 2 )
Interpretation
of
Sahara's
anvitabhidhana vadins

remarks

by

i) Padani anvitam abhidhaya nivrtta vyaparani
na anvayam prthak abhidadhati. ORlft arf^-T arfiPTFT
fofrT ^NKifOi ^

^

The words convey connected meanings. Since
their purpose is over they do not convey the
connection separately.
ii) atha idanim anvitah pratitah anvayamapi
pratitam
sampadayanti.
(3PT
3Tf^r: jnftw:

As these are comprehended as connected, the
connection is also comprehended.
iii) Bhasyakarah vakyartha sabdena anvayamah.

The Bhasyakara has used the
vakyartha in the sense of anvaya.

expression

iv) Vede tu apurvatma anvitah vakyarthah

3 ar^rfrRT 3rf^r: simpf:)
Vedic injunctions convey apurva
connected with karana, niyojya etc.

i.e.

karya
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When one goes through these two interpreta
tions of the same sutra and the bhasya remarks
on it, one feels that the Prabhakara interpetation
is a little laboured while Bhatta interpretation is
closer to the wordings of bhasya. However, the
theory of learning the language through the
elders conversation which repeatedly utilised in
bhasya supports anvitabhidhana theory. Even
Bhattas conceede that in the early stage of
learning language the meaning of a sentence as
a whole is comprehended. Later only isolated
word meanings are comprehended. This amounts
to accepting anvitabhidhana theory as a primary
theory of verbal communication.
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5 0 . Criticism of Abhihitanvaya theory
The Bhattas explain the sentence meaning by
abhitanvaya theory. According to this theory, the
words in a sentence remind their meaning. These
word meanings aided by akahksa, yogyata and
sannidhi form sentence meaning. This procedure
is not acceptable to Dvaita. The following
drawbacks of this theory are pointed out.
i) The words remind the padarthas that belong
to the past and future times also. Therefor the
cognition of the syntactical association that has to
take place at the present time cannot be achieved
by them.
ii) It cannot be argued that it is the
remembering of padarthas produced by the words
that leads to the formulation and the compre
hension of the sentence meaning. Remembering is
nirvyapara i.e. actionless. Hence, it cannot cause
anything. Remembering the denotative power
cannot be considered as vyapara. Since the
padarthas have no denotative power. Words only
have the denotative power but not the word
meanings.
iii) If the remembering words meanings leads to
the sentence meaning, then, even a group of
words like ghatah karmatvam, anayanam krti
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which also remind the word meanings
have led to the sentence meaning.

should

iv) The stock example of abhitanvaya vadins
viz. sveto asvo dhavati’ to demonstrate that the
padarthas lead to vakyartha is either arthapatti or
anumana. It is not verbal communication at all.
v) When the language is learnt through elder’s
conversation, it is through the sentence meaning
of the nature of connected word meaning but not
through the isolated word meanings.
On these grounds
rejected by Dvaita.

abhihitanvaya

theory

is

Justification of Anvitabhidhana
Dvaita Vedanta adopts anvitabhidhana
on the following grounds :

theory

i) Anvaya i.e. the connection of the word
meanings with the meanings of the relevant other
words has to be conveyed by the words. If it is
obtained by any other means it will cease to be
verbal communication.
ii) Even abhihitanvaya vadins have accepted
anvitabhidhana in ?the case of the meanings of
pratipadika and pratyaya, and Khandavakya and
Mahavakya.
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iii) Anvaya is a kind of link between the word
meanings. If it is also not conveyed by the words
it cannot be a link between the two that are
conveyed by the words.
iv) If anvaya i.e. the connection, is not
conveyed in a general way right at the time of
conveying the word meaning, there will be no
initiative to ascertain the specific relation between
the word meanings to form the sentence meaning.
On these
accepted.

grounds

anvitabhidhana

has

to

be

Dvaita and Prabhakara agree in adopting
anvitabhidhana theory.
However there is a
difference of opinion on the point whether it is
samanya anvitabhidhana or visesanvitabhidhana.
Udayana has raised a number of objections
against
anvitabhidhana.
The
objections
of
annyonyasraya, paryayatva and vaiyarthya were
already raised and answered by Salikanatha. But
still Udayana repeats them. Tarkatandava answers
them. A few more objections such as ‘anvitasya
anvayah’ ‘anvayamse anvayah’ etc., stated by
Udayana are also answered.
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5 1. The import of the injunction
Indian philosophers debate a good deal on the
import of the injunction. The optative suffix i.e. lih
conveys the injunction. Bhattamimamsakas consider
that prerana i.e., impelling to undertake activity is
conveyed by the injunctive suffix lih. This prerana
is of the nature of istasadhanata i.e., a means for
achieving the desired object. For instance in the
injunctive
statement
‘darsapurna
masabhyam
svargakamo yajeta’
the
injunctive suffix lih in the verb ‘yajeta’ conveys that
the performance of the sacrifice is istasadhana i.e.,
is a means for achieving the desired result. The
expression svargakama specifies this result as
svarga and the expression darsapurnamasa specifies
the activity to be undertaken. The whole injunctive
statement conveys that
the performance of
darsapurnamasa is a means for the desired object
i.e., svarga. It is ista sadhanatva of yaga that is
conveyed by the injunctive suffix in the verb yajeta.
Later writers of Bhatta
school, particularly,
khandadeva is of the opinion that prerana i.e.,
impelling to undertake the activity, is the primary
meaning of the injunctive suffix. From this
istasadhanatva is inferred. It need not be included
in the scope of the meaning as its cognition is
available by the inference.
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Prabhakaras consider that karyata i.e., this is a
task or duty to be undertaken by me ‘mama
idam karyam is the import of the injunctive
suffix. This karyata is also designated as niyoga
i.e., a direction to undertake activity. It is also
called apurva as it is not conveyed by any other
pramana other than Vedic injunction.
The concept of karyata of prabhakaras is
explained as krtisadhya and krtipradhana i.e., that
which is to be accomplished by krti i.e., initiative,
and the goal of the krti.
Tarkatandava points out that this pradhanya or
the fact of being the goal is possible only if it
is envisaged as isfasadhana. A person aims at
something as a goal only if it is istasadhana i.e.,
means of a desired object. Even the Prabhakaras
have taken istasadhanata as a ground for karyata.
Since istasadhanata is sufficient to prompt the
activity there is no need of a separate concept
designated as karyata. In fact istasadhanata itself
is karyata in the sense that it prompts to
undertake activity.
There is another important aspect of
concept of karyata. Karya which is stated to
the import of the injunction attains the status
apurva when the karya is accomplished

the
be
of
by
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performing the sacrifice. This remains until the
result svarga is realised. The sacrifice which is
perishable and does not contnue until the
realisation of the result is not able to procure the
result for the per former. Therefore something
that endures until the result is obtained has to
be envisaged. This is apurva.
Tarkatandava
does
not agree
with
this
contention. It is pointed out that the optative
suffix neither states the yaga as direct cause nor
a cause through an intermediary. It only states
that it is a cause. It only requires a sadhana i.e.,
a means to achieve the result. That by not
undertaking which the result is not obtained is
the means of it. It need not immediately precede
it. A means that is not present immediately
before, need not be considered as not a cause.
Firewood is considered as a cause of coocking.
Similarily eating ghee is stated to be the cause of
good health. Here also the act of eating ghee
does not precede the good
health. Theargument
that there is an intermediary process between the
eating of ghee and developing the health. Though
the presence of such an intermediary processes is
not observable, its absence is also non-observable.
This is sufficient to envisage the cause and effect
relation between the two’does
not help the
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present case. Here, the so called apurva is
beyond the sense perception. Hence, its presence
or absence cannot be ascertained.
In view of the above, immidiate precedence is
not the ground for something to be the cause.
But invariable presence before the effect is the
ground to be a cause, or to have a potency to
produce the effect is the ground to be a cause.
Further, there
envisage apurva
relation between
arthapatti but to
the injunction is

may not be any objection to
to explain the cause and effect'
yaga and svarga by way of
consider apurva as an import of
unwarrented.

It is also difficult to envisage the denotative
power for the optative suffix to convey apurva.
The apurva is stated to be achieved by krti, it is
permanent, and it provides the result. There is
‘no ground to say that an entity of such features
is conveyed by the optative suffix. Even if it is
conveyed there is no means by which it could be
comprehended. It cannot be comprehended by
elder’s conversation as it is supposed to have
been conveyed by vedic injunction only.
The chief role of an injunction is to prompt to
undertake an action. This is designated as ciklrsa
in Sanskrit. As soon as one hears the statement
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‘svargakamo yajeta’ he is prompted to undertake
the sacrifice to obtain svarga. The act of
prompting by the optative suffix is designated as
pravartana or prerana. The desire to undertake
yaga produced by this prerana is cikirsa. Now,
this prompting to act will not automatically
produce the desire to act merely by its cognition.
It should also convey that the action enjoined
leads to a desired object. It is istasadhana i.e. a
means to get a desired object. Therefore, the
injunctive suffix has to convey this also and this
has to be included in the scope of the meaning
of an injunctive suffix.
Further, the action enjoined to be undertaken
should be within the capacity of the person to
whom the injunction is addressed. If a person is
asked to go and fetch the moon he will not act
as
it
is
beyond
his
capacity.
Therefore,
krtisadhyatva i.e. the undertaking of the act being
within the capacity of the person concerned has
also to be conveyed by the injunctive suffix and
this also should be included in the scope of the
meaning of injunctive suffix.
Even after one knows that the enjoined act
leads to the desired object and it is within his
capacity, if he come to know 'that it leads to
some strong adverse effect, he will not undertake
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such an act. Therefore, the injunctive suffix
should also inform him in a general way that the
act enjoined does not lead to any strong adverse
effect. For instance, the ‘statement consume the
poison will not be acted upon since it is harmful.
In view of
this
another
requirement viz.
balavadanistananu bandhitva i.e. not affected by
any strong adverse effect has to be included in
the scope of the meaning of the injunctive suffix.
From the above discussion it emerges that an
injunctive suffix has to convey i) Isfasadhanatva
i.e. the act leads to the desired object ii) kfti
sadhyatva i.e. the act is within the capacity of the
person concerned iii) balavadanistananubandhitva
i.e. the act does not lead to any strong adverse
effect. Therefore these three are to be included
in the scope of the meaning of an injunctive
suffix. This is the import of a vidhi i.e.
injunction. To convey these three, the injunctive
suffix need not have three denotative nowers.
Since the purpose of these three is one viz
pravartana i.e. prompting to undertake the act,
these can be conveyed by a single denotative
power. This view is held by Nyaya.
However, on closer examination it will be
found that the second and the third need not be
included in the scope of the meaning of an
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injunctive suffix, i) Krtisadhyatva i.e. the act being
within the capacity of the person concerned, is
laid down to prevent the contingency of enjoining
to bring the moon. However, when the person
concerned does not act, he does so because he
realises that he will not get the desired result.
Hence, there is the breakdown of istasadhanatva
that is required to undertake the act. In the
example ‘bring the moon’ the realisation of the
fact that the person concerned will not get the
desired object i.e. moon has prevented him from
undertaking the act. Therefore, there is no need
to include krtisadhyatva in the scope of the
meaning of the injunctive suffix. (TT. p.3 3 9)
Balavadanistananubandhitva
i.e.
not leading to any strong advers effect also need
not be a meaning of the injunctive suffix. The
knowledge that the act to be undertaken leads to
an adverse effect may prevent the undertaking of
the act but the knowledge of the absence of any
such adverse effect is not necessary to undertake
the act. Therefore, this also need not be included
in the scope of the meaning of the injunctive
suffix. For example the statement ‘Eat the poison’
is not acted upon because it leads to strong
advarse effect. But the statement, ‘bring the cow’
does not wait to get it cleared that it does not
lead to any adverse effect.
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Hence, istasadhanatva only
import of an injunctive suffix.

remains

as

an

Vyakarana and Bhattamlmamsa accept ista
sadhanatva as the import of injunctive suffix. The
import of an injunctive suffix is explained in the
Panini’s sutra ‘vidhi-nimantrana amantvana adhlsta
samprasna prarthanesu lih.’
spfftjIn this sutra six meanings are
assigned to an injunctive suffix.
i) Vidhi i.e. prompting a person to act who is
not equal or superior.
ii) nimantrana i.e. prompting a person to act
pointing out the adverse effect if he does not
act. For instance, asking the daughter’s son to be
a brahmana at the ceremony of his metarnal
grand father. If he does not agree he will incur
pratyavaya.
iii) amantrana i.e. prompting to undertake the
act or not to undertake at his option.
iv) adhlstam - prompting a superior person to
undertake the act with respect.
v) samprasna i.e. asking whether one likes to
undertake the act.
vi) prarthana i.e. appeal to undertake the act.
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Among these six meanings the first four are of
the type of pravartana i.e. prompting to undertake
the act. Therefore, making margin for these
shades of meanings pravartana can be taken as a
common import of the injunctive suffix in all
these cases. Vakyapadlya makes this position clear
by the remark ‘asti pravartanarupam anusyutam
catursu api.’ ( s r f ^ JJ'-MHTf-'M 3 * 3 * ^ ^
3 fft) This
pravartana is of the nature istasadhanata. The
injunctive suffixe conveys
istasadhanatva
and
prompts to undertake the act. Therefore it is
called pravartana. This approach is endorsed by
Mandanamisra
pumsam na istabhyupayatvat kriyasu anyah
prevartakah

Parthasarathi Misra also holds the same view.
Khandadeva does not consider istasadhanatva
as the meaning of the injunctive suffix. He
considers that pravrtti prayojaka vyapara i.e. a
function of the injunctive suffix that prompts to
undertake the action
is
conveyed by the
injunction. This is designated as pravartana. It is
not the same as istasadhanata. The istasadhanata
has to be inferred from it.
As soon as one hears an injunctive statement

14A
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he is prompted to undertake the act. Such
prompting is a vyapara i.e. a function of the
injunctive suffix. Such a function is observed both
in vedic injunctions and also laukika injunctions.
As it arises from the word it is designated as
sabdibhavana. The pravrtti i.e. the initiative to
undertake activity generated by it is designated as
arthi bhavana. These two are conveyed by the
injunctive suffix.
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5 2. Prabhakara’s concept of Karya
as the import of Injunction
The Prabhakaras differ from Bhatfas. They do not
consider ista sadhanata as the import of the
injunctive suffix. They have developed a unique and
new concept viz. karya i.e. the task to be
accomplished. The injunctive suffix conveys karvya.
As soon as an injunctive statement is heard the
person concerned comprehends that he has to
accomplish a kavya, i.e. ‘mame idam karyam.’
The particular subject of this karya is provided
by yaga. The objective i.e. svarga, gives the clue of
the person who has to accomplish this karya. He is
called niyojya i.e. the respondant.
A person interested in obtaining svarga is
adhikarin i.e. eligible person. He is niyojya. The
niyoga enjoins the accomplishment of karya by
performing yaga by the niyojya person. The
performer is called adhikarin as he is interested in
obtaining the result i.e. svarga. He is called niyojya,
since he responds to niyoga, ordinarily the
performer is both adhikarin i.e. eligible person, and
niyojya i.e. respondant. In fact to be a niyojya it is
necessary to be adhikarin. However, there are one
or two exceptions wherin the performer is only
adhikarin. In the example ‘darsapurna masabhyam
svargakamo yajeta.’ Svargakama i.e. a person
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interested to obtain svarga is adhikarin and niyojya,
darsapurnamasa is the subject as well as the means
to accomplish karya. The import of the injunctive
suffix is karya i.e. the task to be accomplished by
performing yaga. Niyojya, Visaya and Karya duly
associated achieve karya. In view of this the karya is
described as vakyartha. In fact it is the entire
vedartha. Since the central theme of the veda viz.
dharma, is of the nature of accomplishing karya by
performing the sacrifice described in veda.
The chief role of the import of an injunctive
suffix is to prompt to undertake the activity.
Excepting Prabhakaras all others broadly agree
that it is istasadhanatajnana i.e. the knowledge
that the act to be undertaken leads to the
desired result. But the Prabhakaras argue that it
is karyata i.e. the realisation that it is a task or
duty to be accomplished by me that prompts the
person to undertake the act.
Now we have to examine the relative claim of
isfasadhanata and karyata to be the ground to
prompt to undertake the activity. Ordinarily it
appears
that
one proceeds
to
act on
comprehending that the act concerned leads to
the desired result. However, it is only
an
incentive but not the final ground. Even when
one knows that something is isfasadhana he will
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not proceed to act unless he thinks that this is
a task that he has to accomplish. The knowledge
of isfasadhanatva is a stepping stone to develop
the interest in considering the task as a task to
be accomplished. Since both istasadhanata and
karyata are present in majority of cases people
are not able to distinguish the role of the two.
In the course of the discussion of the concept
of pravartana of Bhatta’s we have already noticed
that Khandadeva does not consider istasadhanata
as the import of the injunctive suffix. He has
said that it is only inferred. Mandana Misra
identifies istasadhanata with pravartana. In Dvaita
Vedanta tradition Karyata is
identified with
istasadhanata. When we say that pravartana is
prompting to undertake the activity, the prompting
has to generate a sense in the mind of the
respondent that it is a task to be undertaken by
him. This means that the element of karyata has
to be there. Therefore, the only question that has
to be settled is that which of these two is to be
considered as the import of the injunctive suffix
and which supports it. This issue has a bearing
on another important issue viz. karye vyutpatti
and siddhe vyutpatti i.e. whether the sentence
meaning is conveyed with action as a central
meaning or an object as a central meaning.
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5 3. The concepts of §abdibhavana
and Arthibhavana
Mimamsa texts explain the procedure of an
injenctive statement enjoining dharma i.e. yaga as
follows.
The
statement
‘yaieta
svargakamah’
enjoins yaga for obtaining svarga. The verb yajeta
contains the verbal root yaj and the verbal
termination lin i.e. optative termination. This
optative suffix has two aspects viz.
verbal
termination in general and optative termination in
particular. Both these aspects convey bhavana.
The expression bhavana is a technical; term in
Mimamsa used in two senses i) prerana i.e.
prompting, directing or creating interest, ii) pravrtti
i.e. initiative, effort.
In the first sense it is called Sabdhibhavana
and in the second sense it is called arthibhavana.
The first is conveyed by the optative i.e. in
aspect of the verbal termination and second is
conveyed by the general verbal termination aspect.
As soon a person hears a statement containing a
verb that is in optative, he understands that he
is directed to undertake the activity mentioned by
the verb. Ordinarily such direction is given by a
person. However, in the case of vedic statement
there is no person behind it. Therefore, the
optative suffix itself is taken as giving this
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direction. Therefore, bhavana i.e. preprana i.e. the
direction given here is taken as given by the
optative suffix itself.
Consequently, this aspect of bhavana
is
designated
as Sabdlbhavana.
This
direction
generates initive on the part of the listener to
undertake the activity mentioned in the statement.
This initiative is designated as arthibhavana. The
word artha means the objective, the purpose.
Since, this initiative is intended to achieve the
objective
i.e. svarga
it
is
designated
as
arthibhavana.
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5 4. The formula of the organisation
of the sacrificial programme
According to Mimamsa to impliment a direction
and an initiative, there are three requirements.viz.
i) an objective ii) an instrument iii) certain aids.
This
are
termed
as
bhavya,
karana
and
itikartavyata. These are elicited by raising three
questions i) kim bhavayet i.e. what is the
objective to be achieved ii) kena bhavayet i.e.
what is the means or instrument to achieve it. iii)
katham bhavayet i.e. what are the aids to carry
out the action, in other words, the manner in
which the activity is to be carried out.
This is a sound formula for programme
organisation. Though it is evolved in the context
of ritual organisation, it can be utilised for any
programme organisation. While undertaking a
programme it is very important to clearly envisage
the result to be achieved, the means to be
adopted or the instrument to be provided and
the manner in which the programme is to be
carried out. Many programmes fail in the absence
of such clear formula.
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5 5. Formula for the application
of vedic injunction
The Mimamsakas apply this formula ot the
very role of the vedic injunction, viz. an injenctive
termination prompting the sacrificer to undertake
initiative to perform the sacrifice.
The objective of Sabdibhavana i.e. prompting or
generating interest, is to enable the sacrificer to
undertake the initiative. Undertaking initiative is
arthibhavana. Therefore generating arthibhavana is
the objective of Sabdibhavana. This Sabdibhavana is
the import of the optative termination lin. Therefore
the knowledge of this lin is the instrument. Mere
cognition of lin and the comprehension of its import
i.e. prerana is not sufficient to produce initiative. It
requires to be supported by the information that the
activity enjoined for undertaking is a worthy activity.
This is generally provided by the arthavadas
mentioned by the side of the injunctive statement.
These arthavadas or eulogy convey prasastya i.e.
worthiness of the recommended activity. This is an
aid i.e. itikartavyata to make the prerana i.e.
Sabdibhavana effective. Thus, Sabdibhavana plays its
role with the objective of generating initiative i.e.
arthibhavana, with the instrument of the cognition lin
i.e. optative termination, and with the support of
prasastyajnana i.e. worthiness of the recommended
activity.
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Sabdabhavanayah

arthibhavana Sadhyatven
anveti, Lihadijhanam
karanatvena anveti, prasastyajnanam
itikartavyatatvena anveti

jmr^PT

“Arthibhavana accords with the sabdibhavana in
respect of the purpose, knowledge of lin, etc.,
accords in respect of the cause, while worthiness
of the recommended action accords in respect of
what is to be undertaken.”
These three viz. the objective, instrument, and
the aid are worked out for arthibhavana also. For
arthibhavana
i.e.
initiative, the
objective
of
performance of the sacrifice viz. obtaining svarga
i.e. welfare is the objective. The performance of
the sacrifice itself is the instrument, and prayaja
etc auxiliaries are the aids.
Sabdibhavana is a linguistic and psychological
level function while the arthibhavana is the level of
actual activity. To execute a programme effectively
one has to prepare oneself at psychological level and
at the level of actual programme. This formula is
evolved by Bhatta Mimamsakas.

HME?#
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5 6. The formula envisaged by
Prabhakaras
It is interesting to find that the Prabhakara
School of Purvamimamsa does not accept this
formula and evolves its own formula to enable
the sacrificer to undertake the sacrifice.
Prabhakaras reject the concept of Sabdibhavana
on the ground that there is no evidence to say
that the injective suffix has a vyapara designated
as prerana i.e. prompting that causes the
initiative. The initiative does not necessarily follow
on hearing an injunctive statement. Consequently
the idea of arthibhavana i.e. the initiative, being
the result of Sabdibhavana also cannot be
accepted.
Similarly to conceive the idea of prasastyajnana
as an aid also does not work. The idea of
worthiness of an activity cna be an aid to a
person but not to a Sabdavyapara called Sabdi
bhavana to play its role. Hence, the Bhattas
concepts of Sabdibhavana and arthibhavana cannot
be accepted.
Prabhakaras explain the process of an injenctive
statement playing its role and enjoining the
performance of a sacrifice as follows:
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The injunctive termination lin conveys Kavya
i.e. a duty or a task to be accomplished. Italso
conveys kpti i.e. initiative. The Kavya is
also
called niyoga i.e. a direction to accomplish the
task. The niyoga needs a niyoga and karta i.e. a
person to respond to this direction and act. To
accomplish a task or duty a programme has to
be identified. This is yaga. This yaga is both the
subject and the instrument.
The
yaga provides itself as
subject for
accomplishing a task or duty. It is also an
instrument to accomplish
the
task conveyedby
the injunctive suffix. It is a karana since the
initiative to achieve the task is operated on it. It
is not Karana in the sense that it produces
apurva but it is karana in the sense that it is
elevated to the status of Kavya. This Kavya
is
designated as apurva as it is conveyed by vedic
injunction only but not by any other pramana.
The
role played
by
Sabdibhavana
and
arthibhavanato
elicit
the performer,
the
performanceand the reult of the
sacrifice
according to Bhatta’s formula is played by kavya
i.e.
niyoga
according
to Prabhakaras.
This
difference,
is
not merely
a
difference of
methodology in the interpretation and application
of the injunctive statement but a vital difference
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in respect the import of the injunction. Bhattas
hold the theory that Istasadhanatva is the import
of the injunctive suffix while the Prabhakaras hold
that Kavya i.e. niyoga is the import of the
injunctive suffix.
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5 7. The import of prohibition
The purpose of prohibitive statements is to
prompt a person to withdraw from undertaking
the prohibited act. In the prohibitive statements
the negative particle ‘na’ is added to the verb to
convey this. This particle ‘na’ is syntactically
connected with the liii aspect of the injunctive
suffix and conveys nivartana i.e. withdrawal. It is
the nature of the negative particle ‘na’ to convey
the opposite. Since the lin conveys pravartana in
the normal course, the opposite position of it viz
nivartana is conveyed when the negative particle
is added to it. For instance, the statement ‘na
kalanjam bhaksayet’ (^T
WiT) conveys the
withdrawal from eating the uncooked meat.
According to those who hold that the lih conveys
istasadhanatva, with the addition of the negative
particle it conveys anisfasadhanatva.
In certain cases such as abrahmana and
adharma,
the negative particle conveys the
meaning ‘tadanya’ i.e. other than that. The
expression
abrahmana
means
‘other
than
brahmana’ and the expression adharma mfeans
other than dharma. When a negative particle is
added to a substantive word i.e. nama or a
verbal root it conveys the sense ‘other than that.’
It conveys withdrawal only when it is added to
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an injunctive suffix. The scope of the negative
particle is neatly stated as ‘tadanya-tadviruddha
tadabhavesu na’
nGib*
i.e. the
negative particle conveys the meanings ‘other than
that’ ‘opposite of that’ and the ‘absence of that.’
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5 8. The concept of Paryudasa
The implication of the use of a negative
particle is explained in another interesting way.
There is a vedic statement ‘na anuyajesu ye
yajamaham’ karoti’ (»T
^
i.e. ye
yajamaha is not recited in anuyajas.
This is a negative statement. A negation can
be made of only such items that have a positive
scope. For instance, the presence of a person can
be denied only if such a person exists. In the
present case, the statement ‘yajatisu ye yajamaham
karoti’
^ WWf 'Mifri) provides the positive
side. Now, since both the negative statement and
the positive statement are vedic statements, none
of them could be discarded. Hence, the contingency
of considering them as vikalpa i.e. alternates like
vrihi and yava arise. Considering any two items
as alternates is a drawback. It results in the
apramanya of each item when the other item is
adopted. Therefore, an interesting new technique
of interpreting such negative statements is evolved.
This is designated as paryudasa. In paryudasa the
negative particle ‘na’ gets syntactically connected
with a noun or verbal root.
According to this technique negative particle
‘na’ has to be taken with anuyaja and assigned
the meaning anuyaja vyatirikta i.e. other than
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anuyaja.
Now,
the
whole
sentence means,
‘yeyajamah’ be recited in other than anuyaja. This
is exclusion but not direct negatation. There is no
conflict between ‘yajatisu ye yajamaham karoti’
^
^vTtfcf) and anuyaja vyatiriktesu ye
yajamaham karoti.’
'm )R)
Hence, there is no need of vikalpa. In this
example a negative statement is converted into a
positive statement making provision for the
negation within the statement by exclusion. This
process is designated as paryudasa.
‘Na ikseta udyantam adityam’
3{iRr^*j) i.e. a brahmacharin should not look at
the rising sun is another example of paryudasa.
This statement occurs along with other items of
the code of conduct to be followed by a
brahmacarin. The statement of the code of
conduct commences with the remark tad-vratam
i.e. the following must be acted upon. The
expression ‘na ikseta’ (^T f^T) cannot be taken in
the sense of the absence of looking. The absence
cannot be acted upon. Therefore, something that
is opposite of iksana which can be enjoined has
to be taken as the meaning of the expression ‘na
ikseta.’
This
something
is
envisaged
as
aniksanasankalpa i.e. a decision not to look at
the sun. This is a positive act. It can be
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enjoined. Here also a negative statement is
converted
into a positivestatement making
provision for the exclusion of the item that has
to be denied by the negative particle. Here, it is
not for avoiding vikalpa but to bring unity with
the positive statement at the commencement.
In the instance of ‘atiratre sadasinam grhnati’
(3lfcUi^
‘na atiratre sodaslm grhnati.’
(*T
There is direct opposion.
Hence, paryudasa cannot be managed and vikalpa
has
to beaccepted. However,
since both are
vedic statements, there will not be any adverse
effect if sodasi grahana is not done. The negation
only indicates that the sacrifice concerned will
lead to the expected
result even without
sodasigrahana.
On
the
other
hand
if
sodasigrahana is made taking into account the
positive
statement,
the
performer
will
get
increased results.
However negation of sodasigrahana conveys that
the sacrifice concerned will be complete even without
sodasi grahana. However, if sodasi grahana is made
it will lead to the increased result.
In the instance ‘vapayam hutayam dlksitasya
annam asniyat’ (^TFTt ipTTCT
there is
no need of conveying ista sadhanatva. Since, eating
food is a natural course. However, in another
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statement ‘na diksitasya annam asniyat’ (*T
srsf
3T«ft^TT^r) taking food offered by diksita was
prohibitted. Therefore, the statement that states to
take the food at a particular time offered by diksita
conveys that the anista sadhanatva conveyed by the
earlier statement is not applicable to taking food as
per this statement.
From the above discussion it is clear that the
injunctive suffix normally conveys isfasadhanatva,
however, in certain instances it conveys anista
sadhanatvabhava. When a negative particle is added
to convey prohibition, it conveys anista sadhanatva,
in the case of partial negation kratu sadgunya
without it and so on. Pravartana and Nivartana are
the primary meanings of injunction and prohibition.
The Prabhakaras do not accept any result for
nitya, naimittika and nisedha. In all these cases
the injunctive suffix conveys karyata. Even in the
case of kamyakarmas also the injunctive suffix
conveys karyata only. The mention of the result
in kamyakarmas is intended to provide adhikarin.
In the case of nitya and naimittika adhikarin and
niyojya are available on other grounds. Therefore,
there is no need to envisage the result in any
form for these. Prabhakaras do not accept
isfasadhanatva as the import of injunctive suffix.
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5 9. The status of &yenayaga
There is an interesting discussion about syena
yaga. This discussion deals with three questions.
i) Whether istasadhanatva is conveyed by the
injunctive suffix in the statement ‘syenena
yajeta.’
ii) Whether syena yaga is dharma or adharma.
iii) What is the difference between the pasu
himsa at agnisomiya sacrifice and the himsa
of the enemy by syena yaga.
The
first
question
is
answered
that
istasadhanatva is conveyed by the injunctive suffix
as in the case of all other injunctive suffixes.
However, it is anisfasadhana also. Its anista
sadhanatva is not conveyed by the injunctive
suffix but by the very nature of the act of himsa
which is prohibited by the vedic statement ‘ma
himsyat sarvabhutani.’
The second question is answered that syena
yaga is adharma. The definition dharma ‘codana
laksanah arthah dharmah’ (Tl44l
qif:) has
two clauses viz codana laksana i.e. enjoined by
vedic injunction, and artha i.e. that leads to
welfare. In the case of syenayaga the second
clause is isolated. Therefore it is not dharma. On
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the contrary it is adharma, since,
prohibited by a vedic injunction.

himsa

is

Third question is a little ticklish, from the
ordinary point of view both agnisomlya pasuhimsa
and killing of enemy by syenayaga are himsa and
both are connected with yaga. However, there is
a distinction in which these are connected with
yaga. Pasuhimsa at agnisomlya is a part of the
sacrifice as an ahga, it is kftvartha. Hence, it
does not attract the general prohibition ‘ma
himsyat’.
On the other hand the himsa generated by
syena yaga is a result of the yaga. The result is
desired by purusa. It is ragatah prapta i.e. due to
the desire of a person but not sastraprapta.
Hence, it attracts theprohibition
‘ma himsyat.’
Not performing syena yaga does not lead to any
religious adverse result.While not offering pasu
at
agnisomiya
will
adversely
affect
the
performance of the sacrifice. That is why
agnisomiya pasuhimsa is excluded from the scope
of the
prohibition.
Further,
prayascitta
i.e.
expiation, is prescribed for syena yaga while no
such prayascitta is prescribed for agnisomiya
pasuhimsa. Therefore these two are not on par.
Pasuhimsa at agnisomiya is dharma while syena
yaga that results in the death of the enemy is
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adharma.
We may compare these two act of
himsas to the himsa at the battle field as a duty
by the soldier and the same soldier killing his
neighbour for personal enemity.
In the course of this discussion Tarkatandava
gives an interesting information viz originally
syenayaga was envisaged to destroy the foriegn
enemies.
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6 0 . Vakyabheda i.c. one statement
leading to two injuctions
A vedic statement should be interpreted as
enjoining one action or one item. If it is taken
as enjoining more than one, then it results in
two statements. This is a technically designated as
vakyabheda. This is great drawback. It is a
greater drawback than laksana. Sahara puts it
briefly as nahi vidheh vidheh ca ekavakyata
bhavati
(*T ft
i.e.
two
injunctions cannot make one statement or one
sentence. In view of this the vedic passages are
interpreted all along the bhasya as conveying only
one injunction and the passages that appear to
enjoin
more
than
one
item
are
suitably
interpreted to have ekavakyata with the injunctive
statement. Avoiding vakyabheda and identifying
one injunction is a major methodology adopted in
the bhasya for interpreting the vedic statements.
This has helped to sort out the injunctive
passages and non-injunctive passages.
We will notice a few examples of avoiding the
contingency of vakyabheda.
In the statement ‘nivitam manusyanam praclnavitam pitrnam upavitam devanam upavyayate
devalaksmameva tatkurute.’ (Pl^h
JTr#n^trr
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%*IT
^THT ^
The modes
of
wearing the sacred thread
are stated as
upavita, pracinaviti and nivlta. While performing
the rituals connected with men the sacred thread
should be
worn in nivltastyle, connected with
manes in pracinavita style and connected with
deities in upavita style. If this statement is taken
as
enjoiningthese three modes of wearing the
sacred thread, it will result in three injunctive
sentences, that is to say, one sentence is treated
as three
sentences. This
is vakyabheda. This
should be avoided. Therefore, it should be taken
as
enjoining the upavita mode for the deities.
The other two modes meant for men and manes
are stated
here only to praise the upavita style.
Therefore, that part of the statement is arthavada.
It is not vidhi.
At Jyotistoma elevan yupas are prescribed. With
reference to these yupas it is stated that ‘yupasya
antike agnin mathitva yupahutim juhoti’
3T?ftT
sjflfa) preparing the sacred
fire near the yupa the ahuti be offered. Here, if
both the preparation of the sacred fire and
preparing it
near the yupa are taken as enjoined
it will result in vakyabheda, that is to say, one
statement leading to two injunctions. Hence, it is
ruled that manthana i.e. preparing the sacred fire

Vakyabheda i.e. one statem ent leading to
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is enjoined here. Normally the ahuti is offered at
ahavanlya. When it is enjoined that a secred fire
be prepared for offering ahuti for yupa it follows
that it has tobe near yupa.
Therefore, no
specific injunction is necessary to indicate the
place. Moreover, the expression antika i.e. close,
is vague. If it is very close, the yupa will be
burnt. Therefore, it cannot be enjoined. It should
be left to the convenience of the sacrificer.
Further, instead of taking the preparation of
sacred fire for
yupahuti, the antikatva i.e.
closeness of offering ahuti
is enjoined, the
ahavanlya itself will be required to be brought to
the place
of ahuti. This is not possible.
Therefore, manthana i.e. preparing the sacred fire
only is enjoined by this statement. Hence, there
is no vakyabheda. (S.B. 1 1 -2 -2 6)
At jyotistoma avabhrta yaga is prescribed. In
connection with this yaga it is stated that apsu
tr-nam prasya agharam agharayati.’ ( 3 ^
snTT
3TTCTC yviRilfd) If this statement is taken as
enjoining trnaprasana i.e. spreading the grass, and
also offering aghara it will result in vakyabheda.
Therefore, it has to be taken as enjoining trna
prasana only, aghara is the auxiliary of avabhrta.
Hence, there is no need to separately enjoin it.
While discussing the eligibility to perform the
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sacrifice, a question is raised whether such
persons who are not able to carry out all the
details of a sacrifice are eligible to perform the
sacrifice or not. For instance, a lame person is
not able to perform Visnukramana, a blind person
is not able to observe ajya aveksana. Are these
persons are eligible or not? Purvapaksin suggests
that the injunction Svargakamo yajeta may be
taken as enjoining the full details for those who
are able and without such details for those who
cannot perform them. However, this will result in
vakyabheda, since, it enjoins different ways of
performance for different person. This cannot be
allowed. (S.B. 6-1 -6 )
At Kundapayinam ayana two sacrifices are
enjoined as ‘masam agnihotram juhat’ (JTTW
and ‘masam darsapurnamasabhyam yajeta’
(^rPT
here the question arises
whether, the auxiliary of a month’s time is
enjoined for these two sacrifices or two separate
sacrifices of the same name the duration of which
is one month areenjoined. To
settle
this
question we have to take into account an earlier
remark viz upasadbhih caritva i.e. after performing
the upasads. There are no upasads at the wellknown agnihotra
or darsapurnamasa.
Hence,
masagnihotra and masa darsapurnamasa have to
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be
considered as
separate sacrifices.
Now,
purvapaksin argues that upanisads also may be
taken as enjoined. This is not possible. Enjoining
two items by one and the same statement will
result in taking it as two sentences and two
injunctions. This is not justified. For a sacrifice
that is already enjoined two subordinate items
cannot be enjoined by a single statement, while a
new sacrifice can be enjoined together with more
than one subordinate item.
There is an interesting example wherein
vakyabheda is avoided by visisfavidhi.
The
statement ‘sonam anaya’ appears to enjoin the
bringing of tawny colour. The colour being a
quality it cannot be brought. To avoid this
difficulty if the horse that has tawny colour is
also taken as enjoined
it will result in two
injunctions and vakyabheda. This is avoided by
considering that a tawny coloured horse is
enjoined here.
The above examples
reveal that avoiding
vakyabheda is a major methodology to correctly
identify the exact nature of the main and
subsidiary acts of sacrifices.
In connection with vakyabheda an important
point to be noted is that there can be no
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syntactical unity between two injunctions, two
subbordinate items, and between a mantra and
brahmana passages. These support each other in
organising the sacrifice but do not form one
syntactical unit.
In the above presentation an attempt made to
cover all important aspects of the semantics of
Purvamimamsa. Examples are mostly drawn from
Purvamimamsa area. The views of Vyakarana and
Nyaya are quoted and compared. Mimamsa has a
special approach in some respects. This is
highlighted. Critical comments are added from
inter disciplinary point of view. There is much
scope
for inter-disciplinary approach with a
modern perspective in this subject.
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6 1. Atidesa, Transference of auxiliaries
from Prakrti to vikrti
The sacrifices are grouped into two catagories
prakrti i.e., original or primary, vikrti derived. The
sacrifices that are self contained, that is to say,
have all the auxiliaries duly stated are prakrti
while such sacrifices of which all auxiliaries are
not stated but need to be transfered or adopted
from
prakrti
are
vikrti.
For
instance,
darsapurnamasa, nityaagnihotra are prakrti and
agnlsomaya and masagnihotra are vikrti. The
latter require the adoption of some auxiliaries
from the former. The process of such adoption is
designated as atidesa. This is discussed in the
seventh and eighth chapters of Jaimini sutra and
explained in Sabarabhasya. The nature of atidesa
is briefly stated as
Prakrtat karmano yasmat tatsamanesu karmasu
Dharmopaveso yatra syat so atidesa iti smrtah
SnfrTTr^jHt WTM

q rfrm t ^

FtTT ftsfct^T:

I

ll

The criterion to adopt the auxiliaries from a
particular prakrti to a particular vikrti is the
similarity between the two. This similarity is
indicated in four ways
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i) common name e.g. masagnihotra. This has a
common name with nityagnihotra,
hence, the
auxiliaries
of
nityagnihotra
are
adopted
in
masagnihotra
ii) Direct statement e.g., ‘Isuna abhicaran yajeta’
(igyn
‘syenena abhicaran yajeta’
q^T). Here after giving a few auxiliaries of
Isu sacrifice, it is stated that ‘itarat syen vat.’
Here, the auxiliaries of syena yaga are adopted
into Isu Yaga because of direct statement.
iii) Presumed injanction. In saurya sacrifice, the
auxiliaries of agneya
are to be adopted by
presumed injunction. The statement ‘Sauryam
carum nirvapet brahmavarcasakamah’
^
merely states the sacrifice. The
required auxiliaries are not stated. However, the
sacrifice cannot be performed without auxiliaries.
Therefore, a statement to get the auxiliaries from
agneya has to be presumed and the auxiliaries be
brought from agneya.
iv) Name of Sanskara. It is stated above that
on the basis of the common name of prakrti and
vikfti the auxiliaries of prakrti be adopted in
vikrti. Similarly by common name of a samskara
also a samskara stated in prakrti can be brought
to vikrti eg. avabhrtabath is prescribed
in
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agnistoma sacrifice with certain auxiliary details. It
is a samskara. The Soma is prescribed in varuna
praghasa. It should be noted that the auxiliaries
of any prakrti yaga cannot be adopted to any
vikrtiyaga
indiscriminately.
The
adoption is
primarily guided by the similarity and the
similarity has to be ascertained by the above
criteria.
It should also be noted that there is no
atidesa of the result, the special provisions, the
sacrifier, and the collectivity i.e., phala, niyama
kartrsamudayanam
ananvayah.
For instance, for agnihotra the svarga is
stated as the result, he who desires svarga is
stated as agent there is a special provision that
the sacrifice should be repeated so long as the
sacrificer is alive, it is also stated that agneya etc
be performed as a group, all these cannot be
transfered or adopted in saurya etc., vikrti yaga.
With this background we may notice few more
instances of atidesa i.e., transference or adoption.
It is already stated that the auxilaries of nitya
agnihotra are to be adopted in masagnihotra as
there is a common name.
However, in the case prayanlya though it is
given as a name of the first day in dvadasaha
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and also the first day of gavamayara, the
auxiliaries of one should not be adopted in the
other. On closer observations it will be found that
it is not a name but only an adjective of the
first day. From this it is clear that Jaimini is very
carefull in distinguishing the words as names or
adjectives.
In darsapurnamasa, the statement ‘camasena
apah pranayet’ ‘go dohena pasukamasya’ (^T^T
3TN:
occur.
The
first
statement says ‘the water be brought in camasa
type of vessel.’ The second statement says ‘a
person who desires to obtain pasu should bring
it in the vessel used for milking.’ Here, the
question is raised whether the latter is allowed in
the vikrti also. It is pointed out that only
kftvartha items are borrowed from prakrti to
vikrti. Bringing water in the vessel used to bring
the milk is purusartha as it serves the purpose
of obtaining pasu for the person concerned.
It should be noted here that all
items are barred from atidesa.

purusartha

When there is smilarity in respect of the deity
of prakrti and vikrti and the similarity in respect
of dravya also, the question arises which of them
be preferred for the purpose of adopting the

■
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auxiliaries of prakrti into vikrti. It is ruled that
the similarity in respect of dravya be preferred.
Though both deity and dravya give a form to the
sacrifice, dravya is more important than deity. It
is the offering of dravya that constitutes the core
part of the yagas.
In the statement ‘agneyam payah’ both
the
deity and dharma
are stated. Therefore, the
question arises whether ‘sannaya dharmas’ are to
be
adopted or purodasa dharmas. Sannaya
dharmas have similarity in respect of the deity
and purodasadharma have similarity in respect of
dravya. As per the above ruling the dravya
dharmas have to be preferred.
In this instance, the relative position of deity
and dravya in a sacrifice is made clear.

■
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6 2. Uha-Modification
After explaining atidesa i.e., transference of
auxiliaries from prakrti to vikrti, Jaimini takes up
the discussion of uha i.e., modification to be
introduced in certain auxiliaries to suit the
requirement of Vikrti. As a prelimenary to it he
raises the question whether the auxiliaries are
meant for accomplishing apurva or meant for the
dravya and deity with which these are associated.
In the second alternative the auxiliaries associated
with dravya need not be performed in vikrti,
since, the same dravya and same deity are not
adopted in the vikrti but a substitute is adopted.
If we go by the first alternative, then, since, these
are meant for accomplishing apurva, these have
to be performed in vikrti also. For instance, if
avaghata i.e., thrassing of rice is meant for rice,
then, it need not be done for nlvara grain etc.,
by Oha. But if it is taken as meant for apurva
it has to be performed for nlvara also to
accomplish apurva.
Further, if the auxiliaries are meant for the
yaga but not for apurva, then. Since all yagas are
enjoined by the common expression yajati, the
auxiliaries prescribed for prakrti yaga may have to
apply to vikrti yaga by way of upadesa only.
Consquently, there will not be any need of
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atidesa. However, if the auxiliaries are meant for
accomplishing apurva, then, the apurva of vikrti
being distinct from that of prakrti the auxiliaries
of prakrti have to be brought by atidesa.
Uha i.e.,
modification, will be required in
respect
of three items viz., i) Mantra i.e., the
hymn to be recited in favour of the deity ii)
Saman i.e., the mode of chanting of the hymns
iii) Sanskara i.e., certain types of refinement to be
effected
on dravya, vessels etc., For instance the
hymn ‘agnaye justam nirvapami’ (arjr^
fu lfil)
prescribed to be recited at prakrtiyaga i.e., agneya
yaga is borrowed to vikrtiyaga viz., saurya yaga.
Now, this has to be recited in favour of surya
who is the deity at vikrti yaga. Therefore, agnaye
has to
be substituted by suryaya. This is an
instance of uha in mantra. The mantra is brought
by atidesa and the
name of the deity is
substitued by the process of uha.
Saman i.e., the mode of recitations.
Sanskara - refinement of dravya etc. The
statement ‘vrihin avahanti’ ( s f t ^ 3TFf^f%) enjoins
avaghati i.e., thrashing of rice in prakrtiyaga.
However, when nlvara grain is used in vikrti the
sanskara of thrashing has to be brought by
atidesa of thrasshing has to be brought by atidesa
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and has to be effected on nlvara grain. This is
atidesa of uha of sanskara.
In the context of discussing the question
whether the auxiliaries are meant to accomplish
apurva or the dravya. deity etc., with which these
are associated, an interesting question is raised.
In darsapurna sacrifice, two hymns viz., i) ‘aganm
suvah suvaragam.’ (3TJT ^pr:
We obtain
happiness we go to heaven, ii) ‘agneraham ujjitim
anujjesam’ (3 ^ 5
I attain prosperity
by the prosperity of the sacred fire. Whether
these are meant to describe the nature of svarga
and agni and therefore, the recitation is meant
for them or the recitation of these hymns is
meant to accomplish apurva the svarga and agni
are only subordinate items. This question is
answered by pointing out that this these hymns
cannot lead to any result by merely describing
the svarga or agni deity. These can lead to the
result only when these are taken as meant for
the accomplishment of apurva. Hence, these are
meant for apurva, consequently the svarga and
the
deity are to be considered
only as
subordinate items (Bh.s IX-1-4,5)
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6 3. The deity
While discussing this question, purvapaksin
argues that the deity can bestow the result i.e.,
svarga. This leads to the discussion of the very
nature of the deity. We will briefly notice the
purvapaksin’s arguments and siddhantin’s reply to
it. Purvapaksin argues.
i) All sacrifices are meant for deities. Havis
offered in the sacrifices is a kind of food offered
to them.
The dravya and the act of yaga are
subordinate tothe deity.
These are meant for
him. He is something like a respected guest.
ii) The deity has a body and he eats food. His
eating is not like ordinary eating. He enjoys only the
essence like honey bees sucking the essence. In view
of this we find the food offered to him intact.
iii) We find the description of Indra as holding
vajrayudha, Varuna as having pasa, Yama with
stick. These clearly indicate that the deities have
a form.
iv) The deities own the property from which
they can bestow the needs of the persons who
worship them. Indra is described as the lord of
the entire earth, mountains, water etc.
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v) The deities are described as bestowing the
wealth, cattle, progeny etc., for those who worship
them.
vi) The above points are supported by smrti,
acara and the other details given above.
Siddhantin points out that all these evidences are
based on smrti. Nowhere in the sruti these are
explicitly stated. More-over if the deities with body
etc., are accepted as described above the very
eternal nature of Veda will be adversely affected.
The so called benefits stated to be bestowed by the
deities are really the results of the sacrifice, but not
the favours bestowed by the deities.
This point is discussed
discussing uha.

as

side

issue

while

We will note a few instances of Uha.
i)
At darsapurnamasa,
with
reference
to
prastara praharana the hymn ‘ayam yajamanah
asau ayurasaste’ (3PT *TSWH: STCft
is to be
recited. This hymn is taken by atidesa in the
satrayaga. The word yagamanah that is in
singular has to be modified as yajamanah in
plural as there are many yajamanas in satra. This
is an instance of the uha in a mantra in respect
of the number conveyed by the suffix.
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6 4. In respect of saman some special
points are to be noted
i) samans are arranged in three parts, (a) yonigrantha i.e., the hymns that are sources for
applying samans. (b) Uha grantha i.e., a set of
three three hymns each sung with a saman. (c)
Uttaragrantha i.e., the hymns arranged in three
Rks each. These three parts together are called
chandograntha.
ii) The samans are a sanskara for Rks. Hence,
these are auxiliaries.
iii) The samans arranged in uha granthas are
pauruseya.
iv) Each Rk in the set of (Bh.S.9-2-1-3) three
should be sung with the saman concerned.
v) There are a thousand branches of samaveda,
In the course of the singing of saman there are
variations in respect modifying the pronounciation
of syllable, separations of them, extending the
pronunciations, repetition, pausing and introducing
the supporting syllable that have no meaning.
Here, the question arises whether the variations
prevalent in different branches be applied by all
or the respective branches should adopt the
respective modes. It is concluded that the
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purpose of these variations is to make the
singing perfect. Since, by adopting the mode of
the respective branch this purpose can be
achieved, there is no need to try the other
modes and produce a mix-up.
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6 5. Bhadha-Exclusion
After the discussion of atidesa and uha, Jaimini
takes up the discussion of badha i.e., exclusion.
Atidesa provided the transfer of auxiliaries from
prakrti to vikrti. The purpose of transferring has
been to provide the necessary auxiliaries required
to accomplish the apurva of vikrtiyaga, since, all
required auxiliaries will not have been stated in
vikrti. These transferred auxiliaries have to serve
the same purpose that was served in prakrti.
However, in some cases that purpose will not be
relevant or required in vikrti. In such cases the
transfer of the concerned auxiliaries is not made.
In other words these are excluded from the
scope of vikrti- This process is designated as
badha. The word badha literally means prevention
or rejection. The auxiliary that was awaiting
transference from prakrti to vikrti is prevented
from being transferred as the purpose to be
served by it is not required or not relevant.
For instance, with reference to the kusa grass to
be used at prakrti, it is stated that these are to be
cut and brought for the sacrifice while in vikrti it is
stated that the kusa grass that has fallen by itself be
used. Here, the auxiliary i.e., cutting has become
unnecessary at the vikrti. This act of cutting served
the purpose of apurva of prakrti through the grass.

15B
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Now, it is not necessary to serve the purpose of the
apurva of vikrti.
At Kamyestikanda which is vikrti caru of a
hundred pieces of gold put in ghee is prescribed.
In the prakrti caru is made by vrihi i.e., rice and
thrashing it is prescribed as an auxiliary of it.
However, thrashing is not needed for gold pieces.
Hence, this is excluded.
Similar exclusion is not to be made for cooking
the gold pieces, since, it is expressely stated that
these gold pieces be cooked in ghee i.e., ghrte
srapayati
It is true that putting in
ghee will not have the effect of cooking on gold
pieces. But still as it is expressely stated by a
vedic statement its observation will contribute to
apurva. No such express statement is found in
respect of thrashing at vikrti level.
The badha
grounds viz.,

i.e.,

exclusion

is made on

three

i) arthalopa i.e., absence of scope to serve the
purpose for which the auxiliary concerned is
stated in the prakrti
ii) pratyamana i.e., providing something else in
the vikrti in place of the auxiliary to be
transfered from prakrti

B h ad h a-E x clu sio n
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iii)
Pratisedha i.e., the negation of the auxiliary
concerned by a direct statement.
The two examples cited above come under the
first group. In the first example the auxiliary of
cutting the kusa grass stated in the prakrti lost
its purpose, since, in the vikrti the kusa fallen by
itself is prescribed. In the second example, the
auxiliary viz., the thrassing prescribed for the rice
lost its purpose since krsnala i.e., gold pieces do
not need thrashing. These two categories come
under arthalopa group.
Pratyamnan i.e., providing something else in
vikrti in place of the auxiliary to be transfered
from prakrti.
At
soma
raudra
sacrifice,
it
is
stated
‘saramayam barhih bhavati’
?ff:
the
sara grass be spread. This is a vikrti yaga. In the
prakrti yaga kusa grass is prescribed for this
purpose.
Here,
if the
word
saramaya
is
understood in the sense of plenty of sara grass,
taking the mayat suffix in the sense of pracurya
i.e., plenty, it amounts to saying that a few kusa
grass that are prescribed in prakrti be mixed with
plenty of Sara grass and spread.
However,
Saramaya cannot be taken in the sense of plenty
as per the Panini rule. Therefore, this statement
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conveys
that
the
sara
grass
be
spread.
Consequently, the spreading of kusa grass that
was to be transfered from prakrti to viki-ti is
prevented. Since, the transfer is prevented here
by providing another auxiliary it is a case of
badha by pratyamnana.
Pratisedha i.e., the negation of an auxiliary by
direct statement.
In caturmasya
sacrifice at
mahapitr sacrifice. It is stated that ‘no arseyam
vrnite, na hotaram.’ Here, vrnite means invites to
participate in the sacrifice. In Prakrti all priests
concerned are invited including the two mentioned
here. As they are stated to be invited at prakrti
and not to be invited here, it gives a choice
either to invite or not invite. Such a choice is
normally not allowed. If it is allowed the vedic
prescription will be offended in two ways:
i) When they are invited, the statement not to
invite is offended, ii) When they are not invited the
statement to invite is offended. Hence, a choice is
not allowed unless it is very much unavoidable. In
the present case there is a way out. The statements
‘na arseyam vrnite na hotaram’ Oft 3TPf*T
be interpreted that all other than arseya and hota be
invited. In this way there is a partial badha i.e.,
exclusion of a part of the auxiliary. This is
paryudasa type of nisedha.
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A number of instances, coming under these
three groups are quoted by Jaimini and Sahara.
Badha is also grouped into two groups viz. i)
Praptabadha (ii) apraptabadha. Exclusion of such
auxiliaries that were normally eligible to be
transfered by atidesa but prevented from transfer
on the above three grounds is praptabadha.
(ii) exclusion on the ground that they were not
at all expected to serve the purpose is aprapta
badha. Parthasarathi Misra has designated them
as i) prameya apaharalaksana i.e., whose role to
convey their purpose is taken away.
(ii) Mulaccheda laksana i.e., whose very basis is
cut away.
The prapta badha type of badha is further
classified into several types such as i) nitya to be
set aside by naimittika
ii) Samanya to be set aside by visesa iii) nitya
to be set aside by kamya iv) purva by para v)
savakasa by niravakasa and so on.
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6 6. Nitya is set aside by naimittika
At darsapaurnamasa the singing of fifteen samans
is prescribed. However, at a sacrifice to be
performed by a vaisya the recitation of seventeen is
prescribed. Here, the fifteen prescribed at nitya
sacrifice is set aside by seventeen prescribed at
naimittika sacrifice. Further, if this sacrifice is
undertaken for specific result viz., pratistha, then, the
recitation of twenty one saman is prescribed. This
sets aside both fifteen and seventeen of both nitya
and naimittika. It is kamya sacrifice. Kamya sets
aside both nitya and naimittika. It should be noted
here that in prakrti only eleven rks are stated. These
are made up into fifteen by reciting the first and the
eleventh thrice. The same procedure should be
followed here to get fifteen out of eleven and six
more be added to make up twenty one.
The Samanya is set aside by Visesa
At Jyotistoma in the context of purchase of soma
it is stated that ‘pade juhoti’
i.e., offers
homa at the foot step. In the context of moving
towards havirdhana place it is stated that ‘vartmani
juhoti’ ('4r4R
offers homa on the path.
However, there is a general injunction that homas
have to be offered at ahavanlya. This general
provision is set aside by the special provision. It is
not a total rejection of general provision, since, the
general provision has the scope in other instances.
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6 7. Vikalpa and Samuccaya
i.e. option and combination
Instances of Vikalpa i.e., option between that
which is to be transferred from prakrti and that
which is stated in vikfti.
At Darsapurna, ajyabhagas are prescribed for
the yaga for agnlsomau. This has to come to
pasuyoga by transference. However, there is
expressed statements at vikriti that ‘na tau pasau
karati’ (»f
Wt
these i.e., ajyabhagas are
not to be performed at pasu. Hence, the
performance of ajyabhaga at pasu is optional.
At a particular rite of jyotisfoma two opposite
statements are found ‘atiratre sodasinam grhnati’
(3 T f^ mURm
i.e., he takes sodasl at atiratra
‘na atiratre sodasinam grhnati’ (*T
^ifrl)
i.e., he does not take up sodasl at atiratra, since,
these statements directly conflict, and since both are
vedic statements taking sodasi has to be treated as
optional. When it is not taken, the sacrifice is not
hurt, because, the vedic negation is honoured. When
it is taken then the sacrifice is supported because,
the positive vedic statement is implimented.
At upamsuyaga the deity is not mentioned.. This
does not mean any deity may be taken. The deity
that is stated for prakrtiyaga should be taken.
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At prakrti three deities viz., prajapati, visnu and
agnisomau are stated. Therefore, these have to be
adopted optionally.
The
instance
of
combining
the
auxiliaries with the auxiliaries of vikrti.

prakrta

In a few instances, the prakrta auxiliaries are not
set aside. These are implimented along with vikrti
auxiliaries. We will notice a few such instances.
In gavamayana sacrifice at Mahavrat it is stated
that ‘dundubhayo nadant’
i.e., the
drums produce the sound ‘patnyah upagayanti’
OttaPT: 44<in Q ) i.e., the wives sing supporting it.
‘Kanda vlnabhih upagayanti’ ('*iius«nuuft:
i.e., it is supported by vinas. In the prakrti yaga
the supporting singing is made by the priests.
Therefore,
the
question
arises
whether the
supporting singing by the priests is to be set
aside and substituted by the singing of wives or
both have to be observed. Purvapaksin argues
that since the supporting songs are now to be
given by wives the purpose of supporting is
served by them as provided by vikrti level itself.
Therefore, the providing of supporting songs by
priests prescribed at prakrti level has to be set
aside.
However,
siddhantin
points
out the
expression upagana should not be taken in the
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sense of supporting the sound of dundubhi but in
the sense of a seperate song that enhances the
total effect, such enhancement could be done
both by the priests as prescribed in prakrti and
also by wives as prescribed at vikrti.
At a satra of fortynine days, anointing the
body with guggulakasaya at the time of morning
rituals anointing with vaitusrava at mid-day ritual
and with saugandhika at evening ritual is
prescribed. This
is a vikrtiyaga. Inits prakrti
anointing with butter is prescribed. Here, the
question arises whether the anointment with
butter stated in prakrti be set aside, since,
anointment by some other items is prescribed at
vikrti. However, the anointment with butter is
prescribed at the time of dlksawhile that
with
guggula etc., is prescribed on the day of sutya
since, these two have to take place on different
days there is no conflict. Hence, one need not
set aside the other. Each serves the purpose of
apurva on observing at the time when it is
prescribed.
At Mahavrta it is prescribed that yajamana
wears an wollen cloth and his wife wears the
cover prepared by darbha grass. This is a vikrti
yaga. In its prakrti it was prescribed that both
yajamana and his wife wear fresh new clothes.
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Here, the question arises since both serve the
purpose of covering the body weather the use of
the fresh new cloth prescribed at prakrti be set
wide. However, wearing the new cloth is intended
to cover the private part of the body while the
woolen garment and darbha grass garment is
intended to cover the upper part of the body.
Hence, wearing of the new cloth prescribed in
prakrti need not be set aside by the garment
prescribed in vikrti.
At Vajapeya the wood of Khadira tree is
prescribed. The wood of palasa tree is stated as an
alternative. However, in the vikrti khadira only is
stated. Therefore the question arises whether the
palasa also be brought at vikrti as an alternative. It
is ruled that since khadira is expressly stated here,
palasa is not to be brought here as an alternative.
The khadira and palasa would have come as
alternates from prakrti if one of them was not
specially mentioned. Since one of them viz., khadira
is mentioned at vikrti the other need not be brought
by transference as an alternative.
When a separate dravya is mentioned at Vikrti,
the dravya of prakrti is not to be brought from
prakrti by way of transference. The same applies
to deity also.
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6 8. Tantra, the technique of
one performance serving the
purpose of many
Avapa-the technique of helping by repetition.
The expression tantra is explained ‘sakrtkrtam
bahunam upakari tantram’ (TTf^fiTT
TP?)
i.e., one performance of an item serving the
purpose
of manyis tantra. For instance,
at
darsapurnamasa,
three
main
sacrifices
are
prescribed on purnamasa day at three on darsa
day. For these prayaja etc., a number of
auxiliaries are prescribed. Here, the question
arises whether prayaja etc., auxiliaries are to be
performed for each main sacrifice separately or
one performance of these on purnamasi one on
amavasya is sufficient. Applying the technique of
tantra it
is ruled that one performance of all
auxiliaries is sufficient to accomplish the apurva.
In this connection the attention is drawn to the
fact that the performer of all six main sacrifices
is one,
the place is one, and the time of the
performance of the two units of three main
sacrifices is one. Hence, one performance of all
auxiliaries will serve the purpose of all. By this
ruling it should be presumed that the rule that
the auxiliary should be repeated at every main
sacrifice is not applicable here.
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There is an instance wherein though the deity
is one at two sacrifices and the dravya to be
offered is also the same tantra is not allowed.
This is in connection with a kamya pasu sacrifice
to be performed by a priest who competes to get
the assignment of the position of a priest. Here,
it is prescribed that a Krsnagriva type of pasu be
first offered to agni, then, a babhru type of pasu
to soma then again a krisnagrlva type of pasu to
agni. Here, the question arises whether the
krsnagriva pasu to be offered at the first and the
third steps should be offered once only following
the tantra method or should be offered separately
at these two steps. It is ruled that the krsnagriva
pasu be offered separately. It would have been a
case of tantra if the two sacrifice, were
conscutive. But a sacrifice in favour of another
deity i.e., Soma, and another dravya i.e., babhru
type of pasu intervene. This rules out the
application of tantra.
For darsapurnamasa sacrifice which consists of
six pradhana yagas. The time, place and the
agents are prescribed. Here, the question arises
whether the agent for each pradhana is different
or one and the same person has to perform the
six pradhana sacrifices. It is ruled that one and
the same person should perform the entire
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sacrifice. Similarly the place and time are also
common. This ruling is based on the guidelines
of tantra.
At agnlsomlya pa§uyaga erecting eleven yupas
is prescribed. It is prescribed that ahuti be offered
near yupa'. Here, the question arises whether
ahuti be offered for each yupa separately or once
only applying the method of tantra. It is ruled
that it is sufficient if it is offered only once.
Ordinarily the auxiliaries are performed at the
same place and at the same time where the main
is
performed.
However,
there
are
a
few
exceptions.
For instance, Vedi i.e., the sacrificial altar has
to be prepared a day earlier as per the statement
‘purvedyuh amavasyayam vedim karoti’ (x^%aWNTfTRT
The vartana home has to be
performed at the footstep as per statement ‘pade
juhoti’.
At Jyotistoma three pasus are prescribed. For
one of these three viz., agnisomiya pasu a yupa
is stated. Here the question arises whether this
yupa be utilised for the other two pasus also or
a separate yupa has to be erected for each pasu.
It is ruled that one yupa only be used for the
three pasus since it is not particularly stated that
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it is meant for one only. This
based the method of tantra.

ruling is also

Similarly the question whether the choping the
wood of yupa, drying it and sprinkling water on
it etc., sanskaras are also have to be performed
once only (1 1 -3 -5 ).
A Piece of wood is taken out from Yupa to
anoint the pasu. This piece of wood is called
svaru. Here, the question is raised whether three
pieces of wood be taken separately to anoint the
three pasus or one is sufficient. It is ruled that
one is sufficient. The some piece of wood be
used to anoint the three pasus by tantra.
Adhana i.e., setting up of the sacrificial fire is an
important item. With reference to this programme
the question arises whether it has to be done for
each sacrifice separately or the sacrificial fire first
set up by a person when he starts his daily
agnihotra can serve the purpose of all sacrifices
undertaken by him later. It is ruled that the agni
adhana first set up can serve the purpose of all
other later sacrifices. Therefore, there is no need to
set the fire again and again.
There is another interesting example of tantra
At jyotistoma, yajamana is advised to have a
horn of a black deer to scratch the body if there
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is sensation to scratch the body. He is also
advised to throw it later. The ahargana has to be
performed for two or three
days. Here, the
question
arises whether horn has to be thrown
away on the first day itself or to be retained till
last day and then only thrown. It is ruled that
it should be thrown away on the last day only.
Sruk,
Sruva
etc.,
sacrificial
vessels
are
prescribed for performing the sacrifices. The
question
arises whether these vessels are to be
prepared separately for
eachsacrifice or these
have to be used all along for all sacrifices. It is
ruled that these have to be used all along the
life of the sacrificer. These should be put in the
fire along with the body of the sacrificer when he
dies.
At darsapurnamasa, for thrashing of rice,
recitation of the hymn ‘ava rakso’ etc is prescribed.
Here, the question is raised whether the recitation of
hymn is to be repeated at
each step ofthrashing or
once only in the course of
thrashing. Itis ruled that
recitation once for the whole act of thrashing is
sufficient to accomplish the apurva.
Instances of avapa ?i.e., repetition
We have quoted above ten instances of tantra.
Now, we will mention a few instances of avapa.
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At jyotistoma, purodasa is offered at pratah
savana etc., different times. At these purodasa
hymn has to be recited. Here, the question is
raised whether the recitation of this hymn at one
time is sufficient or it has to be repeated every
time the purodasa is offered. It is ruled that the
recitation of the hymn has to be repeated. The
recitation of the hymn is intended to make a
reference to the purodasa offered. Since, each
time the purodasa offered is different the
recitation of the hymn to refer to it has to be
repeated.
At jyotistoma four pits designated as uparava
are to be dug. While digging these pits the hymn
‘yaksahana balagahana vaisnavan khanasi’ (^T^T
14*1fit) has to be. Here, the four pits
are given a common name. Hence, it appears
that the recitation of the hymn concerned once is
sufficient. However since the pits are dug one
after the other and these are four different pits,
the recitation of the hymn has to be repeated
while digging each pit.
At darsapurnamasa four nirvahas of handful
rice, spreading of five hand full of darbha grass
on the altar, taking ghee on juhu vessel four
times are prescribed. For these acts appropriate
hymns are prescribed. Here, the question is
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raised whether it is sufficient if the respective
hymn is recited at the time of the respective act
once only or it is to be repeated when each
handful of rice, darbha grass or ghee is placed in
the respective place. Since, the items i.e., rice
darbha and ghee are one though these are taken
in different handful quantity for placing, it
appears that the recitation of the respective
hymns once is sufficient. However it is ruled that
the recitation be repeated while placing every
handful of rice etc., since, the recitation of the
hymn is a sanskara for each quantity.
At Rajasuya, the rituals at which different corns
are offered are to be performed. While thrashing
these corns the recitation of hymn is prescribed.
Here the question arises whether it is sufficient if
the hymn is recited when the first variety of corn
is thrashed or it has to be repeated for each
type of corn. It is ruled that the recitation of the
hymn has to be repeated since this sanskara has
to be effected on each kind of corn.
At Asvapratigraha isti, offering of as many
purodasas as the number of horses gifted is
prescribed. These purodasas have to be offered in
four pots. Here, the question is raised whether
all purodasas are to be put in four large pots or
each purodasa is to be put in four pots
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separately. It is ruled that each purodasa has to
be put in four pots separately. The sanskara viz.,
cooking has to be effected on each purodasa
seperately.
Prasanga - extended application
The process of auxiliaries performed with
reference to one main serving the other main
also is prasanga i.e., extended application. In the
case of tantra also the same guide line was laid
down. However, if the application of the
auxiliaries to many is intentional it is tantra. But
in the case of prasarga serving others is a by
product.
It is like a lamp put to light the building also
serving to light the road. We will notice a few
instances of prasanga below.
At Jyotistoma offering of agnlsomiya pasu is
prescribed. Offering of pasupurodasa is also
prescribed. Prayaja etc., auxiliaries are prescribed for
agnlsomlyapasu the question is raised whether these
serve the purpose of pasupurodasa also or these
have to be performed again. It is ruled that the
auxiliaries performed for agnisomlyapasu also serve
the purpose of pasupurodasa. Hence, these need not
be performed again. This ruling is based on the
application of the method of prasanga.
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For Jyotistoma a sacrificial alter is erected,
after performing agnisfoma sacrifice if one desires
to perform isti whether the same altara be
utilised or a separate alter has to be erected.
This question arises because the altar has to be
utilised at these two rituals for different purposes.
It is ruled that no separate alter is necessary.
The same altar that is utilised for pracara at the
agnisfoma, can be utilised for placing the havis at
the Isfi by the application of the method of
prasanga.
Dlksaniya etc Istis are prescribed as subsidiaries
to soma sacrifice. Anvadhana is prescribed for
soma sacrifice. The enkindling of the fire taken
out from garhapatya is designated a anvadhana.
Here, the question is raised whether such
anvadhana is to be performed for the Istis also.
It is ruled that it is not necessary to perform it
repeatedly. The anvadhana performed for soma
sacrifice also serves the purpose of Istis
by
applying the method of prasanga. The fire can be
kept alive by continuously putting ghee in it.
For the three sacrificial acts viz., atithya,
upasad, and agnlsomiya, the barhi
grass is
prescribed. For this grass sprinkling with water,
cutting on the two sides etc., auxiliaries are
prescribed. Here, the question is raised whether
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these auxiliaries be performed separately for the
barhi grass required for each of the sacrificial
acts stated above or once only for the whole set
of barhi brought for the purpose. It is ruled that
one performance of the auxiliaries viz., sprinkling
water etc. for the whole set of barhi grass is
sufficient. This ruling is based on the application
of the method of prasanga. Though the three
sacrificial acts are different. The barhi grass on
which the proksana etc., sanskaras are to be
effected is one. Hence, the guidline of prasanga
applies here.
We will now notice a few instances in which
prasanga method is not applicable.
At
darsapurnamasa,
arambhanlya
isfi
is
prescribed.
This
is
performed
at
the
commencement of the first performance of
darsapurnamasa. It is a sanskara for the sacrificer.
The second and
third etc., darsapurnamasa
performances are only distinct prayogas but not
distinct karmas. Therefore, arambhanesti need not
be repeated at each prayoga i.e., performance.
However,
in the Vikpti
yaga
like saurya,
arambhanlya has to be performed for each vikrti
saperately. The prasanga methodology is not
applicable here.
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At jyotistoma, the soma plant is kept in two
carts and carried to the Mahavedi place. Purodasa
etc., other offerings also are to be carried. Here,
the question is raised whether purodasa etc.,
other offerings also could be put in one of the
two carts by which soma is carried. It is ruled
that it cannot be carried by one of these carts.
The soma plant is to be taken to Mahavedi place
while purodasa etc., offerings are to be taken
near garhapatya fire. Since the place of the two
are different, purodasa should not be carried in
the cart meant to carry the soma plant. The
criterion of prasanga is not applicable here.
For the pasu purodasa etc., at soma sacrifice
the vessels, such as graha, camasa etc., are
prescribed. For the isti, juhu etc., other vessels
are prescribed. Here, the question is raised
whether the vessels prescribed for pasu purodasa
etc., could be used for Isti also. It is ruled that
since, separate vessels are prescribed for these
two, the vessels of one cannot be used for the
others.
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6 9. The yagas that are to be
performed on behalf of the dead
There is one day sacrifice designated as
sarvasvara. At this sacrifice the yajamana offers
himself into the fire at the time of the third
savana when the recitation of arbhava hymn is
recited. He requests the other priests to complete
the sacrifice. Here the question arises whether the
others are eligible to complete the remaining part
of the sacrifice. This depends upon the realisation
of the result. The deceased yajamana cannot have
the result since he is deceased. The other priests
cannot have it since they have not undertaken
the sacrifice on their own. Here, it is ruled that
deceased Yajamana will have the result since he
has offered himself into the fire as a part of the
sacrifice. The other priests are the agents as they
are directed by yajamana to complete it. However,
such of the items that are to be performed by
yajamana alone need not be performed. The
items that are required for the accomplishment of
sacrifice must be performed. Further, the hymn
that seek life for him should be recited, since, he
has to live upto the time of his offering himself
into the fire.
The above instance is an instance of voluntary
death. But there is an instance wherein the
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contingency of the unexpected
middle of a sacrifice arises.

death

in

the

When a satra yaga is going on if one of the
yajamana unexpectedly dies, it is prescribed that
his bones be preserved for an year, then a ritual
called asthiyajna be performed. The statement that
prescribes it states ‘asthlni yajayeyuh’
the asthis i.e., bones, be made to perform
the sacrifice. Here the question arises whether
this sacrifice be performed by the very dead
person represented by the bones or by some
living person keeping the bones by his side. It is
ruled that a living person should perform it.
However, if the other option of making the
bones to perform the sacrifice is adopted such of
the auxiliaries such as cutting the hairs and nails
etc that cannot be even nominally performed
should be dropped and others be performed.
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7 0 . Daksina i.c., Fee to the priests
At the sacrifice daksina i.e., fee is offered to
the priests to encourage them to participate in
the sacrifice and play their assined role. In
connection
with
daksina
some
interesting
provisions are made and intersting observations
are also made keeping in mind the human nature
and human interest by Jaimini and Sahara. We
will notice some of them.
The paundarika sacrifice, is to be performed
for eleven days. At this sacrifice the daksina of
ten thousand cows and elevan thousand horses is
prescribed. The question is raised whether these
many cows and horses be given every day or for
the whole programme. It is ruled that since the
services of the priests are requisitioned for the
whole programme, the daksina prescribed has to
be given only once. It is the entire programme
that leads to the result. Daksina is an auxiliary of
the sacrifice through the total performance of the
sacrifice. It is not an auxiliary of each day’s work
and participation. It is not day based but it is
total programme based.
The next question is, whether payment of the
whole of daksina is to be recieved in one lump
or daily?

I
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In this connection there is a direction that
‘pratyaham dvadasa satam.’
Hence,
daksina has to be received everyday. Daksina is
meant to encourage the priests. The daily
payment will keep them in good spirit.
At the agni adhana when it is first performed
certain daksina in terms of giving cow etc is
prescribed. For those
who long for prosperity,
fame and wealth a second round of adhana is
enjoined. At this certain other items such as a
chariot that isrepaired and
rebuilt, a cloth that
is repaired and restitched are prescribed as
daksina. Here, the question arises whether both
the daksina viz., that which is prescribed at both
the first and second performance be given or one
of them or optionally one of them. It is ruled
that since, the purpose served at the second
performance is quite different from the first
performance, both need not be given. The
daksina prescribed for the second performance
only be given at the second performance.
At agrayana
a calfand a cloth are offered as
daksina. This sets aside the anvaharya daksina to
be offered at prakfti. However, certain auxiliaries
of anvaharya have to be continued. Cooking is
one of the auxiliary of anvaharya. However this
should not be implemented on the calf. Calf is
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prescribed as daksina but not its flesh. Therefore,
the auxiliary of cooking is not to be implemented.
At Jyotisfoma the daksina of cows, horses,
goats etc., animals and rice, barley, oil seeds etc.,
food grains is prescribed. The quantity is stated
as twelve hundred. Here, the question arises
whether this quantity applies to all items or only
animals, that too cows only. It is ruled that it
applies to cows only.
The next question is, whether this daksina be
duly divided and given or the whole is to be
given. It is ruled that it should be duly divided
and given.
This raises the further question whether it
should be equally divided or on the basis of their
work load or on the basis of their designation
i.e., samakhya. It is ruled that it should be
divided on the basis of their designations. These
designations are not their normal designations as
brahma, adhvaryu, hota etc., but the designations
i) ardhinah i.e., those who are entitled for half of
brahma etc., main priests, ii) trtlyinah i.e., those
who are entitled for one third share iii) padinah
i.e., those who are entitled for one-fourth of the
share.
At one day vikrti-yaga designated ‘bhuh’ one
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cow is prescribed as daksina. It is a vikrti of
jyotistoma. At jyotistoma twelve hundred cows,
hourses etc., other animals and vnhi etc food
grains are prescribed as daksina. Now, since a
separate daksina is prescribed at vikrti the prakrti
daksina has to be set aside. Here, the question
arises whether the whole
of prakrtidaksina
consisting of cows, horses, food-grains etc., has
to be set aside or only giving twelve hundred
cows is to be replaced by giving one cow. The
ruling given is that the whole ofprakrta daksina
is to beset aside and only one
cow has to be
given at vikrti though in prakrti many items are
stated as daksina all these form one unit of
daksina. Therefore the whole of one unit of
daksina to be given at prakrti has to be replaced
by one unit of daksina consisting of one cow.
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7 1. Pratinidhi - Representative
In the sacrifice when a prescribed item is not
available a substitute or a representative has to
be adopted to complete the sacrifice successfully.
The selection of a substitute or representative
should be based on its suitability to play the role
of the item for which it is a substitute and the
need of providing such a substitute. Keeping
these two guidelines in mind a few cases of
substitution
are
discussed by Jaimini
and
explained by Sahara.
At the outset it is made clear that in the case
of the deity, the sacred fire such as ahavanlya,
the hymn to be recited in favour of a deity or
on an item and the acts like performing prayaja,
sprinkling water on paddy, no substitute is
possible or permitted. The role of these cannot
be played by any other. For instance, in the
agneya yaga of the sacrificer does not remember
the name of Agni at the appropriate time he
should not be substituted by the name Visnu.
The purpose to be achieved by addressing Agni
cannot be achieved by addressing Visnu the
ahavanlya fire
should not be substitute by
ordinary fire. The hymn to be recited at a
particular sacrifice should not be substituted by
any other hymn. These substituted fire and hymn
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cannot serve the purpose intended to be served
by the sacred fire or the particular hymn.
Similarly, the prayaja etc auxiliary acts and
proksana etc sanskaras cannot be substituted by
any other auxiliary. These produce their own
apurva which cannot be produced by any other
act or sanskara. A substitute is expected to play
the role of the original. If the original is such
that its role cannot be played by any other and
the sacrificer is not able to perform the original
the sacrifice has to fail. If the sacrificer does not
remember the name of the deity, the hymn to be
recited or he is not able to perform the
prescribed auxiliary act or sanskara his sacrifice
has to collapse.
Further the yajamana i.e. sacrificer himself
cannot be substituted by another sacrificer after
the commencement of the sacrifice. If a sacrificer
dies or gets attracted by another activity and
leaves the sacrifice undertaken, a substitute
yajaman cannot be taken. The yajamana is the
appointing
authority
for
other
priests
but
yajamana himself is not appointed by any other.
He has valuntarily undertaken the sacrifice. To
perform the valuntary act of one person another
person cannot be substituted in the middle of the
act. A person to participate in the sacrifice, has
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to be appointed by the sacrificer. In the
of the original sacrificers no person
appointed by any other. The result of
started by one cannot be obtained by
intervener. The sacrifice concerned has
considered as failed.

absence
can be
an act
another
to be

After discussing the instances wherein a
substitute is not allowed we will take note of the
instances wherein a substitute is allowed and the
manner in which it is allowed.
i)
When a substance to be offered is not
available in the middle of the sacrifice, another
substance similar to it should be substituted.
However, when another similar substance is
already prescribed as an alternative, that should
not be taken as substitute. Different similar
substances should be taken. For instance, when
vrlhi i.e. rice is not available another grain i.e.
nlvara similar to it should be substituted. A
similar grain is that which contains the large
number of the particles of vrlhi. However, yava
grain which is enjoined as an alternative and
which is also similar to vnhi should not be taken
as a substitute in a sacrifice in which vrihi is
used to start with, but some other grain that is
similar to vrihi should be taken as a substitute.
Similarly, in a sacrifice in which yava grain is
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used to start with, if yava is not available
another grain similar to it should be taken as a
substitute but not vrihi. The concepts of pratinidhi
and vikalpa are distinct. The provision of an
alternate is quite distinct from the provision for
the substitute.
The instance of soma and putika is quite
different. Putika is not enjoined as an alternate to
soma but it is enjoined as a substitute. Hence,
when putika is also not available a plant similar
to soma has to be substitute.
Similarly when nlvara grain that is taken as a
substitute for vrihi is not available another grain
similar to vrihi only should be taken but not that
which is similar to nivara. However if vrihi itself
is again available then, the sacrifice be completed
with that only.
When a substitute is taken at the start only in
the absence of the original, but later the original
is available, the original should be taken instead
of continuing with the substitute. For instance
khadira wood is prescribed for yupa but if it is
not available right at the start, kadara can be
taken as a substitute. However if khadira is made
available before the pasu is joined with yupa that
has to be taken, since, it is originally prescribed.
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Cutting the wood etc sanskaras that were earlier
effected on kadara should be effected on khadira
which is now taken. The fact that the sanskaras
earlier effected on kadara have become a waste
should be over looked.
Even if the originally prescribed item viz
khadira is weak and cannot stand cutting etc the
original item viz khadira itself should be used.
Between the item and its sanskara, the item is
more important than its sanskara. However, if it
is very weak and cannot be utilised at all, then
the substitute should be adopted.
Even if the original item cannot stand certain
sanskaras, a substitute should not be adopted in
its place. Between the item and the sanskaras the
item is more important than sanskaras. For
instance, if only a few and very small size vrihi
grains are available, then a number of sanskaras
such as cutting into four pieces will not be
possible but still the vrihis only be utilised but
not it substitute nlvara.
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7 2. The role of Arthavada, Mantra and
Namadheya in organising the sacrifice
Arthavadas have been a challenge to the
Mlmamsakas and also a source for developing
some
new linguistic concepts and the canons of
interpretation.
i) The
arthavada
passages are
full
of
contradictory
statements,
the
statements
that
cannot be sustained by pramana, irrelevant, and
meaningless. If these are considered as a part of
Veda,
the very authoritativeness of Vedas will
collapse.
ii) The dharma-the central theme of Veda is
enjoined by an injenctive statement. In fact that
is the very definition of dharma. Every Vedic
statement should either convey a sacrificial act or
something connected with it. However, arthavadas
are not of the nature of injunctive statements nor
state anything connected with the sacrificial act.
Therefore, these are irrelevant to the central
theme of Purvamimamsa viz., dharma.
Sahara quotes a number of arthavada passages
to substanstiate the above objections. We will
notice a few.
i) Smoke was seen during the day but not the

16B
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flames of the fire. The flames were
the night but not the smoke.

seen during

ii) Prajapati took out his marrow i.e., vapa, and
put it in the sacrificial fire.
iii) Rudra wept and hence he is called Rudra.
iv) The deities were confused about the east,
west etc., quarters.
v) The mind is a thief and the speech is Her.
vi) A person who performs Asvamedha sacrifice
will conquer death, will overcome the sin of
killing a brahmana.
vii) The sacrificial fire should not be set up on
the earth nor over the sky.
viii) There was a person called babara the son
of pravahana.
The first statement states something
contradicted by our perception.

that

is

The second statement states something that is
impossible. No person can take out his marrow
and be alive to put it in the fire.
The third statement states something that has
nothing to do with the sacrifice.
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The fourth statement talks of a confusion but
does not state anything positive.
Stealing and lying stated in the fifth are the
attributes of a person but not of the mind and
speech.
The claim made in the sixth that the performer
of Asvamedha sacrifice will conquer the death
etc., gives too many results to one act of the
sacrifice. This is superfluous.
The prohibition of the setting up of sacrificial
fire
over the sky is unwarrented, since, no fire can
be set up over the sky.
The statement that there was a person babara
son of pravahana cuts the very root of anaditva
i.e., beginning-lessness of Veda. Since the person
mentioned also cannot be anadi.
These arthavada passages suffer from two draw
backs
i)
apramanya i.e., absence of validity ii)
anarthakya i.e., not serving the purpose of
sacrificial act.
Sahara introduces
concepts viz.,

three

important

linguistic
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i)
vakya sesa, ii) ekavakyata, iii) gunavada to
meet these objections.
i) The statements that are not of the nature of
injunctive statement but occur close by are
designated
as vakyasesa
i.e.,
supplimentary
statements. All arthavada passages come under
this category.
ii)
These
supplimentary
statements get
associated with the injunctive
statements and
serve the purpose of the sacrificial act. This
process
is
designated
as
ekavakyata i.e.,
functioning as one statement. These two concepts
answer the objection anarthakya i.e., not serving
the purpose of sacrificial act. By this technique of
ekavakyata the arthavada serves the purpose of
sacrificial
act
as
much
as
the
injunctive
statements. In other words these are as much
kriyartha as the injunctive statements. These are
not anarthaka.
Now, to answer the other objection that the
arthavada passages are contradictory, against the
pramanas etc., JaiminI and Sahara have developed
the concept of gunavada i.e., the words concerned
should be taken in the secondary sense, that is
to say, on the basis of common attributes
between the two their equation should be
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comprehended. For instance the statement ‘adityo
yupah’ the sacrificial pole is lustruous like Sun.
Simho manavakah boy is as valiant as lion. Apart
from solving the conflicts in this way, a total
purport of the entire arthavada passage is
envisaged as prasastya. i.e., eulogy. Whenever an
injunctive statement has arthavada passage by the
side of it that passage glorifies the sacrificial act
enjoined by that injunction. This process applies
to prohibitions also. The arthavada passage by
the
side
of the
prohibition
censures
the
prohibited act. Keeping this role in mind the
arthavadas are grouped into two groups viz., i)
Stuti arthavadas
ST^f'TRT:) and ii) Ninda
arthavadas (f^T 3p Nt^t:).
From another point
grouped into three.

of

view

arthavadas

are

i) Gunavada i.e., based on the attribute e.g.
adityo yupah i.e., the sacrificial pole is lustruous
like son.
ii) Anuvada i.e., statement of that which is
already known by other pramana. E.g. agnih
himasya -bhesajam (3Tf?h
i.e., the fire
wards off the cold.
iii) bhutartha vada i.e., statement of an event
of the past. e.g. Indro vrtraya vajram udayacchat
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i.e.,

indra

threw

the

vajrayudha.
All these statements do not convey any
sacrificial act. However, these are connected with
the nearby injunctive statements by the process of
ekavakyata and serve the purpose of sacrificial
act.
There are two other groups of arthavada viz.,
i) Parakrti i.e., statement of an act performed by
a distinguished person e.g., agnih va akamayata
(srfjfaf 3RFTRPPI) i.e., agni himself desired.
ii)
Purakalpa i.e., statement of a mythological
event as narrated in a gatha, sloka or an
episode.
Parakrti and purakalp type of arthavadas are
something like folk literature. These contain the
myths, legends, gathas i.e., proverbial statements
and verses popular among common people and
inherited from the hoary past. Probably, originally
these were not associated with the sophisticated
sacrificial
Institution.
These
contain
a rich
prehistoric cultural thoughts, beliefs, costums and
practices. References are also found to animals,
birds, trees, plants etc., with which early man was
friendly. Mimamsakas did not take much interest
in this aspect of arthavadas. They were only
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interested in considering this portion of brahmana
also as authoritative by connecting it with the
injunctive statements. For this purpose Sahara has
quoted only a few arthavadas.
Only such
arthavada passages that are close by an injunction
are handled by the Yajnikas and Mlmamsakas.
However, the arthavada literature
is very rich.
There seems to have been a
folk literature
tradition along with a priestly literature tradition.
Priestly tra'dition must have accepted it as a part
of vedic tradition and related it with the sacrificial
programme.
Under
the
sutra
‘tulyam
sampradayikam’ (jrM
(1-2-8) Sahara
raises the objection that arthavada portion is
likely to be a pramadapath i.e., interpolation. The
sutra replies that the arthavada portion as much
belongs to a continued tradition as the injunctive
statements. So far as their traditionality is
concerned it is common. This reveals that both
priestly
tradition
and
folk
tradition
were
considered as equally old, and priestly tradition
accommodated
it without
prejudice
to
the
apauruseyatva of Veda.
In any case a detailed study of the arthavada
portion of brahmanas is essential to link the
Srauta tradition and Suta tradition which later
grew into Itihasa purana tradition.
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The role of Mantra i.e., Vedic hymns in the
sacrifice.
The very definition of a mantra given by
Jaimini viz., Those portions of the Veda that
describe the items employed in the sacrifice are
designated
as
mantra
i.e.,
tacchodakesu
mantrakhya
explains the role
played by Mantra in the sacrifice. (Bh.S.II-1 -3 2)
In this sutra ‘tat’ refers to the sacrificial items.
Codaka means describe or convey. The hymns
are employed in the sacrifice to describe the
deity, dravya i.e., the the offering, and the
procedure etc. These hymns contain a reference
to these items and in a way announce the
performance of these as and when these are
performed in the sacrifice. It is a kind of running
commentary on the process of the sacrifice.
Since these
purpose, these
adrstartha.

hymns serve this observable
need not be considered as

After defining the Mantra in general Jaimini
defines the hymns of three Vedas viz., Rik, yajus
and Saman separately.
i) The hymns that are in the metrical form
are Rks.
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are

iii) The hymns that are sung with musical notes
are Samans. The very Rks of Rgveda are
sung with musical notes.
An important point to be noted is that these
hymns should be recited only at that place and
that time when the particular item announced by
these hymns takes place. If the item is sifted to
another place on appropriate grounds, the hymn
concerned also should be recited at that place.
For instance, the recitation of pusanumantrana is
sifted from darsapurnamasa to pusayaga. Another
point to be noted is that the words in the hymns
should be taken in their primary sense only.
Nigadas i.e., statements of addressing such as
‘Indra! agaccha’ ‘agnida! agnln vihara’
3TFT5&
3#?!
folTC) are included under yajus. These
are not separate group.
Oha i.e., substituted words viz., Surya for Agni
in vikrti yaga, pravara i.e., recitation of the names
of three sages, and namadheya i.e., the titles of
the sacrifice are not a part of the hymn.
For the convenience of the understanding the
hymns of both Rgveda and Yajurveda are
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grouped into twenty eight groups on the basis of
the subject described in them.
The hymns gain authoritativeness as they
describe the deity, dravya etc performed at the
sacrifice and contribute to the
generation of
apurva. This is a general ground for their
pramanya. Mimamsa balaprakasa quotes, the views
of Parthasarathi. Bhattanarayana and Someswara
in respect of the pramanya of Mantras.
i) According to Parthasarathi, the hymns that
are employed to convey the main and auxiliary
relations by sruti Iinga etc are to be considered
as padarthas that get associated with mahavakya
of prayogavidhi by the process of vakyaika
vakyata. In this way they contribute to apurva
and attain the status of pramanya.
ii) According to Bhatta Narayana, the above
explanation will make them pramana as padarthas
like vrihi etc articles but not as §abda-pramana.
Hence, their pramanya has to
be based on
yatharthya like Smrti.
iii) According to Bhatta Somesvara regular
pramanya has to be granted to Mantras. He
mentions a number of contengencies that require
pramanya for mantras.
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(i) the deity is envisaged for a sacrifice on the
basis of the mention of a deity in the hymn (ii)
the use of atmanepada in the hymn shows the
relation of the item concerned to yajamana. (iii)
The order of certain items in the mantra
supercedes the order mentioned inbrahmana (iv)
The pasu mentioned in a general way is taken as
chaga i.e. goat, as it is mentioned in mantravarna.
(v) Oha i.e. substitution is made for the words in
mantra, all these will be possible only if the
words of the mantra are taken as conveying the
meaning and the regular pramanya is assigned.
Even the hymns that are utilised for japa i.e.
holy repetition
of sacred words convey the
meaning as all hymns are declared as praising
pariplava as per the statement i.e. sarvah rcah
sarvani
yajuhsi
vacastomam
pariplavam
prasamsanti (*rcfi
’TTftr?

From the above discussion, it is clear that the
mantras play an important role in the programme
of the sacrifice.
Namadheya
Namadheya is considering certain words in the
injunctive statement as a title of the sacrifice.
Certain words in the injunctive statements are
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considered as namadheya i.e. titles, on
grounds. We will notice the same below.

four

i) Matvarthalaksanabhayat
i.e. to
avoid assigning the secondary meaning to the
word by taking it in the sense of matvartha.
e.g.

‘Udbhida

yajeta

pasukamah’

A person desiring to have pasu should perform
a sacrifice with udbhit i.e. sprout of a plant.
Here, both the enjoining of a yaga for
obtaining a pasu and the enjoining sprout as an
auxiliary to yaga cannot be conceived, since, it
will result in vakyabheda i.e. that is to say, one
statement being taken as two injunctions. To
avoid this if the word ‘udbhid’ is taken in the
secondary sense udbhidvat envisaging matup suffix
to it and the injunction is treated as visistavidhi
i.e. an injunction that enjoins a complex of the
sacrifice and an auxiliary of it together, then, its
primary meaning will have been given up.
Resorting to
secondary meaning should be
avoided as far as possible. Hence, it is better to
take the word udbhid as the name of the
sacrifice rather than an auxiliary of yaga and try
to enjoin both. If both are enjoined matvartha
laksana cannot be avoided.
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Here, a question is raised that matvartha
laksana is accepted by . Mimamsakas in the
instance of ‘Somena yajeta’
envisaging
it as ‘somavata yogen istam bhavayet’
9i<lH
and visistavidhi i.e. an injunction of the
complex of the sacrifice and its auxiliary is
accepted. Therefore, why not follow the same
procedure here.
This objection is answered by pointing out that
the word soma is a rudha word, that is to say,
its meaning is fixed by long usage. Therefore, it
cannot be taken as a name of the sacrifice while
the word udbhid i.e. sprout, can be etymologically
explained as an act of sprouting and can be
applied as a name to a sacrifice that sprouts the
result. Hence, the two cases are different.
Vakyabheda bhayat
i.e. to
one statement leading to two injunctions.

avoid

e.g. Citraya yajeta pasukamah
(f%W
qy+m:). He who desires pasu should perform the
yaga with citra.
Here, the yaga with citra as auxiliary cannot be
enjoined. The Yaga is already enjoined with a
number of other auxiliaries such as dadhi, madhu,
ghrtam, dhana etc. The auxiliary citra for yaga
and yag for the result cannot be enjoined, since,
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this will result in vakyabheda i.e. taking one
statement as two injunctions. Therefore, the word
citra should be taken as a title of the yaga and
the yaga for the result only be enjoined.
The difference between the earlier and this
example is that in the earlier example there was
scope for avoiding vakyabheda by resorting to
matvarthalaksana.
However,
matvartha
laksana
being equally a drawback, it was avoided by
considering the word udbhid as a title of the
sacrifice. But in this example, there is no scope
for visisfavidhi by resorting to matvartha laksana,
since, the yaga is already enjoined with certain
other auxiliaries. Hence, the only way out is to
enjoin the auxiliary citra for yaga and yaga for
the result. This will result in vakyabheda. This is
avoided by considering the word citra as a title
of yaga.
The common point of these two instance is
that a word that appears to convey an auxiliary
is censidered as a namadheya i.e. the title of the
sacrifice.
Tatprakhya sastrat (<TT JT^TT
i.e. since the
required auxilary is already enjoined.
e.g. ‘Agnihotram juhoti’ here the word agnihotra
cannot be taken either in the sense that the
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sacred fire is a place for offering or the deity
Agni for whom the offering is to be made, since
both these are already enjoined. Hence, the word
agnihotra has to be taken
as a name of the
sacrifice.
If the compound word agnihotram is explained
as agnau hotram taking the word agni in the
locative case suffix it refers to the sacred fire as
a place for offering. On the other hand if it is
taken as agnaye hotram taking the word agni in
the dative case it refers to the deity agni for
whom the offering is to be made., However, these
two viz. ahavaniya fire and Agni deity are already
enjoined by other injunctions. Therefore the word
Agnihotra cannot be taken
as enjoining one or
both of these two. Hence, it has to betaken
as
a namadheya i.e. the title.
iv)
tadvyapadesat (dSTMM^ud) i.e. as it is stated
as upamana.
e.g. ‘Syenena abhicaran yajeta’
A person
who desires to destroy
should perform syenayaga.

his

*P^cT)
enemy

Here, the question is raised whether the word
syena refers to the object i.e. bird, to be offered
or it is only a name of the sacrifice. In the
arthavada
given for thisinjunction there is a
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comparison of the act of syena bird with the
result of this sacrifice. If the syena bird itself is
the object to be offered the comparison should
have been with something else. Hence, the word
syena should not be taken in the sense of syena
bird as the object of offering but only as a name
of the sacrifice.
Conclusion
In the above presentation of the central theme
of Purvamimamsa i.e. Dharma, an attempt is
made to cover all important aspects of the
performance of the sacrifice, following the plan of
Jaimini sutras and Sahara bhasya. The Sutra, and
Bhasya go into many details of each aspect. It
will be tedeous to the readers who are not
regular students of Purvamimamsa to be lost into
these details. To cut down the details fully also
will not help the readers. They have to have a
fairly good understanding of the plan and
purpose of the sacrificial programme and the
various aspect of it. Therefore, a middle path is
followed in this presentation.
Another feature of the presentation is that the
technical terms of purvamimamsa are sparingly used
with an explanation of their import in English. Many
of the technical terms cannot be translated in
English. Moreover, a student of purvamimamsa has
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to familiarise himself with a few technical terms and
mimamsa vocabulary. Otherwise he will not be able
to grasp the spirit of mimamsa thought.
Apart from the sacrificial programme, there are
some social and ethical aspects of the mimamsa
thought. While discussing the question of eligibility,
the eligibility for women and sudras is raised. On
this question some critical observations are made.
Similarily while discussing syena yaga the
question of the difference between the killing a
goat at the sacrifice and killing an enemy by a
sacrifice is raised. Why one is dharma and the
other is adharma is raised. Both are enjoined by
vedic injunction. In this connection attention is
drawn to the expression artha i.e. that which
leads to the welfare, in the definition of dharma.
Many other interesting topics like the quantum
and distribution of daksina i.e. fee to the priests, the
question as to when a representative is allowed, a
substitute is allowed etc. are also discussed.
On going through this essay the reader will not
only understand the methodology adopted for the
organisation of the sacrifice but he will also
realise that this methodology can be successfully
applied to any other programme organisation.
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7 3. Sri Sankara and Purvamimamsa
Both purvamimamsa and Vedanta derive their
tenets from Vedas. Purvamimamsa derives its tenets
mostly from Brahmana portions while Vedanta
derives from Upanisads. Therefore, both are
interested
in
the
interpretation
of
Vedas.
Purvamimamsa has evolved certain guidelines for
the interpretation of Vedas. These are mostly
accepted by Vedanta. However, their central
doctrine and the goal are different. Purvamimamsa
is concerned with Dharma, i.e., ritual programmes,
while Vedanta is concerned with Brahman.
Therefore, they differ in respect of their goal and
the means to achieve it.
Sankara refers to Purvamimamsa by the name
Prathamatantra, Purvakanda, Pramana-laksana etc.
He refers to Sabarasvamin and Upavarsa. He
utilises
the
Purvamimamsa
guidelines
of
interpretation such as Upakrama, Upasamhara etc.
and also sruti, lihga etc. He quotes Purvamimamsa
Nyayas. Brahmasutrakara himself refers to Jaimini.
Many Purvamimamsa terms and the names of
sacrifices like Agnihotra, Dvadasaha etc. are referred
to in Brahmasutra. But in respect of the central
doctrine and the goal Vedanta differs from
Purvamimamsa. Some of their differences are
fundamental
in the
areas
of epistemology,
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metaphysics, and ethics. Sankara discusses these in
his Brahmasutrabhasya and Upanisad-bhasyas. It is
not possible to collect the entire material in this
respect in one paper and analyse the same.
Therefore, some crucial points that deserve special
attention are noticed in this paper.
In
the
very
introduction
to
his
Brahmasutrabhasya, i.e., Adhyasabhasya, Sri Sankara
raises the question as to what is the scope of the
authority of Vedic injunctions, prohibitions etc. that
constitute the source of authority for the Dharma of
Purvamimamsa. He clearly states that these are
authoritative within the field of Avidya as in the
case of perception, inference and other pramanas.
The knowledge of Dharma, i.e., ritual programmes,
given by Vedic injunctions, prohibitions etc. is not
helpful to achieve Brahmajnana; on the contrary it
is opposed to Brahmajnana as it involves the
differentiation of agent, object, results etc. The
ritual programme of Purvamimamsa falls within the
field of Avidya and therefore, that portioin of Veda
that conveys this has authority only within that
field.
The question of the difference in the scope and
the objective of Purvamimamsa and Vedanta is
again raised under the first Sutra while discussing
the import of atha.
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Atha means after. This raises the point after
what? Sri Sankara clearly states that it cannot be
taken as ‘after karmajnana or dharmajnana’. In
support of this stand he gives three reasons:
(1) The object of enquiry of Purvamimamsa and
Vedanta are different and unrelated. Dharma and
Brahman, constitute the object of enquiry of these
two respectively. These are not related as main and
subordinate so as to warrant a consideration of one
after the other. No such sequence is warranted on
any other ground also. One can undertake the
enquiry of Brahman before Dharmajnana or after it,
or even without it, since Dharmajnana is irrelevant
for Brahmajnana. In fact, it is opposed to it.
(2) The goals of the two are different. Dharma is
meant for the prosperity within the field of avidya
while Brahmajnana is intended to cross over avidya.
(3) The nature of Dharma is such that it has to
be performed while that of Brahman is to be
realised. Further, Dharma has to be accomplished in
future while Brahman is ever present. Therefore the
two are totally different and unrelated. Thus Sri
Sankara clearly
demarcates
the
areas
of
Purvamimamsa and Vedanta.
Under Janmadhikarana (1.1-2) another interesting
point is mentioned in respect of Dharma and
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Brahmajnana.
Sruti
is the
source
and
it
communicates Dharma. Whatever sruti informs us
as Dharma that has to be taken as Dharma and
performed. But in case of Brahman sruti has to
lead to the experience. It is the experience or the
realisation of Brahmanhood that is important. As
Dharma
is
communicated
through
verbal
communication, the classification of communicated
matter as injunction, prohibition, etc. is possible and
meaningful. The arrangement as general, exception,
and alternate is also possible and meaningful. But
in
case
of
Brahmajnana
the
process
of
communication does not end by mere verbal
communication, it has to lead to the experience and
realisation. Therefore, Brahmajnana is definitive.
Further, Dharmajnana is of the nature of
Paroksajnana (mediate knowledge) while Brahma
jnana is aparoksajnana. (immediate knowledge).
Here an important epistemological point is made.
According
to
advaita Vedanta,
even verbal
communication can lead to direct perception. The
example that is generally quoted to bring home this
point is ‘adasamah tvam asi.’
The
Sruti passage ‘atat tvam asi’
leads to
such direct perception. Thus sruti helps to obtain
the experience or realisation of Brahman. As soon
as sruti leads one to such an experience its
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purpose is over. This is how the sruti that belongs
to the field of avidya enables one to cross over
Avidya.
It is in the Samanvaya-adhikarana (1.1-4) that an
issue on which Purvamimamsa and Vedanta
fundamentally differ is discussed.
The Mimarhsa holds that the Vedas communicate
only in terms of injunction. No passage that does
not communicate an injunction or something that is
connected with it can be considered authoritative.
Therefore,
Brahman
as
such
cannot
be
communicated by Vedas. However, if the passages
that refer to Brahman are construed as injunctions
of meditation, then, Brahman can be treated as
communicated as an object of an injunction.
Another way of getting Brahman communicated
through vedic passages is to treat these passages as
conveying a deity connected with the rituals. In any
case Brahman alone cannot be communicated
without relating it with an injunction. No Vedic
passage is meaningful or authoritative unless it
conveys an injunction.
This position of Mimarhsa is not acceptable to
Vedanta.
Sri Sankara refers to a number of sruti passages
that refer to Brahman but do not contain any
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injunction. From this it is clear that Brahman as
such can be communicated without injunction.
Sri Sankara also rejects the plea that Brahman
can at least be treated as an object of the
injunction to know it. The contention of those who
somehow want to bring the communication of
Brahman within the scope of an injunction is that
the Vedic communication should lead to either
Pravi-tti or Nivrtti i.e. that is to say, either
prompting to undertake something or to withdraw
from something. This can be managed only by
injunctions and prohibitions. Descriptive passages
do not prompt either undertaking or withdrawing.
Therefore, the passages that describe Brahman have
to be treated as injunctions to know Brahman. In
some of the passages that deal with Brahman
injunctive verbs and potential participles are
employed.
This contention is not acceptable to Vedanta. It is
not necessary that every passage should lead to
Pravrtti or Nivrtti. Nor it is necessary that either
upadeya or heya be communicated. Brahman is
neither upadeya nor heya. Brahmahood is ever
present. It neither needs obtaining nor rejecting. It
has to be only realised. Therefore,
mere
communication of it so as to enable to realise it is
sufficient. No injunction to know it is necessary.
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Knowledge is not an activity. For instance, the
knowledge of the fire as fire is not an activity.
Therefore, it cannot be enjoined. It can only arise.
The verbs in potential mood, and potential
participles in some of the Vedic passages that
communicate Brahman are intended to communicate
the withdrawal from other objects rather than
enjoining to know Brahman. It is the cessation of all
activity that is a precondition of Brahmajnana. As
regards the statement of Jaimini to the effect that no
Vedic passage that does not communicate an
injunction is meaningful or authoritative, it applies
only to such passages as do not communicate
Brahman. In conclusion Sri Sankara remarks that if
Brahman were also to be communicated through
codana or an injunction, it would have been a subtopic of Dharma and no separate treatment of
Brahman enquiry would have been necessary.
The above discussion makes it clear that
Mimamsa and Vedanta fundamentally differ on the
issue of the mode of verbal communication. Their
respective stands are very vital to their respective
doctrinal positions. This issue of the mode of
verbal communication has been a major issue in
Indian epistemology. These two theories of verbal
communication are known as karyavyutpatti and
siddhavyutpatti
theories.
Apart
from
Advaita
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Vedanta
a few other systems also go
by
siddhavyutpatti theory. But the special point of
Advaita in verbal communication is that it can lead
to direct experience or immediate experience. The
passages like ‘tat tvam asi’
r9F#T) lead to
immediate experience or realisation of Brahman
according to Advaita.
The problem of the relative position of Karma
and Jnana in achieving human goal has been a
matter of controversy between Mimamsakas and
Vedantins. Mimamsakas are reluctant to give an
independent position to jnana in this respect while
Vedantins consider karma only a sahakarin for
jnana but not a direct means for achieving final
goal. This point is raised under many adhikaranas
of Brahmasutras and Vedantin’s position is made
clear by Sri Sankara.
Under
Kartradhikarana
and
Taksadhikarana
(11.3.33-40 and 11.3.40) the very basic question
whether Jlva is Agent or not, and if he is an Agent,
whether his Agency is real or super-imposed is
raised. Sri Sankara agrees that Jlva is agent but he
states that this agency is not real but it is super
imposed. Jlva is Agent within the field of Avidya,
When he crosses the bound of Avidya he has no
separate identity and therefore, there is no question
of any Agency.
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The Vedas issue injunctions and prohibitions.
These will be meaningful only when there is an
Agent to translate them into action. Therefore, Jiva
has got to be an Agent. At the same time, his true
nature is, i.e. he is nityasuddhabuddhamuktasvabhava.
Therefore,
there
cannot be any real Agency on the part of Jiva.
These two positions can be reconciled only by
envisaging super imposed agency on the part of
Jiva. This stand of Vedanta naturally relegates the
entire sacrificial activity of Mimarhsakas to the field
of Avidya.
That the Vedic injuctions are meant for avidvan,
while the Vedic teachings of Brahman or Atmaikya
are meant for vidvan is another way of putting the
same thing.
Sri Sankara points out that the Vedic injunctions
do not cause the real Agency but only enjoin
certain duties with reference to the Agency that is
there. It is irrelevant for this purpose whether such
an Agency is real or super-imposed.
Under Purusarthadhikarana
(III.4 -1 -1 7 )
the
question whether jnana is an independent and
direct means of purusartha or subordinate to karma
is specifically raised. Mimarhsakas naturally take the
view that it is subordinate to karma. Atman is the
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agent to perform karmas. Therefore, he is
connected with Karma. Hence, Atmajnana is also
connected with the karma. Therefore, whatever it
achieves that is achieved through karma only. It has
no independent goal. The results of Atmajnana
such as freedom from sorrow etc. that are
mentioned over and above the results of karma are
only of Arthavada nature. That is why it is found
that even brahmajnanins like Janaka took to karma.
It is specifically stated in sruti passages like
‘ayadeva vidyaya
karoti tadeva viryavattararh
bhavati.’
f^PTT
^
TIT^tK
This
clearly shows only the supporting role of jnana.
Passages
like
‘akurvanneveha
karmani’
make the performance of karma
obligatory. Therefore, the Mimarhsakas argue that
jnana is not an independent means of Purusartha.
This contention of Mimarhsakas is opposed in
Purusarthadhikarana. By Atman the Mimarhsakas
have understood sarhsari Atman here. He is, no
doubt, connected with karma as Agent. But when
sruti talks of Atmajnana it is Paramatman who is
bereft of Agency etc. who is meant. He is not
connected with karma not subordinate to karma.
Therefore, Atmajnana in the sense of Brahmajnana
is nor subordinate to karma. It is an independent
means of Purusartha.
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Here, by Purusartha Mlmarhsakas understand,
svarga etc., while Vedantin understands liberation.
Therefore, for Mlmamsaka karma is the means for
svarga etc., while Jnana may support karma to
some extent. For Vedantin it is jnana that is the
real means for liberation. Karma that involves the
Agent, the object etc. i.e. bheda-prapanca, is
actually opposed to liberation.
However, Vedantins do accept Karma as
sahakarin to jnana. This question is raised in
Sarvapeksadhikarana. It is true that jnana is an
independent and direct means to liberation. Karma
does not directly contribute to this end but karma
assists in obtaining knowledge through cittasuddhi.
Performance of Asramakarmas and Nityakarmas
does help to obtain cittasuddhi and knowledge. This
point
is
also
discussed
under
Asramakarmadhikarana particularly under the Sutra
‘sahakaritvena ca’ (III.4.3 3). Even kamyakarma
when performed bereft of kama does assist jnana.
Agnihotra and other nityakarmas are stated to be
Aradupakaraka to liberation under the Sutra.
Vedantins do
within the field
sacrifice within
‘asuddhamiti cet
performance of

not reject the utility of karma
of Avidya. In fact they defend
this field. Under the sutra
na sabdat’
sacrifice and offering pasu in a
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sacrifice is defended. The results to be obtained by
sacrifice are accepted as valid within the field of
Avidya. But Karmas cannot lead to liberation. These
also cannot prevent liberation once the knowledge
is obtained. The knowledge will nullify the effects of
the karmas. This point is discussed under
Tadadhigamadhikarana
and
Itarasamslesadhikarana
(IV. 1.1314). The point raised here is : How can karmas
remain without producing their result simply
because one has obtained jnana ? Karmas have the
potency to produce their results and, therefore,
they must lead to the respective results irrespective
of one obtaining Atmajnana. This line of argument
is not acceptable to Vedantins. According to them
Atmajnana cuts the very roots of karma. The
notions of Kartrtva and Bhoktrtva are the basis of
karma. Atmajnana cuts these very notions and
hence the effects of karma are nullified by jnana.
Finally, the Vedantins do not accept the
Mimamsaka’s contention that karma leads to its
results through Apurva. The very concept of
Apurva is not acceptable to Vedantins.
This question is raised under Phaladhikarana
(III.2.3 8 -41). Here, the question whether karma
leads to its results or Isvara bestows the results of
karma is raised. Mimarhsakas take the view that
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karma produces Apurva which ultimately leads to
the results. This view is rejected here. Apurva being
jada (non-intelligent) cannot lead to the results by
itself. The concept of apurva in between karma and
its results is not warranted since Isvara bestows the
result taking into account the karmas of jivas. This
is probably the biggest blow to the Mimamsakas.
Though early Mlmarhsakas are silent about Isvara,
later Mimamsakas like Kumarila do accept Isvara.
Therefore, they cannot argue that since there is no
Isvara, Apurva is necessary.
Under
Devatadhikarana
(I.3.26-33)
an
interesting point on which Vedanta and Mimarhsa
differ is raised. Mimamsakas are of the opinion that
the deities have no vigraha or form. Mimamsakas
do not accept vigraha or form to the deities for two
reasons :
(1) Many persons will be performing the same
sacrifice at different places at the same time. It
would be difficult for
Indra and other deities to be present at all places
if they have vigraha or form.
(2) The
perishable.
The Vedic
connected.

forms of the deities, if any, will be
The deities are mentioned in Vedas.
words and their meanings are eternally
However, if one of them, say, meaning
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is perishable, then the very relation between the
Vedic word and its meaning will be perishable. This
will ultimately affect the very doctrine of
Vedanityatva.
This line of argument is not acceptable to Sri
Sankara. One and the same deity can assume many
forms and be present at all sacrifices wherever he
is involved at the same time. Further, it is not their
physical presence that is necessary. The offerings
are meant for them wherever they are.
As regards the second reason, Sri Sankara makes
it clear that the meaning of words is not vyakti but
akrti. 2 2
Akrti is nitya. Therefore, even if
Indravyakti is perishable Akrti is not perishable.
Hence, neither the nityatva of the relation between
word and meaning is affected nor Vedanityatva is
affected.
Incidentally Sri Sankara
important questions here :

discusses

two

other

(1) Whether there is any need to accept the
doctrine of sphota or varnas constitute a word.
(2) What is exactly meant when it is stated that
the whole world arises from Sabda? He rejects the
concept of sphota and subscribes to the Mimarhsa
view that varnas constitute word. In this connection,
he quotes the views of Upavarsa who had
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commented
on
both
Mlmarhsasutras
and
Vedantasutras. As regards the second point, Sri
Sankara points out that when it is stated that the
world arises from ‘sabda,’ it is not intended to
convey their upadana upadeya-bhava (^TKR-^TT^T>TR) (relation) as in the case of Brahman and the
world but it only means that words connote the
objects. The problems of Vedanityatva and
Vedapauruseyatva are also discussed under this
Adhikarana. Vedanta supports Purvamimamsa on
these two issues.
The Purvamimamsa guidelines to determine the
purport of a sruti passage viz. Upakrama,
Upasamhara etc. tatparyalingas are fully utilised by
Sri Sankara all along his Brahmasutrabhasya and
Upanisadbhasyas. Sutrakara himself mentions these
in his sutras. In many cases the agreement between
Upakrama and Upasamhara is utilised to determine
the purport of a passage. Abhyasa and Apurvata
are shown to determine the purport in a few cases.
Sruti, Liiiga, Vakya etc., the guidelines for
determining the meaning, are also utilised. The
Jaimini-Sutra that states the relative priority of
these
is
quoted
in
Lingabhuyastvadhikarana
( f e # ( I I I . 3. 44)
But there
is one
important difference in the application of these
between Mimamsa and Vedanta. In Mlmarhsa these
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are angatvanirnayaka while in Vedanta these are
arthanirnayaka.
Mimarhsa guidelines of karmabheda are utilised
to decide sagunopasana vidyabheda OFjyh'THHThe Jaiminisutra that lays down these
guidelines is quoted in Sabdadibhedadhikarana
(III.3.5 8). The guidelines for determining some
vidyas that are mentioned in more than one sakha
as one Vidya, and sifting the material from one
Sakha to another sakha in case of such vidyas are
also utilised. It is stated that just as Dravya and
Devata constitute the central point of a sacrifice the
object to be meditated upon constitutes the central
point of a sagunopasana vidya. The passages that
describe upasanas like Udglthopasana are treated as
injunctions. Even the distinctions like yajamanakarma and Rtvikkarma are introduced in the case of
some sagunopasanas. Thus, the Mimarhsa technique
and terminology are considerably utilised in
Vedanta. So far as the field of Avidya is concerned
the Purvamimamsa programme is a respectable field
of activity. But when it comes to the stage of
Brahmajnana and realisation of Atmaikya the ritual
programme stands rejected.
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7 4. Nyayavaisesika and Purvamimansa
Consider both space and time as primery and
categories of being. These are considered
as
eternal entities. The experiences past, future, etc
are due to the conditioning facters of creation of
an object, occurance of an event, initiation of an
action etc. Similarly the demarcation of space as
east, west etc is also due to the conditioning
facters of the position of Sun. Thus the space and
time that are eternal and primary categories of
being, serve the purpose of practical usage of past,
present, future and east, west etc under certain
conditions. The eternal aspect as well as the
conditioned aspects are real. Space and time are all
pervasive in the sense that these are co-extensive
with the entire matter, all events, and actions. The
term used for all pervasiveness in this sense is a
newly coined term i.e. Vibhu. The expressions
Ananta (eternal) aparichchinna (boundary-less) are
not used. The
terms Dik and Kala
are usedfor
space and time respectively. The term Akasa used
in Nyayavaisesika in the sense of a substance that
is the locus of Sabda or sound. It is not used in
the sense of space. In Purvamimamsa it is used in
the sense of a substance that is the very evolute of
§abda. The term Akasa is not used in the sense of
space in both the systems. As regards the
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epistemological process of the experience of space
and time, Nyayavaisesika considers both of them as
inferred. But Mimansa holds that both are
perceived through senses. Each sense along with
the object perceived groups space and time also
according to Purvamimamsa. In the Samkhya
systems there are two views pervailent in this
respect. 1. One view is, there are no space and
time at all either as separate categories of being or
as aspects of Prakj-ti or matter. Beyond the so
called conditions of space and time there are no
space and time. As such Prakriti or primordial
matter undergoes its course of evolution. Objects,
events, activities occure. These occurancens involve
the notion of extension and duration. Beyond these
occurances there is no such entity or aspect such
as space or time. This is one view.
2.
The other view is there are two levels of
space and time viz. Akhanda one continuous block
of space, and one block time, Sakhanda divisable
space and time the first one’s are the aspects of
prakrti or primordial matter, the second are the
comprehension of Akasa under certain conditions.
The
conditions
are
same
as
stated
by
Nyayavaisesikas. For the divisibility of space &
time. The first view viz there are no space and
time at all is very revolutionary. Samkhya hold the
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evolution theory of causation. In this theory the
evolution and
charge involve extension and
duration as a part of the very process of evolution
and therefore, there is no need to consider them
as separate entities or separate aspects. These
extentions and durations marcated as east, west etc
or as past, present etc under certain conditions
given rise to the notions of space and time, in day
to day life. Strictly speaking there are no such
separate entities or separate aspects. The second
view of Akhandakala or Sakhandakala is held by
Vijnanabhiksu a later Samkhya writer who is not
always
faithful to
Samkhya
tradition.
His
Akhandakala is not a separate entity but only an
aspect of it is same as Nyayavaisesika concept of
Kala axcepting prakfti. That it is not a separate
entity. The Sakhandakala follows the pattern of
Nyayavaisesika concept of Sopadhikala. But an
important point is that the three concepts of dik,
kala and Akasa are brought under one viz. Akasa.
Another point to be noted is both Akhanda and
Sakhanda
are
real.
The
Samkhya
the
Nyayavaisesika
and
Mlmansa
are
realists.
Therefore, they will consider both eternal space
and time, and the conditioned space and time, and
the conditioned space and time as real. Since
Samkhya has only one primary category of matter
viz. prakrti or primordial matter, the eternal space
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and time are either ruled out or treated as its
aspects. The sakhanda or conditioned space and
time are considered as derived states of Akasa
which itself is derived. Nyaya-vaiSesika and
Mimansa admit more
than one primery and
separate category of matter. Therefore, they have
no difficulty in accepting space and time as
separate and primery categories. Thus, it is clear
that their respective metaphysical positions have
influenced their concepts of space and time.
Among the Vedanta schools, Dvaita and
Visistadvaita are realist schools. These two schools
aspect prakfti or primordial matter as a basic
category of being so far as the matter is
concedered. However, Dvaita condiders space as a
separate caytegory and treats time as a category
derived from
prakfti.
On the other hand
Visistadvaita considers time as a separate category
and considers space as a category derived from
Prakfti. The name given to space in Dvaita is
Avyakritsa. This is of the nature of a great void.
East, west etc are its natural aspects are not
caused by any conditioning facters nor mere
appearences. Talking of east west etc with
reference to the position of sun is merely a device
of convenience. These are relative statements and
may vary from situation to situation like the
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relative expression father and son. The natural
east, west, etc are fixed and natural. Thus diks are
natural divisions of Avyakrtakasa or space
according to Dvaita. In Visisfadvaita Akasa which is
an evolute of Sabda also serves the purpose of
space. They hold that there no need to hold dik
and Akasa as two separate entities. Akasa can
serve both the purpose of being a base for sound,
and being space.
Kala or time is a primary and
of being. There are two levels
and Sakhanda. The former is
pervasive. The latter is derived
under certain conditions. Time is
the senses.

separate category
of time Akhanda
eternal and all
from the former
perceived through

Dvaita does not accept Akhandakala or time has
divisions such as Ksana, lava etc. There is a
beginningless and endless flow or succession of
these moments. This flow of time is eternal. The
moments of time are derived from prakrti or
primordial matter. Each moment is all pervassive.
But it is not eternal. Every moments perishes. What
is eternal is, the successions of these moments.
This view of time postulates three important points.
1. Time is derived from prakrti or primordial
matter. 2. Time is endless flow of moments 3.
Each moment is all pervasive during its presence
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and perishes to make room for the next moment.
From these points it is clear that time or duration
is envisaged as a close associate of continuous
evolution of primordial matter. Its demarcation, of
course, can be worked out with reference to the
occurance of events, objects, actions etc.
In Advaita also two views are held in respect of
space and time. According to one view, these two
are the effects of Avidya and according to the
other these are aspects of Avidya. There is also a
view that it is an aspect of Brahman. In Advaita,
since Avidya and its effects are not real, time and
space are not real. This is only from ultimate stand
point. So far as empirical affairs are concerned.
These have empirical or practical reality.
From the above brief sketch of the concept of
space and time in Indian philosophy, the following
points emerge;
1. Early Samkhya does not accept space and
time at all either as separate entities or as aspects
of matter.
2. Nyaya
Vaisesika,
and
Purvamlmamsa
consider space and time as separate and primary
categories of being.
3. Dvaita considers space as separate category
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and time as a derivative of prakfti while
visistadvaita considers time as a separate category
and space as a derivative of prakfti.
4. Advaita considers both space and time as
the aspects Avidya. Later Samkhya also considers
these as aspects of prakrti.
5. Dvaita considers time as a flow or
succession of moments. These moments perish but
their succession is eternal.
A re-appraisal of these postulates in the light of
modern make take the implications of . these
implication nearer the modern thought and even
help to chisel modern thought.
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7 5. The concept of Moksa in
Purvamimamsa
The study of the concept of Moksa has to cover
three areas viz. i) The nature of the liberated state
ii) The means of liberation iii) The result of the
liberation.
The nature of liberated state is envisaged in
three ways i) A state of supreme bliss ii) A state of
complete absence of sorrow
iii)
sorrow.

A state of the absence of both bliss and

The vedanta schools adopt the first view. Nyaya
adopts the second view samkhya adopts the third
view. The third state is known as Kaivalya state.
There is no difficulty in considering the first view
of Moksa as Purusartha i.e. the goal life. All living
beings like to be happy. These will strive to achieve
happiness. The second view also claims that its
concept of Moksa is Purusartha. They argue that
no amount of happiness or bliss will satisfy man.
He will go on seeking more and more. As there is
no end to it he will be unhappy.
Therefore, blissfulness or happiness cannot be a
satisfying goal of life for man. On the other hand
freedom from sorrow can be a better goal of life.
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The third view of Moksa viz. the absence of both
happiness and sorrow also claims that its concept
of Moksa can be Purusartha i.e. the goal of life. To
undergo the pain and pleasure is a routine matter.
These experiences cannot be avoided so long as
one is involved in worldly activities. Therefore, man
longs for the freedom from both these. The
experiences of pleasure and pain is bhoga while
freedom from these is apavarga.
These three views give psychological dimension
of the concept of Moksa. Moksa has mystical,
spiritual, ethical and even easthetic dimensions.
II
The Mlmansa concept of Moksa comes under the
third category. Parthasarathi describes the state of
Moksa as ‘svastha’, state i.e. remaining unto
himself. The original nature of atma consists of the
potency of cognition, and existence as a substance.
At this stage not only the pleasure and pain are
eliminated
but all other qualities such as desire, initiative,
religious merit etc are also eliminated.
The vaisesikas also describe the liberated state in
the same way.
Parthasarathi argues that there cannot be any
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experience of bliss during the liberated state as
there is no manas at that state. The bliss is not
svaprakasa, so as to provide its experience without
the help of Manas. Further, if the bliss that is
supposed to be experienced at the liberated state is
same as that of sansara state, then, it means
sansara has continued. If it is different and
generated at the liberated state, then, this will not
be permanent and enduring. This makes the very
liberation a temporary state.
Further, mere presence of bliss will not make it a
purusartha. The atman who is supposed to posses
it should cognise it. However, there will not be any
cognition during the liberated state.
Kumarila also argues that if the enjoyment of
bliss in the liberated is envisaged, then, it will be
same as svarga and will be temporary.
Ill
Now, let us examine the means of liberation. In
this respect; there are three main views viz., jnana
is the means of liberation
ii) Both Jnana and Karma are the means of
liberation iii) Karma nivi-tti i.e. withdrawal from the
Karma is the means of liberation.
The nature of jnana required for liberation differs
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from school to school. The Vedanta schools go by
Brahmajhana. Samkhyas go by Prakrti-Purusa
viveka jnana. The Nyaya vaisesikas go by padartha
tatva jnana. Bhakti and Vairagya are considered as
supporting means in Vedanta. Vairagya i.e. non
attachment to the worldly affairs is considered as a
first step to seek freedom from worldly involvement
by all.
Purvamlmansa goes by the third view viz.
withdrawal from the kamya sacrificial activity and
prohibitted activities. However, it is not total
withdrawal from Karma. Nitya and Naimittika
Karmas have to be performed.
Parthasarathi explains the process of the means
of the liberation as follows :
i) The elimination of the pleasure and pain is
achieved by the elimination of dharma and
adharma.
ii) The dharma and adharma already acrued to
the credit of a person have to be eliminated by the
experience of the consequences of the same.
iii) By withdrawing from the performance of
kamyakarmas the generation of dharma from these
has to be stopped.
iv) By performing Nitya and Naimittika Karmas
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and by avoiding the prohibitted acts, the generation
of adharma has to prevented.
iv)
When dharma and adharma are eliminated,
there will be no ground for assuming further births.
When present body is left the atman attains svastha
state.
Mimansakas describe prapanca sambandha as
bandha and prapancasambandhavilaya
as moksa. The body, senses and the objects
constitute prapanca.
Getting rid of the contact with these three is
liberation.
Suffering from the pleasure and pain by the
contact with these three is bondage.
Mimansakas do not introduce the concept of
ajnana or avidya as the basis of bondage, nor they
seek the help of Jnana to get rid of it. They do
not seek paramatmajnana for liberation. However,
they do mention atmajnana. The role of the
atmajnana is stated in Mimansa terminology as
kratvartha. The knowledge of atman as distinct
from the body enables a person to undertake the
sacrifices that yeald the results beyond this world
and beyond this birth. In this way atmajnana is
helpful to the sacrifice. Therefore, atmajnana is
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kratvartha. Beyond this role, the atmajhana does
not contribute to his liberation in any other way.
Slokavartika makes it clear.
The atmajhana referred to here is not
Paramatmajhana. It is the knowledge of the true
nature of oneself. In tantravartika on arthavadadhikaranam. Kumarija makes it clear that the
atmajhana described in Upanisads is kratvartha.
Yetena
kratvarthakartrpratipadanadvarena
upani?adam nairakanksyam vyakhyatam.

This atmajnana is not paramatmajhana but
svanityajnana,
dehadavyatirikttvajnana
(^sk -

The paramatmajhana is not introduced by
Kumarila as a requirement for the liberation in the
sambandhaksepa section of slokavartika.
IV
There is
accept Isvara
assigned to
Mimansakas.

a controversy whether Mimansakas
are not. In any case the role normally
Isvara is not assigned to him by
The roles to assigned to Isvara are :

i) He is creator and destroyer of the world.
ii) He is the author of Veda.
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iii) He is the bestower of the results of good or
bad deeds.
For Mimansakas Isvara is not required for these
purposes. In the context of Moksa also neither
Isvara, nor Isvarajnana has any role to play.
V
However, certain remarks of Kumarija in
Vyakaranadhikarana give a different picture. In
Vyakaranadhikarana a question is raised whether
employing the correct words is sufficient while using
vedic language to perform dharma or the
knowledge of the correctness of these words
through Vyakarana is a necessary requirement. It is
concluded that the vedic words have to be used
with the knowledge of their correctness through
vyakarana. Incidently another question is raised
whether the knowledge of the correctness itself is
sufficient are the actual use of the words with the
knowledge of their correctness is necessary. In this
context Kumarija remarks that correct of knowledge
of the words is merely a sanskara. Therefore, it
cannot lead to any result viz., dharma.
Stating this position of Jnana, Kumarija makes an
exception in the ca^e of atmajnana.
He

further

states

that

atmajnana

is

both
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kratvartha and purusartha. We have already noticed
that it is kratvartha. But the idea that it is also
purusartha is introduced here. Kumarila quotes
Upanisadic passages like ‘ya atma apahata papma’
0* 3TW an^maTT) ‘satyakamah
satyasankalpah’
(tlcH'M+i:
‘sa anvestavyah sa jignasitavyah’
(H
‘atma namupasita’ (anrRT
etc. and says jignasamananasahitatmajnana
(f^fTHTO^lwf^TTriTfR) is enjoined here. Therefore,
the abhyudaya stated in the sruti passages
‘sa
sarvan lokanaptoti, sarvan kaman apnoti’ (H
dtaiiijilGl
has to be brought here as
a result of atmajnana. Similarly, nibsreyasa stated in
the passages like
‘na sa punaravartate’ (?T
indicating paramatmaprapti has also to be
brought here as a result of atmajnana. This
atmajnana naturally is paramatmajnana. This makes
atmajnana a purusartha. One and the same
atmajnana can be both kratvartha and purusartha as
per the samyogaprathaktvanyaya
In this context Kumarija raises another question
whether considering atmajnana as a means for
liberation comes in the way of Karma being the
means of liberation. He answers that the purpose
served by the two are different, the approach of the
two is different, therefore both are required to
achieve the liberation. One of them does not
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supercede the other, these two cannot be
considered • as alternate means, nor as main and
subordinate. Hence, these are the means of
liberation without prejudice to each other.
In this account of the concept of liberation,
Kumarila makes two important additions viz. i) He
introduces the concept that atmajnana as a means
of Purusartha and widens the scope of atmajnana
to include paramatmajhana. ii) He introduces the
idea that jnana is also a means of liberation.
From this it is clear that Kumarila’s concept of
liberation has become positive here and it is closer
to Vedanta concept.
The earlier account of Kumarila s concept
liberation given in sambandhaksepa section
slokavartika has been negative and closer
samkhya and vaisesika concept of liberation. It
difficult to reconcile these two views.

of
of
to
is

The basic differences between these two positions
are as under.
i) In the first account Kumarila declares that in
the liberated state the atman remains in the svastha
state, the dharma, adharma, etc. attributes are
eliminated and he is without pain and pleasure. In
the second account he states that atman attains
abhyudaya and nisreyasa.
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AH his desires will be fulfilled. Kumarila quotes
the Upani?adic passage sarvan kamanavapnoti (nqhj
This reveals that the nature of
liberated state is quite different in the two accounts.
ii) In the first account he declares that withdrawal
from Kamya karmas and Nisiddha karmas is the
means of liberation. He does not mention jnana as
the means of liberation. In the second account he
adds jnana also as a means of liberation. This
reveals that the means of liberation are quite
different also in the two accounts.
m) The concept of Purusartha is not introduced
in the first account while in the second account it is
given a prominent place.
It may be noted that the first account is in a
proper context while the second is merely an
appendage in vyakaranadhikarana.
Parthasarathi gives a full exposition of the first
account and merely mentions conclusion of the
second account in sastra dipika.
In nyayaratnakara he explains the expression
atmajnanam as dvividham hi atmajnanam dehad
vivekajnanam. Upasanatmakam jnanam. He says the
latter cannot be taken as kratvartha. It has to be
treated as Purusartha. He draws our attention to
Kumarila’s observations in Vyakaranadhikarana.
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He is aware of the two accounts and makes
room for the second account by this explanation of
the term Atmajfiana. However, the conflict between
the two accounts is not resolved.
VI
The first account seems to be true to the general
thinking of Mlmansa school. Strictly speaking
Mlmansa is not interested in liberation. Performing
karmas faithfully is a way of life as well as a goal
of life for Mlmansakas. The performance of
Kamyakarmas is volantary and performance of
nityanaimittikakarma’s (Hr4^I4(r)'h'fc4) is obligatory.
A man should find fulfillment of his life in
discharging these duties.
An active life is a way of life as well as a gola
of life for Mlmansakas. Probably, Mlmansakas did
not envisage the idea of liberation on their own.
However, due to the impact of other systems of
Indian philosophy and a general trend for the
concept of liberation in Indian culture, they
formulated the concept of liberation. They worked
out
its
means
in
such
a
way
that
nityanaimittikakarma’s are not given up till last, and
not considered as a hindrence to the liberation.
They did not see any charm in the liberation. They
saw life as active and liberation as idle. The svastha
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state described as liberated state is in a way an idle
state. It is envisaged as an opposite of active life.
That is why it is not stated as purusartha in the
first account. The svastha state may be claimed as
purusartha in the sense that it provides freedom
from the routine life of pain and pleasure. As
stated by Kumarila himself, introducing the concept
fulfilment of desire i.e. abhyudaya in liberation is
designating Svarga itself as Moksa. Therefore
Mimansaka’s made it a state of freedom from the
pain and pleasure of rutine life. Mimansakas do not
envisage any transcendental bliss as in Vedanta.
Therefore, they envisaged the state of liberation as
a state of complete rest which they designated as
svastha state. Therefore, we may conclude that the
first account of the concept of liberation given by
Kumarila fits better in Purvamimansa scheme. The
second is probably given to be in tune with
Vedanta thought.
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7 6. Khandadeva’s Bhattarahasya
I have great pleasure in associating myself by
way of this small introduction with the publication
of
Bhattarahasya
of
Khandadeva
with the
commentary
Khandadeva
Bhavaprakasa
newly
written by Pandit Peri Suryanarayana Shastry of
Rajamahendri.
Khandadeva’s life and works :
Khandadeva
himself
informs
us
in
his
Bhattakaustubha that he is the son of Rudradeva.
In his Bhattadipika he further informs that he was
a desciple of Visvesvara. This Visvesvara is
Gagabhatta
the
author
of
Bhattachintamani.
Jagannatha Pandita mentions that Khandadeva was
the Guru of his father Perubhatta. Khandadeva
refers to Sri Appayya Dlksita as Mlmansaka
Murdhanya. From all these it is clear that
Khandadeva was a younger contemporary of Sri
Appayya Dlksita and lived between 15 7 5 A.D. to
1 6 6 5 A.D. He seems to have assumed sannyasa
under the name Srldharendra in the last phase of
his life. He was probably a Daksinatya.
Khandadeva has three works to his credit viz.
Bhattakaustubha, Bhaftadlpika and Bhattarahasya.
Among these, Bhattakaustubha is an elaborate
commentary on Jaimini Sutras from second pada of
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first adhyaya upto Balabaladhikarana of third pada
of third adhyaya. (1.2 to III.3.7). This work though
appears incomplete covers all major issues of
Purvamimamsa occuring even in later chapters. His
second work Bhaffadlpika is a running commentary
on all twelve chapters covering all adhikaranas and
interpreting all sutras. Though it is modelled on
Sastradipika, Khandadeva, differs from Sastradipika
in a number of adhikaranas. A doubt is expressed
regarding the genuineness of Tarkapada portion of
Bhattadlpika (1.1) His desciple Sambhubhatta has
not commented upon this portion while later
commentaries viz., Bhaskararya and Vanchesvara
have commented upon the same. In his above two
works on Mlmansasutras Khandadeva set a new
trend.
He
introduced
pariskara
style
of
Navyanyaya. He criticises Bhasyakara, Vartikakara
and Parthasarathi Misra in interpreting certain
sutras and differently interprets them. He also
applies certain Purvamimamsa maxims differently.
Thus
he
initiated
a
Navlna
school
of
Purvamimamsa within Bhatta School, though it is
not as fully developed as Navyanyaya or Navya
Vyakarana.
Bhattarahasya of Khandadeva
Khandadeva’s third work i.e. Bhattarahasya is a
unique work in a number of ways. It is exclusively
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devoted to the discussion of the problems of
syntax and semantics. These problems are
discussed in Sanskrit under the heads Sabdabodha,
Vakyarthabodha, Vyutpatti etc. These problems are
arranged under Vidhyartha, Lakarartha, Dh^tvartha,
Vibhaktyartha etc. and the specific import of each
and their inter-relation with each other are fully
discussed. The problem as to what is the unit of
verbal communication? Whether it is a word of a
sentence is elaborately discussed by Sanskrit
linguists. Within a sentence the question whether it
is a noun or verb that is the centre of semantic
organisation is raised and heatedly discussed. The
question whether verbal communication is optative
or merely factual is discussed. Thus the entire
range of the theory and practice of verbal
communication is handled by Sanskrit linguists in
the work especially written for this purpose.
Bhattarahasya is one such work representing the
views of Bhatta school of Purvamimamsa.
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7 7. Theories of §abdabodha
The problems connected with Sabdabodha or
Vakyarthabodha are discussed right from Yaska’s
Nirukta. PaninI has incorporated certain special
sutras for this purpose. Patanjali discusses these
issues elaborately. Bhartrihari’s Vakyapadlya which
discusses the entire philosophy of language,
naturally discusses these problems in its own way.
Some of the Jaimini’s sutras deal with the
problems in its own way. Some of the Jaimini’s
sutras deal with the problems of semantics for
interpreting certain vedic passages and to lay down
certain general rules of interpretation. The Nyaya
works also discuss these problems while dealing
with Sabdapramana. Verbal communication being a
major source of knowledge in Indian tradition, and
the interpretation of sacred texts being an
important tool of such communication, Indian
thinkers have bestowed a good deal of though on
the theory and practice of verbal communication. In
this connection some major works exclusively
devoted to this problem representing different
theories were composed during 16th & 17th
centuries. These are :
1.
Manjusa of Nagesabhatta and Bhusanasara
of Kaundabhatta representing vyakarana views.
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2. Vyutpattivada of Gadadhara and Sabda Sakti
Prakasika of Jagadisa representing Nyaya views.
3. Bhattarahasya of Khandadeva representing
Mlmansa views. Later, Padaratna, Vibhaktyarathanirnaya (f^w fl^ h T ) etc. more works were written.
It is in these works that the Sabdabodha theories
of Nyaya, Vyakarana and Mimansa are fully
discussed. Bhattarahasya holds a unique position
among these works.
Nyaya theory of Sabdabodha
The main issue in respect of the theory of
Sabdabodha or Vakyarthabodha is as to what is the
centre of semantic organisation in a sentence?
Whether it is a noun or verb? The Nyaya school
holds that it is a noun with a nominative suffix.
Such a noun happens to be the subject or agent in
an active sentence and it is an object in a passive
sentence. However, in a passive sentence without
an object known as bhave constructions in Sanskrit
it is the action indicated by the verb that is the
prime centre of semantic organisation. Sentences
like Chaitra goes to village, the village is reached
by Chaitra and slept by chaitra are the stock
examples. In first two sentences chaitra and grama
which are nouns in nominative are the prime
centres. In the third sentence ‘slept by chaitra’
which is a passive sentence without an object,
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neither subject nor object is available to be the
prime centre of semantic organisation. Hence the
action itself is the prime centre. In a negative
sentence like ‘Bhutale bhatona’ it is the meaning of
the negative particle ‘na’ that is the prime centre.
Thus, the Nyaya school though goes by the
theory of noun in nominative being the prime
centre of semantic organisation in a sentence, does
not insist on any uniformity in this respect in all
types of sentences. It goes by the practical
approach of each on its own situation. Taking into
account its approach in a majority of sentences the
Nyaya theory is described as Prathamanta Mukhya
Visesyaka theory or the theory that holds that the
noun in nominative case is the prime centre of
semantic organisation in a sentence.
Meaning of a word
The question as to what is the meaning of a
word whether it is an individual entity, attribute,
class-notion or function is discussed by Sanskrit
linguists. Different theories are advanced in this
connection but two theories are very prominant viz.
1. It is class-notion.
2. It is an individual entity as belonging to a
class.
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These two theories are held by Mimansa and
Nyaya respectively. Since this question is no
particularly discussed in Bhattarahasya we need not
go into further details of this problem.
Abhihitanvaya and Anvitabhidhana theories of
Syntax
The question whether word is a unit of verbal
communication or the sentence is a unit of verbal
communication is another important question.
These two views are known as Abhihitanvayavada
and Anvitabhidhanavada respectively. The Bhatta
school holds the first view while the Prabhakaras
hold the second view. The Vyakarana and Nyaya
also go by the first view. According to the first
view each word in a sentence conveys its meaning
first and then by the processes of syntactical
connection the sentence meaning is conveyed. The
second view thinks that no purpose is served by
the communication of the meaning of individual
words in an isolated way, nor it makes any sense.
Words in a sentence always convey their meaning
involving a reference to their syntactical partners.
Torn of sentences they cannot communicate.
Therefore, sentence
is the unit of verbal
communication.
This question
is
also
not
specifically
discussed
in
Bhattarahasya.
Abhihitanvaya theory of Bhattas, of course, is the
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basis of all discussion here but the theory itself is
not specially discussed. Therefore, we need not go
into further details here. We just briefly mentioned
here the two questions viz. 1. What is the meaning
of a word? 2. What is the unit of verbal
communication whether it is a word or sentence?
Because these two are vital problems in the context
of .the discussion of syntactical and semantical
problems with which Bhattarahasya is concerned.
Strictly
speaking
the
difference
between
Abhihitanvaya Vada and Anvitabhidhana Vada is
only in respect of the process of the Development
of syntactical relation. According to both it is the
sentence that is the unit of verbal communication.
Individual word conveying its meaning before
developing syntactical relation in Abhihitanvaya
Vada is only a step in verbal communication and it
is not complete at that state.
The Vyakarana theory of §abdabodha
According to Vaiyakaranas dhatvartha or action
is the prime centre of semantic organisation in all
sentences. Whether the sentence is active passive,
or passive without an object, it is the action that is
uniformly
the
prime
centre
of
semantic
organisation. The action is the meaning of verbal
root employed in the sentence. It is dhatvartha.
Therefore,
Vyakarana
theory
is
known
as
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Dharvarthamukhya Visesyaka theory or theory
according to which action the meaning of the
verbal root is the prime centre of semantic
organisation. In all the three types of sentences it
is the action that is the prime centre of Semantic
organisation. Keeping this approach in mind the
§abdabodha of all other sentences like ‘chaitraiva
maitro gachchati’
chaitra eva
gachchati’ ‘bhutale ghato na’
«T) etc. are
suitably explained. For this theory they claim the
statement of Yaska viz. Bhavapradhanam akhyatam
(STR5PTR 3n<?qici*i) as the main authority. Several
statement of Sutra, Vartika, Bhasya etc. are also
quoted. Among the Vaiyakaranas there are certain
differences in a few details such as to what exactly
is the meaning of the verbal root? Whether it is
mere action or action leading to result and so on.
However, all are agreed that it is dhatvartha or
verbal root meaning that is the prime centre for
the semantic organisation in a sentence.
The Mimansa theory of §abdabodha
The Nyaya and Vyakarana theories really
represent the old dispute among the Sanskrit
linguists recorded in Nirukta whether it is noun
that is important or the verb. We see the extreme
effort of deriving every word from a root by the
verb importance theoriests.
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The Mimansakas concern themselves more with
the result of the verbal communication for deciding
as to what is the prime-centre of semantic
organisation in a sentence, rather than mere
structure of the sentence or this or that part of
speech in the sentence. They ask the question as to
what follows the verbal communication? Naturally
some or other activity follows the verbal
communication. Therefore, giving direction to such
an action should be the chief purpose of the
sentence. This they call Pravartana or Bhavana. This
is the prime-centre of semantic organisation in a
sentence. The meanings of all other parts of speech
get connected with it so as to make it fully
meaningful and effective. This bhavana is not the
meaning of either nouns or the verbal root. This
bhavana or pravartana has two aspects viz. direction
to initiate action and initiative to take an action.
These two stages are known as Sabdibhavana and
Arthibhavana. In the sentence of day to day usage
these represent the desire to direction the part of
the speaker and the consequent desire to act on the
part of the listener.
Sabdibhavana is the desire of the speaker and
arthibhavana is the desire of the listener. In vedic
sentences however, there is no speaker. Therefore,
the power to direct is rooted in the verbal suffix
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itself. That is why it is called sabdibhavana. Thus
for Mimansakas the centre of semantic organisation
in a sentence is that which directs action following
the verbal communication. This is bhavana or
pravartana. It is conveyed by verbal suffix. The
verbal suffix has two aspects. It is a verbal suffix in
general, and it is a verbal suffix indicating certain
tense or mood. The standard sentence in this
connection is a sentence that contains a verb with
optative suffix. The optative element (or lintv)
conveys sabdibhavana or the desire to direct, and
the general verbality element (akhyatatva) conveys
arthibhavana or the initiative to act. According to
Mimansakas all sentences are action oriented and
an element of optative force is present in all
sentences. This sabdabodha theory of Mimansakas
is named as bhavana mukhya visesyaka (VTR^T
theory or the theory of sabdabodha
according to which bhavana is the prime centre of
semantic organisation in a sentence. Khandadeva
fully discusses this theory and establishes it
criticising the sabdabodha theories of nyaya and
vyakarana.
Criticism of Vyakarana and Nyaya theories
The Vyakarana view is mainly based on the
authority of Nirukta i.e. bhavapradhanam akhyatam.
However, Khandadeva points out that in this
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statement bhava does not mean dhatvartha, nor the
term akhyata means a dhatu. Therefore the
Vaiyakaranas have erred in seeking the support
from this statement for their theory of dhatvartha
mukhya visesyakatva. He also points out that the
statement ‘dhatvarthah kevalah suddhah bhava
ityabhidhlyate’ (9Tc^f:
VTT3T
does not
fix the meaning of the word bhava as dhatvartha in
all contexts and in a general way but it only fixes
in the limited context of the use of the word in
sutras such as bhave ghan as this statement is of
the nature of a paribhasa. Further in the sentences
like ‘tad adhite tad veda’
cT^) the theory of
dhatvarthamukhya visesyakatva is a abondened by
Vaiyakaranas themselves.
The Nyaya theory is bad because it has no
uniformity. If the verbal communication through
different types of sentences goes on differing in
respect of Mukhyavisesya or prime centre of
semantic organisation there will be no end to the
formulation of Karyakaranabhava in this respect.
Khandadeva points out these draw-backs and also
the difficulties in explaining vakhyartha in a number
of sentences. He particularly points out the defects
in a sentence like ‘pasya mrigo' dhavati’ (W ^FTt
’TRfa) which has to be treated as two sentences if
one goes by Nyaya approach.
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7 8. Dharmalaksana, Vidhyartha and
Lakararthas
Khandadeva begins his Bhaftarahasya with the
definitions of dharma and adharma. He clarifies
that though these terms have wider application he
is concerned with the Do’s and Don’ts enjoined in
Veda. Whatever is enjoined Veda as the means of
good or istasadhana that is dharma and whatever
mentioned as leading to bad or anistasadhana in
Veda that is adharma. He is not concerned with
the good and bad in the general sense, or in
purely ethical sense. His definitions of dharma and
adharma are in the context of vedic rituals and
sacrifices, and Do’s and Don’ts mentioned in Veda.
He considers Jnana Brahman etc. outside the
scope of his definition of dharma since these are
not activities that could be undertaken. He
considers the ticklish example of Syenayaga as both
dharma and adharma from different angles. So for
as the sacrifice of Syena is concerned it is
considered as dharma since it is recomended by a
vedic injunction. But its result viz., the destroying
of enemy comes under the vedic prohibition viz.
none should be killed. Hence it is adharma.
Then he proceeds to discuss vidhyartha. Vidhi is
optative mood. Its meaning is discussed in great
details in Vyakarana, Nyaya and Mimansa. Vedic
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injunctions are communicated through optative
sentences. These have to lead to activity.
Therefore, such a meaning has to be conveyed by
vedhi or optative suffix which can stipulate activity.
The optative suffix is called lin, in Sanskrit.
Therefore, this discussion is known as vidhyartha
vichara
or ‘lin’ artha vichara.
Nyaya theory of Vidhyartha
The Nyaya theory of Vidhyartha takes the stand
that the motivation for activity on the part of an
individual can arise when three conditions are
fulfilled viz. 1. The proposed activity should be
isfasadhana or capable of fulfilling his some or
other desire. 2. It should be krtisadhya or within
his capacity to undertake. 3. It should be
balavadanisfananubandhi
or not
leading to any strong adverse consequences. Only
when these three requirements are fulfilled one
proceeds to undertake an activity. Therefore, vidhi
or optative sufix whenever it leads to the intended
activity on the part of the listener will have
conveyed these three requirements to him.
Therefore, these three constitute the meaning of
vidhi or optative suffix.
Criticism of Nyaya theory
The above theory is not acceptable to
Khandadeva. Firstly this raises the question
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whether these three meanings are conveyed by one
power or sakti or by three powers belonging to the
same optative suffix. The Naiyayikas are devoided
on this issue. The old school holds one sakti view
while the new school holds three sakti view.
Further balavadanistanubandhitvajnana
^f^rsrf^fFT)
or the awareness of some strong
adverse consequence may prevent the undertaking
and therefore its absence may be a necessary
factor to undertake the activity. But it cannot be
considered as one of the factors for motivating the
activity. It is merely a negative elements. Further,
the very concept of anisfanubandhitva or leading to
adverse consequences differs from person to
person and varies in different circumstances. Its
intensity, presence or obsence could be ascertain
only after
taking or not taking the action. Hence
this cannot be included under the pre-requisits to
be conveyed
by the optative suffix. Kalanja
Bhaksana may be taken as anistanubandhi by one
and as not so by another who has a temptation for
it. Similarly Krtisadhyatva also could be ascertained
by other means. Whatever information could not be
obtained in other ways in a given context that is
only conveyed by the words.
Vyakarana view
As

regards

isfasadhanatva

or

the

fact

of
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proposed undertaking being a means of full-fulling
the desire, the Vaiyakaranas and a section of
Mlmansakas also hold it to be the meaning of
optative suffix or Vidhyartha. As this leads to the
undertakings of the activity, they call it pravartana.
Istasadhanata is equated with pravartana or
bhavana by this secion of Mlmansakas. However,
Khandadeva does not
agree with them. In
sentences like ‘Acharya preritah aham gam anyami’
(3ii"°(i4ilRdJ
^TT siMMlRl) there is pravartana but not
istasadhanata. Therefore
these
two cannot be
equated is the view held by him. The viewthat
istasadhanata is pravartana was held by Mandana
Misra,
Parthasarathi
etc.
Mlmansakas.
The
difference between the Navina Vyakarana view and
Parthasarathi’s view is very slight while Navina
Vaiyakaranas consider istasadhanatva alone as the
meaning of Vidhi. As Mlmansakas consider
istasadhanatva alone as the meaning of vidhi, the
Mlmansakas consider istasadhanata rupa pravartana
as the meaning of vidhi. As
Mlmansakas they naturally like to give emphasis on
pravartana aspect mere istasadhanata aspect,
Khandadeva goes a step ahead and makes the
pravartana alone the meaning of Vidhi. This is
nothing but bhavana. He also points out that
among the six meanings given in Panin! Sutra for
lin viz., vidhi nimantrana etc. four have an element
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of pravartana. The Prabhakaras are more radical
and they make niyoga or the command to be
meaning of Vidhi. Thus, it is clear that the Nyaya
approach is an approach of practical considerations,
the Vyakarana and early Mlmansaka approach is a
psychological approach and the approach of
Khandadeva and Prabhakaras is that of imperative
or duty concept. However, the duty concept here is
not so much ethical but it is theological and
scriptural. In fact the very expression vidhi stands
for enjoined assignment. Nisedha naturally means
prohibited.
After
discussing
Vidhyartha
or
linartha,
Khandadeva takes up the discussion of the
meaning of all other lakaras or verbal suffixes and
points out how all of them could be connected with
bhavana.
Vibhaktyartha or the meaning of case suffixes
The
Khandadeva
proceeds
to
discuss
vibhaktyartha or the meaning of case suffixes from
nominative to locative. He examines the meanings
assigned to these by Naiyayikas and Vaiyakaranas,
and differs from them considerably. He quotes all
the Panini sutras connected with the explanation of
the meaning of case suffixes and inter-prets them
in support of the meanings assigned by him to
different case-suffixes. Case- suffixes play a vital
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role in syntactical and semantical organisation of a
sentence. They convey the karaka relations.
Though broadly a certain case suffix can be
considered as indicating a certain karaka relation,
for instance, accusative case indicates Karmatva or
objectivity, there are many exceptions, variations,
and secondary usages in case of each case suffix.
Man is capable of manupulating the language in
innumerable ways for communication. As the
language and culture develop, the manupulation of
language also develops. However, grammarians try
to codify these usages from time to time and try to
formulate certain uniform rules to achieve precision
in language and thought. Sanskrit has been
fortunate to have great codifiers of languages and
great linguists from time to time. Khandadeva is
one such linguist who is bold and original. His
handling of the meaning of case suffixes or
vibhaktyartha has two main objectives. 1. To define
the nucleus meaning of a case suffix in such a way
that all possible shades of this meaning are
included in it. The chief characteristic of this
nucleus meaning is called akhandopadhi by him.
Akhandopadhi is a characteristic that indicates any
given shade of that nucleus meaning in the given
context but cannot be reduced to that alone. The
particular shade, of course, is determined by the
particular context. But such of the meanings of a
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case suffix which cannot be brought under this
nucleus meaning have to be considered as
secondary usages or laksanika prayogas 2. The
meanings of all case-suffixes in a sentence are to
be related with bhavana. With these two objectives,
Khandadeva discusses the meanings of all casesuffixes. He criticises Nyaya views and the views of
Navina Vyakarana also in some cases. He
interpretes the relevant Panini sutras afresh and
points out that his approach is supported by Panini
sutras. He mentions Katyayana’s views and
explains the same suitably. He quotes Mahabhasya
usages. Thus, the work is more a linguistic
document than a mere mimansa document. With a
view to understand his originality and fresh
approach we will notice only one or two special
points in the case of each case-suffix.
Meaning of Nominative case
Firstly, he opposes the contention that the
nominative case suffix has no particular meaning
and it is employed only to fulfil the maxim ‘no
stemp be used without a suffix and no suffix
without a stem.’ By itself the nominative has no
particular meaning. Against this Khandadeva argues
that in case of Sambodhana at least one has to
accept abhimukhikarana as the meaning and there
is no harm if the meaning of pratipadika is taken
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as the meaning of nominative case also. The
nominative case conveys it in a general way while
the particular Pratipadika conveys it particularly.
This meaning of nominative, of course, is to be
connected with Bhavana.
Meaning of accusative case
As regards accusative, he discusses various
definitions of Karmatva given in Nyaya and Navina
Vyakarana works and shows that how some or
other usage beffles them. He proposes the concept
of Akhandopadhi here. Karmatva is Akhandopadhi
with a nucleus meaning of objectiveness and all
shades of objectiveness come under this. He
disagrees with the distinction of lpisita and Anipsita
as two varieties of Karmatva. He considers the use
of accusative case suffix as secondary in a number
of instances wherein Karmatva is not found and
gives the other meanings such as uddesatva,
nirupitativa etc. admissable in those instances. The
Karmapravachaniya usages also also come under
such secondary usage.
Meanings of third and fourth case suffixes
Kartrtva and Karnatva constitute the meaning of
the third case suffix. This meaning is to be related
with
bhavana
in
a
sentence.
These
are
akhandopadhis. The definition of Kartritva and
Karanatva given by Nyaya and Navinavyakarana
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are inadequate and therefore, akhandopadhitva iis
the only solution. Similarly sampradanatva is the
meaning of dative case. This is to be related with
bhavana and it is an akhandopadhi.
Meaning of the fifth case
The meaning of the fifth case is apadantva. But
in the instances like ‘Vrksat Vibhajate’ it is
avadhitva by way of Laksana. Similarly pratiyogitva,
Janyatva, etc. are also the meanings of the fifth
case suffix by way of Laksana. There need not be
any anugama or bringing under a common group
in case of laksana. The meaning of the fifth case is
also to be related with bhavana and apadanatva is
also akhandopadhi. While discussing fifth case
suffix khandadeva points out that many of the
sutras are superfluous as their purpose is served
other-wise.
The meaning of the sixth case is sesa or relation
in general. When particular karaka relations such as
karmatva karanatva etc. are to be conveyed,
accusative, instrumental etc. case suffixes are
employed to convey the same. But when relations
not covered by these, such as sva-svamibhava etc.
are to be conveyed sasthi is to be employed. But
the special point of Mlmansa is even the meaning
of sasthi is to be related with bhavana. They do
not agree with the view of others that in case of
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sasthi its meaning is to be connected with the
adjoining noun only.
The
meaning
of
the
seventh
case
is
adhikaranatva. This is also akhandopadhi and is to
be related with bhavana. Khandadeva concludes
concludes that the meaning of all case suffixes is
to be related with bhavana only. His vehement
asertion of akhandopadhi concept in respect of the
meaning of case suffixes tempts one to call him
Akhandadeva.
This discussion of the meaning of case suffixes
is rich with a variety of sentences and the analysis
of their meanings. It is a fascinating study of
language with a variety of usages. It can compare
very richly with the most modern study of language
applying the logical and psychological canons of
the analysis of language. It is also a good re
appraisal of Panini’s sutras and in many cases,
Khandadeva shows that the Navina vaiyakaranas
have erred and gone against Sutra and Vartika.
Editions of Bhattarahasya
Bhattarahasya
was
first
published
at
Kanchipuram nearly sixty years ago with the help
of five manuscripts by Pandit Anantacharya. It was
reprinted again after about 10 years. Recently,
Pandit A. Subrahmanya Shastry brought out
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another edition in 1 9 7 0 with detailed introduction
in Sanskrit and with short commentaries of his own
called Vishamagranthibhedini.
In his
learned introduction in Sanskrit he summarises the
main issues discussed in Bhattarahasya with a
historical and comparative perspective. His short
commentary elaborates some brief references in
Bhattarahasya particularly partaining to Mimansa
topics and maxims. However no full-fledged
commentary was written on Bhattarahasya so far.
As the study of this work needs a good knowledge
of Vyakarana, Nyaya and Mimansa a commentary
by a scholar who is well-versed in those subjects
was necessary.
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7 9. Bhattarahasya bhavaprakasika
of Peri Suryanarayana Shastry
The need of a good commentary is admirably
fulfilled by Pandit Peri Suryanarayana Shastry of
Rajamahendri. Sri Shastry is a very distinguished
contemporary Vyakarana scholar. He is also wellversed in Nyaya and Mimansa. He was born on
2 0 .0 8 .1 9 1 0
at Pedanandipalli Agraharam
Vizianagaram District in Andhrapradesh. He studied
Vyakarana Sastra under Peri Venkateshwara Shastri,
Vizianagaram and Tata Subbaraya Shastri deeply.
He joined the oriental college, Rajamahendri as
Vyakarana Pandit. He taught a number of batches
for over thirty years. He participated in a number of
Vidvat-sadas at different centres of learning viz.
Sringeri, Mantralaya, Advaita Sabha, Oriental
Conference Kurukshetra, Pune, Jaipur etc.
I have personally observed his Vakyartha in
Vyakarana Sastra at the Vidvat sadas in Mantralaya
and was struck by his deep scholarship, presence
of mind, clarity and conviction. It is a feast to
listen to his Vakyartha. Bhattarahasya though
counted as a mimansa work, is more a Vyakarana
work than Mimansa work. Only a scholar who is
very versed in Vyakarana can handle this work. Sri
Peri Suryanarayana Shastry who has already
written a commentary on Vaiyakaranabhusanasara
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of Kaundabhatta and Laghumanjusa of Nagesha
Bhatta which handies the same problems that are
handled in Bhattarahasya was a most competant
scholar to write a commentary on this work and we
are
fortunate
that he
has
full-filled
our
expectations. He has fully utilised his Vyakarana
scholarship in his commentary.
There are three special features of this
commentary. 1. Firstly it is elucidatory. All
important statements of Khandadeva are fully
elucidated in the fashion of Mallinatha’s commentary
on Kavyas and no ambiguity left. Such elucidatory
commentaries are rare on sastra works. 2. Secondly,
whenever, passages and points are quoted from
Mahabhasya, Kaiyata, Haradatta, Bhartrhari etc. the
context and implications of those are fully explained,
and it is pointed out how and why Khandadeva has
utilised them. This helps a good deal a reader
whose knowledge of Vyakarana is limited and also
those who need authentic references.
3. He takes hhis own observations on the merit
of Khandadeva’s conclusions and offer his own
critical comments on the issues raised. Though he
himself is a Vaiyakarana, he does not show any
biass in favour of Vyakarana view wherever
Khandadeva is critical of Vyakarana views. He
knows that as a commentator he has to give an
exposition of Khandadeva.
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With a view to bring to the notice of the
scholars his scholarly expositions, I draw the
attention of the readers to his discussion of ‘kriyagrahanam kartavyam iti vartikam pratyakhyatam’
(GWjS'd
grwmrif) (page 2 4 4 to
246)
‘divah
karma cha’ (page
2 2 8 -2 2 9 )
‘kartrikarmanoh kriti (page 3 1 4 -3 2 2) Mahabhasya
views (page 15 9 -1 6 0 ) and so on in respect of
Vyakarana aspect of the exposition. The Nyaya
aspect of exposition can be seen in the discussion
of pratiyogitva (page 33 9) karantva (page 2 23)
and so on. His scholarly expositions of Mimansa
points can be seen in the discussion on ‘natiratre
sodasim grinhati’ (snfiUl}
(page 50)
‘Pravartanatva’ (page 30) and so on. Thus, Pandit
Suryanarayana Shastri’s detailed commentary is full
of Shastric discussions. As a lucid commentary it is
useful to students and as a commentary of
discussion of Sastric points it is useful to scholars
and researchers. 1 venture to suggest that Sri
Suryanarayana Shastriji who has covered Vyakarana
and Mimansa in the field of Sabdabodha by his
commentary on Vaiyakarana Bhusana sara and
Bhaftarahasya should now write on Vyutpattivada
of Nyaya school and complete the circle. I pray
Lord Venkateshwara to bestow on him long life to
render this service.
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8 0 . A brief Account of the
Doctrines of Prabhakaras
The two schools of Purvamimansa viz. Bhatta and
Prabhakara are well known. Both claim Jaimini
sutras and Sabarabhasya as their sources. Some
scholars have tried to trace some of the concepts of
Prabhakaras to Badari whose views are quoted in
Jaimini sutra. Attempts are also made to identify
Bhavadasa and Bhartpnitra as the pre-cursers of
Prabhakara view. References are also found to some
old Prabhakaras as Cirantana Prabhakara and Jarat
Prabhakara. Their views are quoted on two
important topics viz. on the number of categories
and the nature of akhyati. Prameya Parayana
portion of Prakarana Pancika is not available.
However, its commentator Narayana lists eight
categories mentionning samkhya and sadrsya as
seventh and eight. However, the view of the old
Prabhakaras
quoted
by
Vidyaranya
in
Vivaranaprameya Sangraha mentions visesa and
niyoga in place of samkhya and sadrsya. In respect
of akhyati also the old Prabhakaras had slightly
different explanation than the one commonly given.
Their view is quoted in Istasiddhi of Vimuktatman.
From this it is clear that the Prabhakara thought had
an early base and Prabhakara only rejuvenated it.
It is difficult to ascertain whether Sahara bhasya
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mainly supports Bhatta or Prabhakara. The most
important
sutra
‘Tadbhutanam
Kriyarthena
Samamnayah' (rT^THT
WJTiTFT:) etc. and
Sahara s remarks
on
it seem
to support
anvitabhidhana
theory
of sentence
meaning.
Salikanatha quotes half a dozen adhikaranas to
establish karyanvita procedure. All these seem to
support this theory. However, a detailed scrutiny of
the entire Bhasya with the help of computer has to
be made to find out Sahara’s support to one of
them entirely or partially. Prabhakara was an
younger contemporary of Kumarila. He quotes
Kumarila’s views in a number of adhikaranas, such
as
Gunakamadhikarana,
Abhikramanadhikarana,
Balabaladhikarana.
atfiishiiuiifv^ui
His only one work i.e. Brhatl a
detailed commentary on Sahara bhasya is available.
The literature of Bhatta school is quite large.
There are only seven works of Prabhakara school.
Brhati of Prabhakara, Rjuvimala, Prakarana Pancika,
and Bhasyadipa of Salikanatha Nayaviveka of
Bhavanatha, Tantrarahasya of Ramanuja and
Prabhakara Vijaya of Nandisvara. Among these
Salikanatha’s Prakarana Pancika is the central text.
It discusses all important issues and concepts of
Prabhakara school in detail. Two Vartikakaras are
quoted in it. One is quoted in support of
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Prabhakara view, the other who is an opponent of
Prabhakara view. The latter is Kumarila bhatta. The
first one seems to be an old Prabhakara writer.
Apart from the eight works of Prabhakara
school, there is another source to know the
Prabhakaras thought. The works that criticise
Prabhakaras thought constitute this source. The
earliest among these are the three important works
of
Mandana
Mishra.
His
Vidhiviveka,
Vibhramaviveka
and
Bhavanaviveka
examine
Prabhakaramconcept of Karya and their akhyati
theory in detail. These were composed before
Salikanatha. He answers the objections raised in
these works. Vachaspati Mishra’s commentory on
vidhiviveka quotes Salikanatha’s answers and shows
the drawbacks from Mandana’s point of view.
Parthasarathi Mishra’s Sastradipika, particularly,
tarkapada portion and his Nyayaratnamala review
the important issues of Prabhakara system. This
tradition of reviewing Prabhakara thought is
continued in later Bhattamimansa works.
Important writers of Nyayavaisesika and Vedanta
schools also quote Prabhakara’s theories and
criticise. The karyatavada, anvitabhidhanavada and
akhyativada are particularly criticised. Nyaya works
like Nyayamanjari of Jayanta, Kusumanjali of
Udayana,
Tatvacintamani
of Gangesa
review
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Prabhakara
views. These works givea clearer
picture of Prabhakara thought and constitute an
important
source. Modern scholars
also have
written good many works in English on Bhatta
school by way of translations, studies and
reasearch
papers. There are very
few
on
Prabhakara
system.
Prabhakara
Mlmansa
by
Ganganatha Jha and by Pasupatinatha Shastry are
two important works on Prabhakara Mlmansa. The
long introduction to Tantra-rahasya
by K.S.
Ramaswamy is quite informative. The papers on
niyoga and Prabhakaras old and new by M.
Hiriyanna and on Karma by Halbfass give an
insight into Prabhakara thought. Prof. Kuppuswamy
Shastry’s two papers on old Prabhakaras give
valuable information about early Prabhakaras.
The criticism of Prabhakara views is two fold : i)
criticism of the import of the injunction and the
issues connected with the organisation of the
sacrifice, ii) The issues connected with the
epistemology and the theory of knowledge. In the
first area it is mainly a fight between Bhattas and
Prabhakaras. In the second area, all other systems
of Indian philosophy, particularly Nyaya and
Vedanta participate and confront Prabhakaras.
Among the Vedanta schools Visisfadvaita and
Dvaita are a little friendly. Both these have
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accepted
anvitabhidhana
theory
with
some
modifications. Visisfadvaita theory of yathartha
khyati is closer to akhyati. The concept of
difference being an internal attribute of the object
is acceptable to Dvaita. In this way Prabhakara
thought is preserved more by its opponents than
its own literature.
Prakarana Paficika gives a detailed account of
the Prabhakara system in all aspects. These are
given in the exposition along with the relevant
portions of text in this study. Here the main issues
are presented by way of recapitulation of the
exposition of the text. There are eight main issues
that require special attention. These are as under :
i) The concept of karya or niyoga is the import of
Vedic injunction, ii) The theory of anvitabhidhana,
iii) Akhyati theory of perceptual error iv) Rejection
of abhava v) Non-Vedic statements communicate
through inference vi) The concept of tripuflkarana
vii) The nature of savikalpaka, nirvikalpaka viii)
The categories. The other systems of Indian
Philosophy do not agree with Prabhakaras on these
issues and have bitterly criticised. A proper
understanding of the Prabhakara point of view on
these issues will help to meet these criticisms and
understand Prabhakara thought more clearly. This
is attempted here.
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1) The concept of Karya
The Prabhakaras state that karya is the import of
Vedic injunction. This karya has three dimensions, i)
It is conveyed only by sabdapramana i.e. Vedic
injunction, but not by any other pramana. To
convey this aspect it is designated as apurva i.e.
manantara apurva. (HHKKI^) ii) It elicits an agent
who has the entitlement to undertake the karya.
Therefore, it is called niyoga i.e. direction or
command. The person elicited is called niyojya, i.e.
the person directed to accomplish karya. iii) It
inculcates a sense of accomplishing a task as ‘this is
my task’. Therefore it is called karya. It is this
karyata that is conveyed by the Vedic injunction. Its
designation apurva conveys its epistemological
status as conveyed by sabdapramana only. Its
designation niyoga conveys the fact that it motivates
the person who has the entitlement to undertake the
task, and its designation as karya conveys that it is
of the nature of the accomplishment of a task. The
task to be accomplished by it i.e. yaga, is conveyed
by the root of the verb ‘yajeta’. This yagakriya is the
subject matter of karya. It is also the instrument i.e.
karana. Yaga is both the subject and instrument
of karya.
The injunctive suffix conveys krti i.e. initiative
also. No karya can be accomplished without
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initiative. Therefore, krti i.e. initiative, is also
conveyed by the injunctive suffix. The initiative has
to operate through an activity. Such an activity, in
the present context, is yagakriya. This yagakriya
gives a form to karya conveyed by the Vedic
injunction. Therefore, it is its content or visaya. It
is also karana, not in the sense that it produces
karya but in the sense that it gives a form to it.
The krti is called bhavana as it leads to karya
which is bhavya i.e. the goal. Keeping this role of
krti in mind karya is defined as krtyuddesyam
krtipradhanam k aryam. ( f ^ T I
This
karya is distinct from kriya so far as the Vedic
injunctions are concerned. In the case of ordinary
injunctions kriya is called karya in the secondary
sense. It is already stated that this karya is
designated as apurva taking into account the fact
that it is conveyed by sabdapramana only. For
another reason also it is called apurva. When
yagakriya is duly performed, karya is accomplished.
In this accomplished state it is something unique.
Therefore, it is called apurva. To distinguish the
two usages it is called pandapurva at that stage. It
is with this karya that all other items get
connected. Niyojya, the yaga, and ahgas i.e.
auxiliaries, get connected with it. The karya
connected with all these constitutes vakyartha and
vedartha for Prabhakaras. In this context it should
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be noted that the terms bhavana and apurva are
used in Prabhakara system in altogether different
senses than Bhattas system. Bhatta use the term
bhavana in the sense of two bhavanas viz.
sabdibhavana and arthibhavana envisaged by them.
Prabhakaras use it in the sense of kpti. Prabhakaras
do not accept the scheme of sabdibhavana and
arthibhavana as conveyed by the injunctive suffix.
The term apurva is used in the sense of a concept
that serves as link between yaga and svarga by
Bhattas while Prabhakaras have made it a
designation of karya to indicate its unique nature.
It is not a link between yaga and svarga. It is the
goal of the performance of yaga.
Now, we have to find
out the role of
svargakamana, and the position of svarga in this
scheme. Svargakamana is a
qualification that
entitles a person to undertake
such sacrifices that
provide svarga. He is adhikarin i.e. a person
entitled, for these kamya sacrifices. The injunctions
of these sacrifices elicit only
such persons as
niyojya who have a desire for svarga. When he is
elicited as niyojya he comprehends it as his karya
and proceeds to perform the sacrifice concerned. It
is karyatajnana that motivates him. Istakamana only
provides him the entitlement
i.e. adhikara, of
course he obtains svarga, not as a primary result
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but as a secondary result. The primary result is the
acomplishment of karya itself. This karya provides
the secondary result since, this secondary result
viz. svarga, had provided entitlement to the niyojya
who accomplished karya. It is something like a
master providing maintenance to his servant to
serve his own purpose. Istasadhanata is not the
import of the injunction. It is only a ground to
acquire entitlement.
This karyata theory of the import of Vedic
injunction is criticised by almost every other system
of Indian philosophy. It is criticised on two grounds
i) The very nature of karya cannot be satisfactorily
explained ii) As it is not of the nature of happiness
or means of happiness it cannot motivate and
generate initiative to undertake any activity.
The earliest criticism of the concept of karya is
found in Vidhiviveka of Mandana Mishra. He
neatly sums up the concept of karya or niyoga as
proposed by Prabhakaras and examines it clause by
clause.

- smwRprfrrc:

Pr^ls-

Two important clauses in this explanation of
karya or niyoga are i) That which is not conveyed
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by any other pramana but conveyed by only
sabdapramana ii) That which has no reference to
particular time. Mandana Mishra argues that since
the so called karya or niyoga is not conveyed by
any
pramana
the
very
vachya-vachakabhava
relation between the injunctive suffix
and karya cannot be ascertained. Therefore, sabda
also cannot convey karya or niyoga. Salikanatha
notices this objection as under.

Salikanatha answers this objection by pointing out
that the vachya-vachaka bhava relation between the
injunctive suffix and karya is comprehended through
elders’ conversation as in the case of other words.
Vachaspati Mishra elaborates this answer in his
Tattvakanika a commentory on Vidhiviveka as
under.

t # rtt

w tt-

I

Tffrf: ^cF^|fxTrTT^

3Tt ^ T f^qiHMN^I^ ^
rTFIW^

W W -

+l4dlTWI^ TfrT: I T ^

^TTTHTf^Tft f^TT ^fcRT

SrfrT: I (<T.T.

I

T
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Both Mandana Mishra and Vachaspati Mishra
are not satisfied with this reply and the debate is
going on.
The second clause viz. that which has no
reference to time is also questioned by Mandana
Mishra. He argues that if it has no reference to
time, it cannot be an entity. It will be a non-entity
i.e. ‘asat’ like a barren woman’s son. It will have no
satta i.e. existence. However, Prabhakaras define
‘sat’ in a different way. They define ‘sat’ as that
which is conveyed by a pramana. They do not
accept satta jati. Sattva is svarupasattva for them.
Even the Nyaya-Vaisesikas talk of satta jati for first
three categories viz. dravya, guna and karma only.
The other categories viz. samanya, visesa etc do
not have satta jati. These have only svarupa satta.
Niyoga or karya has such svarupasatta. We may
note here that
even Nyaya-Vaisesikas define a
category as prameyatva. The main objection raised
against karya or niyoga by its critics is that it
cannot motivate to undertake the task. To motivate
for undertaking activity, the object concerned
should enkindle desire. Happiness or the means of
the happiness
only enkindle the desire
to
undertake an activity. Karya is neither of the
nature of happiness nor it is a means of happiness.
Mere karyata-jfiana does not motivate the activity.

19A
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It
is
istasadhanata-jnana
motivates the activity.

<1191*1)

that

This contention is not acceptable to Prabhakaras.
They argue that by an analysis of the experience it
is found that it is karyata jnana that . prompts a
person to undertake a task but not mere
istasadhanata-jnana. The latter is only a step to
comprehend karyata. One will not proceed to act
only by the knowledge that something is the means
of happiness. He has to consider it as a task to be
undertaken by him. The expectation of the desired
result only creates interest in the task but the
actual undertaking of the task has to be prompted
by the sense that now it is my task. That is to say,
he has to realise that he is niyojya for that karya.
Inculcating such a sense of karya is much more
evident
in
the
case
of Vedic
injunction.
Accomplishing
karya conveyed by a Vedic
injunction is an end by itself it is not a means to
happiness. In the case of kamya karma, the
happiness is only a side product. In the case of
nitya i.e. obligatory rites, it is not there even as
side-product.
This position of Prabhakaras has a historical
background in the Indian cultural tradition. In the
Vedic period the rituals were considered as having
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their own efficacy. The performance of the rituals
itself was a holy act and a value. It gave a
satisfaction to the performer. The idea of obtaining
any outside happiness is only a later development.
Even the kamyakarmas were performed as if they
were nityakarmas. This can be made out by the
fact that agnihotra originally was a nityakarma and
later was made a kamyakarma also. Nityakarmas
were always considered as superior to kamya
karmas. The concept of niskamakarma developed
later is a rejuvination of the early concept of karma
being a task of accomplishment for its own sake
but not for any outside result. This tradition of
performance of karma for its own sake is upheld
by Prabhakaras. The Bhatfas were influenced by
the other viewpoint that the rituals and other
activities are meant for deriving happiness. This is
at
the
basis
of the
controversy
whether
istasadhanata-jnana
prompts
activity
or
karyatajnana. The clause sukhadivat in the
explanation of the nature of niyoga or karya brings
out this aspect the problem. The accomplishment
of karya is as much an end as deriving happiness.
It is not an instrumental value. It is an intrinsic
value.
The karya is more an ethical concept than a
ritualistic concept. Even if it is taken as a ritualistic
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concept, it has to be taken out of empirical level
and has to be looked upon as a mystical or
transcendental value. Achieving such a mystical
efficacy of Vedic rituals is the goal of performing
Vedic rituals. The other benefits are side products.
The criticism of karyata theory has a linguistic
dimension also. Whether the language is learnt
through the elders’ conversation by observing their
activity or it is learnt by introducing the object as
they are is an old controversy. These two
approaches are designated as ‘karye vyutpattih’
(^T*f o^rsfri:) and siddhe vyutpatti (ftraf
The
former makes the action conveyed by the verb the
focal point and the centre of semantic organisation
in a sentence and the latter makes the noun as the
centre of semantic organisations. The latter,
naturally opposes the karyata theory of linguistic
communication.
Another aspect of linguistic communication is
that whether the linguistic communication is meant
just to give knowledge or to prompt action also.
For those who hold the first view, it is sufficient if
the injunction informs that the sacrifice leads to the
desired result. It need not specifically command to
accomplish the task. The criticism of the theory of
karyata is based on these controversies.
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Further,
happiness
prompting
acting on
completely
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informing something as the means of
is taken for granted as sure means of
activity and the other nature of man
the urge to accomplish a task is
ignored.

The critics have also failed to understand the
difference between kriya a physical event, and
karya an ethical or transcendental touch given to it.
To convey this aspect of karya, it is designated as
apurva. A modern scholar has remarked that the
Prabhakara have carefully avoided mentioning the
ontological status of karya. However, it may be
pointed out that they have stated kriya as its
content. That is its status at empirical level. At
ethical and transcendental level the question of its
ontological status in the manner of an empirical
entity does not arise. It may be noted that the old
Prabhakaras had given the status of a separate
category to niyoga.
2) The anvitabhidhana theory of sentence
meaning
It is noticed above that niyoga or karya elicits
the agent as niyojya and yaga as visaya. It also
elicits ahgas etc. other requirements to accomplish
karya. By eliciting all these karyanvita vakyartha
('bwIPHou+qi'f) takes its full shape as the import of
Vedic injunction. This means that all requirements
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for the accomplishment of karya are organised into
a unit and karya is accomplished. These do not
serve any purpose individually in isolation. These
serve the purpose of accomplishing karya as
connected with karya. This process has to be
reflected in the language that conveys karya as
connected with these. Therefore, individual terms
conveying different items of this programme have
to reflect this connection as a part of their
meaning. For this purpose, the Prabhakaras have
evolved the anvitabhidhana theory of sentence
meaning. This theory
of anvitabhidhana
is
intimately connected with the concept of karya
centered
organisation of sacrificial programme.
Salikanatha clearly states this purpose at the
commencement of the exposition of anvitabhidhana
theory.
I TFT ^

<TTHFT-

TFfa TFTTITt <rft#FTft I (ST.t 3 ^ )
According to anvitabhidhana theory of sentence
meaning, a word conveys its meaning as connected
with the meaning of the relevant other word.
Subordinate wordsconvey their meanings as
connected with the meaning of the main word.
Such connected meanings of the words is the
sentence meaning. Contributing to the evolution of
the chief meaning is the purpose of all other
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words. That is the import of the whole sentence.
Neither the individual words are the means of
communication separately, nor the meanings of the
individual words are intended to be communicated.

T?T«Tm

II (ST.t

On this theory of anvitabhidhana two objections
are raised by the critics of this theory viz. 3TFFFT
and
i) According to this theory each word is expected
to convey its meaning as connected with the
meaning of the relevant other word in the
sentence. This connection is included in the scope
of the meaning of the word. The other word will
be different in different sentences. Consequently
the meaning of a word has to be as connected with
the meanings of those many words. This means
that each word will have an unlimited number of
connections as its meanings. To have saktigraha of
a word with such a large number of meanings of
other words is impossible.
ii) The second objection is that when it is
considered that a word conveys its meaning as
connected with the meaning of relevant other word,
is the other word also has to be taken as
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conveying its meaning as connected with the
meaning of this word or not? In the first
alternative it will result in reciprocal dependency
i.e. anyonyasraya
The first objection does not hold good if the
way in which the connection is effected and
ascertained is examined. The connection envisaged
among the word meanings in a sentence is based
on three criteria viz akanksa, sannidhi and yogyata.
Among these akanksa is very important. A word
conveys the meaning connected with the meaning
of the relevant other word that has the akanksa.
This akanksa in respect of different words in a
sentence does not arise simultaneously or in a
disorderly way. The import of the injunction viz
karya i.e. apurva, is the central meaning of a Vedic
injunctive sentence. This needs visaya i.e. yaga. It
also
needs niyojya to perform yaga. Then
karanopakaras Ot^fh^Ki:) are needed. All these
have an akanksa with the central meaning i.e.
karya, and are conveyed as connected with that
meaning in the respective order. In view of this
orderly connection there is no room for any
reciprocal dependency. Nor there is any need to
envisage innumerable denotative powers to each,
word to account for its occurence in different
sentences.
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The answers to these objections are succinctly
put by
Parthasarathi
Mishra
himself while
summarising the Prabhakaramview.

Peril’ll

^

T1? 11 ^ 11

II ^ II

Parthasarathi is later than Salikanatha. These
objections are answered by Salikanatha in detail in
Prakarana Pancika. The main points of the answer
are summarised in the above verses. Parthasarathi
does not rake up these objections further. He has
a different objection against anvitabhidhanavada.
He argues that if the word has to convey
connected word meaning, then, it has to have two
denotative powers viz one denotative power to
convey the word meaning and another to convey
the connection.

This is merely a procedural point. The
substantial issue is whether the words are capable
of communicating individually in an isolated way or

19B
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only as a part of a syntactically knit unit. In other
words whether word is a unit of communication or
sentence is a unit of communication. Particularly, in
the context of communicating the organisation of a
sacrificial programme through the Vedic injunction.
To protect the unity of the programme, the unity
of its communication is essential. This point seems
to have been ignored by abhihitanvaya vadins.
3)

A k h y a ti

th e o ry

o f

p e rc e p tu a l

e rro r

In Indian philosophy the theories of perceptual
error have played an important role. There are five
dimensions of these theories. i) optical ii)
psychological iii) epistemological iv) logical and v)
metaphysical.
The process of error starts at optical level, the
psychological
level
adds
to
it.
It
takes
epistemological shape. These three aspects have to
be taken into account while analysing the nature of
error, the analysis has to satisfy the logical
requirement. Different schools of Indian philosophy
have different metaphysical views. They have
worked out their theories of perceptual error within
the framework of their metaphysical systems.
Consequently every school has its own theory.
These theories are known as khyati theories. These
could be broadly grouped into i) Idealists ii)
Realists in the first instance, and within the realists
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anyathakhyativadins
and
yatharthakhyativadins.
Atmakhyati and asatkhyati come under the idealist
view.
The
anyathakhyati
of Nyayavaisesikas,
viparltakhyati
of
Bhattas
and
abhinava
anyathakhyati of Dvaita Vedanta come under
anyathakhyati group. Akhyati
of
Prabhakara,
yatharthakhyati of Ramanujas and satkhyati of
Samkhyas come under the yathartha khyati group.
The advaita theory of anirvachanlyakhyati is a class
by itself. It is based on the advaita concept of
sadasad vilaksana (fKdOwSFT) metaphysics. The
basic premise of the idealists is that there are no
objects outside knowledge. The premise of the
anyathakhyati
vadin is that one
entity is
comprehended
as
another.
The
yathartha
khyativadins hold that the cognition agrees with the
entities cognised. There is a good deal of debate
on this theory in the major works of these schools.
But the chief opponent for the realists is idealist.
Among the realists the Prabhakaras have been
targeted by all. It is surprising to find that the
anyathakhyativadins have made room for ‘asat’
element in their explanation which cuts the very
ground of realism. Their criticism of akhyati is
more in procedural aspect of their explanation of
error than on any substantial basis. The akhyati
theory is narrated below.
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The Prabhakaras have adopted akhyati theory.
According to this theory all cognitions are true.
Yathartham
sarvavijnanam’
(WPf
fi4f4^M+t)
Prabhakaras explain this position as under.
Whatever is presented in a cognition that is its
object. That which is presented in the cognition is
termed as ‘bhasamana’ and the object is termed as
‘vedya’. These two always agree. In other words
the content of the cognition and the fact conveyed
by it always agree.
The knowledge communicated by the statement
‘Idam rajatam’ on seeing sukti is the usual example
of perceptual error. According to anyathakhyati
theory of perceptual error sukti is the object of this
knowledge However, it is presented as rajata. In
other words one is presented as another. ‘A’ is
presented as ‘B’. Therefore, it is anyathakhyati.
Prabhakaras do not agree with this analysis.
According to them the statement ‘idam rajatam’
represents two cognitions i.e. perception and
memory. One who observes sukti i.e. shell, present
before him cognises it as Idam i.e. this, in a
general way without the comprehension of its
special features which distinguish it from rajata i.e.
silver. Due to the similarity between sukti and
rajata he remembers rajata. The cognition of sukti
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and the memory of rajata occur in such quick
sequence that he does not realise the difference
between the two cognitions of the objects conveyed
by them.
The contents of both these cognitions agree with
the facts conveyed by them. There is no
disagreement between the contents of these two
cognitions and the objects conveyed.
Though the two cognitions ‘idam’ and ‘rajatam’
are true and distinct an erroneous statement is
made as ‘Idam rajatam’ due to the non-realisation
of the difference between the two cognitions and
their objects. For the non-realisation of the
difference the following factors are responsible, i)
The absence of the comprehension of the distinct
features of sukti and its comprehension merely as
‘idam’ in a general way. ii) Remembering rajata due
to the similarity between sukti and rajata. iii)
Absence of the reference to the past time in the
memory of rajata iv) occurence of the two
cognitions in quick succession. These circumstances
lead to the non-realisation of the distinction
between the two cognitions and their objects. This
leads to the statement i.e. vyavahara, as ‘idam
rajatam’. It is this statement that is bhrama. It is
this vyavahara that is repudiated later.
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The non-realisation of the distinction is termed
as viveka agraha and the absence of the reference
to the past time in the memory is termed as
tattapramosa. Tatta means reference to the past
time and pramosa means the deletion of it. This
analysis of ‘idam rajatam’ offered by Prabhakaras is
termed as akhyativada.
Salikanatha himself mentions some of the
objections raised against akhyativada and answers.
These are as under :
i)
The so called memory of rajata cannot be
classed as memory as it lacks the main feature of
the memory viz. reference to the past time ii) Idam
and rajatam are stated with samanadhikaranya.
Therefore, the two refer to one and the same.
Idam refers to something that is presently observed
before. Therefore, rajata also should refer to the
same.
iii)
Pravrtti i.e. initiative to fetch the object seen
cannot be properly explained in the akhyati theory.
The mere occurence of the cognitions of ‘idam’
and ‘rajatam’ in quick succession and the non
realisation of the difference between the two cannot
motivate the observer to proceed to fetch rajata.
Non-realisation of the difference is a negative
factor. It cannot motivate pravrtti i.e. initiative. The
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initiative is possible only if the samanadhikaranya
between idam and rajatam is realised. The
samanadhikaranya between dharma and dharmi has
to be brought about. This means sukti has to be
comprehended
as
rajata. This
is
exactly
anyathakhyati. In the analysis of this cognition by
akhyativadin samanadhikaranya is not worked out.
iv)
If the knowledge represented by the
statement idam rajatam is true, then, how is it that
it is repudiated as ‘na idam rajatam’ later. What is
it that is repudiated? Mere realisation of the
difference that was not comprehended earlier is not
the repudiation.
Stating these objections
them as follows :

Salikanatha

answers

i) The rajata cognition is considered as memory
since it is caused by the impressions of the earlier
cognition of rajata. These impressions are roused
by the similarity between sukti and rajata. However,
the reference to the past time is not roused due to
inadequate attention. Producing by the impressions
of the past experience is the chief feature of
memory. Reference to the past time is incidental.
ii) The purpose of samanadhikaranya in the case
of true rajata is served by the samanarupata here.
Not only the difference between the cognitions
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‘idam’ and ‘rajata’ is not realised but also the
difference between the earlier cognition of rajata
and these two cognitions is not realised. Therefore,
there is samanarupata
here. This serves
the purpose of samanadhikaranya
iii) This samanarupata supported by the non
realisation of the difference facilitates the statement
i.e. vyavahara as ‘idam rajatam’ and motivates the
initiative i.e. pravrtti to proceed to fetch the object.
iv) As regards the badha i.e. repudiation, it has
to be clarified thatby the realisation of
the
difference between the object of the cognition idam
i.e. sukti, and that
of rajatam i.e. silver,
the
observer gets correct
knowledge of sukti. This
enables him to discover that the statement i.e.
vyavahara ‘idam rajatam’ was not bonafide. It is
this statement that is repudiated. It is more a
discovery of sukti than the repudiation of rajata.
In spite of these clarifications, the same
objections are raised again and again in the works
of other schools. While the works of the other
schools are produced century after century, there
were no works on Prabhakara side. However, it
should be said to the credit of these opponents
that they kept the Prabhakara theory alive and
analysed it more and more to find fault in it. Some
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of the new objections not mentioned by Salikanatha
are given below.
i) According to Prabhakaras the difference is an
integral attribute of the object concerned, that is to
say, it is dharmi-svarupa. When an object is
cognised its attribute i.e. the difference, is also
cognised. In the present case, the cognition ‘idam’
has to be cognised along with the difference it has
from the other cognitions and the cognition
‘rajatam’ has to be cognised along with its
difference from the other cognitions. Thus, the
cognition of the difference between these two
cognitions is part and parcel of the these two
cognitions. Therefore, Prabhakara cannot talk of
the non-realisation of the difference between the
two cognitions.
This objection can be answered as follows :
Though the difference is an integral attribute of the
object and can be comprehend in a general way as
this object is different from all others in a general
way, to comprehended the difference from a
specific object, the presentation of that object as a
pratiyogin is necessary. In the present case, the
cognitions ‘idam’ and ‘rajata’ are not presented as
pratiyogins for each other since these have occured
in quick succession. Hence, their difference is not
comprehended.
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ii)
Non-realisation of the difference is of the
nature of abhava. Prabhakaras do not accept
abhava. Therefore, they cannot make it a ground
to explain the error.
This can be answered as follows : Though
Prabhakaras do not acept the category of abhava,
they have their own explanation to the situations
wherein the cognition of abhava is claimed by
abhavavadins
The cognition of the
object and its attribute the difference is sansrsta
visaya buddhi
and cognising the
object alone is ekavisaya buddhi. Such ekavisaya
buddhi is found here in respect of these two
cognitions in view of quick succession so for as the
attribute difference is concerned. The difference is
drsya pratiyogin
JikNlRj'j) here.
4 ) The rejection of abhava and abhavapramana
The Prabhakaras do not accept the category of
abhava.
Consequently,
they
do
not accept
abhavapramana also.
To understand the Prabhakara’s stand that the
abhava is not a separate category their concepts of
sansrstavisaya
buddhi
and
ekavisayabuddhi
need to be analysed.
When two positive entities are cognised together it
is sansrsta visaya buddhi while cognising only one
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of them is ekavisaya buddhi. The latter serves the
purpose of abhava.
For instance, cognising the ground and jar
together is sansrstavisaya buddhi while cognising
ground alone is ekavisayabuddhi. In the latter case,
abhavavadins claim that there is the abhava of jar.
What has really happenned is that ekavisaya
buddhi has taken place instead of sansrstavisaya
buddhi. The absence of jar is not a separate fact.
Therefore, no separate pramana is necessary to
cognise it.
It cannot be argued that how can ekavisaya
buddhi arise in respect of the same ground about
which there was sansrstavisaya buddhi without the
cognition of the abhava of the jar. This is
answered by a counter question that how can
abhavabuddhi arise with reference to the same
place where in there was bhavabuddhi of a jar
earlier? If the withdrawal of the jar is stated as the
ground for abhava buddhi, then, same may be
taken as the ground for ekavisaya buddhi.
The jar is designated as drsya pratiyogin i.e. an
object that could be cognised if it were present.
When one cognises the ground without the jar he
reflects on the drsyapratiyogin i.e. jar, that was
present earlier and realises that he is cognising the
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ground alone. No additional factor i.e. abhava is
cognised. The statement that ‘there is no jar’ only
means that the sansrsta visaya buddhi of the
ground and jar is replaced by the ekavisaya buddhi
of the ground.
Even in the case of pradhvansabhava
on the destruction of jar the cognition of jar is
replaced by the cognition of its pieces. No
additional factor like pradhvansabhava is cognised.
The statements like ghafabhava, patabhava also
mean that the respective sansrstavisaya buddhi
is replaced by ekavisaya buddhi. The
reference to the pratiyogins is a reference to the
respective drsyapratiyogins i.e. the objects that
could be cognised if these were present as a part
of the content of the respective sansrstavisaya
buddhi.
Those who accept abhava as a separate category
accept anupalabdhi i.e. pramanabhava, as the
means to comprehend abhava. This is also not
acceptable to Prabhakaras. Anupalabdhi i.e. the
absence of cognition by the appropriate pramana
cannot be the means of cognition by its very
presence as in the case of the eye being the means
of cognition by its very nature. One has to have
the knowledge of the absence of pramana as in the
case of the knowledge of linga for anumana. If it is
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accepted that pramanabhava is pramana only when
it is known, then, for the knowledge of
abhavapramana another abhavapramana will be
required and so on. This leads to infinite regress.
Finally, Prabhakaras explain the Sahara’s remark
MkFTRM:
SRTfafEFT as
supporting the rejection of abhava. This very remark
is interpreted by Bhattas as the definition of
abhavapramana. Salikanatha takes pains to interpret
it in support of the rejection of abhavapramana.
However, his explanation is laboured and not
convincing. This is explained in the Amrtakala
section of this text. The question of abhavapramana
is discussed in detail both in Amrtakala chapter and
pramana parayana under abhava.
5) Non-Vedic statements communicate through
the inference of the speakers knowledge
According
to
Prabhakaras
the
pauruseya
statements are not sabdapramana. These help to
infer the speaker’s knowledge and communicate the
same. By the statement of a speaker his knowledge
of the facts represented by his statement is
inferred. His statement plays the double role of
serving as a means to infer his knowledge and
communicate it to the listeners. In the first role it
is a lihga i.e. the means or the ground of the
inference. Its second role is verbal communication.
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If the meaning communicated by the statement
does not represent the knowledge of the speaker
of the facts mentioned in the statement it is a
defect of its role as a lihga, that is to say, the
speaker has not invested it with the knowledge
which the statement is expected to communicate.
This may be due to the defect or inadequacy of
the speaker’s knowledge itself or his intention not
to communicate his knowledge truly. In any case, it
is a case of a defective lihga. This naturally makes
the second role of the statement viz verbal
communication defective, that is to say, it disagrees
with
the
facts
supposed
to
have
been
communicated by that statement. In this process,
though there may not be any sabda dosa, purusa
dosa is responsible for the disagreement between
the statement and the facts.
It is found that the statements that do not agree
with the facts are made for the following reasons :
i) The speaker’s knowledge itself is erroneous.
ii) He has no intention to speak truly.
iii) He is out of his mind.
iv) He formulates the statement defectively as a
result of which something different than what
he intends is presented in the statement.
In all these instances, the relation between the
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knowledge supposed to have been communicated
and the statement which is expected to represent it
is violated. That is to say, the vyapti relation
between the knowledge to be communicated and
the statement is broken. Therefore, the statement
fails to play its first role of being the lihga to infer
the knowledge, that the speaker intends to
communicate. Consequently it fails in its second
role of valid communication.
There seems to be some difficulty in working out
the process of the inference of the knowledge of
the speaker by his statement. In order to proceed
to infer the knowledge of the speaker from his
statement the listener has to understand the
meaning of the statement. This means that the
statement has already communicated to him what it
is expected to communicate. Then, the listener
need not take the trouble to infer the knowledge
through the statement and get it communicated by
the same statement.
To solve this difficulty one has to understand
the process of the inference in a little more detail.
When a statement is heard the facts referred to
by the words are brought to the mind of the
listener. Then, he proceeds to sort out as to how
these could be meaningfully organised. This process
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is termed vimarsa. Then, he arrives at an organised
sense. From this he infers the knowledge of these
facts on the part of the speaker and finally inters
the position of the facts. This crystalised position is
finally communicated by the statement.
The first stage viz reminding of the facts by the
meaning of the words and their organisation is
only a step towards inference of the knowledge of
the
speaker.
It
is
notcristellised
final
communication. The listener has to go through the
process of inference to arrive at the finalverbal
communication.
The advantage of making the inference of the
knowledge of the speaker the ground for verbal
communication in non-Vedic speech is to provide a
ground for sorting out the true statements and
false statements. In Vedic speach there is no
question of false statement.
6 ) The formula of triputikarana
An important contribution of Prabhakaras to the
concept of pratyaksa is extending its scope beyond
the sense perception. So far as the external objects
are concerned the perception is through the senses.
However, there are two other items that are
directly cognised. These are the knower and the
knowledge.
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The knowledge produced by senses, inference,
sanskara etc all means is of the nature of
perception in respect of the knower and the
knowledge itself. All cognitions in which some or
other object is presented, the knower is also
presented. The objects are not comprehended
without the comprehension of the knower also
along with them. It is clear from the statement ‘1
know this’ otherwise the statement would have
been as ‘He knows this.’ In case the knower is not
comprehended there would not have been any
difference between one’s own knowledge and the
knowledge of someone else.
The knowledge is self-revealing. It does not
require another knowledge to reveal it. It is well
known that according to Nyayavaisesikas the
knowledge of the objects is known as vyavasaya
and
the
knowledge of this
knowledge
is
anuvyavasaya. Prabhakaras do not agree with this
arrangement. Every knowledge conveys three
entities viz the knower, the object known, and the
knowledge. No knowledge arises without a
reference to the knower and the object known.
These three are always conveyed together. This
procedure is designated as triputikarana.
This formula is evolved to rule out the
Buddhist’s contention that there are no objects
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outside the knowledge. According to this formula, if
there were no objects outside, then, the knowledge
itself would not have arisen. It is not the
knowledge that is to be utilised to ascertain the
existence of the objects, but it is the object that
gives rise to the knowledge. One cannot think of
the existence of knowledge without the existence of
the object to be known and the knower.
According to this formula of triputi-karana the
ascertainment of the existence of the object and
the knowledge does not depend upon either
knowledge alone or the object alone. But the two
help to ascertain the presence of both jointly.
7) Nirvikalpaka and Savlkalpaka perceptions
The Prabhakaras explanation of these two stages
of perceptions is quite different from that of
Nyayavaisesikas.
In nirvikalpaka pratyaksa mere svalaksana is not
presented as contended by Buddhists. Both the
substance
and
attributes
are
presented
in
nirvikalpaka. However, these are isolated in
nirvikalpaka while in savikalpaka these are
organised.
Both general and the particular features of the
object are presented in nirvikalpaka. But these are
not so realised until some more objects in which
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this general aspect is observed or from which
particular aspects are contrasted are observed. In
the savikalpaka pratyaksa these aspects are
realised.
In the nirvikalpaka though the attributes are
comprehended, these are not comprehended as
qualifying the object. At that stage the difference
between the substance and attributes is not
grasped. The difference could be grasped only
through anvaya and vyatireka. This anvaya and
vyatireka verification does not take place at the
nirvikalpaka stage. Consequently these are not
organised as qualifications and the qualified.
Therefore, there is no visistapratyaya at the
nirvikalpaka stage. In savikalpaka as already stated
these are organised.
Now, a question may be raised here. The
perception is caused by sense contact. The sense is
in contact with only that object which is actually
perceived. It is not in contact with other objects
either of the same class or any other. Therefore, it
is difficult to agree with the contention that the
general and the special aspects are cognised
involving a reference to other objects in the
savikalpaka stage.
This difficulty is solved by pointing out that the
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atman who is to comprehend the object presented
in his perception does comprehend the general and
particular aspects with the aid of sanskara i.e. the
impressions of the cognitions of the other object
cognised earlier.
According to Prabhakaras, to have visista
pratyaya, it is not necessary that visesana also
must be present by the perception only. In the case
of savikalpaka perception when the visesanas are
percieved in the cognition of the object concerned,
the corresponding visesanas of the object seen
earlier are brought to the observer’s mind by
sanskara.
8) Number and the nature
according to Prabhakaras

of

categories

While explaining the objects that are cognised by
the
perception
Salikanatha
mentions
three
categories viz dravya, jati and guna and gives the
details of four dravyas viz prithvi, ap, tejas and
vayu. He also mentions colour, taste etc sixteen
gunas. The commentator gives full details of the
categories.
1) Substance,
qualities,
motion,
universal,
inherence, power, number and similarity are the
eight categories.
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It may be noted here that abhava is dropped
and sakti, sadrsya are added.
2) The nine substances are same as those of
Nyayavaisesikas. Twenty two qualities are common
to Nyayavaisesikas and Prabhakaras. sankhya and
laghutva are dropped.
3) Motion i.e. karma, represents both ordinary
motion and ritual activities. Motion is not
perceived. It is inferred.
) Sakti is present in all positive entities.
Samkhya cannot be considered as substance as it is
found in qualities. It cannot be considered as a
quality .as it is found in many. Sadrsya is a distinct
category distinct from the substance, qualities etc.
4

5) In respect of the concepts of jati i.e.
universal, and samavaya. Prabhakaras have made
some improvements in the Nyayavaisesika position.
These answer some of the objections raised against
these concepts.
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8 1. Kumarija and Buddhism
I propose to present a small paper on Kumarija
and Buddhism. I willtake care to introduce
sufficient controversial points for discussion for
fifteen minutes. The material that could be
discussed under this title Kumarija and Buddhism
is really very vast; but I will pick up only one or
two points by
Among the orthodox systems, three systems viz.
Nyaya-Vaisesika, Purvamlmansa and Vedanta are
highly critical of Buddhist doctrines. To understand
the nature and consiquences of this criticism, one
has to understand as to why these systems criticise
Buddhistic doctrines? How they criticise? and what
are consquences of such criticism, that is to say to
waht extent each side yielded to the other in the
bargain. I confine the examination of these three
questions with reference to Purvamlmansa only.
Though Vedanta sutras criticise the position of
three major schools of Buddhism Sarvastivada,
Vijnanavada and §unyavada, there is no direct
criticism of Buddhism in Jaimini Sutras. But under
the sutra no 1-1-5 that is Autpattikasutra, the
Bhasyakara Sabarasvamin criticises Vijnanavada. He
uses the expressions Niralambana and §unya. But
Sunya here is not used in the sense of ^unyavada.
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This is a very brief discussion raised while
discussing the question under what circumstances a
perception is valid and when it is not valid. It is
clear that it is deliberately introduced. He raises
the question whether there are any objects to
perceive at all.
Commenting on this portion of Bhasya, Kumarija
has fully discussed Vijnanavada and Sunyavada in
as many as 4 6 4 verses. He has fully summarised
Buddhists arguments and has answered each point.
Right at the commencement he states as to why he
has to undertaken a critical examination of the
Buddhists doctrine of Bhahyarthabhavavada and
Sunyavada.
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If the Buddhistic position of the denial of the
reality of external world is accepted then the whole
scheme of ritualitic culture will lose its foundation.
There need be no sacrifices, no heaven or hell, no
benefits from these sacrifices worldly or other
worldly. Thus Buddhistic doctrines of Vijnanavada
and Sunyavada had posed a challenge to the very
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Karmakanda culture of Purvamimamsa. Vedanta
had already pushed Mimamsa to the background by
giving more importance to Jnana, than Karma
during the Upanisadic period. But this was a final
blow. Mlmansa had to fight both against Buddhist
and Vedanta. This explains as to why Sahara and
Kumarila fought against Buddhists.
As regards how
points need to be
Buddhist theory of
(JTrftrq^TT^) theory
in order to defend

they fought’? Some interesting
noticed. In Vedanta Sutras, the
causation viz. pratityasamutpada
of causation is chiefly attacked
Brahmakaranavada.

In
Vaisesika
sutra
and
Bhasya,
the
Ksanabhangavada is chiefly attacked in the context
of defending the concepts like universal and
inherent relation (samanya and samavaya). In
Sahara bhasya and Rumania’s Vartika rejection of
the reality of external objects is chiefly attacked.
The defence of the concept of Atman and criticism
of any other substitute arrangement for playing the
role of 3Tic^ is undertaken by all. While Vaisesikas
and Vedantins advance ontological arguements
more frequently, the Nyaya and Mimamsa advance
epistemological arguements. The Buddhist doctrine
of apoha is criticised both from epistemological and
ontological points of view. Mimamsa is interested in
the stability and reality of both the external world
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and Atman. Other wise its sacrificial culture cannot
be surtained. Nyaya being a realist school is also
interested in the stability and reality of the
objective world and Atman.
While Vedanta position differs from school to
school. Advaita is interested in maintaining the
stability and reality of Atman in the ultimate sense.
It grants same kind of secondary reality only to the
objective world and individual selves. Dvaita and
Visisfadvaita are interested in the stability and
reality of both the objective world and selves.
All kinds of hair-splitting arguements are
advanced in support of each one s position. I do
not wish to go into those details.
Now, I come to the third question as to what is
the consequence of this academic confrontation,
who has yielded to whom in the bargain? and what
is the impact of this on Indian mind both elite and
general public?
Philosophically speaking both have yielded to
each other on many points either by modifying
their position, or accepting the other position in a
conceited way, or introducing some new concepts
and explainations. I quote only one point from
Purvamimansa viz. Purvamimamsa theory
of
knowledge. According to Purvamimamsa, the

20A
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knowledge is not self-revealing or svayamprakasa.
It has to be infered. Objects have a capacity to
reveal themselves. This capacity is called prakafya
or the ability to reveal themselves. When one
comes in contact with certain object through senses
etc it reveals itself under certain conditions. Then,
he infers that he has the knowledge of that object.
This is what is called Jnatatalingakanumana
According to this theory
of
Purvamimamsaascertainment of
the presence of
the object is not dependent upon knowledge, but it
is the ascertainment of the presence of the
knowledge that is dependent upon object. This
theory cuts the very roots of Buddhistic arguments
that since one has to reach the objects through
knowledge only, the knowledge itself can also serve
the purpose of the objects, the objects as such can
be dispensed
with. We may agree with the
Mlmansa theory or not but this theory is especially
evolved under the preasure of Buddhistic criticism
to work out the tenebility of objects independent of
knowledge.
Similarly,
the Nyaya-Vaisesika concepts of
universal, inherent relation, avayavi etc are
criticised under the preasure of Buddhistic criticism
only.
The
Advaita
Vedanta
concept
of
vyavaharikasatta is very close to the Buddhist’s
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concept of samvrutisatta. One may be stable during
the samsaradasa the other may be very momentary,
but both are appearance. An illusion is an illusion
whether it endures for same time changes every
moment. The concepts of Alayavijnana and
pravrttivijnana have some paraded in the concepts
of mulavidya and tulavidya. These are a kind of
double illusion. Brahman and Sunya are close to
each other. Both are positive and indefinable.
Madhyamika Karika defines Sunya as

Accepting the fact that Brahman has the content
sat, chit, ananda the basic structure of the two same.
On
the
Buddhistic
side,
the
concept
samanyalaksana is meant to serve the purpose of
samanya of nyayavaisesikas. The concept of vasana
is intended to achieve some kind of continuity of
psychic experience and is a substitute arrangement
of self, the concept of alayavijnana is also meant
for this. By accepting all these mechanisms under
the preasure of the criticism of orthodox systems,
they have considerably moved away from their
original position.
Philosophers cannot change the nature of reality,
nor can tamper with common sense world. They
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only make an attempt to describe the reality on the
basis of certain hypothesis. The whole universe
being a continuous flux is one hypothesis and it
being stable is another. The whole universe being
mind or matter or both matter and mind are three
other hypotheses. Depending upon the position one
takes, the categories of mind and matter, and their
relations are
worked out. In this
process,
philosophers develop dialectical confrontations and
influence each other. There is no question of any
pracchanna or prakafa here. It is a natural
consiquence. Such reciprocal impact has taken
place within orthodox systems as well as between
other. A study of each item is a fascinating study.
As regards the impact on general public, people
retained the ritualistic culture and also accepted the
ethical culture. An average Indian accepts the
ethical cultures Buddhists and Jains and also
follows his ritualistic culture.
Kumarila and Sankara are accused of banishing
Buddhism from India. I do not think, mere
academic confrontations banish a whole-some
religion. The reasons are likely to be different more
complex. Sankara is doubly accused. He is accused
of importing Buddhist metaphysical frame work into
Vedantic thought. But so long as the main thesis of
Vedanta is sustained. It does not matter much.
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To conclude
i) Buddhism contributed much to the growth of
orthodox philosophy by offering a stiff
confrontation.
ii) Kumarila played a leading role in controversy
on behalf of the orthodox systems.
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8 2. Prof. Hiriyanna on Purvamimamsa
Prof. Hiriyanna’s observations on Purvamimamsa
could
be gathered
from the
chapters
on
Purvamimamsa in his Outlines, Essentials his
papers on ‘Types of Indian Thought,’ ‘Six points of
view,’ ‘Mlmamsa view of -Error,’ ‘Prabhakara : Old
and New,’ ‘The Doctrine of Niyoga’ and his reviews
of Bhattacintamani, Brhatl of Prabhakara and
Purvamimamsa of Dr. Ganganath Jha. In addition
to these specific studies of Purvamimamsa, his
observations in such other contexts of philosophical
discussions
that
have
a
bearing
on
Mlmamsamtopics for comparison, contrasting or
criticism will also give us a peep into his thinking
on Purvamimamsa doctrines.
It is not proposed to give a full account of his
observations on Purvamimamsa doctrines here, nor
it is possible to do so in a paper of this type. It is
only proposed to draw the attention to such of the
observations which constitute Prof. Hiriyanna’s
distinct contributions to the understanding of
Purvamlmamsamdoctrines
either
by
way
of
clarifying the precise nature of the concepts or by
way of its criticism both from the point of view of
its tenability within the scheme of Purvamimamsa
philosophy and from the logical and empirical
points of view in general. Attention will also be
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drawn to his unique method of elucidating
mlmamsamdoctrines
in comparison
with
the
doctrines of other systems, particularly, Nyaya
Vaisesika and Samkhya and his parallel treatment
of the two schools of Purvamimamsa, viz., Bhafta
and Prabhakara in a comparative and critical way.
In the preface to his Outlines, Prof. Hiriyanna
remarks that ‘his aim has been to give a connected
account; but interpretation and criticism are not
excluded.’ It is in these interpretations and criticism
that we find the subtility of Prof. Hiriyanna’s
thoughts and his contribution to the elucidation of
philosophical
concepts.
After
reading
Prof.
Hiriyanna one may feel that one could as well
have traced those thoughts in the original Sanskrit
passages referred to by Prof. Hiriyanna. But it is
only after reading him.
Explaining his method or treatment, Prof.
Hiriyanna says that he has given the theory of
knowledge first, and then, ontology and practical
teaching under each system. It would be convenient
to follow the same order to find out his
contribution to the understanding of these problems
while writing on Purvamimamsa, in addition to the
above problems, the problems of language,
particularly, the rules of interpretation, and the
authority of Veda are especially discussed. I shall
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presently draw your attention to Prof. Hiriyanna’s
observations and views on these aspects of
Purvamimamsa.
I
The distinguishing feature of Mimamsa, Prof.
Hiriyanna observes, is its adherence to the Veda as
an infallible authority. Veda, though authoritative in
its own right comes to us through the medium of
words whose interpretation is by no means easy.
Hence the need for Mimamsa or the principles
according to which the Vedic texts are to be
interpreted. Thus the primary aim oof Mimamsa is
getting back from the expression to the idea behind
it, the solving of the important problem of relation
of speech and thought.
The view of the language taken in mlmamsamis
that it is independent of the individual using it.
Therefore, the system involves a great deal of
discussion relating to social or fold psychology.
This psychological inquiry contains much that is
valuable for modern science of Semantics. The
Mimamsa in this respect serves as a necessary
complement to Vyakarana whose treatment of
words is mainly formal. The laws of interpretation
formulated by Jaimini and his successors are quite
general. They are applicable as much to the works
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outside Veda as to that ancient text. They are
utilised for arriving at a right interpretation of all
old texts, particularly legal treatises (DharmaSastra).
These observations of Prof. Hiriyanna give us
the perspective with which the Mimamsa theories
of
word,
meaning,
sentence
and
the
Mimamsamrules of interpretation are to be studied
and the use to which these theories were put, and
could be put even now.
According to Mlmamsakas, the relation between
a word and its meaning is natural and therefore,
necessary and eternal. A varna is an articulated
sound. It is integral (niravayava) omnipresent
(sarvagata) and eternal (nitya). Dhvani is the means
of manifesting varna which has all along been
there. A Sabda (word) is two or more of these
varnas and is merely an aggregate (samudaya) and
not a whole (avayavin).
As regards the thing, signified by words, we are
not to understand the particular facts of experience
which come into being and disappear, but the
corresponding universals. The significance of the
word is general, though when associated with other
words to form a sentence, it may come to denote
a particular. The word and the meaning being both
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eternal-the
relation
necessarily so.

between

them

also

is

Thus explaining the nature of word, meaning
and their relation, Prof. Hiriyanna adds that
Mimamsamdoes not reject the conventional element
in language, but only assigns a subordinate place
(Sahakari) to it, the purpose it serves being
illustrated by that of light to seeing.
The permanance of the relation between a word
and its meaning does not establish the eternity of
Veda. It is the fixing of the particular order of
words (anupurvi) in the text of the Vedas that is
meant by eternity of the Text. This belief is
nothing more than a dogma. This idolatry of
scripture appears comparatively late. In this
connection, it is instructive to cite the opinion of
Patanjali that while sense of the Veda is eternal,
the order of the word is not so.
In these observations we see his unreserved
criticism of the Vedapauruseyatva concept in the
sense of an eternal, fixed text as it is now
stretched.
II
Prof. Hiriyanna discusses the theories of truth
and error under all systems elaborately. The
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Mimamsaka’s theory of truth and error under has
its own unique features. While Bhatta’s theory is
closer to that of Nyaya-Vaisesika, Prabhakara’s
theory has a distinct approach of its own.
Prabhakara’s theory is known as Akhyati-vada.
According to this, error is not a unit of knowledge,
but a composite of two Jnanas, perception
immediately followed by memory. We overlook the
fact that there are two Jnanas and fail to notice
the separateness of their respective objects. This is
negative factor. The positive factor is the partial or
incomplete and the other negative for error
becoming possible a partial knowledge of the thing
presented and a failure to note the distinction
between them.
The Bhatta view is known as Viparita-Khyati.
This view also splits up the object of error into
parts the This (Visaya) and the What (Prakara) and
explains them separately. The first of them is not
sublated when the mistake is rectified; the second
(silver in Sukti-rajata-nyaya) though not given here
and now, must have been experienced before.
The difference between the two views is that,
while according to Akhyati, error is due to a losing
sight
of
the
fact
that
presentative
and
representative
factors
stand
spart
unrelated
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(asamsargagraha); in viparlta-khyati it is ascribed to
wrong synthesis of them (samsargagraha). In the
former case error is due to omission while in the
latter it is one of commission.
Analysing these two theories as detailed above,
Prof. Hiriyanna makes a significant remark that
Bhatta view no doubt is more in accord with
experience which points to the object of illusion as
a synthetic whole, but epistemologically it presents
a difficulty viz., the inclusion of ideal element
within the content of knowledge. As regards the
Prabhakara view, he says it is true to realistic
postulate in admitting no subjective element
whatsoever.
Ill
Discussing the validity of knowledge, he
explains : Mlmamsampostulates Svatahpramanya or
self-validity of knowledge both in respect of its
origin (utpattau) and ascertainment (jnaptau). All
knowledge is presumably valid and an explanation
is called for only where any particular knowledge
fails to be so. The cause of invalidity is some
defect in the means or source of knowledge
(karana-dosa).
Mlmamsarhdisagrees with Nyaya-Vaisesika in
respect of the view it takes of validity of knowledge
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(Pramanya). The chief reason for disagreement is
the disaccord between the nature of truth as
defined in Nyaya Vaisesika and the manner in
which it proposes to verify it. Truth is stated to be
correspondence with reality, but the test does not,
indeed cannot, ascertain that correspondence. What
serves as a test (sarhvadi-pravrtti) is really another
experience. Its verification leads to ad infinitum
What the test actually finds out is only whether
two experiences cohere, and to accept such a test
as adequate is virtually to give up realistic position.
That is why Mimamsa advocates Svatah pramanya
and dispenses with the need for testing it. In these
remarks Prof. Hiriyanna has clearly pointed how
the Mimamsakas have tried to stick to their realistic
position.
Apart
from
realistic
considerations,
the
Svatahpramanya doctrine is intendeded to establish
the authority of Vedas. There can be no flaw at
the source (karana-dosa) in respect of Veda. Nor
there is possibility of its coming into conflict with
perceptual or other form of common experience,
for what it teaches refers to the matters empirically
un-verifiable. Veda is also not discrepant by
teaching one thing here and another there, if we
properly Understand Veda. It is for this purpose
that of interpretation are laid down.
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IV
Among the pramanas, Upamana and Arthapatti
require our consideration.
According to Nyaya, Upamana, has for its sole
object the relation between a word and its meaning
learnt under certain conditions. But in Mlmamsa it
is reciprocal similarity that is known through it.
The recollected
cow
characterised
by
the
resemblence of gavaya is known through Upamana.
This view renders this pramana liable to be classed
under inference. But Mimamsaka defends his
position by pointing out that the basis*- for inference
viz., a knowledge of inductive relation (Vyapti) is
not needed here. While dealing with this Pramana
Prof. Hiriyanna points out that a matter of
metaphysical importance here is that similarity is
conceived as dual, the similarity of A to B, being
distinct from that of B to A.
Coming to Arthapatti, it is rendering explicit what
is already implicit in two truths both of which have
been properly tested, but which appear mutually
incompatible. The Naiyayikas class it under
Anumana. However, the result here cannot be
represented as reached through inference, in as
much as there is no middle term at all to serve as
its means. In inference the ground is explained by
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the conclusion, here the ground explains the
conclusion. Arthapatti is disjunctive reasoning and
is not syllogistic form, the major premise will be
negative universal refering to the things beyond the
universe of discourse. The Mlmamsakas of both the
Schools reject the negative universal as a major
premise in syllogism. They consider that it can
generally be expressed in a positive form. The
scope for Arthapatti is just where it cannot be so
expressed.
This analysis of the nature and scope of
Upamana and Arthapatti gives us the correct
picture of Mimamsaka’s approach to these
pramanas.
V
Prof. Hiriyanna discusses the nature of atman,
the nature of jnana, the categories, the relation
between dravya and guna etc., according to
Mimamsakas in detail and offers his critical
comments.
Both Kumarija and Prabhakara agree in respect
of plurality of atman. Kumarila’s view of atman is
very much like that of Nyaya-Vaisesika. It is
conceived as both as agent (Karta) and enjoyer
(bhokta). But while Nyaya-Vaisesika admits no
action in self-neither change of place (spanda), nor
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change of form (parinama)-Bhattas though deny the
former, admit the latter. Though undergoing
modifications, the atman is regarded as eternal, for
Kumarila rejects the view that even internal change
militants against permanence. Jnana or knowledge
is a mode of the self. It is described as an act
(kriya) or process (vyapara). When Jnana arises in
the self relating it to an object, the object becomes
illuminated (prakasavisista). The object being
illumined thus (Prakatya or Jnatata) serves as a
means for our concluding that Jnana must have
arisen in the self. Thus Jnana is only to be
inferred. While it can reveal other objects, it has no
power to manifest itself.
Self is known directly through ‘aham-pratyaya’ or
the I-notion. Self can at once be both subject and
object (Jadabodhatmaka). In the example ‘I know
jar’ there are two elements : one comprehending
the self (aham-vrtti) and the other comprehending
the object (ghatavrtti). Self awareness is constant
and accompanies all states of consciousness, being
absent only in deep sleep where no object is
known. The self is not known as the subject in the
act of knowing. The fact of knowing itself-is not
known at the time. But yet the self cannot be
unknown, for that would go against the felt
personal identity in all experience. It is therefore,
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explained as being known then as object of Inotion. Self to be known at all must at the time
become aware of some object or other.
Prabhakara disagrees with Kumarila in two
important respects in his view of self. He does not
admit that self suffers change. He objects to the
description of self as knowable. Agent and object
can never be the same in any act. Self is a subject
and is revealed as such in all Jnana. It is not selfluminous. It is Jada and therefore, requires for its
revelation the presence of some knowledge which
is self-luminious (Sarhvit is Svayamprakasa). Sarhvit
or knowledge reveals both object and the self
simultaneously with itself. This triple revelation is
described as Triputlkarana.
Mlmamsa believes in the existence of permanent
dravyas which are substrate of qualities and are
not merely aggregates of fleeting sense-data.
According to Bhattas, every dravya is eternal and
endures however much its forms or attributes may
change. The dravya endures; its modes alone
appear and disappear. This view of reality exhibits
kinship with the Samkhya-Yoga in general. It is
parinamavada and the relation between the material
cause and the effect is one of identity in difference
(bhedabheda). One important difference between
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Samkhya and Mimamsa is that here the changing
dravyas are ultimately many, not only one. Another
difference is Mimamsa extends the notion of
transformation to the atman also.
The change that characterizes the physical reality
is ever in progress. It never began and is never
going to end, the Mimamsa recognising no creation
or the dissolution of the Universe as a whole. Or
^TTT)
Kumarija accepts all nine dravyas of NyayaVaisesika and adds two more viz., Tamas and
Sabda. Time
is perceivable.
All perceptual
experiences include a reference to time. The first
four dravyas and Tamas are atomic. By ‘atom,’
paramanu of Vaisesikas is not meant but the
smallest particle which experience acquaints us
with. Guna, Karma, Samavaya are not entirely
distinct from dravyas. The relation between them is
identity in difference (bhedabheda). Kumarila’s list
includes ‘Abhava.’ There are five categories in all
(excluding Samavaya and Visesa).
Prabhakara accepts Samavaya. This means the
rejection of the relation of identity in difference. As
a consequence substance and attribute etc. come to
the conceived as altogether distinct that the doctrine
does not subscribe to Satkaryavada. Prabhakara
discords Abhava as an independent category.
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VI
On the practical side or the teaching of
Purvamimamsa, the most important aspect is its
concept of dharma. It is all the more important
because in the absence of recognition of God in
this system, many changes constantly taking place
in the world have to be accounted on operation of
dharma and adharma. The term dharma, generally
speaking, stands for Vedic rites or duties of a
religious kind; but ethical conduct is not excluded.
Vedas will not cleanse the morally impure Dharma
many be more than morality but is not less.
Dharma is not non-social or purely individualistic
as it indues five daily sacrifices and such other
virtues as hospitality to guests, etc.
Veda reveals dharma as the subject of mandate
(Vidhi or Niyoga) Bhafta and Prabhakara differ
considerably in their view of the motive for obeying
that mandate. According to Bhafta, the Veda not
only acquaints us with dharma and adharma but
also specifies the desirable results. The Bhafta
School believes that pleasure and pain are the only
ultimate motives. But we should not conclude from
this, Prof. Hiriyanna* observes, that Veda commands
us either to seek pleasure or to shun pain. Veda
merely admits it as psychological fact without
pronouncing any judgement on the value of
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pleasure or the lack of it is pain. We have here
psychological hedonism and not ethical hedonism.
The Prabhakaras demure to the admission of a
hedonistic aim as necessary for the Vedic
imperative to operate. The ideal of dharma should
be persued for its own sake. Dharma is an intrinsic
value-a
good in itself-and not merely an
instrumental one. The reference to fruit found in
Veda is
intended merely to define the class of
persons to whom the behest is addressed. The
conception
of dharma
here resembles
the
categorical imperative.
The ideal of dharma, but not of moksa, seems
to have
been the aim of Mimamsa earlier (upto
Kalpa-sutra). But the doctrine in its present form
replaced it by Moksa.
The Mimamsa concept of Moksa very much
resembles that of Nyaya Vaisesika. The self is
eternal and omnipresent., Its empirical encumbrance
is threefold : physical body, organs of sense and
the world. Separation from these once for all is
release. Mimamsa refutes the Vedanta view that the
physical world is sublated, or transcended in
Moksa. The Moksa state is described negatively as
excluding all pain along with all pleasure. One or
two interpreters of Kumarija maintain that itt is a
state of bliss.
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As regards the discipline, the emphasis here is
on Karma rather than Jnana. A consequence of
this is the rejection of Sarhnyasa. Briefly the
discipline consists in giving up optional and
prohibited deeds and confining to the obligatory
ones, whose purpose is the removal of evil. When
thus the source of all future births is cut off, there
results automatically the restoration to the self of
its intrinsic nature.
The above brief account of Prof. Hiriyanna s
analysis, criticism and elucidation of Purvamimamsa
doctrines brings out the following points.
(1) The view of the language taken in Mimamsa
is that it is independent of the individual
using it. However, Mimamsa does not reject
the conventional element in language, but,
only assigns subordinate place (sahakari) to it,
the purpose served by it being illustrated by
that of light to seeing.
(2) The Mimamsa theory of Veda-apauruseyatva
in the sense of our eternally fixed text is not
convincing, inspite of their theory of word,
meaning and their relation being eternal.
(3) The Mimamsa rules of interpretation are quite
general. They are applicable as much to the
works outside Veda as to the Veda.
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(4) Bhatta theory of error, which points to the
object of illusion as a synthetic whole, though,
more
in
accord
with
experience,
epistemologically presents a difficulty viz., the
inclusion of ideal element within the content
of knowledge.
(5) Mlmamsa disagrees with Nyaya in respect of
Pramanya because of the discord between the
nature of truth and the manner in which the
Nyaya proposes to verify. Mlmamsa advocates
Svatahpramanya and dispenses with the need
for testing it.
(6) In Mimamsa reciprocal similarity is known
through Upamana. It cannot be included
under Anumana, since a knowledge of
inductive relation or Vyapti is not needed
here, similarity is considered as dual in
Mimamsa.
(7) Mimamsa recognises Arthapatti as a separate
pramana. Since it rejects the negative
universal as a major premise in syllogism.
The following are the basic differences between
Bhattas and Prabhakaras :
(8) The Bhatta
Parinama in

school accepts change
atman. It accepts dravya

or
as
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eternal and also as changing. Its view is
Parinamavada. The relation between cause
and
effect
is
bhedabheda.
Prabhakaras
disagree with all these points.
(9)

Atman is both subject and object according to
Kumarija while it is only subject according to
Prabhakara.

( 1 0 ) Jnana is to be inferred according to Bhattas
while it is Svayamprakasa according to
Prabhakaras.
(11) Bhattas theory of Karyata may be described
as psychological hedonism but not as ethical
hedonism.
(12) Prabhakara’s theory of
“categorical-imperative.”

Karyata

resembles

Prof. M. Hiriyanna, has made these points in the
course of his critical summary of Purvamimamsa
doctrines. Though all these points are implicit in
Mimamsa
texts,
particularly,
Sloka-vartika,
Prakaranapancika
and
Sastradipika,
Prof.
Hiriyanna’s contribution lies in making these
explicit and describing them in unambiguous terms
in a comparative and critical way.
m
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